WHITING ROAD UTILITY RAILROAD CROSSING
PROJECT MANUAL

OCTOBER 5, 2020

INVITATION FOR BID
Project Name:

WHITING ROAD UTILITY RAILROAD CROSSING

FCWSA Contract No.:

21-P-99-0242

Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority (FCWSA), the Owner, invites qualified contractors to
submit sealed Bids for the aforementioned project. Sealed Bids will be received at the Owner’s office until
the date and time given below, at which time they will be opened and read aloud. Bids received after the
date and time given below will be returned to the Bidder unopened. The procurement process and the
performance of the Contract shall be governed by the provisions of the Virginia Public Procurement Act
(VPPA).
Owner’s office and contact information regarding the Project, the purchase of Bidding Documents, and
questions about the Project:
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
Attention: Procurement
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187
Email: procurement@fcwsa.org
* Bidders are requested to include the Project name in the subject line of Email.
The following is a general description of the Project:
•
•
•
•
•

Site Clearing
Site Demolition
Trenching and Backfilling
Distribution System
Sanitary Collection System

Following are key dates and time frames for the Bid and award of the Project:

Bidding Documents available for purchase

October 5, 2020

Pre-Bid Conference (non-mandatory)

October 15, 2020 at 11:00 AM
Fauquier County Water & Sanitation Authority
Procurement Office
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187

Bids Are Due By:

October 22, 2020 at 11:00 AM
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Copies of the Bidding Documents may be obtained from Owner’s website (www.fcwsa.org).
The Bidding Documents may be examined at the Owner’s office on business days 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM, and
the following locations:
VALLEY CONSTRUCTION NEWS

DODGE DATA & ANALYTICS

426 Campbell Avenue

300 American Metro Blvd. Suite 185

Roanoke, VA 24016

Hamilton, NJ 08619

(540) 344-8127

(877) 784-9556

eVA Website

Departmental Website
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ARTICLE 1—DEFINED TERMS
1.01

Terms used in these Instructions to Bidders have the meanings indicated in the General Conditions
and Supplementary Conditions. Additional terms used in these Instructions to Bidders have the
meanings indicated below:
A. Prospective Bidder of Record—Bidder who has obtained from Owner a complete set of
Bidding Documents.

ARTICLE 2—BIDDING DOCUMENTS
2.01

Complete sets of the Bidding Documents may be obtained from the Owner as described in the
Invitation for Bid. Owner will not make portions of the Bidding Documents available.

2.02

Complete sets of Bidding Documents shall be used in preparing Bids; neither Owner nor Engineer
assumes any responsibility for errors or misinterpretations resulting from the use of incomplete sets
of Bidding Documents.

2.03

Owner, in making copies of Bidding Documents available on the above terms, does so only for the
purpose of obtaining Bids for the Work and does not authorize or confer a license for any other use.

2.04

Owner will post Addenda pursuant to Article 7 of these Instructions.

ARTICLE 3—QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS
3.01

To demonstrate Bidder’s qualifications to perform the Work, Bidder shall include the following
with its Bid:
A. A copy of Bidder’s Virginia Contractor’s License;
B.

3.02

Description of at least five successful projects, similar in scope to Work included in the
Project, which the Bidder has completed within the past five years. Description shall be typed
on Bidder’s company letterhead, and shall include the project owners’ contact names, phone
numbers and email addresses; the engineers’ contact names, phone numbers and email
addresses; the final contract price, and the contract time.

Bidder is advised to carefully review those portions of the Bid Form requiring Bidder’s
representations and certifications.

ARTICLE 4—EXAMINATION OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS, OTHER RELATED DATA, AND
SITE
4.01

Subsurface and Physical Conditions
A. There is no geotechnical or subsurface information available.
B.

Any Subsurface and Physical Conditions Information provided by or available from the Owner
shall not be considered a part of the Contract Documents. The Owner makes no
representations, warranties or guaranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of any
information contained in the Subsurface and Physical Conditions Information. No such
information provided by the Owner shall in any way relieve the Contractor from any risk, or
from properly and thoroughly examining the Site and making such additional investigations
as it may elect, or from properly fulfilling all the requirements of the Contract Documents.
Bidder is responsible for any interpretation or conclusion Bidder draws from Subsurface and
Physical Conditions Information.
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4.02

Underground Facilities
A. Information and data shown or indicated in the Bidding Documents with respect to existing
Underground Facilities at or contiguous to the Site is based upon information and data (i)
furnished to Owner and Engineer by owners of such Underground Facilities, including Owner,
or others, and/or (ii) obtained by Owner or Engineer.

4.03

Hazardous Environmental Condition
A. The Supplementary Conditions identify any reports and drawings known to Owner relating to
a Hazardous Environmental Condition identified at the Site.
B.

Copies of reports and drawings referenced in Paragraph 4.03.A will be made available by
Owner to any Bidder on request. Those reports and drawings are not part of the Contract
Documents, but the “technical data” contained therein upon which Bidder is entitled to rely as
provided in Paragraph 4.06 of the General Conditions has been identified and established in
Paragraph 4.06 of the Supplementary Conditions. Bidder is responsible for any interpretation
or conclusion Bidder draws from any “technical data” or any other data, interpretations,
opinions, or information contained in such reports or shown or indicated in such drawings.

4.04

Provisions concerning responsibilities for the adequacy of data furnished to prospective Bidders
with respect to subsurface conditions, other physical conditions, and Underground Facilities, and
possible changes in the Bidding Documents due to differing or unanticipated subsurface or physical
conditions appear in Paragraphs 4.03 and 4.04 of the General Conditions. Provisions concerning
responsibilities for the adequacy of data furnished to prospective Bidders with respect to a
Hazardous Environmental Condition at the Site, if any, and possible changes in the Contract
Documents due to any Hazardous Environmental Condition uncovered or revealed at the Site which
was not shown or indicated in the Drawings or Specifications or identified in the Contract
Documents to be within the scope of the Work, appear in Paragraph 4.06 of the General Conditions.

4.05

Bidder Site Inspections. Upon request, with a minimum of a three business day notice and a copy
of Bidder’s insurance certificate, all submitted through the email address provided, Owner will
provide Bidder written approval to access to the Site to conduct such examinations, investigations,
explorations, tests, and studies (all considered "Site Inspection") as Bidder deems necessary for
submission of its Bid. Site Inspection shall be conducted at Bidder’s sole cost and expense. Bidder's
insurance certificate shall comply fully with the requirements of the Contract Conditions and name
"interested property owners" as additional insured. Bidder’s insurance certificate shall cover work
during the Bidding period and shall not be contingent upon Contract award. Owner reserves the
right to be present with the Bidder during Bidder’s Site Inspections. In performing Site
Inspection(s), Bidder shall:
A. Provide a plan showing proposed scope of Site Inspections, including points of ingress and
egress, locations of test pits, etc.
B.

Contact Miss Utility and have the utilities marked prior to performing any Site Inspection.
Bidder shall comply with all applicable Laws and Regulations relative to excavation and utility
locates.

C.

Be responsible for surveying and stakeout to ensure the Site Inspections are within the
permanent easement.

D. Assume full responsibility for all damages, costs and claims that may arise as a result of
Bidder’s Site Inspections or access to the Site.
E.

Restore the Site fully upon completion of its Site Inspections, including but not limited to
filling all holes, grading, and cleaning up.
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F.
4.06

Complete its Site Inspections at least seven days prior to the date of the Bid opening.

Additional Reference
A. Reference is made to Article 7 of the Supplementary Conditions for the identification of the
general nature of other work that is to be performed at the Site by Owner or others (such as
utilities and other prime contractors) that relates to the Work contemplated by these Bidding
Documents. On request, Owner will provide to each Bidder for examination access to or copies
of contract documents (other than portions thereof related to price) for such other work.
B.

4.07

Paragraph 6.14.C of the General Conditions indicates that if an Owner safety program exists,
it will be noted in the Supplementary Conditions.

It is the responsibility of each Bidder before submitting a Bid to:
A. examine and carefully study the Bidding Documents, and the other related data identified in
the Bidding Documents;
B.

visit the Site and become familiar with and satisfy Bidder as to the general, local, and Site
conditions that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work;

C.

become familiar with and satisfy Bidder as to all federal, state, and local Laws and Regulations
that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work;

D. carefully study all reports and drawings of Hazardous Environmental Conditions, if any, at the
Site that have been identified in the Paragraph 4.06 of the Supplementary Conditions as
containing reliable "technical data";
E.

consider the information known to Bidder; information commonly known to contractors doing
business in the locality of the Site; information and observations obtained from visits to the
Site; the Bidding Documents; and the Site-related reports and drawings identified in the
Bidding Documents, with respect to the effect of such information, observations, and
documents on (1) the cost, progress, and performance of the Work; (2) the means, methods,
techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction to be employed by Bidder, including
applying any specific means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction
expressly required by the Bidding Documents; and (3) Bidder’s safety precautions and
programs;

F.

agree at the time of submitting its Bid that no further examinations, investigations,
explorations, tests, studies, or data are necessary for the determination of its Bid for
performance of the Work at the price(s) bid and within the times required, and in accordance
with the other terms and conditions of the Bidding Documents;

G. become aware of the general nature of the work to be performed by Owner and others at the
Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Bidding Documents;
H. promptly give Owner written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or discrepancies that
Bidder discovers in the Bidding Documents and confirm that the written resolution thereof by
Owner is acceptable to Bidder; and
I.
4.08

determine that the Bidding Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey
understanding of all terms and conditions for the performance of the Work.

The submission of a Bid will constitute an incontrovertible representation by Bidder that Bidder
has complied with every requirement of this Article 4, that without exception the Bid is premised
upon performing and furnishing the Work required by the Bidding Documents and applying any
specific means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction that may be shown
or indicated or expressly required by the Bidding Documents, that Bidder has given Owner written
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notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, and discrepancies that Bidder has discovered in the
Bidding Documents and the written resolutions thereof by Owner are acceptable to Bidder, and that
the Bidding Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding of all terms
and conditions for performing and furnishing the Work.
ARTICLE 5—PRE-BID CONFERENCE
5.01

A pre-Bid conference will be held at the date, time, and location given in the Invitation for Bid.
Owner will be present to discuss the Project. The Engineer may be present at the pre-Bid conference
as well. Bidders are encouraged to attend and participate in the conference; attendance is not
mandatory. Owner will transmit to all Prospective Bidders of Record such Addenda as Owner
considers necessary in response to questions arising at the conference. Oral statements may not be
relied upon and will not be binding or legally effective.

ARTICLE 6—SITE AND OTHER AREAS
6.01

The Site is identified in the Bidding Documents. Easements for permanent structures or permanent
changes in existing facilities are to be obtained and paid for by Owner unless otherwise provided
in the Bidding Documents. All additional lands and access thereto required for temporary
construction facilities, construction equipment, or storage of materials and Equipment to be
incorporated in the Work, beyond what is shown in the Drawings, are to be obtained and paid for
by Contractor.

ARTICLE 7—INTERPRETATIONS AND ADDENDA
7.01

All questions about the meaning or intent of the Bidding Documents are to be submitted to Owner
in writing to the following email address: procurement@fcwsa.org. Bidders are requested to
include the Project name in the subject line of the email. Interpretations or clarifications considered
necessary by Owner in response to such questions will be issued by Addenda posted on the Owner’s
website: www.fcwsa.org and an email Notice will be sent via email to Prospective Bidders of
Record. Questions received less than seven days prior to the date for opening of Bids may not be
answered. Only questions answered by Addenda will be binding. Oral and other interpretations or
clarifications will be without legal effect.

7.02

Addenda may be issued to clarify, correct, or change the Bidding Documents as deemed advisable
by Owner.

ARTICLE 8—BID SECURITY
8.01

Pursuant to the provisions of the Virginia Code, §2.2-4336, all Bids in the amount of $100,000 or
more shall be accompanied by Bid security made payable to Owner in an amount of five percent
of Bidder’s maximum Bid price and in the form of a certified check, bank money order, or a Bid
Bond (on the form attached) issued by a surety meeting the requirements of Paragraphs 5.01 and
5.02 of the General Conditions.

8.02

The Bid security of the Successful Bidder will be retained until such Bidder has executed the
Contract Documents, furnished the required contract security and met the other conditions of the
Notice of Award, whereupon the Bid security will be returned. If the Successful Bidder fails to
execute and deliver the Contract Documents and furnish the required contract security within 15
days after the Notice of Award, Owner may consider Bidder to be in default, annul the Notice of
Award, and the Bid security of that Bidder will be forfeited in accordance with these Instructions
and the terms of the bond, if applicable. Such forfeiture shall be Owner’s exclusive remedy if
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Bidder defaults. The Bid security of other Bidders whom Owner believes to have a reasonable
chance of receiving the award may be retained by Owner until seven days after the Effective Date
of the Agreement or 61days after the Bid opening, whereupon Bid security furnished by such
Bidders will be returned.
8.03

Bid security of other Bidders whom Owner believes do not have a reasonable chance of receiving
the award will be returned within 30 days of the Notice of Award.

ARTICLE 9—CONTRACT TIMES
9.01

The Contract Times within which, or the dates by which the Contractor is required to achieve
Substantial Completion and Final Completion of the Work are set forth in the Agreement.

ARTICLE 10—LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
10.01

Provisions for liquidated damages, if any, are set forth in the Agreement.

ARTICLE 11—SUBSTITUTE AND “OR EQUAL” ITEMS
11.01

The Contract, if awarded, will be on the basis of Items specified or described in the Bidding
Documents without consideration of possible substitute or “or-equal” Items. Whenever it is
specified or described in the Bidding Documents that a substitute or “or-equal” Item may be
furnished or used by Contractor if acceptable to Owner, application for such acceptance will not be
considered until after the Effective Date of the Agreement.

ARTICLE 12—NOT USED
ARTICLE 13—PREPARATION OF BID
13.01

The Bid Form is included with the Bidding Documents.

13.02

All blanks on the Bid Form shall be completed in blue or black ink and the Bid Form signed in ink.
Erasures or alterations shall be initialed in ink by the person signing the Bid Form. A Bid price
shall be indicated for each section, Bid item, alternative, adjustment unit price item, and unit price
item listed therein. In the case of optional alternatives the words “No Bid,” “No Change,” or “Not
Applicable” may be entered.

13.03

A Bid by a corporation shall be executed in the corporate name by the president or a vice-president
or other corporate officer accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The corporate seal shall
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be affixed and attested by the secretary or an assistant secretary. The state of incorporation shall be
shown.
13.04

A Bid by a partnership shall be executed in the partnership name and signed by a partner (whose
title must appear under the signature), accompanied by evidence of authority to sign.

13.05

A Bid by a limited liability company shall be executed in the name of the firm by a member and
accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The state of formation of the firm shall be shown.

13.06

A Bid by an individual shall show the Bidder’s full legal name.

13.07

A Bid by a joint venture shall be executed by each joint venturer in the manner indicated on the
Bid Form.

13.08

The Bidder’s business address, Virginia Contractor’s license number, Federal Employer’s
Identification No., phone number, fax number, contact person regarding the Bid, and Email address
shall be included in the Bid.

13.09

All names shall be printed in ink below the signatures.

13.10

The Bidder shall acknowledge all Addenda by filling in the numbers and date of issuance of each
Addendum on the Bid Form.

13.11

Postal and e-mail addresses and telephone numbers for communications regarding the Bid shall be
shown.

13.12

The Bid shall include the information required in Paragraph 3.01.

13.13

Bidder assumes all costs in the preparation of its Bid submittal or proposal for the Work, regardless
of the outcome or implementation of the Bid process.

ARTICLE 14—BASIS OF BID
14.01

Lump Sum
A. Bidders shall submit a Bid on a lump sum basis as set forth in the Bid Form.

14.02

Not Used

14.03

Not Used

14.04

Not Used

14.05

Not Used

14.06

Not Used

ARTICLE 15—SUBMITTAL OF BID
15.01

The Bid Form and Bid Bond Form are included in the Bidding Documents. The Bid Form shall be
completed and submitted with the Bid Bond Form, if required.

15.02

A Bid shall be submitted no later than the date and time prescribed and at the place indicated in the
Invitation for Bid and shall be enclosed in a plainly marked, sealed envelope with the following
information provided on the envelope:
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BID ENCLOSED
Project Name:
FCWSA Contract No.:
Name of Bidder:
Address of Bidder:

Virginia Contractors Registration No.:
Expiration Date:
Federal Employer Identification No:
(Or Social Security No. or a Control No. Issued by the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles for an Individual)

BID ENCLOSED
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15.03

If a Bid is sent by United States Postal Service mail or other delivery system, the sealed envelope
containing the Bid shall be enclosed in a separate package plainly marked on the outside with the
notation “BID ENCLOSED.” A mailed Bid shall be addressed to:
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
Attention: Procurement
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187

ARTICLE 16—WITHDRAWAL OF BID
16.01

Any Bid submitted may be withdrawn by Notice to the Owner received by the Owner prior to the
time and date designated for receipt of Bids. Such Notice shall be in writing over the signature of
the Bidder in the same format as required for the submission of the Bid. Strict compliance with
these requirements is a condition precedent to effective withdrawal of a Bid.

16.02

A Bidder may withdraw its Bid from consideration after the Bids have been opened if the bid price
was substantially lower than the other Bids due solely to a mistake therein, provided the Bid was
submitted in good faith, and the mistake was a clerical mistake as opposed to a judgment mistake,
and was actually due to an unintentional arithmetic error or an unintentional omission of a quantity
of work, labor or material made directly in the computation of its Bid, which unintentional
arithmetic error or unintentional omission can be clearly shown by objective evidence drawn from
inspection of original work papers, documents and materials used in the preparation of the Bid
sought to be withdrawn. If a Bid contains both clerical and judgment mistakes, a Bidder may
withdraw its Bid from consideration if the price bid would have been substantially lower than the
other Bids due solely to the clerical mistake, that was an unintentional arithmetic error or an
unintentional omission of a quantity of work, labor or material made directly in the compilation of
a Bid which shall be clearly shown by objective evidence drawn from inspection of original work
papers, documents and materials used in the preparation of the Bid sought to be withdrawn. A
Bidder seeking to withdraw its Bid on the foregoing grounds shall give Notice in writing of its
claim of right to withdraw its Bid in such a manner that such Notice and all original work papers,
documents and materials used in the preparation of the Bid are received by the Owner by 4:30 P.M.
of the second business day after the conclusion of the Bid opening procedure. Such mistake shall
be proved only from the original work papers, documents and materials delivered as required
herein.

16.03

No Bid shall be withdrawn when the result would be the awarding of the Contract on another Bid
of the same Bidder or of another Bidder in which the ownership of the withdrawing Bidder is more
than five percent.

16.04

If a Bid is withdrawn in accordance with these instructions, the lowest remaining Bid shall be
deemed to be the low Bid.

16.05

No Bidder who is permitted to withdraw a Bid shall, for compensation, supply any material or labor
to perform any Subcontract or other Work agreement for the person or firm to whom the Contract
is awarded or otherwise benefit, directly or indirectly, from the performance of the Project for
which the withdrawn Bid was submitted.

16.06

The Owner shall notify the Bidder within five business days of its decision regarding the Bidder’s
request to withdraw its Bid. If the Owner denies the withdrawal of a Bid under the provisions of
§2.2-4330, Va. Code Ann, the Owner shall state in such notice the reasons for its decision and
award the Contract to the Bidder at the Bid price, provided such Bidder is a responsible and
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responsive Bidder. At the same time that the notice is provided, the Owner shall return all work
papers and copies thereof that have been submitted by the Bidder.
ARTICLE 17—OPENING OF BIDS
17.01

Owner will open Bids from Prospective Bidders of Record only.

17.02

Bids will be opened at the time and place indicated in the Advertisement or Invitation for Bid and,
unless obviously non-responsive, read aloud publicly. An abstract of the amounts of the base Bids
and major alternates, if any, will be made available to Bidders within one business day after the
opening of Bids.

ARTICLE 18—BIDS TO REMAIN SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE
18.01

All Bids will remain subject to acceptance for the period of time stated in the Bid Form, but Owner
may, in its sole discretion, release any Bid and return the Bid security prior to the end of this period.

ARTICLE 19—EVALUATION OF BIDS AND AWARD OF CONTRACT
19.01

Owner reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, including without limitation, nonconforming,
nonresponsive, unbalanced, or conditional Bids. Owner further reserves the right to reject the Bid
of any Bidder whom it finds, after reasonable inquiry and evaluation, to not be responsible. Owner
may also reject the Bid of any Bidder if Owner believes that it would not be in the best interest of
the Project to make an award to that Bidder. Owner also reserves the right to waive all informalities
not involving price, time, or changes in the Work and to negotiate contract terms with the
Successful Bidder.

19.02

More than one Bid for the same Work from an individual or entity under the same or different
names will not be considered. Reasonable grounds for believing that any Bidder has an interest in
more than one Bid for the Work may be cause for disqualification of that Bidder and the rejection
of all Bids in which that Bidder has an interest.

19.03

In evaluating Bids, Owner will consider whether or not the Bids comply with the prescribed
requirements, and such alternates, unit prices and other data, as may be requested in the Bid Form.

19.04

In evaluating Bidders, Owner will consider the qualifications of Bidders.

19.05

Owner may conduct such investigations as Owner deems necessary to establish the responsibility,
qualifications, and financial ability of Bidders, proposed Subcontractors, Suppliers, individuals, or
entities proposed for those portions of the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents. If
requested by Owner, Bidder shall provide its three most recent audited annual financial reports.

19.06

The Contract, if awarded, will be awarded to the Bidder that (i) submitted the lowest responsive
Bid, and (ii) was determined to be a responsible Bidder, all based upon review and investigation
by Owner.

19.07

Owner also reserves the right to negotiate with the responsible Bidder submitting the lowest
responsive Bid in the event such Bid exceeds the Owner's budget for the Work. Such negotiations,
if the Owner elects to negotiate rather than reject all Bids, shall be directly between the Owner and
such Bidder. The Owner and such Bidder shall review the Contract Documents, and the Owner
may provide such additional information as it deems appropriate to provide. Such Bidder then may
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be invited by the Owner to submit a revised Bid. Such Bidder shall be under no obligation to submit
a revised Bid and the Owner may reject any such revised Bid.
ARTICLE 20—CONTRACT SECURITY AND INSURANCE
20.01

Article 5 of the General Conditions, as may be modified by the Supplementary Conditions, sets
forth Owner’s requirements as to performance and payment bonds and insurance. When the
Successful Bidder delivers the signed Agreement to Owner, it shall be accompanied by such bonds.

ARTICLE 21—SIGNING OF AGREEMENT
21.01

When Owner issues a Notice of Award to the Successful Bidder, it shall be accompanied by the
required number of unsigned counterparts of the Agreement, the Payment Bond and Performance
Bond. Within fifteen (15) days thereafter, Successful Bidder shall sign and deliver the required
number of counterparts of the Agreement to Owner, along with Contractor’s Payment Bond,
Performance Bond, and evidence of insurance. Within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the signed
counterparts of the Agreement and the Contractor Payment Bond, Performance Bond, and evidence
of insurance, all in conformance with the Contract requirements, Owner shall deliver one fully
signed counterpart to Contractor.

21.02

All documents that are submitted to Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority signed by the
Successful Bidder, shall include original signatures. The Agreement shall not be executed
separately in counterparts. If Successful Bidder requires additional originals of the executed
Agreement, then Successful Bidder shall make additional copies of the unsigned Agreement
included with the Notice of Award, sign them, submit same to Owner for execution, and advise
Owner of Successful Bidder’s need for additional originals.

ARTICLE 22—SALES AND USE TAXES
22.01

Pursuant to Article 5, Section 58.1, Code of Virginia, certain equipment and facilities may be
exempt from Virginia state sales and use taxes. The Bidder is referred to Paragraph 6.10 of the
Supplementary Conditions for information regarding whether the Project, or portion of the Project,
is exempt from Virginia state sales and use taxes. If there is no information given in the
Supplementary Conditions, the Project is not exempt from Virginia states sales and use taxes.

ARTICLE 23—RETAINAGE
23.01

Provisions concerning Contractor’s rights to deposit securities in lieu of retainage are set forth in
the Agreement.

23.02

Bidders are hereby notified that pursuant to §2.2-4334, Va. Code Ann., the Contractor may elect to
use an escrow account procedure for all funds retained from progress payments under the Contract.
Bidders shall advise by signature on the Bid Form if Bidder intends to use this escrow account
procedure for retained funds. A copy of the Escrow Agreement is included in the Contract Forms.

23.03

Within fifteen (15) days after issuance of the Notice of award, the Successful Bidder shall submit
the Escrow Agreement, signed by the Successful Bidder, Surety, and Escrow Agent, to the Owner
for Owner’s signature. All signatures shall be original, and the Escrow Agreement shall not be
executed separately in counterparts. If the Successful Bidder does not submit the signed Escrow
Agreement within fifteen (15) days of the Notice of award as described herein, then the Successful
Bidder will forfeit its rights to use the escrow account procedure per §2.2-4334 A, Va. Code Ann.

ARTICLE 24—NOT USED
00200 – Instructions to Bidders
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BID FORM
Project Name:

WHITING ROAD UTILITY RAILROAD CROSSING

FCWSA Contract No.:

21-P-99-0242

The terms used in this Bid with initial capital letters have the meanings stated in the Instructions to Bidders,
the General Conditions, and the Supplementary Conditions.
Bidder’s Contact Information
Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Phone:
Email:
Address:

Bidder’s Virginia Contractor’s License No.:
Bidder’s Federal Employer Identification No.:

ARTICLE 1—BID RECIPIENT
1.01

This Bid is submitted to:

Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187

1.02

The undersigned Bidder proposes and agrees, if this Bid is accepted, to enter into an Agreement
with Owner in the form included in the Bidding Documents to perform all Work as specified or
indicated in the Bidding Documents for the prices and within the times indicated in Bidding
Documents and in accordance with the other terms and conditions of the Bidding Documents.

ARTICLE 2—ATTACHMENTS TO THIS BID
2.01

The following documents are submitted with and made a condition of this Bid:
A. Required Bid security in the form of a Bid Bond or certified check in the amount of 5% of the
Bid Price;
B. Photocopy of Bidder’s Virginia Contractor’s License;
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C. Description of at least five successful projects, similar in scope to Work included in the Project,
which the Bidder has performed within the past five years. Description shall be typed on
Bidder’s company letterhead, and shall include the project owner’s contact names, phone
numbers and email addresses; the engineer’s contact names, phone numbers and email
addresses; the final contract price; and the contract time;
ARTICLE 3—BASIS OF BID
3.01

Lump Sum Bids
A. Bidder will complete the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents for the following
lump sum (stipulated) price(s), together with any Unit Prices indicated in Paragraph 3.02:
1. Lump Sum Price (Single Lump Sum)
Lump Sum Bid Price

3.02

Not Used

3.03

Not Used

$

ARTICLE 4—NOT USED
ARTICLE 5—NOT USED
ARTICLE 6—TIME OF COMPLETION
6.01

Bidder agrees that the Work will be Substantially Complete and Finally Complete in accordance
with Article 15 of the General Conditions on or before the dates or within the number of calendar
days stated in the Agreement.

6.02

Bidder accepts the provisions of the Agreement as to liquidated damages.

ARTICLE 7—BIDDER’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: ACCEPTANCE PERIOD,
INSTRUCTIONS, AND RECEIPT OF ADDENDA
7.01

Bid Acceptance Period
A. This Bid will remain subject to acceptance for 60 days after the Bid opening, or for such longer
period of time that Bidder may agree to in writing upon request of Owner.

7.02

Instructions to Bidders
A. Bidder accepts all of the terms and conditions of the Instructions to Bidders, including without
limitation those dealing with the disposition of Bid security.

7.03

Receipt of Addenda
A. Bidder hereby acknowledges receipt of the following Addenda: [Add rows as needed. Bidder
is to complete table.]
Addendum Number

Addendum Date
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ARTICLE 8—BIDDER’S REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
8.01

Bidder’s Representations
A. In submitting this Bid, Bidder represents the following:
1. Bidder has examined and carefully studied the Bidding Documents, other related data
identified in the Bidding Documents, and Addenda.
2. Bidder has visited the Site and become familiar with and is satisfied as to the general, local,
and Site conditions that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work.
3. Bidder is familiar with and is satisfied as to all Laws and Regulations that may affect cost,
progress, and performance of the Work.
4. Bidder has carefully studied all reports and drawings of Hazardous Environmental
Conditions, if any, at the Site that have been identified in Paragraph 4.06 of the
Supplementary Conditions as containing reliable “technical data.”
5. Bidder has considered the information known to Bidder; information commonly known to
contractors doing business in the locality of the Site; information and observations obtained
from visits to the Site; the Bidding Documents; and any Site-related reports and drawings
identified in the Bidding Documents, with respect to the effect of such information,
observations, and documents on (a) the cost, progress, and performance of the Work; (b)
the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction to be employed
by Bidder, including applying the specific means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction expressly required by the Bidding Documents; and (c) Bidder’s
safety precautions and programs.
6. Based on the information and observations referred to in Paragraph 8.01.A.5 above, Bidder
does not consider that further examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, studies, or
data are necessary for the determination of this Bid for performance of the Work at the
price(s) bid and within the times required, and in accordance with the other terms and
conditions of the Bidding Documents.
7. Bidder is aware of the general nature of work to be performed by Owner and others at the
Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Bidding Documents.
8. Bidder has given Owner written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or discrepancies
that Bidder has discovered in the Bidding Documents, and the written resolution thereof
by Owner is acceptable to Bidder.
9. The Bidding Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding of
all terms and conditions for the performance of the Work for which this Bid is submitted.

8.02

Bidder’s Certifications
A. The Bidder certifies the following:
1. This Bid is genuine and not made in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed
individual or entity and is not submitted in conformity with any collusive agreement or
rules of any group, association, organization, or corporation.
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2. Bidder has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Bidder to submit a false
or sham Bid.
3. Bidder has not solicited or induced any individual or entity to refrain from bidding.
4. Bidder has not engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices in competing
for the Contract. For the purposes of this Paragraph 8.02.A:
a. “corrupt practice” means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of anything of
value likely to influence the action of a public official in the bidding process.
b. “fraudulent practice” means an intentional misrepresentation of facts made (a) to
influence the bidding process to the detriment of Owner, (b) to establish bid prices at
artificial non-competitive levels, or (c) to deprive Owner of the benefits of free and
open competition.
c. “collusive practice” means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders,
with or without the knowledge of Owner, a purpose of which is to establish bid prices
at artificial, non-competitive levels.
d. “coercive practice” means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly,
persons or their property to influence their participation in the bidding process or affect
the execution of the Contract.
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ARTICLE 9—BID SUBMITTAL
9.01

This Bid is submitted by:
If Bidder is an Individual:
By:
(individual’s signature)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Doing Business As:
(typed or printed)

Date:
(typed or printed)

If Bidder is a Partnership:
Partnership Name:
(typed or printed)

By:
(signature of General Partner; attach evidence of authority to sign)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Date:
(typed or printed)
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If Bidder is a Corporation:
Corporation Name:
(typed or printed)

State of Incorporation:
(typed or printed)

Type:
(General Business, Professional, Service, Limited Liability)

By:
(individual’s signature; attach evidence of authority to sign)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(CORPORATE SEAL)

Attest:
(individual’s signature)

Date:
(typed or printed)

Date of Qualification to Do Business in Virginia is:

/

/
(typed or printed)
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If Bidder is a Joint Venture:
Name of Joint Venture:
(typed or printed)

First Joint Venturer Name:
(typed or printed)

By:
(individual’s signature; attach evidence of authority to sign)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(CORPORATE SEAL)

Second Joint Venturer Name:
(typed or printed)

By:
(individual’s signature; attach evidence of authority to sign)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(CORPORATE SEAL)

Note: each joint venturer must sign. The manner of signing for each individual, partnership,
and corporation that is a party to the joint venture should be in the manner indicated above.
Submission Date:
(typed or printed)

End of Bid Form
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DAMAGES FORM

BID BOND
Any singular reference to Bidder, Surety, or other party shall be considered plural where applicable.
BIDDER (Name and Address):

SURETY (Name and Address of Principal Place of Business):

OWNER:
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187
BID
Bid Due Date:
Description (Project Name):
Location (Location of Project):
BOND
Bond Number:
Date:
Penal Sum:

$
(Words)

(Figures)

Surety and Bidder, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth in this Bid Bond,
do each cause this Bid Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
Bidder
Surety
(Seal)

(Seal)

Bidder’s Name and Corporate Seal

By:

Surety’s Name and Corporate Seal)

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature) (Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Notes: (1) Note: Addresses are to be used for giving any required notice. (2) Provide execution by any additional parties, such
as joint venturers, if necessary.
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DAMAGES FORM
1. Bidder and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and
assigns to pay to Owner upon default of Bidder any difference between the total amount of Bidder’s Bid and the
total amount of the Bid of the next lowest, responsible Bidder who submitted a responsive Bid, as determined by
Owner, for the work required by the Contract Documents, provided that:
1.1. If there is no such next Bidder, and Owner does not abandon the Project, then Bidder and Surety shall pay
to Owner the penal sum set forth on the face of this Bond, and
1.2. In no event shall Bidder’s and Surety’s obligation hereunder exceed the penal sum set forth on the face of
this Bond.
1.3. Recovery under the terms of this Bond shall be Owner’s sole and exclusive remedy upon default of Bidder.
2. Default of Bidder shall occur upon the failure of Bidder to deliver within the time required by the Bidding
Documents (or any extension thereof agreed to in writing by Owner) the executed Agreement required by the
Bidding Documents and any performance and payment bonds required by the Bidding Documents.
3. This obligation shall be null and void if:
3.1. Owner accepts Bidder’s Bid and Bidder delivers within the time required by the Bidding Documents (or any
extension thereof agreed to in writing by Owner) the executed Agreement required by the Bidding
Documents and any performance and payment bonds required by the Bidding Documents, or
3.2. All Bids are rejected by Owner, or
3.3. Owner fails to issue a Notice of Award to Bidder within the time specified in the Bidding Documents (or
any extension thereof agreed to in writing by Bidder and, if applicable, consented to by Surety when required
by Paragraph 6 hereof).
4. The Surety hereby certifies that this Bid Security shall be effective at the time of the subject Bid opening.
5. Payment under this Bond will be due and payable upon default of Bidder and within 30 calendar days after receipt
by Bidder and Surety of written notice of default from Owner, which notice will be given with reasonable
promptness, identifying this Bond and the Project and including a statement of the amount due.
6. Surety waives notice of any and all defenses based on or arising out of any time extension to issue Notice of
Award agreed to in writing by Owner and Bidder, provided that the total time for issuing Notice of Award
including extensions shall not in the aggregate exceed 120 days from Bid due date without Surety’s written
consent.
7. No suit or action shall be commenced under this Bond prior to 30 calendar days after the notice of default required
in Paragraph 5 above is received by Bidder and Surety, and in no case later than one year after the Bid due date.
8. Any suit or action under this Bond shall be commenced only in a court of competent jurisdiction located in the
state in which the Project is located.
9. Notices required hereunder shall be in writing and sent to Bidder and Surety at their respective addresses shown
on the face of this Bond. Such notices may be sent by personal delivery, commercial courier, or by United States
Postal Service Registered or Certified Mail, return receipt requested, postage pre-paid, and shall be deemed to be
effective upon receipt by the party concerned.
10. Surety shall cause to be attached to this Bond a current and effective Power of Attorney evidencing the authority
of the officer, agent, or representative who executed this Bond on behalf of Surety to execute, seal, and deliver
such Bond and bind the Surety thereby.
11. This Bond is intended to conform to all applicable statutory requirements. Any applicable requirement of any
applicable statute that has been omitted from this Bond shall be deemed to be included herein as if set forth at
length. If any provision of this Bond conflicts with any applicable statute, then the provision of said statute shall
govern and the remainder of this Bond that is not in conflict therewith continues in full force and effect.

12. The term “Bid” as used herein includes a Bid, offer, or proposal as applicable.
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement is by and between Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority (“Owner”) and
[CONTRACTOR] (“Contractor”).
Owner and Contractor hereby agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1—WORK
1.01
•
•
•
•
•

Contractor shall complete all Work as specified or indicated in the Contract Documents. The Work
is generally described as follows:
SITE CLEARING
SITE DEMOLITION
TRENCHING AND BACKFILLING
DISTRIBUTION SYTEM
SANITARY COLLECTION SYSTEM

ARTICLE 2—SANITARY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM THE PROJECT
2.01

The Project for which the Work under the Contract Documents may be the whole or only a part is
generally described as follows:
WHITING ROAD UTILITY RAILROAD CROSSING

ARTICLE 3—NOT USED
ARTICLE 4—CONTRACT TIMES
4.01

Time is of the Essence
A. All Contract Times for Milestones, if any, Substantial Completion, and Final Completion of
the Work as stated in the Contract Documents are of the essence of the Contract.

4.02

Days to Achieve Substantial Completion and Final Completion
A. The Contractor shall achieve Substantial Completion of the Work within 150 days after the
date when the Contract Times commence to run as provided in Paragraph 2.03 of the General
Conditions, and shall achieve Final Completion of the Work in accordance with Paragraph
15.07 of the General Conditions within 30 days after the Contractor has achieved Substantial
Completion of the Work.

4.03

Liquidated Damages
A. Contractor and Owner recognize that time is of the essence as stated in Paragraph 4.01 above
and that Owner will suffer financial loss if the Work is not completed within the times specified
in Paragraph 4.02 above, plus any extensions thereof allowed in accordance with Article 12 of
the General Conditions. The parties also recognize the delays, expense, and difficulties
involved in proving in a legal or other dispute resolution proceeding the actual loss suffered by
Owner if the Work is not completed on time. Accordingly, instead of requiring any such proof,
Owner and Contractor agree that as liquidated damages for delay (but not as a penalty),
Contractor shall pay Owner $500 for each day that expires after the time specified in Paragraph
4.02 above for Substantial Completion until the Work is substantially complete. After
Substantial Completion, if Contractor shall neglect, refuse, or fail to finally complete the
remaining Work within the Contract Time or any proper extension thereof granted by Owner,
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Contractor shall pay Owner $200 for each day that expires after the time specified in Paragraph
4.02 above for Final Completion of the Work until the Work is finally complete. In lieu of
paying Owner liquidated damages, the Contractor agrees to the deduction of the liquidated
damages from the amount otherwise due to Contractor through Contractor’s payment
application.
B. The parties agree that the per diem measures of liquidated damages set forth herein are
reasonable measures of the damages Owner is likely to suffer in case of delay, and Contractor
agrees that it will not challenge the per diem amounts or liquidated damages assessed pursuant
to this Paragraph 4.03. Contractor hereby waives any defense as to the validity of any liquidated
damages stated herein on the grounds that such liquidated damages are void as penalties not
reasonably related to actual damages. The parties further agree that the liquidated damages set
forth in this Paragraph 4.03 shall be Owner’s sole remedy for delay as a result of Contractor’s
failure to achieve Substantial Completion or Final Completion within the times required by the
Contract. Whether or not liquidated damages are assessed for late Substantial Completion will
have no bearing on the assessment of liquidated damages for late Final Completion, and vice
versa, and liquidated damages shall accrue separately for late Substantial Completion and late
Final Completion. In the event more than one ground for assessment of liquidated damages as
provided by the Contractor Documents exists concurrently, such grounds shall be deemed
independent and all applicable liquidated damages shall be deducted cumulatively.
C. The liquidated damages amount will be calculated using the version of the Progress Schedule
in effect at the time the liquidated damages are assessed. If the Contractor is subsequently
granted adjustment(s) to Contract Time which results in the return of some, or all, of the
liquidated damages assessed by Owner, the Owner will owe only the liquidated damages
amount to the Contractor resulting from the adjustment(s) to Contract Time, and will not owe
any interest for late payment.
ARTICLE 5—CONTRACT PRICE
5.01

Owner shall pay Contractor for completion of the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents
an amount in current funds equal to the sum of the amounts determined pursuant to Paragraph
5.01.A:
A. For all Work, at the price stated in the Contractor’s Bid, attached hereto as an exhibit.

ARTICLE 6—PAYMENT PROCEDURES
6.01

Submittal and Processing of Payments
A. Contractor shall submit Applications for Payment in accordance with Article 15 of the General
Conditions. Applications for Payment will be processed as provided in the General Conditions.

6.02

Progress Payments; Retainage
A. Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Price on the basis of
Contractor’s Applications for Payment in accordance with the General Conditions and as
provided in Paragraph 6.02.A.1 below. All such payments will be measured by the schedule of
values established as provided in Paragraph 2.07.A of the General Conditions (and in the case
of Unit Price Work based on the number of units completed) or, in the event there is no schedule
of values, as provided in the General Requirements.
1. Prior to Final Completion, progress payments will be made in an amount equal to the
percentage indicated below but, in each case, less the aggregate of payments previously
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made and less such amounts as Owner may withhold, including but not limited to liquidated
damages, in accordance with Paragraph 15.02 of the General Conditions.
a. 95 percent of Work completed (with the balance being retainage); and
b. 95 percent of cost of materials and equipment not incorporated in the Work (with the
balance being retainage).
B. If applicable for the Project and chosen for use by Contractor, the retainage will be held and
administered pursuant to the Escrow Agreement.
6.03

Final Payment
A. Upon Final Completion and acceptance of the Work in accordance with Paragraph 15.07 of the
General Conditions, Owner shall pay the remainder of the Contract Price as provided in said
Paragraph 15.07.

ARTICLE 7—INTEREST
7.01

All moneys not paid when due as provided in Article 15 of the General Conditions shall bear
interest at the rate of 0.01 percent per annum.

ARTICLE 8—CONTRACTOR’S REPRESENTATIONS
8.01

In order to induce Owner to enter into this Agreement, Contractor makes the following
representations:
A. Contractor has examined and carefully studied the Contract Documents and the other related
data identified in the Bidding Documents.
B. Contractor has visited the Site and become familiar with and is satisfied as to the general, local,
and Site conditions that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work.
C. Contractor is familiar with and is satisfied as to all federal, state, and local Laws and
Regulations that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work.
D. Contractor has carefully studied all reports and drawings of Hazardous Environmental
Conditions, if any, at the Site that have been identified in Paragraph 4.06 of the Supplementary
Conditions as containing reliable “technical data.”
E. Contractor has considered the information known to Contractor; information commonly known
to contractors doing business in the locality of the Site; information and observations obtained
from visits to the Site; the Contract Documents; and the Site-related reports and drawings
identified in the Contract Documents, with respect to the effect of such information,
observations, and documents on (1) the cost, progress, and performance of the Work; (2) the
means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction to be employed by
Contractor, including any specific means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of
construction expressly required by the Contract Documents; and (3) Contractor’s safety
precautions and programs.
F. Based on the information and observations referred to in Paragraph 8.01.E above, Contractor
does not consider that further examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, studies, or data
are necessary for the performance of the Work at the Contract Price, within the Contract Times,
and in accordance with the other terms and conditions of the Contract Documents.
G. Contractor is aware of the general nature of work to be performed by Owner and others at the
Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Contract Documents.
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H. Contractor has given Owner written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or discrepancies
that Contractor has discovered in the Contract Documents, and the written resolution thereof
by Owner is acceptable to Contractor.
I.

The Contract Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding of all
terms and conditions for performance and furnishing of the Work.

ARTICLE 9—CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
9.01

Contents
A. The Contract Documents consist of the following:
1. This Agreement.
2. Performance bond.
3. Payment bond.
4. Other bonds.
5. General Conditions.
6. Supplementary Conditions.
7. Specifications as listed in the table of contents of the Project Manual.
8. Drawings consisting of:
•

10 sheets with each sheet bearing the following general title: WHITING ROAD
RAILROAD CROSSING

9. Addenda (numbers 0, inclusive).
10. Exhibits to this Agreement (enumerated as follows):
a. Contractor’s Bid.
b. Documentation submitted by Contractor prior to Notice of Award.
11. The following which may be delivered or issued on or after the Effective Date of the
Agreement:
a. Notice to Proceed.
b. Work Change Directives.
c. Change Orders.
d. Amendments to the Agreement.
B. The documents listed in Paragraph 9.01.A are not attached to this Agreement (except as
expressly noted otherwise above).
C. There are no Contract Documents other than those listed above in this Article 9.
D. The Contract Documents may only be amended, modified, or supplemented as provided in
Paragraph 3.04 of the General Conditions.
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ARTICLE 10—MISCELLANEOUS
10.01

Terms
A. Terms used in this Agreement will have the meanings stated in the General Conditions and the
Supplementary Conditions.

10.02

Assignment of Contract
A. No assignment by a party hereto of any rights under or interests in the Contract will be binding
on another party hereto without the written consent of the party sought to be bound; and,
specifically but without limitation, moneys that may become due and moneys that are due may
not be assigned without such consent (except to the extent that the effect of this restriction may
be limited by law), and unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to an
assignment, no assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or
responsibility under the Contract Documents.

10.03

Successors and Assigns
A. Owner and Contractor each binds itself, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal
representatives to the other party hereto, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal
representatives in respect to all covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in the
Contract Documents.

10.04

Severability
A. Any provision or part of the Contract Documents held to be void or unenforceable under any
Law or Regulation shall be deemed stricken, and all remaining provisions shall continue to be
valid and binding upon Owner and Contractor, who agree that the Contract Documents shall
be reformed to replace such stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable
provision that comes as close as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision.

10.05

Contractor’s Certifications
A. Contractor certifies that it has not engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive
practices in competing for or in executing the Contract. For the purposes of this Paragraph
10.05:
1. “corrupt practice” means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of any thing of value
likely to influence the action of a public official in the bidding process or in the Contract
execution;
2. “fraudulent practice” means an intentional misrepresentation of facts made (a) to influence
the bidding process or the execution of the Contract to the detriment of Owner, (b) to
establish Bid or Contract prices at artificial non-competitive levels, or (c) to deprive Owner
of the benefits of free and open competition;
3. “collusive practice” means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders, with
or without the knowledge of Owner, a purpose of which is to establish Bid prices at
artificial, non-competitive levels; and
4. “coercive practice” means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly, persons
or their property to influence their participation in the bidding process or affect the
execution of the Contract.
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10.06

Language
A. The language in all parts of the Contract shall in all cases be construed simply, as a whole and
in accordance with its fair meaning and not strictly for or against any party. The parties hereto
acknowledge and agree that the Contract has been carefully reviewed over a period of time,
that each party has been given opportunity to review the Contract with legal counsel, and that
each party has the requisite experience and sophistication to understand, interpret and agree to
the particular language of the provisions hereof. Accordingly, in the event of an ambiguity in
or dispute regarding the interpretation of the Contract, the Contract shall not be interpreted or
construed against the party preparing them.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Owner and Contractor have signed this Agreement. Counterparts have been
delivered to Owner and Contractor. All portions of the Contract Documents have been signed or have been
identified by Owner and Contractor or on their behalf.
This Agreement will be effective on the date on which it is signed on behalf of the Owner (which is the
Effective Date of the Agreement).

Owner:

Contractor:

Signature

Signature

By:

Benjamin R. Shoemaker

By:

Printed Name

Title:

Executive Director

Date:

Printed Name

Title:
Date:
* See note below

Attest:

Attest:

Title:

Title:

Address for giving Notices:

Address for giving Notices:

7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187
Virginia Contractor’s
License No.:
Agent for service of process:

* If Contractor is a corporation, a partnership, or a joint venture, attach evidence of authority to sign.
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PERFORMANCE BOND
Any singular reference to Contractor, Surety, Owner, or other party shall be considered plural where applicable.

CONTRACTOR (Name and Address):

SURETY (Name and Address of Principal Place of Business):

OWNER:
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187
CONTRACT
Amount:
FCWSA Contract ID No.:
Description (Project Name):
BOND
Bond Number:
Date:
Amount:

$
(Words)

(Figures)

Surety and Contractor, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth below, do
each cause this Performance Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
CONTRACTOR AS PRINCIPAL
SURETY
(Seal)

(Seal)

Contractor’s Name and Corporate Seal

By:

Surety’s Name and Corporate Seal)

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature) (Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Notes: (1) Provide execution by additional parties, such as joint venturers, if necessary.
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1. Contractor and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns to Owner for the performance of the Contract, including but not limited to
correction of defective Work as required therein, which is incorporated herein by reference.
2. If Contractor performs the Contract, Surety and Contractor have no obligation under this Bond, except
to participate in conferences as provided in Paragraph 3.1.
3. If there is no Owner Default, Surety’s obligation under this Bond shall arise after:
3.1. Owner has notified Contractor and Surety, at the addresses described in Paragraph 10 below, that
Owner is considering declaring a Contractor Default and has requested and attempted to arrange
a conference with Contractor and Surety to be held not later than 15 days after receipt of such
notice to discuss methods of performing the Contract. If Owner, Contractor, and Surety agree,
Contractor shall be allowed a reasonable time to perform the Contract, but such an agreement
shall not waive Owner’s right, if any, subsequently to declare a Contractor Default; and
3.2. Owner has declared a Contractor Default and formally terminated Contractor’s right to complete
the Contract. Such Contractor Default shall not be declared earlier than 20 days after Contractor
and Surety have received notice as provided in Paragraph 3.1; and
3.3. Owner has agreed to pay the Balance of the Contract Price to:
3.3.1 Surety in accordance with the terms of the Contract; or
3.3.2 Another contractor selected pursuant to Paragraph 4.3 to perform the Contract.
4. When Owner has satisfied the conditions of Paragraph 3, Surety shall promptly, and at Surety’s
expense, take one of the following actions:
4.1. Arrange for Contractor, with consent of Owner, to perform and complete the Contract; or
4.2. Undertake to perform and complete the Contract itself, through its agents or through independent
contractors; or
4.3. Obtain bids or negotiated proposals from qualified contractors acceptable to Owner for a contract
for performance and completion of the Contract, arrange for a contract to be prepared for
execution by Owner and contractor selected with Owner’s concurrence, to be secured with
performance and payment bonds executed by a qualified surety equivalent to the bonds issued on
the Contract, and pay to Owner the amount of damages as described in Paragraph 6 in excess of
the Balance of the Contract Price incurred by Owner resulting from Contractor Default; or
4.4. Waive its right to perform and complete, arrange for completion, or obtain a new contractor, and
with reasonable promptness under the circumstances:
4.4.1

After investigation, determine the amount for which it may be liable to Owner and, as
soon as practicable after the amount is determined, tender payment therefor to Owner; or

4.4.2

Deny liability in whole or in part and notify Owner citing reasons therefor.

5. If Surety does not proceed as provided in Paragraph 4 with reasonable promptness, Surety shall be
deemed to be in default on this Bond 15 days after receipt of an additional written notice from Owner
to Surety demanding that Surety perform its obligations under this Bond, and Owner shall be entitled
to enforce any remedy available to Owner. If Surety proceeds as provided in Paragraph 4.4, and Owner
refuses the payment tendered or Surety has denied liability, in whole or in part, or if Surety proceeds
as provided in Paragraph 4.1, 4.2 or 4.3 and then fails to perform, without further notice Owner shall
be entitled to enforce any remedy available to Owner; if Owner accepts the payment tendered by Surety,
and the cost and expenses of completing the Project exceed the payment tendered, then Owner may
proceed against Contractor for any difference.
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6. After Owner has terminated Contractor’s right to complete the Contract, and if Surety elects to act
under Paragraph 4.1, 4.2, or 4.3 above, then the responsibilities of Surety to Owner shall not be greater
than those of Contractor under the Contract, and the responsibilities of Owner to Surety shall not be
greater than those of Owner under the Contract. To the limit of the amount of this Bond, but subject to
commitment by Owner of the Balance of the Contract Price to mitigation of costs and damages on the
Contract, Surety is obligated without duplication for:
6.1. The responsibilities of Contractor for correction of defective Work and completion of the
Contract;
6.2. Additional legal, design professional, and delay costs resulting from Contractor’s Default, and
resulting from the actions of or failure to act of Surety under Paragraph 4; and
6.3. Liquidated damages, or if no liquidated damages are specified in the Contract, actual damages
caused by delayed performance or non-performance of Contractor.
7. Surety shall not be liable to Owner or others for obligations of Contractor that are unrelated to the
Contract, and the Balance of the Contract Price shall not be reduced or set off on account of any such
unrelated obligations. No right of action shall accrue on this Bond to any person or entity other than
Owner or its heirs, executors, administrators, or successors.
8. Surety hereby certifies the bond will be effective as of the date the Contractor signs the Contract. Surety
hereby waives notice of any change, including changes of time, to Contract or to related subcontracts,
purchase orders, and other obligations.
9. Any proceeding, legal or equitable, under this Bond may be instituted in any court of competent
jurisdiction in the location in which the Work or part of the Work is located, and shall be instituted
within two years after Contractor Default or within two years after Contractor ceased working or within
two years after Surety refuses or fails to perform its obligations under this Bond, whichever occurs first.
If the provisions of this paragraph are void or prohibited by law, the minimum period of limitation
available to sureties as a defense in the jurisdiction of the suit shall be applicable.
10. Notice to Surety, Owner, or Contractor shall be mailed or delivered to the address shown on the
signature page.
11. When this Bond has been furnished to comply with a statutory requirement in the location where the
Contract was to be performed, any provision in this Bond conflicting with said statutory requirement
shall be deemed deleted here from and provisions conforming to such statutory requirement shall be
deemed incorporated herein. The intent is that this Bond shall be construed as a statutory bond and not
as a common law bond. If any provision of this Bond is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable,
such provision shall be fully severable and this Bond shall be construed and enforced as if such illegal,
invalid or unenforceable provision had never been part of this Bond, and the remaining provisions of
this Bond shall remain in full force and effect and shall not be affected by the illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provision, or by its severance from this Bond.
12. The failure or refusal of Owner to take any action, proceeding, or step to enforce any remedy or exercise
any right under the Contract or the taking of any action, proceeding or step by Owner, acting in good
faith upon the belief that same is permitted, shall not in any way release Contractor or Surety, or any
of them, or their respective executors, administrators, successors or assigns from liability under this
Bond. Surety hereby waives notice of any amendment, indulgence or forbearance made, granted or
permitted by Owner.
13. Definitions
13.1. Balance of the Contract Price— The total amount payable by Owner to Contractor under the
Contract after all proper adjustments have been made, including allowance to Contractor of any
amounts received or to be received by Owner in settlement of insurance or other Claims for
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damages to which Contractor is entitled, reduced by all valid and proper payments made to or on
behalf of Contractor under the Contract.
13.2. Contract— The agreement between Owner and Contractor identified on the signature page,
including all Contract Documents and changes thereto.
13.3. Contractor Default— Failure of Contractor, which has neither been remedied nor waived, to
perform or otherwise to comply with the terms of the Contract.
13.4. Owner Default— Failure of Owner, which has neither been remedied nor waived, to pay
Contractor as required by the Contract or to perform and complete or otherwise comply with the
other terms thereof.
End of Bond

FOR INFORMATION ONLY— (Name, Address, and Telephone)
Surety Agency or Broker:
Owner’s Representative (Engineer or other party):
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PAYMENT BOND
Any singular reference to Contractor, Surety, Owner, or other party shall be considered plural where applicable.

CONTRACTOR (Name and Address):

SURETY (Name and Address of Principal Place of Business):

OWNER:
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, VA 20187
CONTRACT
Amount:
FCWSA Contract ID No.:
Description (Project Name):
BOND
Bond Number:
Date:
Amount:

$
(Words)

(Figures)

Surety and Contractor, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth below, do
each cause this Payment Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
CONTRACTOR AS PRINCIPAL
SURETY
(Seal)

(Seal)

Contractor’s Name and Corporate Seal

By:

Surety’s Name and Corporate Seal)

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature) (Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Notes: (1) Provide execution by additional parties, such as joint venturers, if necessary.
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1. Contractor and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns to Owner to pay for labor, materials, and equipment furnished by Claimants for
use in the performance of the Contract, which is incorporated herein by reference.
2. With respect to Owner, this obligation shall be null and void if Contractor:
2.1. Promptly makes payment, directly or indirectly, for all sums due Claimants, and
2.2. Defends, indemnifies, and holds harmless Owner from all claims, demands, liens, or suits alleging
non-payment by Contractor by any person or entity who furnished labor, materials, or equipment
for use in the performance of the Contract, provided Owner has promptly notified Contractor and
Surety (at the addresses described in Paragraph 12) of any claims, demands, liens, or suits and
tendered defense of such claims, demands, liens, or suits to Contractor and Surety, and provided
there is no Owner Default.
3. With respect to Claimants, this obligation shall be null and void if Contractor promptly makes payment,
directly or indirectly, for all sums due.
4. Surety shall have no obligation to Claimants under this Bond until:
4.1. Claimants who are employed by or have a direct contract with Contractor have given notice to
Surety (at the address described in Paragraph 12) and sent a copy, or notice thereof, to Owner,
stating that a claim is being made under this Bond and, with substantial accuracy, the amount of
the claim.
4.2. Claimants who do not have a direct contract with Contractor:
4.2.1. Have furnished written notice to Contractor and sent a copy, or notice thereof, to Owner,
within 90 days after having last performed labor or last furnished materials or equipment
included in the claim stating, with substantial accuracy, the amount of the claim and the
name of the party to whom the materials or equipment were furnished or supplied, or
for whom the labor was done or performed; and
4.2.2. Have either received a rejection in whole or in part from Contractor, or not received
within 30 days of furnishing the above notice any communication from Contractor by
which Contractor had indicated the claim will be paid directly or indirectly; and
4.2.3. Not having been paid within the above 30 days, have sent a written notice to Surety (at
the address described in Paragraph 12) and sent a copy, or notice thereof, to Owner,
stating that a claim is being made under this Bond and enclosing a copy of the previous
written notice furnished to Contractor.
5. If a notice by a Claimant required by Paragraph 4 is provided by Owner to Contractor or to Surety, that
is sufficient compliance.
6. When the Claimant has satisfied the conditions of Paragraph 4, and has submitted all supporting
documentation and any proof of claim requested by the Surety, the Surety shall, with reasonable
promptness, notify the Claimant of the amounts that are undisputed and the basis for challenging any
amounts that are disputed, including, but not limited to, the lack of substantiating documentation to
support the claim as to entitlement or amount, and the Surety shall, with reasonable promptness, pay or
make arrangements for payment of any undisputed amount; provided, however, that the failure of the
Surety to timely discharge its obligations under this paragraph or to dispute or identify any specific
defense to all or part of a claim shall not be deemed to be an admission of liability to the Surety as to
such claim or otherwise constitute a waiver of the Contractor’s or Surety’s defenses to, or right to
dispute, such claim. Rather, the Claimant shall have the immediate right, without further notice, to bring
suit against the Surety to enforce any remedy available to it under this Bond.
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7. Surety’s total obligation shall not exceed the amount of this Bond, and the amount of this Bond shall
be credited for any payments made in good faith by Surety.
8. Amounts owed by Owner to Contractor under the Contract shall be used for the performance of the
Contract and to satisfy claims, if any, under any performance bond. By Contractor furnishing and
Owner accepting this Bond, they agree that all funds earned by Contractor in the performance of the
Contract are dedicated to satisfy obligations of Contractor and Surety under this Bond, subject to
Owner’s priority to use the funds for the completion of the Work.
9. Surety shall not be liable to Owner, Claimants, or others for obligations of Contractor that are unrelated
to the Contract. Owner shall not be liable for payment of any costs or expenses of any Claimant under
this Bond, and shall have under this Bond no obligations to make payments to, give notices on behalf
of, or otherwise have obligations to Claimants under this Bond.
10. Surety hereby certifies the bond will be effective as of the date the Contractor signs the Contract. Surety
hereby waives notice of any change, including changes of time, to the Contract or to related
subcontracts, purchase orders, and other obligations.
11. No suit or action shall be commenced by a Claimant under this Bond other than in a court of competent
jurisdiction in the location in which the Work or part of the Work is located or after the expiration of
one year from the date (1) on which the Claimant gave the notice required by Paragraph 4.1 or
Paragraph 4.2.3, or (2) on which the last labor or service was performed by anyone or the last materials
or equipment were furnished by anyone under the Contract, whichever of (1) or (2) first occurs. If the
provisions of this paragraph are void or prohibited by law, the minimum period of limitation available
to sureties as a defense in the jurisdiction of the suit shall be applicable.
12. Notice to Surety, Owner, or Contractor shall be mailed or delivered to the addresses shown on the
signature page. Actual receipt of notice by Surety, Owner, or Contractor, however accomplished, shall
be sufficient compliance as of the date received at the address shown on the signature page.
13. When this Bond has been furnished to comply with a statutory requirement in the location where the
Contract was to be performed, any provision in this Bond conflicting with said statutory requirement
shall be deemed deleted here from and provisions conforming to such statutory requirement shall be
deemed incorporated herein. The intent is that this Bond shall be construed as a statutory Bond and not
as a common law bond. If any provision of this Bond is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable,
such provision shall be fully severable and this Bond shall be construed and enforced as if such illegal,
invalid or unenforceable provision had never been part of this Bond, and the remaining provisions of
this Bond shall remain in full force and effect and shall not be affected by the illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provision, or by its severance from this Bond.
14. Upon request of any person or entity appearing to be a potential beneficiary of this Bond, Contractor
shall promptly furnish a copy of this Bond or shall permit a copy to be made.
15. The failure or refusal of Owner to take any action, proceeding, or step to enforce any remedy or exercise
any right under the Contract or the taking of any action, proceeding or step by Owner, acting in good
faith upon the belief that same is permitted, shall not in any way release Contractor or Surety, or any
of them, or their respective executors, administrators, successors or assigns from liability under this
Bond. Surety hereby waives notice of any amendment, indulgence or forbearance made, granted or
permitted by Owner.
16. Definitions
16.1. Claimant—An individual or entity having a direct contract with Contractor, or with a first-tier
subcontractor of Contractor, to furnish labor, materials, or equipment for use in the performance
of the Contract. The intent of this Bond shall be to include without limitation in the terms “labor,
materials or equipment” that part of water, gas, power, light, heat, oil, gasoline, telephone service,
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or rental equipment used in the Contract, architectural and engineering services required for
performance of the Work of Contractor and Contractor’s subcontractors, and all other items for
which a mechanic’s lien may be asserted in the jurisdiction where the labor, materials, or
equipment were furnished.
16.2. Contract—The agreement between Owner and Contractor identified on the signature page,
including all Contract Documents and changes thereto.
16.3. Owner Default—Failure of Owner, which has neither been remedied nor waived, to pay
Contractor as required by the Contract, or to perform and complete or otherwise comply with the
other terms thereof.
End of Bond

FOR INFORMATION ONLY— (Name, Address, and Telephone)
Surety Agency or Broker:
Owner’s Representative (Engineer or other party):
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ARTICLE 1 – DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
1.01

Defined Terms
A. Wherever used in the Bidding Requirements or Contract Documents and printed with initial capital
letters, the terms listed below will have the meanings indicated which are applicable to both the
singular and plural thereof. In addition to terms specifically defined, terms with initial capital
letters in the Contract Documents include references to identified articles and paragraphs, and the
titles of other documents or forms.
1. Addenda—Written or graphic instruments issued prior to the opening of Bids which clarify,
correct, or change the Bidding Requirements or the proposed Contract Documents.
2. Agreement—The written instrument, executed by Owner and Contractor, that sets forth the
Contract Price and Contract Times, identifies the parties and the Engineer, and designates the
specific items that are the Contract Documents.
3. Amendment to the Agreement—A change to the Agreement, General Conditions, or
Supplementary Conditions signed by the Contractor and Owner.
4. Application for Payment—The form acceptable to Owner which is to be used by Contractor
during the course of the Work in requesting progress or final payments and which is to be
accompanied by such supporting documentation as is required by the Contract Documents.
The cover form for the Application for Payment is included as an appendix to the
Supplementary Conditions.
5. Asbestos—Any material that contains more than one percent asbestos and is friable or is
releasing asbestos fibers into the air above current action levels established by the United States
Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
6. Authorized Changes in the Work-A term used to include Change Orders, Work Change
Directives, and Field Orders issued under the Contract.
7. Bid—The offer or proposal of a Bidder submitted on the prescribed form setting forth the prices
for the Work to be performed.
8. Bidder—The individual or entity who submits a Bid directly to Owner.
9. Bidding Documents—The Bidding Requirements and the proposed Contract Documents
(including all Addenda).
10. Bidding Requirements—The advertisement or invitation to bid, Instructions to Bidders, Bid
security of acceptable form, if any, and the Bid Form with any supplements.
11. Change Order—A document which is signed by (i) Contractor and Owner, or (ii) the Owner
only if issued unilaterally, and authorizes an addition, deletion, or revision in the Work and/or
an adjustment in the Contract Price and/or the Contract Times, or other revision to the Contract,
issued on or after the Effective Date of the Agreement. A Change Order issued unilaterally is
known as a Unilateral Change Order (“UCO”).
12. Claim—A demand or assertion by Contractor for a specific adjustment of Contract Price or
Contract Times, or both, or other relief with respect to the terms of the Contract. A demand for
money or services by a third party is not a Claim.
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13. Constituent of Concern—Asbestos, petroleum, radioactive materials, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), lead-based paint (as defined by the HUD/EPA standard), hazardous waste,
and any substance, product, waste, or other material of any nature whatsoever that is or becomes
listed, regulated, or addressed pursuant to Laws and Regulations regulating, relating to, or
imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning, any hazardous, toxic, or dangerous
waste, substance, or material.
14. Construction Manager – A person or entity designated as a construction manager by Owner
who provides professional management services, which contribute to the control of time and
the cost and quality of a public construction project, and who performs those services
concurrent with architectural and engineering services rendered during the design and
construction phases of the Project.
15. Contract—The entire and integrated written agreement between the Owner and Contractor
concerning the Work. The Contract supersedes prior negotiations, representations, or
agreements, whether written or oral.
16. Contract Documents—Those items so designated in the Agreement. Only printed or hard
copies of the items listed in the Agreement are Contract Documents. Approved Shop Drawings,
other Contractor Submittals, and the reports and drawings of subsurface and physical
conditions are not Contract Documents.
17. Contract Price—The moneys payable by Owner to Contractor for completion of the Work in
accordance with the Contract Documents as stated in the Agreement (subject to the provisions
of Paragraph 11.03 in the case of Unit Price Work).
18. Contract Times—The number of days or the dates stated in the Agreement to: (i) achieve
Milestones, if any; (ii) achieve Substantial Completion; and (iii) complete the Work so that it
is ready for final payment.
19. Contractor—The individual or entity with whom Owner has entered into the Agreement.
20. Cost of the Work—See Paragraph 11.01 for definition.
21. Day – Unless otherwise specifically stated, the term “day” will be understood to mean a
calendar day of twenty-four hours, measured from midnight to the next midnight. Business
day, working day, or words of similar import means any day other than Saturday, Sunday, or
the following minor and major holidays:
a.

Minor Holidays – Martin Luther King Day; Presidents’ Day; Columbus Day; Veterans
Day;

b.

Major Holidays – New Year’s Day; Memorial Day; Independence Day; Labor Day;
Thanksgiving Day; Day after Thanksgiving; Christmas Eve Day; and Christmas Day.

Holidays that occur on a Saturday shall be observed the preceding Friday, and holidays that
occur on a Sunday shall be observed the following Monday. In addition to the holidays listed
above, Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority may observe additional days
associated with a holiday, which will be listed on the organization’s calendar at
www.fcwsa.org.
22. Drawings—That part of the Contract Documents prepared or approved by Engineer which
graphically shows the scope, extent, dimensions, location, and character of the Work to be
performed by Contractor. Drawings may either be bound in the same book as the balance of
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the Contract Documents or bound in separate sets, and are a part of the Contract Documents,
regardless of the method of binding. Shop Drawings and other Contractor Submittals are not
Drawings as so defined.
23. Effective Date of the Agreement—The date indicated in the Agreement on which it becomes
effective, but if no such date is indicated, it means the date on which the Agreement is signed
and delivered by the last of the two parties to sign and deliver.
24. Electronic Document—Any Project-related correspondence, attachments to correspondence,
data, documents, Drawings, information, or graphics, including but not limited to Shop
Drawings and other Submittals, that are in an electronic or digital format.
25. Electronic Means—Electronic mail (email), upload/download from a secure Project website,
or other communications methods that allow: (a) the transmission or communication of
Electronic Documents; (b) the documentation of transmissions, including sending and receipt;
(c) printing of the transmitted Electronic Document by the recipient; (d) the storage and
archiving of the Electronic Document by sender and recipient; and (e) the use by recipient of
the Electronic Document for purposes permitted by this Contract. Electronic Means does not
include the use of text messaging, or of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or similar social media
services for transmission of Electronic Documents.
26. Engineer—The individual or entity that prepared the Drawings and/or Specifications for the
Project. The Engineer is named as such in the Supplementary Conditions. The Engineer may
serve as the Owner’s consultant during construction.
27. Equipment – All devices or components to be incorporated into the Work requiring servicing
or maintenance or containing parts requiring instruction for replacement. The term
“Equipment” as herein defined is not intended to apply where the context in which the word
“equipment” is used refers to devices such as tools, machinery, or mechanized apparatus used
in the performance of the Work but not incorporated into the Work. The identification of items
is not intended to be an all-inclusive list of Equipment as that term is used in the Contract
Documents.
28. Field Order— An agreement between the Owner and Contractor which incorporates changes
in the Work but which does not involve a change in the Contract Price or the Contract Times.
29. Final Completion, Finally Complete –Total completion of all Work, or a defined portion
thereof, required by or reasonably contemplated by the Contract Documents, which includes
all changes incorporated by Change Orders, Field Orders, etc.
30. Final Decision – a decision issued by Owner in response to a Notice of Claim. The Final
Decision shall be final and binding upon Contractor, and Contractor shall not be entitled to seek
any further relief regarding the subject of the Final Decision under the Contract and/or
applicable Laws and Regulations unless Contractor timely and properly initiates the dispute
resolution procedure set forth in Article 17. No purported waiver of this condition precedent
shall be valid unless it is clearly stated in writing signed by the Owner.
31. General Requirements— All Sections of Division 1 of the Specifications.
32. Hazardous Environmental Condition—The presence at the Site of Constituents of Concern in
such quantities or circumstances that may present a danger to persons or property exposed
thereto.
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a.

The presence at the Site of materials that are necessary for the execution of the Work, or
that are to be incorporated into the Work, and that are controlled and contained pursuant
to industry practices, Laws and Regulations, and the requirements of the Contract, is not a
Hazardous Environmental Condition.

b.

The presence of Constituents of Concern that are to be removed or remediated as part of
the Work is not a Hazardous Environmental Condition.

c.

The presence of Constituents of Concern as part of the routine, anticipated, and obvious
working conditions at the Site is not a Hazard Environmental Condition.

33. Hazardous Waste—The term Hazardous Waste shall have the meaning provided in Section
1004 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 USC Section 6903) as amended from time to time.
34. Laws and Regulations; Laws or Regulations—Any and all applicable laws, statutes, rules,
regulations, ordinances, codes, binding decrees, resolutions, and orders of any and all
governmental bodies, agencies, authorities, and courts having jurisdiction.
35. Liens—Charges, security interests, or encumbrances upon Project funds, real property, or
personal property.
36. Milestone—A principal event specified in the Contract Documents relating to an intermediate
completion date or time prior to Substantial Completion of all the Work.
37. Notice – A written communication delivered to the individual, or to a member of the firm, or
to an officer of the corporation, for whom it is intended. Any Notice not given in compliance
with the requirements of the Contract Documents shall be deemed of no effect. Notice provided
to the Engineer shall not be deemed Notice to the Owner.
38. Notice of Award—The Notice by Owner to the Successful Bidder stating that upon timely
compliance by the Successful Bidder with the conditions precedent listed therein, Owner will
sign and deliver the Agreement.
39. Notice of Intent to Claim – A Notice by Contractor that states Contractor’s intent to give Notice
of Claim.
40. Notice to Proceed—A Notice given by Owner to Contractor fixing the date on which the
Contract Times will commence to run and on which Contractor shall start to perform the Work
under the Contract Documents.
41. Owner—The Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority (FCWSA), whose address is
7172 Kennedy Road, Warrenton, Virginia 20187. The Executive Director (ED) shall have the
authority to act on behalf of Owner for all purposes under the Contract. In the absence or
incapacity of the ED, the Deputy Executive Director shall have all the power and authority of
the ED. The ED may designate by Notice to Contractor of an Owner’s Representative
authorized to act on behalf of Owner for all purposes under the Contract. Such representative
may include the Engineer, the Project Manager, or the Construction Manager.
42. PCBs—Polychlorinated biphenyls.
43. Petroleum—Petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction thereof which is liquid at standard
conditions of temperature and pressure (60 degrees Fahrenheit and 14.7 pounds per square inch
absolute), such as oil, petroleum, fuel oil, oil sludge, oil refuse, gasoline, kerosene, and oil
mixed with other non-Hazardous Waste and crude oils.
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44. Project Schedule; Progress Schedule—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor,
describing the sequence and duration of the activities comprising the Contractor’s plan to
accomplish the Work within the Contract Times, and also known as a Baseline Schedule.
Monthly updates of the Project Schedule that are submitted by the Contractor shall be known
as Schedule Updates.
45. Project—The total construction of which the Work to be performed under the Contract
Documents may be the whole, or a part.
46. Project Manager – Any individual or entity designated by Owner to provide the project
management services for the Project.
47. Project Manual—The bound documentary information prepared for bidding and constructing
the Work. A listing of the contents of the Project Manual, which may be bound in one or more
volumes, is contained in the table(s) of contents.
48. Radioactive Material—Source, special nuclear, or byproduct material as defined by the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 USC Section 2011 et seq.) as amended from time to time.
49. Request for Clarification – A written request by Contractor to Owner seeking clarification or
interpretation of any aspect of the Contract Documents. Unless otherwise provided by the
Contract Documents, a Request for Clarification shall be submitted within seven (7) days of
the event giving rise to the request. RFCs are commonly known in the industry as “requests
for information” or “RFIs”, and the term RFC may be used synonymously with RFI.
50. Samples—Physical examples of materials, equipment, or workmanship that are representative
of some portion of the Work and which establish the standards by which such portion of the
Work will be judged.
51. Schedule of Submittals—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, of required
Submittals and the time requirements to support scheduled performance of related construction
activities, and is also known as the Submittal Log.
52. Schedule of Values—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, allocating portions
of the Contract Price to various portions of the Work and used as the basis for reviewing
Contractor’s Applications for Payment.
53. Shop Drawings—All drawings, diagrams, illustrations, schedules, and other data or
information which are specifically prepared or assembled by or for Contractor and submitted
by Contractor to illustrate some portion of the Work.
54. Site—Lands or areas indicated in the Contract Documents as being furnished by Owner upon
which the Work is to be performed, including rights-of-way and easements for access thereto,
and such other lands furnished by Owner which are designated for the use of Contractor.
55. Specifications—That part of the Contract Documents consisting of written requirements for
materials, Equipment, products, devices, fixtures, forms, systems, types of construction,
standards, workmanship, and other items as applied to the Work, and certain administrative
requirements and procedural matters applicable thereto.
56. Subcontractor—An individual or entity having a direct contract with Contractor or with any
other Subcontractor for the performance of a part of the Work at the Site.
57. Submittal—A written or graphic document, prepared by or for Contractor, which the Contract
Documents require Contractor to submit to Engineer, or that is indicated as a Submittal in the
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Schedule of Submittals accepted by Engineer. Submittals may include Shop Drawings and
Samples; schedules; product data; Owner-delegated designs; sustainable design information;
information on special procedures; testing plans; results of tests and evaluations, source qualitycontrol testing and inspections, and field or Site quality-control testing and inspections;
warranties and certifications; Suppliers’ instructions and reports; records of delivery of spare
parts and tools; operations and maintenance data; Project photographic documentation; record
documents; and other such documents required by the Contract Documents. Submittals,
whether or not approved or accepted by Engineer, are not Contract Documents. Change
Proposals, Change Orders, Claims, notices, Applications for Payment, and requests for
interpretation or clarification are not Submittals.
58. Substantial Completion—The time at which the Work (or defined portion thereof) has
progressed to the point where, in the opinion of Owner, the Work (or defined portion thereof)
is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the Contract Documents, so that the Work (or
defined portion thereof) can be fully utilized by the Owner for the purposes for which it is
intended (in all manners and modes of operation); includes all safety and security features; and
provides the Owner with complete, free, clear, and safe access for operation and maintenance.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Substantial Completion may be defined more specifically in
the Supplementary Conditions and/or Specifications. The terms “substantially complete” and
“substantially completed” as applied to all or part of the Work refer to Substantial Completion
thereof. The specific tasks required to accomplish Substantial Completion of the Work (or
defined portion thereof) may be set forth in more particular detail in the Supplementary
Conditions and/or Specifications.
59. Successful Bidder—The Bidder submitting a responsive Bid to whom Owner makes an award.
60. Supplementary Conditions—That part of the Contract Documents which amends or
supplements these General Conditions.
61. Supplier—A manufacturer, fabricator, supplier, distributor, materialman, or vendor having a
direct contract with Contractor or with any Subcontractor to furnish materials or Equipment to
be incorporated in the Work by Contractor or Subcontractor.
62. Underground Facilities—All active or not-in-service underground lines, pipelines, conduits,
ducts, encasements, cables, wires, manholes, vaults, tanks, tunnels, or other such facilities or
systems at the Site, including but not limited to those facilities or systems that produce,
transmit, distribute, or convey telephone or other communications, cable television, fiber optic
transmissions, power, electricity, light, heat, gases, oil, crude oil products, liquid petroleum
products, water, steam, waste, wastewater, storm water, other liquids or chemicals, or traffic or
other control systems. An abandoned facility or system is not an Underground Facility.
63. Unit Price Work—Work to be paid for on the basis of unit prices.
64. Work—The entire construction or the various separately identifiable parts thereof required to
be provided under the Contract Documents. Work includes and is the result of performing or
providing all labor, services, tools, equipment, appurtenances, and documentation necessary to
produce such construction; furnishing, installing, and incorporating all materials and
Equipment into such construction; and may include related services such as testing, start-up,
and commissioning, all as required by the Contract Documents.
65. Work Change Directive—A written statement to Contractor issued on or after the Effective
Date of the Agreement and signed by Owner ordering an addition, deletion, or revision in the
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Work, or responding to differing or unforeseen subsurface or physical conditions under which
the Work is to be performed or to emergencies. A Work Change Directive will not change the
Contract Price or the Contract Times but is evidence that the parties expect that the change
ordered or documented by a Work Change Directive will be incorporated in a subsequently
issued Change Order following Notice, negotiations, and/or Submittals by the Contractor as to
its effect, if any, on the Contract Price and/or Contract Times. In certain cases so designated
by Owner, Owner’s written determination issued pursuant to Article 12 may serve as a Work
Change Directive.
1.02

Terminology
A. The words and terms discussed in Paragraph 1.02.B through the remainder of this Article are not
defined but, when used in the Bidding Requirements or Contract Documents, have the indicated
meaning.
B. Intent of Certain Terms or Adjectives:
1. The Contract Documents include the terms “as allowed,” “as approved,” “as ordered,” “as
directed” or terms of like effect or import to authorize an exercise of professional judgment by
Owner or Engineer. In addition, the adjectives “reasonable,” “suitable,” “acceptable,”
“proper,” “satisfactory,” or adjectives of like effect or import are used to describe an action or
determination of Owner or Engineer as to the Work. It is intended that such exercise of
professional judgment, action, or determination will be solely to evaluate, in general, the Work
for compliance with the information in the Contract Documents and with the design concept of
the Project as a functioning whole as shown or indicated in the Contract Documents (unless
there is a specific statement indicating otherwise). The use of any such term or adjective is not
intended to and shall not be effective to assign to Owner or Engineer any duty or authority to
supervise or direct the performance of the Work, or any duty or authority to undertake
responsibility contrary to the provisions of Article 8, Article 9, or any other provision of the
Contract Documents.
C. Defective; Non-Conforming:
1. The words “defective” and “non-conforming,” when modifying the word “Work,” refers to
Work that is unsatisfactory, faulty, or deficient in that it:
a.

does not strictly conform to the intent or requirements of the Contract Documents; or

b.

does not meet the requirements of any applicable inspection, reference standard, test, or
approval referred to in the Contract Documents; or

c.

is missing or incomplete; or

d.

has been damaged prior to final payment.

D. Furnish, Install, Perform, Provide:
1. The word “furnish,” when used in connection with services, materials, or Equipment, shall
mean to supply and deliver said services, materials, or Equipment to the Site (or some other
specified location) ready for use or installation and in usable or operable condition.
2. The word “install,” when used in connection with services, materials, or Equipment, shall mean
to put into use or place in final position said services, materials, or Equipment complete and
ready for intended use.
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3. The words “perform” or “provide,” when used in connection with services, materials, or
Equipment, shall mean to furnish and install said services, materials, or Equipment complete
and ready for intended use.
4. When “furnish,” “install,” “perform,” or “provide” is not used in connection with services,
materials, or Equipment in a context clearly requiring an obligation of Contractor, “provide” is
implied.
E. The words “will” or “shall” are used interchangeably and denote mandatory, non-discretionary
conduct or intent.
F. The phrases “or a defined portion thereof”, “defined portion”, “defined portions”, and “defined
portions thereof” or words of similar import shall be deemed to mean only such portion of the
Work as may be designated by the Owner in its sole discretion. The phrases “or a defined portion
thereof”, “defined portion”, and “defined portions” and “defined portion thereof”, when used in
conjunction with Substantial Completion, Final Completion, or Partial Utilization, shall not affect
the determination of Substantial Completion, Final Completion, or of Partial Utilization of the
Work as a whole, all of which are understood to be indivisible, nor shall such determination have
any impact on the ability of the Owner to assess and deduct liquidated damages for failure to
achieve Substantial Completion, or Final Completion, of the Work.
G. Unless stated otherwise in the Contract Documents, words or phrases that have a well-known
technical or construction industry or trade meaning are used in the Contract Documents in
accordance with such recognized meaning.
H. Omission of words such as “all” or “any” or “the” or “and” is not intended to affect the
interpretation of any statement. The use of the word “including,” when following any general
statement, shall not be construed to limit such statement to specific items or matters set forth
immediately following such word or similar items or matters, whether or not non-limiting
language (such as “without limitation,” “but not limited to,” or words of similar import) is used
with reference thereto, but rather shall be deemed to refer to all other items or matters that could
reasonably fall within the broadest possible scope of such general statement.
I. Whenever the context so requires, the use of the singular number shall be deemed to include the
plural and vice versa. Each gender shall be deemed to include any other gender, and each shall
include corporation, partnership, trust or other legal entity, whenever the context so requires.
ARTICLE 2 – PRELIMINARY MATTERS
2.01

Delivery of Bonds and Evidence of Insurance; Contract Execution; Administrative Forms
A. When Contractor delivers the signed counterparts of the Agreement to Owner, Contractor shall
also deliver to Owner such bonds and evidence of insurance as Contractor may be required to
furnish.
B. Within 14 days of receipt of the signed counterparts of the Agreement, and the bonds and evidence
of insurance, all in conformance with the requirements of the Contract, Owner will sign the
Contract and transmit same to the Contractor for its files. Signature by the Owner constitutes
execution of the Contract and establishes the Effective Date of the Agreement.
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C. Administrative Forms. Within 14 days of the Effective Date of the Agreement, Owner will
transmit the administrative forms listed below to Contractor, some of which require information
from Contractor. These administrative forms are not Contract Documents.
1. Vendor Application Form. If the Contractor has not previously provided the information
required by this form or if the information required by this form has changed, Contractor shall
fill out the form and transmit back to Owner prior to submission of its first Application for
Payment.
2. IRS Form W-9, Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification. Contractor
shall fill out the form and transmit back to Owner prior to submission of its first Application
for Payment.
3. Purchase Order
4. Application for Electronic Fund Transfer. Contractor shall fill out the form and transmit back
to Owner prior to submission of its first Application for Payment.
2.02

Copies of Documents
A. Owner shall furnish to Contractor four printed of the Contract (including one fully signed
counterpart of the Agreement), and one copy in electronic portable document format (PDF).
Additional printed copies will be furnished upon request at the cost of reproduction.

2.03

Commencement of Contract Times; Notice to Proceed
A. The Contract Times will commence on the day specified in the Notice to Proceed. A Notice to
Proceed may be given at any time within 30 days after the Effective Date of the Agreement.

2.04

Work at the Site
A. No Work shall be done at the Site prior to the date on which the Contract Times commence to run.
B. Contractor shall contact, and coordinate with, Miss Utility (800-552-7001) to have the existing
utilities located and marked prior to performing any Work at the Site.

2.05

Before Starting Construction
A. Preliminary Schedules: Within 15 days after the Effective Date of the Agreement (unless
otherwise specified in the General Requirements), Contractor shall submit to Owner for timely
review:
1. a preliminary Project Schedule indicating the times (numbers of days or dates) for starting and
completing the various stages of the Work, including any Milestones specified in the Contract
Documents;
2. a preliminary Schedule of Submittals that provides a comprehensive list of all Submittals
required under the Contract; and
3. a preliminary Schedule of Values for all of the Work which includes quantities and prices of
items which when added together equal the Contract Price and subdivides the Work into
component parts in sufficient detail to serve as the basis for progress payments during
performance of the Work. Such prices will include an appropriate amount of overhead and
profit applicable to each item of Work.
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B. Site Inspection: The Contractor is responsible for all conditions that exist at the Site. Contractor
has represented in its Bid that Contractor has visited the Site and made a reasonable and thorough
investigation of the Site. Contractor has undertaken all studies, inspections, review of available
record documents, or other actions the Contractor deems necessary to discover any differing
subsurface or physical conditions referenced in Paragraph 4.03A, any Underground Facilities
referenced in Paragraph 4.04B, and any Hazardous Environmental Conditions referenced in
Paragraph 4.06C.
2.06

Preconstruction Conference; Designation of Authorized Representatives
A. Before any Work at the Site is started, a conference attended by Owner, Contractor, and others as
appropriate, which may include the Engineer, shall be held to establish a working understanding
among the parties as to the Work and to discuss the schedules referred to in Paragraph 2.05.A,
procedures for handling Shop Drawings and other Submittals, processing Applications for
Payment, and maintaining required records.
B. If not designated in writing prior to the conference, Owner and Contractor each shall designate, in
writing, a specific individual to act as its authorized representative with respect to the services and
responsibilities under the Contract. Such individuals shall have the authority to transmit
instructions, receive information, render decisions relative to the Contract, and otherwise act on
behalf of each respective party.

2.07

Initial Acceptance of Schedules
A. At least 10 days before submission of the first Application for Payment a conference attended by
Contractor, Owner and others as appropriate, if Owner deems necessary in Owner’s sole
discretion, shall be held to review for acceptability to Owner as provided below the preliminary
schedules submitted in accordance with Paragraph 2.05.A. Contractor shall have an additional 10
days to make corrections and adjustments and to complete and resubmit the schedules. With the
exception of payment for bonds and insurance, acceptance of the Project Schedule, Schedule of
Submittals, and Schedule of Values by the Owner is a condition precedent to the Owner’s
processing and payment of the Contractor’s Payment Applications.
1. The Project Schedule will be acceptable to Owner if, in the Owner’s sole discretion, the Project
Schedule provides an orderly progression of the Work to completion within the Contract Times.
Such acceptance will not impose on Owner responsibility for the Project Schedule, for
sequencing, scheduling, or progress of the Work, nor interfere with or relieve Contractor from
Contractor’s full responsibility therefor.
2. Contractor’s Schedule of Submittals will be acceptable to Owner if, in the Owner’s sole
discretion, the Schedule of Submittals is comprehensive and provides a workable arrangement
for reviewing and processing the required Submittals.
3. Contractor’s Schedule of Values will be acceptable to Owner, as to form and substance only,
if in the Owner’s sole discretion, the Schedule of Values provides a reasonable allocation of
the Contract Price to component parts of the Work.

2.08

Electronic Transmittals
A. Except as otherwise stated elsewhere in the Contract, the Owner, Engineer, and Contractor may
send, and shall accept, Electronic Documents transmitted by Electronic Means.
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B. If the Contract does not establish protocols for Electronic Means, then Owner, Engineer, and
Contractor shall jointly develop such protocols.
C. Subject to any governing protocols for Electronic Means, when transmitting Electronic
Documents by Electronic Means, the transmitting party makes no representations as to long-term
compatibility, usability, or readability of the Electronic Documents resulting from the recipient’s
use of software application packages, operating systems, or computer hardware differing from
those used in the drafting or transmittal of the Electronic Documents.
ARTICLE 3 – CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: INTENT, AMENDING, REUSE
3.01

Intent
A. The Contract Documents are complementary; what is required by one is as binding as if required
by all.
B. It is the intent of the Contract Documents to describe a functionally complete project (or part
thereof) to be constructed in accordance with the Contract Documents. Any labor, documentation,
services, materials, or equipment that reasonably may be inferred from the Contract Documents
or from prevailing custom or trade usage as being required to produce the indicated result will be
provided whether or not specifically called for, at no additional cost to Owner.
C. Clarifications and interpretations of the Contract Documents shall only be issued by Owner or
Engineer as provided in Paragraphs 3.03.A, 8.14 and 9.01.J.
D. Unless otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, if there is a discrepancy between the electronic
versions of the Contract Documents (including any printed copies derived from such electronic
versions) and the printed versions, the printed record version will govern.

3.02

Reference Standards
A. Standards, Specifications, Codes, Laws, and Regulations
1. Reference to standards, specifications, manuals, or codes of any technical society, organization,
or association, or to Laws or Regulations, whether such reference be specific or by implication,
shall mean the standard, specification, manual, code, or Laws or Regulations in effect at the
time of opening of Bids (or on the Effective Date of the Agreement if there were no Bids),
except as may be otherwise specifically stated in the Contract Documents. Provided, however,
that the Contractor shall comply with all subsequent amendments to applicable Laws or
Regulations.
2. No provision of any such standard, specification, manual, or code, or any instruction of a
Supplier, shall be effective to change the duties or responsibilities of Owner, Contractor, or any
of their subcontractors, consultants, agents, or employees, from those set forth in the Contract
Documents. No such provision or instruction shall be effective to assign to Owner, or any of
their officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors,
any duty or authority to supervise or direct the performance of the Work or any duty or authority
to undertake responsibility inconsistent with the provisions of the Contract Documents.
3. All Work shall conform to Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority’s Utility Standards
Manual (USM), which is available at www.fcwsa.org.
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3.03

Reporting and Resolving Discrepancies
A. Reporting Discrepancies:
1. Contractor’s Review of Contract Documents Before Starting Work: Before undertaking each
part of the Work, Contractor shall carefully study and compare the Contract Documents and
check and verify all figures therein and all field measurements. Contractor shall promptly give
Notice to Owner and Engineer of any conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy which
Contractor discovers, or has actual knowledge of, and shall obtain a written interpretation or
clarification from Owner before proceeding with any Work affected thereby by timely
submitting a Request for Clarification. Contractor’s strict compliance with this Paragraph is a
condition precedent to the Contractor’s right to make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that
arises from any claimed conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy described in this Paragraph,
or to seek any other remedy for the same that arises under the Contract Documents or any
applicable Law or Regulation. If the Contractor fails to comply with this Paragraph, the
Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the
conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy at issue.
2. Contractor’s Review of Contract Documents During Performance of Work: If, during the
performance of the Work, Contractor discovers any conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy
within the Contract Documents, or between the Contract Documents and (a) any applicable
Law or Regulation, (b) any standard, specification, manual, or code, or (c) any instruction of
any Supplier, then Contractor shall promptly provide Notice to Owner and Engineer in writing
of the same. Contractor shall not proceed with the Work affected thereby (except in an
emergency as required by Paragraph 6.17.A.) until an amendment or supplement to the
Contract Documents has been issued by one of the methods indicated in Paragraph 3.04.
Contractor’s strict compliance with this Paragraph is a condition precedent to the Contractor’s
right to make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that arises from any claimed conflict, error,
ambiguity, or discrepancy described in this Paragraph, or to seek any other remedy for the same
that arises under the Contract Documents or any applicable Law or Regulation. If the
Contractor fails to comply with this Paragraph, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for
all costs and delays arising from or related to the conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy at
issue.
3. Contractor’s Failure to Discover: If the Contractor fails to discover any such conflict, error,
ambiguity, discrepancy, omission, or inconsistency which, in the exercise of reasonable care
and diligence it should have discovered, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs
and delays arising from or related to the conflict, error, ambiguity, discrepancy, omission, or
inconsistency at issue.
B. Resolving Discrepancies:
1. Except as may be otherwise specifically stated in the Contract Documents, the provisions of
the Contract Documents shall take precedence in resolving any conflict, error, ambiguity, or
discrepancy between the provisions of the Contract Documents and:
a.

the provisions of any standard, specification, manual, or code, or the instruction of any
Supplier (whether or not specifically incorporated by reference in the Contract
Documents); or
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b.

the provisions of any Laws or Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work
(unless such an interpretation of the provisions of the Contract Documents would result in
violation of such Law or Regulation).

2. In resolving inconsistencies or discrepancies among two or more sections of the Contract
Documents, precedence shall be given in the following order:
a.

Amendments to the Agreement

b.

The Agreement

c.

Authorized Changes in the Work

d.

Supplementary Conditions

e.

General Conditions

f.

Specifications

g.

Drawings

h.

Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority’s USM

i.

Escrow Agreement (if any)

3. Authorized Changes in the Work shall take precedence over any provisions of the Contract
Documents addressed therein. Figure dimensions on Drawings shall take precedence over
scale dimensions. When a portion of the Work is depicted on more than one Drawing, the
Drawing having the greater detail shall have precedence.
4. The Contractor agrees that, in the event of any ambiguity or conflict in the Contract Documents,
the language in the Contract Documents shall not be construed against the Owner.
3.04

Amending and Supplementing Contract Documents
A. The Contract Documents may be amended to provide for additions, deletions, and revisions in the
Work only by either a Change Order or a Work Change Directive. Changes in Contract Price or
Contract Times shall be permitted only by a Change Order executed or otherwise issued in
accordance with the Contract. The Contract terms and conditions may be amended only by an
Amendment to the Agreement.
B. The requirements of the Contract Documents may be supplemented or changed, and minor
variations and deviations in the Work may be authorized, by one or more of the following ways:
1. A Field Order;
2. Owner’s written approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample (subject to the provisions of Paragraph
6.18 and the Specifications); or
3. Owner’s written interpretation or clarification.
No change in Contract Price or Contract Times shall be permitted in connection with any of these
methods of revision specified in Paragraph 3.04.B.

3.05

Reuse of Documents
A. Contractor and any Subcontractor or Supplier shall not:
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1. have or acquire any title to or ownership rights in any of the Drawings, Specifications, or other
documents (or copies of any thereof) prepared by or bearing the seal of Engineer or its
consultants, including electronic media editions; or
2. reuse any such Drawings, Specifications, other documents, or copies thereof on extensions of
the Project or any other project without written consent of Owner and Engineer and specific
written verification or adaptation by Engineer.
3. have or acquire any title or ownership rights in any other Contract Documents, reuse any such
Contract Documents for any purpose without Owner’s express written consent, or violate any
copyrights pertaining to such Contract Documents.
B. The prohibitions of this Paragraph 3.05 will survive final payment, or termination of the Contract.
Nothing herein shall preclude Contractor from retaining copies of the Contract Documents for
record purposes.
C. All portions of the Contract Documents are instruments of service for the Project. Any reuse of
these materials by the Contractor or a Subcontractor without specific written authorization,
verification or adaptation by the Engineer will be at the risk of the user and without liability or
legal expense to the Engineer or the Owner. Such user shall hold the Engineer and the Owner
harmless from any and all damages, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, from any and all claims
arising from any such reuse.
ARTICLE 4 – AVAILABILITY OF LANDS; SUBSURFACE AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS;
HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS; REFERENCE POINTS
4.01

Availability of Lands
A. Owner shall furnish the Site. Owner shall notify Contractor of any encumbrances or restrictions
not of general application but specifically related to use of the Site with which Contractor must
comply in performing the Work. Owner will obtain in a timely manner and pay for easements for
permanent structures or permanent changes in existing facilities. If the Contractor believes the
Owner has not furnished the Site or a part thereof, then Contractor shall provide Notice to the
Owner, in writing, no later than three (3) days after occurrence of the event giving rise to the
Contractor’s belief. If Contractor and Owner are unable to agree on entitlement to or on the
amount or extent, if any, of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, or both, as a
result of any delay in Owner’s furnishing the Site or a part thereof, Contractor may make a Claim
therefor as provided in Article 12, provided however that Contractor’s strict compliance with the
above Notice provision is a condition precedent to any Claim for adjustment of the Contract Times
and/or the Contract Price due to any delay in Owner’s furnishing the Site or a part thereof. If the
Contractor fails to timely provide the required written Notice, then the Contractor shall be solely
responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the claimed delay in furnishing the
Site or a part thereof.
B. Upon reasonable written request, Owner shall furnish Contractor with a current statement of
record legal title and legal description of the lands upon which the Work is to be performed and
Owner’s interest therein as necessary.
C. If Contractor believes that additional lands or access thereto are desirable as temporary
construction facilities or for storage of materials and equipment beyond the Site furnished by
Owner, then Contractor, at its sole expense, shall obtain written evidence of permission from the
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fee simple owner(s) of such lands for Contractor to use such lands and provide the written
evidence, signed by the fee simple owner(s) of the property and including the fee simple
owner(s)’s terms for Contractor’s use of the lands, to Owner prior to Contractor’s use of such
lands. Owner shall bear no responsibility in any regard whatsoever for Contractor’s use of such
other lands. Contractor’s failure to obtain and provide this written evidence shall be a breach of
the Contract and basis for Owner to undertake any remedy available to it, including but not limited
to ordering Contractor to cease use of such additional lands until it provides Owner with the
evidence required by this paragraph. Such an order of Owner, if given, shall not be a basis for a
delay Claim by Contractor.
4.02

Not Used

4.03

Differing Subsurface or Physical Conditions
A. Notice: If Contractor believes that any subsurface or physical condition that is uncovered or
revealed could not have been discovered previously in the exercise of due diligence, and either:
1. is of such a nature as to require a change in the Contract Documents; or
2. differs materially from that shown or indicated in the Contract Documents; or
3. is of an unusual nature, and differs materially from conditions ordinarily encountered and
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in the Contract
Documents;
then Contractor shall, at the time the condition is uncovered or revealed, and before further
disturbing the subsurface or physical conditions or performing any Work in connection therewith
(except in an emergency as required by Paragraph 6.17.A.), give Notice of Intent to Claim pursuant
to the provisions of Article 12. Contractor shall not further disturb such condition or perform any
Work in connection therewith (except as aforesaid in cases of emergency) until receipt of written
order to do so. If Contractor disturbs such condition or performs any Work in connection therewith
before receiving a written order to do so, then Contractor waives any Claim arising from or related
to such condition and shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to
the same. Contractor’s strict compliance with the Notice provisions is a condition precedent to
any Claim for adjustment of either the Contract Times or of the Contract Price due to such
conditions.
B. After receipt of Notice as required by Paragraph 4.03.A. and Article 12, Owner will act pursuant
to the provisions of Article 12. Contractor’s response and actions thereto shall be governed by the
provisions of Article 12.
C. If the Contractor failed to conduct the Site Inspection pursuant to paragraph 2.05B, then the
Contractor waives any Claim arising from or related to any subsurface or physical conditions that
would be otherwise covered under Paragraph 4.03A, and the Contractor shall be solely responsible
for all costs and delays arising from or related to the same.

4.04

Underground Facilities
A. Shown or Indicated: The information and data shown or indicated in the Contract Documents
with respect to existing Underground Facilities at or contiguous to the Site is based on information
and data (i) furnished to Owner or Engineer by the owners of such Underground Facilities,
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including Owner, or others, and/or (ii) obtained by Owner or Engineer. Unless it is otherwise
expressly provided in the Supplementary Conditions:
1. Owner and Engineer shall not be responsible for the accuracy or completeness of any such
information or data provided by others; and
2. the cost of all of the following will be included in the Contract Price, and Contractor shall have
full responsibility for:
a.

reviewing and checking all such information and data;

b.

locating all Underground Facilities shown or indicated in the Contract Documents;

c.

coordination of the Work with the owners of such Underground Facilities, including
Owner, during construction; and

d.

the safety and protection of all such Underground Facilities and repairing any damage
thereto resulting from the Work.

B. Not Shown or Indicated: If an Underground Facility is uncovered or revealed at or contiguous to
the Site which was not shown or indicated, Contractor shall, at the time the Underground Facility
is uncovered or revealed, and before further disturbing conditions affected thereby or performing
any Work in connection therewith (except in an emergency as required by Paragraph 6.17.A),
identify the owner of such Underground Facility and give Notice to that owner and to Owner. If
Contractor determines the presence of the Underground Facility will require a change to the
Contract Documents, Contractor shall give Notice pursuant to the provisions of Article 12.
Owner’s and Contractor’s actions thereafter shall be governed by the provisions of Article 12.
During such time, Contractor shall be responsible for the safety and protection of such
Underground Facility. Contractor shall not further disturb the Underground Facility or perform
any work in connection therewith until receipt of a written order to do so. If Contractor disturbs
such condition or performs any work in connection therewith before receiving a written order to
do so, then Contractor waives any Claim arising from or related to the Underground Facility and
shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the same. Contractor’s
strict compliance with the Notice requirements in this Paragraph is a condition precedent to the
Contractor’s right to make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that arises from the Underground
Facility at issue, or to seek any other remedy for the same that arises under the Contract Documents
or any applicable Law or Regulation. If the Contractor fails to comply with this Paragraph, the
Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the
Underground Facility at issue.
C. If the Contractor failed to conduct the Site Inspection pursuant to Paragraph 2.05B., then the
Contractor waives any Claims arising from or related to the Underground Facilities otherwise
covered under Paragraph 4.04B., and the Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs and
delays arising from or related to the same.
4.05

Reference Points
A. Owner shall provide engineering surveys to establish reference points for construction which in
Owner’s judgment are necessary to enable Contractor to proceed with the Work. Contractor shall
be responsible for laying out the Work, shall protect and preserve the established reference points
and property monuments, and shall make no changes or relocations without the prior written
approval of Owner. Contractor shall report to Owner whenever any reference point or property
monument is lost or destroyed or requires relocation because of necessary changes in grades or
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locations, and shall be responsible for the accurate replacement or relocation of such reference
points or property monuments by professionally qualified personnel.
4.06

Hazardous Environmental Condition at Site
A. Reports and Drawings: The Supplementary Conditions identify those reports and drawings
known to Owner relating to Hazardous Environmental Conditions that have been identified at the
Site.
B. Limited Reliance by Contractor on Technical Data Authorized: Contractor may rely upon the
accuracy of the “technical data” contained in such reports and drawings, but such reports and
drawings are not Contract Documents. Such “technical data” is identified in the Supplementary
Conditions. Except for such reliance on such “technical data,” Contractor may not rely upon or
make any Claim against Owner or Engineer, or any of their officers, directors, members, partners,
employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors with respect to:
1. the completeness of such reports and drawings for Contractor’s purposes, including, but not
limited to, any aspects of the means, methods, techniques, sequences and procedures of
construction to be employed by Contractor and safety precautions and programs incident
thereto; or
2. other data, interpretations, opinions and information contained in such reports or shown or
indicated in such drawings; or
3. any Contractor interpretation of or conclusion drawn from any “technical data” or any such
other data, interpretations, opinions or information.
C. If a Hazardous Environmental Condition is uncovered or revealed at or contiguous to the Site
which was not shown or indicated Contractor shall immediately: (i) secure or otherwise isolate
such condition; (ii) stop all Work in connection with such condition and in any area affected
thereby (except in an emergency as required by Paragraph 6.17.A.); and (iii) notify Owner (and
promptly thereafter confirm such Notice in writing). Owner shall determine the necessity for
Owner to retain a qualified expert to evaluate such condition or take corrective action, if any.
Owner shall take such actions as are necessary to permit Owner to timely obtain required permits
and provide Contractor the Notice required by Paragraph 4.06.D. If the Contractor determines the
Hazardous Environmental Condition will require a change to the Contract Documents, Contractor
shall give Notice pursuant to the provisions of Article 12. If Contractor and Owner are unable to
agree on entitlement to or on the amount or extent, if any, of any adjustment in the Contract Price
or Contract Times, or both, related to the Hazardous Environmental Condition, Contractor may
make a Claim therefor as provided in Article 12. Owner’s and Contractor’s actions thereafter shall
continue to be governed by the provisions of Article 12. During such time, Contractor shall be
responsible for the safety and protection of such Hazardous Environmental Condition. Contractor
shall not disturb the Hazardous Environmental Condition or perform any work in connection
therewith (except as foresaid in cases of emergency) until receipt of written order to do so. If
Contractor disturbs such condition or performs any work in connection therewith before receiving
a written order to do so, then Contractor waives any Claim arising from or related to the Hazardous
Environmental Condition and shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or
related to the same. Contractor’s strict compliance with the Notice requirements in this Paragraph
is a condition precedent to the Contractor’s right to make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that
arises from the Hazardous Environmental Condition at issue, or to seek any other remedy for the
same that arises under the Contract Documents or any applicable Law or Regulation. If the
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Contractor fails to comply with this Paragraph, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for all
costs and delays arising from or related to the Hazardous Environmental Condition at issue.
Contractor shall be solely responsible for a Hazardous Environmental Condition created by
Contractor, Subcontractors, Suppliers, or anyone else for whom Contractor is responsible.
D. Contractor shall not be required to resume Work in connection with such condition specified in
Paragraph 4.06.C or in any affected area until after Owner has obtained any required permits
related thereto and delivered Notice to Contractor: (i) specifying that such condition and any
affected area is or has been rendered safe for the resumption of Work; or (ii) specifying any special
conditions under which such Work may be resumed safely. Any adjustment in Contract Price or
Contract Times, or both, as a result of such Work stoppage or such special conditions under which
Work is agreed to be resumed by Contractor shall be included in a Change Order. If Contractor
and Owner are unable to agree on entitlement to or on the amount or extent, if any, of any such
adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, or both, Contractor may make a Claim
therefore as provided in Article 12, provided however that Contractor’s strict compliance with the
Notice requirements in Paragraph 4.06C is a condition precedent to any such Claim. If the
Contractor fails to timely provide the required Notice, then the Contractor shall be solely
responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the Work stoppage or such special
conditions under which Work is agreed to be resumed.
E. If after receipt of such Notice given pursuant to Paragraph 4.06.D Contractor does not agree to
resume such Work based on a reasonable belief it is unsafe, or does not agree to resume such Work
under such special conditions, then Owner may order the portion of the Work that is in the area
affected by such condition to be deleted from the Work. Any adjustment in Contract Price or
Contract Times, or both, as a result of deleting the portion of the Work that is in the area affected
by such condition shall be included in a Change Order. Owner may have such deleted portion of
the Work performed by Owner’s own forces or others in accordance with Article 7.
F. If Contractor or anyone for whom Contractor is responsible creates a Hazardous Environmental
Condition, Contractor shall immediately: (i) secure or otherwise isolate such condition; (ii) stop
all Work in connection with such condition and in any area affected thereby (except in an
emergency as required by Paragraph 6.17.A); and (iii) notify Owner (and promptly thereafter
confirm such Notice in writing). Contractor shall develop a plan for removal or remediation of
the Hazardous Environmental Condition created by the presence of any such Constituent of
Concern in conformance with Laws and Regulations and submit same to Owner for review and
approval. By approving such plan, Owner assumes no responsibility or liability for the sufficiency
of the plan. Contractor shall be solely responsible to remove or remediate the Hazardous
Environmental Condition promptly to allow Contractor to resume Work, and Contractor shall not
be entitled to any changes to Contract Price and/or Contract Times in connection therewith.
G. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants, sub-consultants, and subcontractors of each and any of them from and against all
claims, costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution
costs) arising out of or relating to a Hazardous Environmental Condition created by Contractor or
by anyone for whom Contractor is responsible. Nothing in this Paragraph 4.06.G shall obligate
Contractor to indemnify any individual or entity from and against the consequences of that
individual’s or entity’s own negligence.
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H. The provisions of Paragraphs 4.03 and 4.04 do not apply to a Hazardous Environmental Condition
uncovered or revealed at the Site.
I. If the Contractor failed to conduct the Site Inspection pursuant to Paragraph 2.05B, then the
Contractor waives any Claims arising from or related to Hazardous Environmental Conditions
otherwise covered under Paragraphs 4.06C, and the Contractor shall be solely responsible for all
costs and delays arising from or related to the same.
ARTICLE 5 – BONDS AND INSURANCE
5.01

Performance, Payment, and Other Bonds
A. Contractor shall furnish performance and payment bonds, each in an amount at least equal to the
Contract Price as security for the faithful performance and payment of all of Contractor’s
obligations under the Contract Documents. These bonds shall remain in effect until one year after
the date when final payment becomes due or until completion of the correction period specified in
Paragraph 14.07, whichever is later, except as provided otherwise by Laws or Regulations or by
the Contract Documents.
B. Contractor shall also furnish such other bonds as are required by the Contract Documents.
C. All bonds shall be in the form prescribed by the Contract Documents except as provided otherwise
by Laws or Regulations, and shall be executed by such sureties as are named in the list of
“Companies Holding Certificates of Authority as Acceptable Sureties on Federal Bonds and as
Acceptable Reinsuring Companies” as published in Circular 570 (amended) by the Financial
Management Service, Surety Bond Branch, U.S. Department of the Treasury. All bonds signed
by an agent or attorney-in-fact must be accompanied by a certified copy of that individual’s
authority to bind the surety. The evidence of authority shall show that it is effective on the date
the agent or attorney-in-fact signed each bond.
D. Contractor shall obtain the required bonds from surety companies that are duly licensed or
authorized, in the state or jurisdiction in which the Project is located, to issue bonds in the required
amounts. Contractor shall include with the executed bonds proof of the issuer's ability to do
business in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
E. If the surety on any bond furnished by Contractor is declared bankrupt or becomes insolvent or its
right to do business is terminated in any state where any part of the Project is located or it ceases
to meet the requirements of Paragraph 5.01.C, Contractor shall promptly notify Owner and shall,
within 20 days after the event giving rise to such notification, provide another bond and surety,
both of which shall comply with the requirements of Paragraphs 5.01.C and 5.02.
F. If Contractor has failed to obtain a required bond, Owner may exclude the Contractor from the
Site and exercise Owner’s termination rights under Article 16.
G. Upon request to Owner from any Subcontractor, Supplier, or other person or entity claiming to
have furnished labor, services, materials, or equipment used in the performance of the Work,
Owner shall provide a copy of the payment bond to such person or entity.
H. Upon request to Contractor from any Subcontractor, Supplier, or other person or entity claiming
to have furnished labor, services, materials, or equipment used in the performance of the Work,
Contractor shall provide a copy of the payment bond to such person or entity.
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5.02

Insurance—General Provisions
A. Contractor shall obtain and maintain insurance as required in this article and in the Supplementary
Conditions. The Contractor shall furnish a new certificate evidencing continuation of coverage
prior to any change or cancellation date. Contractor’s failure to do so shall result in suspension of
all payments until the new certificate is furnished.
B. All insurance required by the Contract Documents to be purchased and maintained by Owner or
Contractor shall be obtained from surety or insurance companies that are duly licensed or
authorized to do business in Virginia. Insurance companies providing insurance pursuant to the
Contract provisions shall have a rating in the most recent issue of A.M. Best Key Rating Guide of
A-:VII or better, and Contractor shall advise Owner of its insurer’s A.M. Best rating.
C. Alternative forms of insurance coverage, including but not limited to self-insurance and
“Occupational Accident and Excess Employer’s Indemnity Policies,” are not sufficient to meet
the insurance requirements of this Contract, unless expressly allowed in the Supplementary
Conditions.
D. Contractor shall deliver to Owner, with copies to each additional insured identified in the Contract,
certificates of insurance and endorsements establishing that Contractor has obtained and is
maintaining the policies and coverages required by the Contract. Upon request by Owner or any
other insured, Contractor shall also furnish other evidence of such required insurance, including
but not limited to copies of policies, documentation of applicable self-insured retentions (if
allowed) and deductibles, full disclosure of all relevant exclusions, and evidence of insurance
required to be purchased and maintained by Subcontractors or Suppliers. In any documentation
furnished under this provision, Contractor, Subcontractors, and Suppliers may block out (redact)
(1) any confidential premium or pricing information and (2) any wording specific to a project or
jurisdiction other than those applicable to this Contract.
E. Failure of Owner to demand such certificates or other evidence of the other party’s full compliance
with these insurance requirements, or failure of Owner or Contractor to identify a deficiency in
compliance from the evidence provided, will not be construed as a waiver of the other party’s
obligation to obtain and maintain such insurance.
F. In addition to the liability insurance required to be provided by Contractor, the Owner, at Owner’s
option, may purchase and maintain Owner’s own liability insurance. Owner’s liability policies, if
any, operate separately and independently from policies required to be provided by Contractor,
and Contractor cannot rely upon Owner’s liability policies for any of Contractor’s obligations to
the Owner, Engineer, or third parties.
G. Contractor shall require:
1. Subcontractors to purchase and maintain worker’s compensation, commercial general liability,
and other insurance that is appropriate for their participation in the Project, and to name as
additional insureds Owner and Engineer (and any other individuals or entities identified in the
Supplementary Conditions as additional insureds on Contractor’s liability policies) on each
Subcontractor’s commercial general liability insurance policy; and
2. Suppliers to purchase and maintain insurance that is appropriate for their participation in the
Project.
H. The Contractor shall secure and maintain all insurance certificates of its Subcontractors which
shall be made available to Owner upon demand.
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I. If Contractor does not maintain the insurance required by the Contract, the Contractor shall notify
the Owner in writing of such failure to maintain prior to any change in the required coverage.
J. If Contractor has failed to obtain and maintain required insurance, Contractor’s entitlement to enter
or remain at the Site will end immediately, and Owner may impose an appropriate set-off against
payment for any associated costs (including but not limited to the cost of purchasing necessary
insurance coverage), and exercise Owner’s termination rights under Article 16.
K. Without prejudice to any other right or remedy, if the Contractor has failed to obtain or maintain
required insurance, the Owner may elect (but is in no way obligated) to obtain equivalent insurance
to protect such Owner’s interests at the Contractor’s expense, and the Contract Price will be
adjusted accordingly.
L. Owner does not represent that insurance coverage and limits established in this Contract
necessarily will be adequate to protect Contractor or Contractor’s interests. Contractor is
responsible for determining whether such coverage and limits are adequate to protect its interests,
and for obtaining and maintaining any additional insurance that Contractor deems necessary.
M. The insurance and insurance limits required herein will not be deemed as a limitation on
Contractor’s liability, or that of its Subcontractors or Suppliers, under the indemnities granted to
Owner and other individuals and entities in the Contract or otherwise.
N. All the policies of insurance required to be purchased and maintained under this Contract will
contain a provision or endorsement that the coverage afforded will not be canceled, or renewal
refused, until at least 45 days prior Notice has been given to Owner and Contractor and to each
other additional insured identified in the Supplementary Conditions to whom a certificate of
insurance has been issued (and the certificates of insurance furnished by the Contractor pursuant
to Paragraph 5.03 will so provide).
O. If an “Acord” insurance certificate is used to evidence Contractor’s insurance, the words
“endeavor to” and “but failure to mail such Notice shall impose no obligation or liability of any
kind upon the company”, or other words of similar import, in the “cancellation” block on the form
shall be deleted.
P. Compliance by the Contractor and all Subcontractors with the requirements of Article 5 and any
related Supplementary Conditions shall not relieve the Contractor and all Subcontractors of their
liabilities under this Contract. No liability insurance provided by Contractor or Subcontractors
shall contain a supervision, inspection or engineering services exclusion that would preclude
Owner from supervising and/or inspecting the Project as to the end result.
5.03

Contractor’s Insurance
A. Required Insurance: Contractor shall purchase and maintain Worker’s Compensation,
Commercial General Liability, and other insurance pursuant to the specific requirements of this
Article 5 and the Supplementary Conditions.
B. General Provisions: The policies of insurance required by this Paragraph 5.03 as supplemented
shall:
1. include at least the specific coverages required;
2. be written for not less than the limits specified, or those required by Laws or Regulations,
whichever is greater;
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3. cover claims under workers’ compensation, disability benefits, and other similar employee
benefit acts;
4. cover claims for damages because of bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease, or death
of Contractor’s employees;
5. cover claims for damages because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, or death of any person
other than Contractor’s employees;
6. cover claims for damages insured by personal injury liability coverage which are sustained:
a. by any person as a result of an offense directly or indirectly related to the employment of
such person by Contractor, or
b.

by any other person for any other reason;

7. cover claims for damages, other than to the Work itself, because of injury to or destruction of
tangible property wherever located, including loss of use resulting therefrom;
8. cover claims for damages because of bodily injury or death of any person or property damage
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of any motor vehicle; and
9. cover claims arising out of operation of Laws or Regulations for damages because of bodily
injury or death or any person or for damage to property
10. be written on an occurrence basis, stating that coverage is primary to all other coverage Owner
may possess;
11. for automobile liability insurance, be written with a symbol “1” to provide for owned, hired,
and non-owned coverage;
12. for excess liability insurance, be written such that the insurance is excess over automobile
liability, general liability, and employer’s liability, and shall, at a minimum, follow the
coverage form in the underlying primary policies;
13. remain in effect at least until the Work is complete (as set forth in Paragraph 15.06.B), and
longer if expressly required elsewhere in this Contract, and at all times thereafter when
Contractor may be correcting, removing, or replacing defective Work as a warranty or
correction obligation, or otherwise, or returning to the Site to conduct other tasks arising from
the Contract;
14. apply with respect to the performance of the Work, whether such performance is by
Contractor, any Subcontractor or Supplier, or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by any
of them to perform any of the Work, or by anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable;
15. include all necessary endorsements to support the stated requirements; and
16. include completed operations coverage:
a.

Such insurance shall remain in effect for two years after final payment.

b.

Contractor shall furnish Owner and each other additional insured identified in the
Supplementary Conditions, to whom a certificate of insurance has been issued, evidence
satisfactory to Owner and any such additional insured of continuation of such insurance at
final payment and one year thereafter.
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C. Additional Insureds: The Contractor’s commercial general liability, automobile liability,
employer’s liability, umbrella or excess, pollution liability, and unmanned aerial vehicle liability
policies, if required by this Contract, must:
1. include and list as additional insureds Owner and Engineer, and any individuals or entities
identified as additional insureds in the Supplementary Conditions;
2. include coverage for the respective officers, directors, members, partners, employees, and
consultants of all such additional insureds;
3. afford primary coverage to these additional insureds for all claims covered thereby (including
as applicable those arising from both ongoing and completed operations);
4. not seek contribution from insurance maintained by the additional insured; and
5. as to commercial general liability insurance, apply to additional insureds with respect to
liability caused in whole or in part by Contractor’s acts or omissions, or the acts and omissions
of those working on Contractor’s behalf, in the performance of Contractor’s operations.
5.04

Owner’s Liability Insurance
A. In addition to the insurance required to be provided by Contractor under Paragraph 5.03, Owner,
at Owner’s option, may purchase and maintain at Owner’s expense Owner’s own liability
insurance as will protect Owner against claims which may arise from operations under the
Contract Documents.

5.05

Builder’s Risk and Other Property Insurance
A. Unless otherwise provided in the Supplementary Conditions, Contractor shall purchase and
maintain builder’s risk insurance upon the Work on a completed value basis, in the amount of the
Work’s full insurable replacement cost (subject to such deductible amounts as may be provided in
the Supplementary Conditions or required by Laws and Regulations). This insurance shall:
1. include the interests of Owner, Contractor, Subcontractors, and Engineer, and any other
individuals or entities identified in the Supplementary Conditions as their interest may appear,
and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and
subcontractors of each and any of them, each of whom is deemed to have an insurable interest
and shall be listed as a loss payee;
2. be written on a Builder’s Risk “all-risk”, completed value policy form that shall at least include
insurance for physical loss or damage to the Work, temporary buildings, falsework, and
materials and equipment in transit, and shall insure against at least the following perils or causes
of loss: fire, lightning, extended coverage, theft, vandalism and malicious mischief,
earthquake, collapse, debris removal, demolition occasioned by enforcement of Laws and
Regulations, water damage (other than that caused by flood), and such other perils or causes of
loss as may be specifically required by the Supplementary Conditions. Coverage may exclude
the costs of excavations, infrastructure, backfills, foundations, underground utilities, and
sitework.
3. include expenses incurred in the repair or replacement of any insured property (including but
not limited to fees and charges of engineers and architects);
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4. cover materials and Equipment stored at the Site or at another location that was agreed to in
writing by Owner prior to being incorporated in the Work, provided that such materials and
Equipment have been included in an Application for Payment;
5. allow for partial utilization of the Work by Owner;
6. include testing, startup, and commissioning; and
7. be maintained in effect on or before the date of the Notice to Proceed and until final payment
is made unless otherwise agreed to in writing by Owner and Contractor with 30 days written
Notice to each other loss payee to whom a certificate of insurance has been issued.
B. Owner shall not be responsible for purchasing and maintaining any property insurance to protect
the interests of Contractor, Subcontractors, or others in the Work to the extent of any deductible
amounts that are identified in the Supplementary Conditions. The risk of loss within such
identified deductible amount will be borne by Contractor, Subcontractors, or others suffering any
such loss.
C. Insurance of Other Property; Additional Insurance: If the express insurance provisions of the
Contract do not require or address the insurance of a property item or interest, then the entity or
individual owning such property item will be responsible for insuring it. If Contractor elects to
obtain other special insurance to be included in or supplement the builder’s risk or property
insurance policies provided under this Paragraph 5.05, it may do so at Contractor’s expense.
5.06

Property Losses; Waiver of Rights
A. All policies purchased in accordance with Paragraph 5.05 will protect Owner, Contractor,
Subcontractors, and Engineer, and all other individuals or entities identified in the Supplementary
Conditions as loss payees (and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants, and subcontractors of each and any of them) in such policies and will provide primary
coverage for all losses and damages caused by the perils or causes of loss covered thereby. All
such policies shall contain provisions to the effect that in the event of payment of any loss or
damage the insurers will have no rights of recovery against any of the insureds or loss payees
thereunder. Contractor hereby agrees to waive any rights Contractor may have against the Owner,
Engineer, Subcontractor(s), suppliers of any portion of the Work, and any bondholders, for any
damage to the Work, even if caused by the negligence of the Owner, Engineer, Subcontractor(s),
suppliers of any portion of the Work, or any bondholders.
B. Contractor shall be responsible for assuring that each Subcontract contains provisions whereby
the Subcontractor waives all rights against Owner, Contractor, all individuals or entities identified
in the Supplementary Conditions as insureds, the Engineer and its consultants, and the officers,
directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors of each and any
of them, for all losses and damages caused by, arising out of, relating to, or resulting from fire or
other peril, risk, or cause of loss covered by builder’s risk insurance, installation floater, and any
other property insurance applicable to the Work.

5.07

Receipt and Application of Insurance Proceeds
A. Any insured loss under the policies of insurance required by Paragraph 5.05 will be adjusted with
Owner and made payable to Owner as fiduciary for the loss payees, as their interests may appear,
subject to the requirements of any applicable mortgage clause and of Paragraph 5.07.B. Owner
shall deposit in a separate account any money so received and shall distribute it in accordance with
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such agreement as the parties in interest may reach. The Contractor shall pay each Subcontractor
a just share of any insurance monies received by the Contractor and by appropriate agreement,
written where legally required for validity, and shall require each Subcontractor to make payments
to each sub-Subcontractor in a similar manner. If no other special agreement is reached, the
damaged Work shall be repaired or replaced, the moneys so received applied on account thereof,
and the Work and the cost thereof covered by an appropriate Change Order.
B. Owner as fiduciary shall have power to adjust and settle any loss with the insurers unless one of
the parties in interest shall object in writing within 15 days after the occurrence of loss to Owner’s
exercise of this power. If such objection be made, Owner as fiduciary shall make settlement with
the insurers in accordance with such agreement as the parties in interest may reach. If no such
agreement among the parties in interest is reached, Owner as fiduciary shall adjust and settle the
loss with the insurers and, if required in writing by any party in interest, Owner as fiduciary shall
give bond for the proper performance of such duties.
5.08

Partial Utilization, Acknowledgment of Property Insurer
A. If Owner finds it necessary to occupy or use a defined portion or defined portions of the Work
prior to Substantial Completion of all the Work as provided in Paragraphs 15.04 or 15.05, no such
use or occupancy shall commence before the insurers providing the property insurance pursuant
to Paragraph 5.05 have acknowledged Notice thereof and in writing effected any changes in
coverage necessitated thereby. The insurers providing the property insurance shall consent by
endorsement on the policy or policies, but the property insurance shall not be canceled or permitted
to lapse on account of any such partial use or occupancy. Any policy requirement to report
‘permission to occupy’ or other restrictions of occupancy by the Owner shall be deleted. The
property insurance shall contain no exclusions or restrictions of coverage based upon ‘vacant or
unoccupied’ buildings or structures.

ARTICLE 6 – CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES
6.01

Contractor’s Means and Methods of Construction
A. Contractor shall be solely responsible for the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction, unless such means, methods, techniques, sequences (including
constraints), or procedures are specified in the Contract Documents.
B. If the Contract Documents note, or Contractor determines, that professional engineering or other
design services are needed to carry out Contractor’s responsibilities for construction means,
methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures, or for Site safety, then Contractor shall cause
such services to be provided by a properly licensed design professional, at Contractor’s expense.
Such services are not Owner-delegated professional design services under this Contract, and
neither Owner nor Engineer has any responsibility with respect to (1) Contractor’s determination
of the need for such services, (2) the qualifications or licensing of the design professionals retained
or employed by Contractor, (3) the performance of such services, or (4) any errors, omissions, or
defects in such services.

6.02

Independent Contractor; Supervision and Superintendence
A. Independent Contractor: The Contractor shall perform or cause to be performed all Work under
the Contract as an independent contractor and shall not be considered either an agent or employee
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of Owner or of Engineer, nor shall the Contractor's Subcontractors or their employees be
considered subagents or employees of Owner or of Engineer.
B. Supervision: Contractor shall supervise, inspect, and direct the Work competently and efficiently,
devoting such attention thereto and applying such skills and expertise as may be necessary to
perform the Work in strict accordance with the Contract Documents. Except as otherwise
provided by the Contract Documents, Contractor shall be solely responsible for the means,
methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction. Contractor shall be solely
responsible for any costs and delays caused by or related to the means, methods, techniques,
sequences, and procedures of construction selected by the Contractor.
C. Superintendence: At all times during the progress of the Work, Contractor shall assign a
competent resident superintendent who shall not be replaced without Notice to Owner except
under extraordinary circumstances. Before starting any Work at the Site, Contractor shall identify
the resident superintendent and provide his/her business address, office phone number, business
e-mail address, and business mobile phone number to Owner by written Notice. Requirements
regarding the superintendent’s presence at the Site during the performance of the Work, if there
are any, are addressed in the Supplementary Conditions. The superintendent shall be fluent in
English and in such other languages as may be necessary to communicate effectively and
efficiently with all employees and Subcontractors engaged in the performance of the Work.
Provided, however, the requirement for fluency in languages other than English may be satisfied
by the presence at the Site of a competent foreign language to English interpreter. The cost of
such interpreter or interpreters as may be needed shall be borne by the Contractor and shall not be
the basis for any additional compensation from the Owner.
6.03

Labor; Working Hours
A. Contractor shall provide competent, suitably qualified personnel to survey and lay out the Work
and perform construction as required by the Contract Documents. Contractor shall at all times
maintain good discipline and order at the Site.
B. Except as otherwise required for the safety or protection of persons or the Work or property at the
Site or adjacent thereto, and except as otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, all Work at the
Site shall be performed on business days during regular working hours, as defined in the
Supplementary Conditions. Contractor shall not perform Work on a Saturday, Sunday, or any
holiday listed herein without Owner’s prior written consent (which will not be unreasonably
withheld) given after prior Notice to Owner. Owner is under no obligation to approve Contractor’s
request to perform Work outside regular working hours. If the Contractor performs Work outside
regular working hours, or on a Saturday, Sunday, or any holiday listed herein, Owner will deduct
from the Contractor’s payment application, or invoice the Contractor separately, the Owner’s
inspection time at the hourly rate specified in the Supplementary Conditions. For Work performed
on a Saturday, Sunday, or any holiday listed herein, the minimum amount deducted from the
Contractor’s payment application will be the inspection labor charge for four hours.

6.04

Services, Materials, and Equipment
A. Unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents, Contractor shall provide and assume full
responsibility for all services, materials, Equipment, labor, transportation, construction equipment
and machinery, tools, appliances, fuel, power, light, heat, telephone, water, sanitary facilities,
temporary facilities, and all other facilities and incidentals necessary for the performance, testing,
start-up, and completion of the Work.
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B. All materials and Equipment incorporated into the Work shall be as specified or, if not specified,
shall be of excellent quality and new, except as otherwise provided in the Contract Documents.
All special warranties and guarantees required by the Specifications shall expressly run to the
benefit of Owner. If required by Owner, Contractor shall furnish satisfactory evidence (including
reports of required tests) as to the source, kind, and quality of materials and Equipment.
C. All materials and Equipment shall be stored, applied, installed, connected, erected, protected, used,
cleaned, and conditioned in accordance with instructions of the applicable Supplier, except as
otherwise may be provided in the Contract Documents.
6.05

Project Schedule
A. Contractor shall adhere to the Project Schedule established in accordance with Paragraph 2.07.
The Project Schedule shall be maintained, and may be adjusted, pursuant to the General
Requirements and as provided below:
1. Contractor shall submit to Owner for acceptance (to the extent indicated in Paragraph 2.07)
proposed adjustments in the Project Schedule that will not result in changing the Contract
Times. Such adjustments will comply with any provisions of the General Requirements
applicable thereto.
2. Proposed adjustments in the Project Schedule that will change the Contract Times shall be
submitted in accordance with the requirements of Articles 12 and 13, and the General
Requirements. Adjustments in Contract Times may only be made by a Change Order.
3. Contractor shall be responsible for updating and maintaining the Project Schedule, including
the incorporation of all Authorized Changes in the Work, regardless of whether Contractor is
claiming, or has claimed, an adjustment to Contract Times as a result of the incorporation of
Authorized Changes in the Work.
B. Contractor has the right to complete the Work, or a specified part thereof, prior to the expiration
of the performance period allowed for by the Contract Documents. Such early completion is
encouraged. However, and notwithstanding the foregoing, neither Owner nor Engineer nor any
other separate contractor or supplier of the Owner shall have any obligation to facilitate or
otherwise accommodate the Contractor’s actual ability to perform in accordance with any such
early completion schedule by performing any action required of either or any of them at an earlier
point in time or in less time than is either expressly provided for by the Contract Documents or,
where no such time is so stated, that is reasonable for the performance of any such action. Provided
further, that no such earlier performance date or lesser period of time for the performance(s) by
the Owner, Engineer, or other contractor or supplier of the Owner shall be included by Contractor
in any Project Schedule without prior written consent of Owner. Approval by Owner of any
Project Schedule which includes any such earlier performance date or any such lesser period of
time for such performance(s) without such prior written consent shall not be deemed binding upon
Owner, and upon discovery thereof, Owner shall have thirty (30) days within which to approve
such Project Schedule or in Owner’s sole discretion to direct that the Project Schedule be adjusted
by replacing all such earlier performance dates and all such lesser periods of time for
performance(s) with those times provided by the Contract Documents or where no such time is so
provided then with a time that is reasonable for the performance of any such action. The
Contractor shall have no Claim for additional time nor for additional compensation for increased
or additional costs which are asserted by Contractor to have arisen from or to be related in any
way to any such act or failure to act on the part of the Owner, Engineer, or contractor or supplier
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of the Owner which is asserted by Contractor to have prevented the Contractor from completing,
or adversely affected the ability of Contractor to complete, the Work, or a specified part thereof,
prior to the expiration of the performance period allowed for by the Contract Documents for
Substantial Completion and/or Final Completion.
C. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Owner may direct the Contractor to revise its Project Schedule if
the Owner determines, in the Owner’s sole discretion and opinion, that (i) the Contractor is not
adhering to the Project Schedule; (ii) the Contractor will likely not meet a Milestone or otherwise
complete the Work or a defined portion thereof within the Contract Time; or (iii) the Project
Schedule is deficient, including but not limited to, omissions, unrealistic durations, and faulty
logic. If Owner provides Notice to Contractor to revise its Project Schedule, Contractor shall
revise its Project Schedule per the Owner’s Notice.
6.06

Substitutes and “Or Equals”
A. Whenever an item of material or Equipment, product, device, fixture, form, system, type of
construction, standard, or other item (collectively known hereafter as “item”) is specified or
described in the Contract Documents by using the name of a proprietary item or the name of a
particular Supplier, the Contract Price has been based upon Contractor furnishing such item as
specified. The specification or description of such item is intended to establish the type, function,
appearance, and quality required. Unless the specification or description contains or is followed
by words reading that no like, equivalent, or “or equal” item or no substitution is permitted, other
items of other Suppliers may be submitted to Owner for review under the circumstances described
below. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no requests for substitution may be submitted more than
90 days after the Notice to Proceed, unless Owner waives this requirement in writing.
1. “Or-Equal” Items: If in Owner’s sole discretion an item proposed by Contractor is
functionally equal to that named and sufficiently similar so that no change in related Work will
be required, and if it provides a benefit to Owner in terms of cost, quality, and time, it may be
considered by Owner as an “or equal” item, in which case review and approval of the proposed
item may, in Owner’s sole discretion, be accomplished without compliance with some or all of
the requirements for approval of proposed substitute items. The Contractor shall not be entitled
to any adjustment of the Contract Times for the period of time during which the Owner and/or
the Engineer reviews the proposed item. For the purposes of this Paragraph 6.06.A.1, a
proposed item will be considered functionally equal to an item so named if:
a.

in the exercise of reasonable judgment Owner determines that:
1) it is at least equal in materials of construction, quality, durability, appearance, strength,
and design characteristics;
2) it will reliably perform at least equally well the function and achieve the results
imposed by the design concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole;
3) it has a proven record of performance and availability of responsive service; and
4) is not objectionable to Owner.

b.

Contractor certifies that, if approved and incorporated into the Work:
1) there will be no increase in cost to the Owner or increase in Contract Times; and
2) it will conform substantially to the detailed requirements of the item named in the
Contract Documents.
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2. Substitute Items: If in Owner’s sole discretion an item proposed by Contractor does not qualify
as an “or-equal” item under Paragraph 6.06.A.1, Owner will advise Contractor in writing of
Owner’s determination. Owner may, in its sole discretion and upon receipt of the information
and application required herein, consider the item as a proposed substitute item. The Owner is
under no obligation to consider substitute items. To the extent possible, when the Owner is
considering a proposed substitute item, the Owner’s written determination will also provide an
estimate of the consequential costs, including operational costs, and review and redesign costs,
all associated with the substitute item. The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs and
delay associated with the acceptance of substitute items.
a.

Contractor shall submit sufficient information as provided below to allow Owner to
determine if the item proposed is essentially equivalent to that named and an acceptable
substitute therefor. Requests for review of proposed substitute items will not be accepted
by Owner from anyone other than Contractor.

b.

The requirements for review by Owner will be as set forth in Paragraph 6.06.A.2.c, as
supplemented by the General Requirements, and as Owner may decide is appropriate
under the circumstances.

c.

Contractor shall make written application to Owner for review of a proposed substitute
item that Contractor seeks to furnish or use. The application:
1) shall certify that the proposed substitute item will:
a) perform adequately the functions and achieve the results called for by the general
design,
b) be similar in substance to that specified, and
c) be suited to the same use as that specified;
2) will state:
a) the Contractor agrees that any delay or any cost incurred as a result of the
Contractor’s request for a substitute item, including redesign efforts, shall not
constitute grounds for any increase in Contract Price or Contract Times and waives
any and all Claims arising from or related to the request for the use of such
substitute item;
b) whether use of the proposed substitute item in the Work will require a change in
any of the Contract Documents (or in the provisions of any other direct contract
with Owner for other work on the Project) to adapt the design to the proposed
substitute item, and
c) whether incorporation or use of the proposed substitute item in connection with the
Work is subject to payment of any license fee or royalty;
3) will identify:
a) all variations of the proposed substitute item from that specified, and
b) available engineering, sales, maintenance, repair, and replacement services; and
4) shall contain an itemized estimate of all costs or credits that will result directly or
indirectly from use of such substitute item, including costs of redesign and claims of
other contractors affected by any resulting change.
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5) The Contractor shall not be entitled to any adjustment of the Contract Times for the
period of time during which the Owner and/or the Engineer reviews the proposed
substitute item.
B. Substitute Construction Methods or Procedures: If a specific means, method, technique,
sequence, or procedure of construction is expressly required by the Contract Documents,
Contractor may furnish or utilize a substitute means, method, technique, sequence, or procedure
of construction approved in writing by Owner. Contractor shall submit sufficient information to
allow Owner, in Owner’s sole discretion, to determine that the substitute proposed is equivalent
to that expressly called for by the Contract Documents. The requirements for review by Owner
will be similar to those provided in Paragraph 6.06.A.2. The Contractor shall not be entitled to
any adjustment of the Contract Times for the period of time during which the Owner and/or the
Engineer reviews the proposed substitute means, method, technique, sequence, or procedure of
construction.
C. Owner’s Evaluation: Owner, who in its discretion may delegate the review of each proposal or
Submittal under Paragraphs 6.06.A and 6.06.B to the Engineer, will be allowed a reasonable time
within which to evaluate each proposal or Submittal made pursuant to Paragraphs 6.06.A and
6.05.B. Owner may require Contractor to furnish additional data about the proposed substitute
item. Owner will be the sole judge of acceptability. No “or equal” or substitute will be ordered,
installed or utilized until Owner’s review is complete, which will be evidenced by a Change Order
in the case of a substitute and an approved Shop Drawing for an “or equal.” Owner will advise
Contractor in writing of any determination. The Contractor shall not be entitled to any adjustment
of the Contract Times for the period of time during which the Owner and/or the Engineer reviews
a proposal or Submittal under Paragraphs 6.06A or 6.06B.
D. Special Guarantee: Owner may require Contractor to furnish at Contractor’s expense a special
performance guarantee or other surety with respect to any substitute.
E. Owner’s Cost Reimbursement: Owner will record Owner’s costs in evaluating a substitute
proposed or submitted by Contractor pursuant to Paragraphs 6.06.A.2 and 6.06.B. Whether or not
Owner approves a substitute so proposed or submitted by Contractor, Contractor shall reimburse
Owner for the charges incurred by Owner for evaluating each such proposed substitute. Contractor
shall also reimburse Owner for the charges of Engineer for making changes in the Contract
Documents (or in the provisions of any other direct contract with Owner) resulting from the
acceptance of each proposed substitute. Reimbursement costs due to the Owner will be deducted
from the Contractor’s Application for Payment.
F. Contractor’s Expense: Contractor shall provide all data in support of any proposed substitute or
“or-equal” at Contractor’s expense.
6.07

Concerning Subcontractors, Suppliers, and Others
A. Contractor shall not employ any Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity (including
those acceptable to Owner as indicated in Paragraph 6.07.C), whether initially or as a replacement,
against whom Owner may have reasonable objection. If the Specifications require the use of a
specific Subcontractor or Supplier, the Contractor shall be required to use the Subcontractor or
Supplier specified, without regard to any objection the Contractor may have.
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B. On a monthly basis, Contractor shall submit to Owner a complete list of all Subcontractors and
Suppliers having a direct contract with Contractor, and of all other Subcontractors and Suppliers
known to Contractor at the time of submittal.
C. If the Supplementary Conditions require the identity of certain Subcontractors, Suppliers, or other
individuals or entities to be submitted to Owner in advance for acceptance by Owner by a specified
date prior to the Effective Date of the Agreement, and if Contractor has submitted a list thereof in
accordance with the Supplementary Conditions, Owner’s acceptance (either in writing or by
failing to make written objection thereto by the date indicated for acceptance or objection in the
Bidding Documents or the Contract Documents) of any such Subcontractor, Supplier, or other
individual or entity so identified may be revoked. Contractor shall submit an acceptable
replacement for the rejected Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity, and the Contract
Price will be adjusted by the difference in the cost occasioned by such replacement, and an
appropriate Change Order will be issued. No acceptance by Owner of any such Subcontractor,
Supplier, or other individual or entity, whether initially or as a replacement, shall constitute a
waiver of any right of Owner to reject defective Work.
D. Contractor shall be fully responsible to Owner for all acts and omissions of the Subcontractors,
Suppliers, and other individuals or entities performing or furnishing any of the Work just as
Contractor is responsible for Contractor’s own acts and omissions. Nothing in the Contract
Documents:
1. shall create for the benefit of any such Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity any
contractual relationship between Owner or Engineer and any such Subcontractor, Supplier or
other individual or entity; nor
2. shall create any obligation on the part of Owner or Engineer to pay or to see to the payment of
any moneys due any such Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity except as may
otherwise be required by Laws and Regulations.
E. Contractor shall be solely responsible for scheduling and coordinating the Work of Subcontractors,
Suppliers, and other individuals or entities performing or furnishing any of the Work under a direct
or indirect contract with Contractor.
F. Contractor shall require all Subcontractors, Suppliers, and such other individuals or entities
performing or furnishing any of the Work to communicate with Owner through Contractor.
G. The divisions and sections of the Specifications and the identifications of any Drawings shall not
control Contractor in dividing the Work among Subcontractors or Suppliers or delineating the
Work to be performed by any specific trade.
H. All Work performed for Contractor by a Subcontractor or Supplier will be pursuant to an
appropriate agreement between Contractor and the Subcontractor or Supplier which specifically
binds the Subcontractor or Supplier to the applicable terms and conditions of the Contract
Documents for the benefit of Owner. Whenever any such agreement is with a Subcontractor or
Supplier who is listed as a loss payee on the property insurance provided in Paragraph 5.05, the
agreement between the Contractor and the Subcontractor or Supplier will contain provisions
whereby the Subcontractor or Supplier waives all rights against Owner, Contractor, Engineer, and
all other individuals or entities identified in the Supplementary Conditions to be listed as insureds
or loss payees (and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and
subcontractors of each and any of them) for all losses and damages caused by, arising out of,
relating to, or resulting from any of the perils or causes of loss covered by such policies and any
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other property insurance applicable to the Work. If the insurers on any such policies require
separate waiver forms to be signed by any Subcontractor or Supplier, Contractor will obtain the
same.
I. The Contractor shall require Subcontractors to obtain and continue to maintain for the duration of
the Work a workers’ compensation insurance policy in at least the statutory amounts required in
the Commonwealth of Virginia. A waiver of subrogation is not required for the Subcontractor’s
workers’ compensation insurance policy. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
Subcontractor’s insurance certificate to the Owner prior to the Subcontractor performing any
Work at the Site.
6.08

Patent Fees and Royalties
A. License Fees and Royalties: Contractor shall pay all license fees and royalties and assume all costs
incident to the use in the performance of the Work or the incorporation in the Work of any
invention, design, process, product, or device which is the subject of patent rights or copyrights
held by others. If a particular invention, design, process, product, or device is specified in the
Contract Documents for use in the performance of the Work and if, to the actual knowledge of
Owner or Engineer, its use is subject to patent rights or copyrights calling for the payment of any
license fee or royalty to others, the existence of such rights shall be disclosed by Owner in the
Contract Documents.
B. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them from and against all claims, costs, losses,
and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys,
and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of
or relating to any infringement of patent rights or copyrights incident to the use in the performance
of the Work or resulting from the incorporation in the Work of any invention, design, process,
product, or device not specified in the Contract Documents.
C. Proprietary Information: Contractor shall provide prior to Substantial Completion any proprietary
information necessary for Owner operation. Proprietary information shall not be published,
copied, or otherwise disclosed to others without prior written approval from all parties.

6.09

Permits
A. Unless otherwise provided in the Supplementary Conditions, Contractor shall obtain and pay for
all construction permits and licenses. Owner shall assist Contractor, when necessary, in obtaining
such permits and licenses. Contractor shall pay all governmental charges and inspection fees
necessary for the prosecution of the Work which are applicable at the time of opening of Bids, or,
if there are no Bids, on the Effective Date of the Agreement. Contractor shall pay all charges of
utility owners for connections for providing permanent service to the Work, and Owner shall pay
all charges of such utility owners for capital costs related thereto such as plant investment fees.

6.10

Laws and Regulations
A. Contractor shall give all Notices required by and shall comply with all Laws and Regulations
applicable to the performance of the Work. Except where otherwise expressly required by
applicable Laws and Regulations, Owner shall not be responsible for monitoring Contractor’s
compliance with any Laws or Regulations.
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B. If Contractor performs any Work that it is contrary to Laws or Regulations, Contractor shall bear
all claims, costs, losses, fines, penalties, fees and charges of any regulatory or governmental body,
and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys,
and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of
or relating to such Work. The Contractor shall not be responsible for ensuring that the
Specifications and Drawings are in accordance with Laws and Regulations, but this shall not
relieve Contractor of Contractor’s obligations under Paragraph 3.03.
C. This Contract and all subcontracts are subject to the provisions of Articles 3 and 5, Title 40.1,
Code of Virginia, relating to the labor unions and the “right to work.” The Contractor and its
Subcontractors, whether residents or non-residents of the Commonwealth, who perform any Work
related to the Project shall comply with all said provisions.
D. Employment of Aliens: It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to comply and to require
compliance by others on the Project with all federal, state and local laws dealing with employment
of aliens, including, but not limited to, the requirements and prohibitions provided in the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) of 1952, as amended, and the Immigration Reform and
Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, as amended, which control employment of unauthorized aliens.
E. Employment Discrimination
1. During the performance of this Contract, the Contractor agrees as follows:
a. The Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, religion, color, sex, national origin, age, disability, or any other basis
prohibited by state law relating to discrimination in employment, except where there is a
bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the
Contractor. The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees
and applicants for employment, notices setting forth the provisions of this
nondiscrimination clause.
b. The Contractor, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf
of the Contractor, will state that such Contractor is an equal opportunity employer.
c. Notices, advertisements and solicitations placed in accordance with federal law, rule or
regulation shall be deemed sufficient for the purpose of meeting the requirements of this
subparagraph.
2. The Contractor will include the provisions of the foregoing Paragraphs a, b and c in every
Subcontract or purchase order of over $10,000.00, so that the provision will be binding upon
each Subcontractor or vendor.
F. Drug-Free Workplace: During the performance of this Contract, the Contractor agrees to (i)
provide a drug-free workplace for the Contractor's employees; (ii) post in conspicuous places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, a statement notifying employees that the
unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of a controlled substance
or marijuana is prohibited in the Contractor's workplace and specifying the actions that will be
taken against employees for violations of such prohibition; (iii) state in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the Contractor that the Contractor
maintains a drug-free workplace; and (iv) include the provisions of the foregoing clauses in every
subcontract or purchase order of over $10,000.00, so that the provisions will be binding upon each
Subcontractor or vendor. For the purposes of this section, “drug-free workplace” means a site for
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the performance of Work done in connection with the Contract awarded to the Contractor in
accordance with Virginia Code Section 2.2-4312, the employees of whom are prohibited from
engaging in the unlawful manufacture, sale, distribution, possession, or use of any controlled
substance or marijuana during the performance of the Contract The Contractor shall also establish,
maintain and enforce policies which prohibit the following acts by all Subcontractor and Supplier
personnel at the Site: (1) the manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of alcohol,
marijuana or other drugs, except possession and medically prescribed use of prescription drugs;
and (2) the impairment of judgment or physical abilities due to the use of alcohol, marijuana or
other drugs, including impairment from prescription drugs.
G. Virginia State Corporation Commission: The Contractor shall maintain a valid certificate of
authority or registration to transact business in Virginia with the Virginia State Corporation
Commission as required by Section 13.1 of Title 50 of the Code of Virginia, during the term of
the Contract or any Contract renewal. The Contractor shall not allow its existence to lapse or its
certificate of authority or registration to transact business in the Commonwealth to be revoked or
cancelled at any time during the terms of the Contract.
H. If Contractor determines that changes in Laws or Regulations enacted since the time of opening
of Bids (or, on the Effective Date of the Agreement if there were no Bids) will have an effect on
the Contract Price or Contract Times, Contractor shall give its Notice of Claim pursuant to the
provisions of Article 12.
6.11

Taxes
A. Contractor shall pay all sales, consumer, use, and other similar taxes required to be paid by
Contractor in accordance with the Laws and Regulations of the place of the Project which are
applicable during the performance of the Work, which includes local business taxes. For questions
regarding Fauquier County’s local business tax, contact the Fauquier County Commissioner of the
Revenue’s office at (540) 422-8149.

6.12

Use of Site and Other Areas
A. Limitation on Use of Site and Other Areas:
1. Contractor shall confine construction equipment, the storage of materials and Equipment, and
the operations of workers to the Site and other areas permitted by Laws and Regulations, and
shall not unreasonably encumber the Site and other areas with construction equipment or other
materials or Equipment. Contractor shall assume full responsibility for any damage to any such
land or area, or to the owner or occupant thereof, or of any adjacent land or areas resulting from
the performance of the Work.
2. Should any claim be made by any such owner or occupant arising from or related to the
performance of the Work by Contractor or by anyone for whom the Contractor is responsible,
Contractor shall promptly act to correct the claimed damages, or settle with such owner or
occupant by negotiation or otherwise resolve the claim by arbitration or other dispute resolution
proceeding or at law. Contractor shall regularly report the status of any such claim to the Owner
in writing (in no case less than once per month) until the claim is settled or resolved. If (a)
Contractor fails to regularly report the status to the Owner, or (b) if at any time Owner otherwise
determines, in the Owner’s sole discretion, that the Contractor is not using Contractor’s best
efforts to settle or resolve the claim, the Owner may act to correct the damages at issue, or
otherwise settle or resolve the claim. If Owner takes such action, Contractor shall be liable to
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fully reimburse Owner for all costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees
and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals or contractors Owner
determines are necessary, in Owner’s sole discretion, and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising out of or relating to the claim.
3. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees,
agents, consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them from and against all claims,
costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising out of or relating to any claim or action, legal or equitable, brought by
any such owner or occupant against Owner, Engineer, or any other party indemnified hereunder
to the extent caused by or based upon Contractor’s performance of the Work.
B. Removal of Debris during Performance of the Work: During the progress of the Work Contractor
shall keep the Site and other areas free from accumulations of waste materials, rubbish, and other
debris. Removal and disposal of such waste materials, rubbish, and other debris shall conform to
applicable Laws and Regulations. In the event Contractor fails to satisfy the requirement to
remove debris during the performance of the Work, Owner will provide Notice to the Contractor,
advising the Contractor of this deficiency, and providing four hours to the Contractor to remove
debris as required herein. If Contractor fails to remove the debris as required, Owner may
undertake such cleaning and charge all costs thereof to the Contractor, or deduct such costs from
any payments that may be or become due to the Contractor, plus a $500 administrative fee.
C. Cleaning: Prior to, and as a condition precedent to Substantial Completion of the Work, or defined
portion thereof, Contractor shall clean the Site and the Work, or defined portion thereof, and make
it ready for utilization by Owner. As a condition precedent to Final Completion of the Work, or
defined portion thereof, Contractor shall remove from the Site all tools, appliances, construction
equipment and machinery, and surplus materials; shall clean the Site and the Work required
because of Contractor’s performance after having achieved Substantial Completion of the Work,
or defined portion thereof; and shall restore to original condition all property not designated for
alteration by the Contract Documents.
D. Restoration: Contractor shall restore to original condition all property not designated for alteration
by the Contract Documents. This restoration requirement includes, but is not limited to,
establishing permanent vegetation, replacing existing landscaping features and sidewalks, and
removal of erosion control measures.
E. Loading Structures: Contractor shall not load nor permit any part of any structure to be loaded in
any manner that will endanger the structure, nor shall Contractor subject any part of the Work or
adjacent property to stresses or pressures that will endanger it.
F. Smoking: Except where expressly permitted, smoking of tobacco products of any kind is
prohibited at Owner’s enclosed facilities. This smoking prohibition includes but is not limited to
all existing buildings, structures and facilities; all new construction within Owner-occupied areas;
and all new construction once it has been occupied by Owner. For work performed at certain
facilities, Contractor acknowledges that this smoking prohibition is a critical safety requirement
because of the potential presence of explosive gases. The Owner may request removal of
Contractor employees from Site for violation of Owner’s smoking prohibition policy.
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6.13

Record Documents
A. Contractor shall maintain in a safe place at the Site one record copy of all Drawings,
Specifications, Addenda, Change Orders, Work Change Directives, Field Orders, and written
interpretations and clarifications in good order and annotated to show changes made during
construction. These record documents together with all approved Samples and a counterpart of
all approved Shop Drawings will be available to Engineer and Owner for reference. Upon
completion of the Work, these record documents, Samples, and Shop Drawings will be delivered
to Owner. With the exception of the payment for bonds and insurance, the Owner’s or Engineer’s
verification of the Contractor’s monthly update of the record documents shall be a condition
precedent to the Owner’s processing of each Application for Payment. Delivery of the final record
documents to the Owner is a condition precedent to final payment.

6.14

Safety and Protection
A. Contractor shall be solely responsible for initiating, maintaining and supervising all safety
precautions and programs in connection with the Work. Such responsibility does not relieve
Subcontractors of their responsibility for the safety of persons or property in the performance of
their work, nor for compliance with applicable safety Laws and Regulations, including, but not
limited, to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Virginia
Occupational Safety and Health (VOSH) Compliance Program. Contractor shall take all
necessary precautions for the safety of, and shall provide the necessary protection to prevent
damage, injury or loss to:
1. all persons on the Site or who may be affected by the Work;
2. all the Work and materials and Equipment to be incorporated therein, whether in storage on or
off the Site; and
3. other property at the Site or adjacent thereto, including trees, shrubs, lawns, walks, pavements,
roadways, structures, utilities, and Underground Facilities not designated for removal,
relocation, or replacement in the course of construction.
B. Contractor shall comply with all applicable Laws and Regulations, including, but not limited to,
OSHA and the VOSH Compliance Program, relating to the safety of persons or property, or to the
protection of persons or property from damage, injury, or loss; and shall erect and maintain all
necessary safeguards for such safety and protection. Contractor shall notify owners of adjacent
property and of Underground Facilities and other utility owners when prosecution of the Work
may affect them, and shall cooperate with them in the protection, removal, relocation, and
replacement of their property.
C. Contractor shall comply with the applicable requirements of Owner’s safety programs, if any. The
Supplementary Conditions identify any Owner’s safety programs that are applicable to the Work.
D. Contractor shall provide to Owner and Engineer a copy of Contractor’s safety program with which
Owner’s and Engineer’s employees and representatives shall, to the extent reasonably possible,
comply while at the Site.
E. All damage, injury, or loss to any property referred to in Paragraph 6.14.A.2 or 6.14.A.3 caused,
directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, by Contractor, any Subcontractor, Supplier, or any other
individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform any of the Work, or
anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, shall be remedied immediately by Contractor.
If Owner, in its sole discretion, determines that repairing the damaged property is an emergency
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or otherwise vital to Owner’s operations and security, or the operations and security of others, the
Owner may have the property repaired by whatever means the Owner determines is most
expeditious, and Contractor shall be responsible for the costs incurred by Owner. When exercising
any rights and remedies under this Paragraph, Owner shall not be required to obtain the lowest
price for repairing the damaged property.
F. Contractor’s duties and responsibilities for safety and for protection of the Work shall continue
until such time as all the Work is completed and Owner has issued Notice to Contractor in
accordance with Paragraph 15.07.B that the Work is acceptable (except as otherwise expressly
provided in connection with Substantial Completion).
G. Contractor shall coordinate its safety program and procedures with the Owner’s facilities and other
contractors performing work on adjacent sites on behalf of the Owner.
H. Contractor shall notify Owner; the owners of adjacent property; the owners of Underground
Facilities and other utilities (if the identity of such owners is known to Contractor); and other
contractors and utility owners performing work at or adjacent to the Site, in writing, when
Contractor knows that prosecution of the Work may affect them, and shall cooperate with them in
the protection, removal, relocation, and replacement of their property or work in progress.
I. Contractor’s duties and responsibilities for safety and protection will resume whenever
Contractor or any Subcontractor or Supplier returns to the Site to fulfill warranty or correction
obligations, or to conduct other tasks arising from the Contract Documents.
6.15

Safety Representative
A. Contractor shall designate a qualified and experienced safety representative at the Site whose
duties and responsibilities shall be the prevention of Work-related accidents and the maintenance
and supervision of safety precautions and programs.

6.16

Hazard Communication Programs
A. Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating any exchange of safety data sheets or other hazard
communication information required to be made available to or exchanged between or among
employers at the Site in accordance with Laws or Regulations.

6.17

Emergencies
A. In emergencies affecting the safety or protection of persons or the Work or property at the Site or
adjacent thereto, Contractor is obligated to act to prevent threatened damage, injury, or loss.
Contractor shall give Owner prompt Notice if Contractor believes that any significant changes in
the Work or variations from the Contract Documents have been caused thereby or are required as
a result thereof. If Owner determines that a change in the Contract Price and/or Contract Time is
justified because of the action taken by Contractor in response to such an emergency, a Work
Change Directive or Change Order will be issued.

6.18

Shop Drawings and Samples
A. Contractor shall submit Shop Drawings and Samples to Owner and Engineer for review and
approval in accordance with the accepted Schedule of Submittals (as required by Paragraph 2.07)
and the Specifications.
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B. By submitting Shop Drawings and Samples, Contractor certifies that the Shop Drawings and
Samples meet the requirements of the Contract Documents and all field measurements and
existing conditions have been accounted for, unless otherwise noted per Paragraph 6.06.
C. In the event that Contractor requests a change of a previously approved item, Contractor shall
reimburse Owner for Owner’s costs for the additional review unless the need for such change is
beyond the control of Contractor.
D. Owner’s or Engineer’s review and approval shall not relieve Contractor from responsibility for
any variation from the requirements of the Contract Documents unless Contractor has provided
Notice of the variation, as may be required by the Specifications, and Owner or Engineer has given
written approval of each such variation by specific written notation thereof incorporated in or
accompanying the Shop Drawing or Sample. Owner’s or Engineer’s review and approval of a
Shop Drawing or Sample, or of a variation from the requirements of the Contract Documents, will
not, under any circumstances, change the Contract Times or Contract Price, unless such changes
are included in a Change Order.
E. Owner’s or Engineer’s review and approval will not extend to means, methods, techniques,
sequences, or procedures of construction (except where a particular means, method, technique,
sequence, or procedure of construction is specifically and expressly called for by the Contract
Documents) or to safety precautions or programs incident thereto. The review and approval of a
separate item as such will not indicate approval of the assembly in which the item functions.
F. Resubmittals: If more than one resubmittal of any item is required, Contractor shall be charged
$500.00 review fee for each resubmittal beyond the first resubmittal. This submittal review fee
shall be deducted from any payments that may be or become due to Contractor.
G. Where a Shop Drawing or Sample is required by the Contract Documents, Contractor shall obtain
approval of the Shop Drawing or Sample prior to performing Work related to the Shop Drawing
or Sample. Any Work performed by Contractor prior to approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample
shall be considered defective, even if the Work is subsequently found to conform with the Contract
requirements.
H. Neither Owner’s or Engineer’s receipt, review, acceptance, or approval of a Shop Drawing or
Sample will result in such item becoming a Contract Document.
6.19

Continuing the Work
A. Contractor shall carry on the Work and adhere to the Project Schedule during all Claims, disputes
or disagreements with Owner. No Work shall be delayed or postponed pending resolution of any
Claims, disputes or disagreements, except as permitted by Paragraph 16.04 or as Owner and
Contractor may otherwise agree in writing.

6.20

Contractor’s General Warranty and Guarantee
A. Contractor warrants and guarantees to Owner that all Work will be in strict accordance with the
Contract Documents and will not be defective. Owner and its officers, directors, members,
partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors shall be entitled to rely on
representation of Contractor’s warranty and guarantee.
B. Contractor’s obligation to perform and complete the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents shall be absolute. None of the following will constitute an acceptance of Work that is
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not in accordance with the Contract Documents or a release of Contractor’s obligation to perform
the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents:
1. observations by Owner;
2. payment by Owner of any progress or final payment;
3. the issuance of a certificate of Substantial Completion by Owner or any payment related thereto
by Owner;
4. use or occupancy of the Work or any part thereof by Owner;
5. any review and approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample or the issuance of a Notice of
acceptability by Owner or Engineer;
6. any inspection, test, or approval by others; or
7. any correction of defective Work by Owner.
6.21

Indemnification
A. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them from and against all claims, costs, losses,
and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys,
and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of
or relating to the performance of the Work, provided that any such claim, cost, loss, or damage is
attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or to injury to or destruction of tangible
property (other than the Work itself), including the loss of use resulting therefrom but only to the
extent caused by any act or omission of Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, or any
individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform any of the Work or
anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, regardless of whether or not it is caused in part
by a party indemnified hereunder.
B. In any and all claims against Owner or Engineer or any of their officers, directors, members,
partners, employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors by any employee (or the survivor or
personal representative of such employee) of Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, or any
individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform any of the Work, or
anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, the indemnification obligation under Paragraph
6.21.A shall not be limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or type of damages,
compensation, or benefits payable by or for Contractor or any such Subcontractor, Supplier, or
other individual or entity under workers’ compensation acts, disability benefit acts, or other
employee benefit acts.
C. The Contractor agrees that all indemnification obligations of the Contractor set forth in the
Contract Documents will be an insured occurrence under Contractor’s insurance as required in
Paragraph 5.03; provided, however, that the failure of such insurance to cover such obligations in
full shall not relieve the Contractor in any way from its indemnification obligations set forth
herein.
D. The indemnification obligations of Contractor under Paragraph 6.21.A shall not extend to the
liability of Owner, Engineer and Engineer’s officers, directors, members, partners, employees,
agents, consultants and subcontractors arising out of:
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1. the preparation or approval of, or the failure to prepare or approve maps, Drawings, opinions,
reports, surveys, Change Orders, designs, or Specifications; or
2. giving directions or instructions, or failing to give them, if that is the primary cause of the injury
or damage.
6.22

Delegation of Professional Design Services
A. Contractor will not be required to provide professional design services unless such services are
specifically required by the Contract Documents for a portion of the Work or unless such services
are required to carry out Contractor’s responsibilities for construction means, methods, techniques,
sequences and procedures. Contractor shall not be required to provide professional services in
violation of applicable law.
B. If professional design services or certifications by a design professional related to systems,
materials or Equipment are specifically required of Contractor by the Contract Documents, Owner
or Engineer will specify all performance and design criteria that such services must satisfy.
Contractor shall cause such services or certifications to be provided by a properly licensed
professional, whose signature and seal shall appear on all drawings, calculations, specifications,
certifications, Shop Drawings and other Submittals prepared by such professional. Shop Drawings
and other Submittals related to the Work designed or certified by such professional, if prepared by
others, shall bear such professional’s written approval when submitted to Owner.
C. Owner and Engineer shall be entitled to rely upon the adequacy, accuracy and completeness of the
services, certifications or approvals performed by such design professionals.
D. Pursuant to this Paragraph 6.22, Owner’s review and approval of design calculations and design
drawings will be only for the limited purpose of checking for conformance with performance and
design criteria given and the design concept expressed in the Contract Documents. Owner’s
review and approval of Shop Drawings and other Submittals (except design calculations and
design drawings) will be only for the purpose stated in Paragraph 6.18 and the Specifications.
E. Contractor shall not be responsible for the adequacy of the performance or design criteria required
by the Contract Documents.
F. Contractor is not required to provide professional services in violation of applicable Laws and
Regulations.

ARTICLE 7 – OTHER WORK AT THE SITE
7.01

Related Work at Site
A. Owner may perform other work related to the Project at the Site with Owner’s employees, or
through other direct contracts therefor, or have other work performed by utility owners.
B. Contractor shall afford each other contractor who is a party to such a direct contract, each utility
owner, and Owner, if Owner is performing other work with Owner’s employees, proper and safe
access to the Site, provide a reasonable opportunity for the introduction and storage of materials
and equipment and the execution of such other work, and properly coordinate the Work with theirs.
Contractor shall do all cutting, fitting, and patching of the Work that may be required to properly
connect or otherwise make its several parts come together and properly integrate with such other
work. Contractor shall not endanger any work of others by cutting, excavating, or otherwise
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altering such work; provided, however, that Contractor may cut or alter others' work with the
written consent of Owner and the others whose work will be affected. The duties and
responsibilities of Contractor under this Paragraph are for the benefit of such utility owners and
other contractors to the extent that there are comparable provisions for the benefit of Contractor in
said direct contracts between Owner and such utility owners and other contractors.
C. If the proper execution or results of any part of Contractor’s Work depends upon work performed
by others under this Article 7, Contractor shall inspect such other work and promptly report to
Owner in writing any delays, defects, or deficiencies in such other work that render it unavailable
or unsuitable for the proper execution and results of Contractor’s Work. Contractor’s failure to so
report will constitute an acceptance of such other work as fit and proper for integration with
Contractor’s Work except for latent defects and deficiencies in such other work.
7.02

Coordination
A. If Owner contracts with others for the performance of other work on the Project at the Site, or an
adjacent property, the Owner will be responsible for coordination of the various contractors.
However, Contractor shall cooperate with Owner and Owner’s requests relating to coordination.
In all other events, Contractor is responsible for coordinating its own labor, subcontractors, and
suppliers.

7.03

Legal Relationships
A. Paragraphs 7.01.A and 7.02 are not applicable for utilities not under the control of Owner.
B. Each other direct contract of Owner under Paragraph 7.01.A shall provide that the other contractor
is liable to Owner and Contractor for any reasonable direct delay and disruption costs incurred by
Contractor as a result of the other contractor’s wrongful actions or inactions.
C. Contractor shall be liable to Owner and any other contractor under direct contract to Owner for
any reasonable direct delay and disruption costs incurred by such other contractor as a result of
Contractor’s wrongful action or inactions.
D. There are no third-party rights under this Contract.

7.04

Unrelated Work at the Site by Others
A. Other contractors, not under the control of the Owner, may be performing unrelated work at the
Site. Contractor shall coordinate with such contractors and, inasmuch as possible, provide safe
access and prevent delays to the unrelated work. Such other unrelated work and contractors may
be identified in the Supplementary Conditions.

ARTICLE 8 – OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
8.01

Furnish Data
A. Owner shall promptly furnish the data required of Owner under the Contract Documents.

8.02

Pay When Due
A. Owner shall make payments to Contractor when they are due as provided in Paragraphs 15.02.B
and 15.07.C.
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8.03

Insurance
A. Owner’s responsibilities, if any, with respect to purchasing and maintaining liability and property
insurance are set forth in Article 5.

8.04

Change Orders
A. Owner is obligated to execute Change Orders as indicated in Paragraph 10.04.

8.05

Inspections, Tests, and Approvals
A. Owner’s responsibility with respect to certain inspections, tests, and approvals is set forth in
Paragraph 14.03.B.

8.06

Limitations on Owner’s Responsibilities
A. The Owner shall not supervise, direct, or have control or authority over, nor be responsible for,
Contractor’s means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or the safety
precautions and programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Contractor to comply with Laws
and Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work. Owner will not be responsible for
Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.
B. Neither Owner’s authority or responsibility under this Article 8 or under any other provision of
the Contract Documents nor any decision made by Owner either to exercise or not exercise such
authority or responsibility or the undertaking, exercise, or performance of any authority or
responsibility by Owner shall create, impose, or give rise to any duty in contract, tort, or otherwise
owed by Owner to Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, any other individual or entity, or
to any surety for or employee or agent of any of them.
C. Owner will not be responsible for the acts or omissions of Contractor or of any Subcontractor, any
Supplier, or of any other individual or entity performing any of the Work.

8.07

Undisclosed Hazardous Environmental Condition
A. Owner’s responsibility with respect to an undisclosed Hazardous Environmental Condition is set
forth in Paragraph 4.06.

8.08

Owner’s Representatives
A. The Owner will, with its own forces, administer the Contract. The Owner will appoint a Project
Manager for administration of the Contract, and to receive and issue Notices on behalf of Owner.
The Owner, with its own personnel, may observe the Work as described below. The Owner may
designate Engineer to represent Owner as described under Article 9.

8.09

Visits to Site
A. Owner may make visits to the Site at intervals appropriate to the various stages of construction as
Owner deems necessary in order to observe the progress that has been made and the quality of the
various aspects of Contractor’s executed Work. Based on information obtained during such visits
and observations, Owner will determine, in general, if the Work appears to be proceeding in
accordance with the Contract Documents. Owner will not be required to make exhaustive or
continuous inspections on the Site to check the quality or quantity of the Work.
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B. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Contractor shall coordinate its schedule with Owner for the Owner
to provide full-time inspection of subsurface utility Work. Such subsurface utility Work includes
waterline, sanitary sewer, sanitary force main construction, and related appurtenances and
Equipment.
8.10

Authorized Variations in Work
A. Owner and Contractor may agree to incorporate changes and minor variations in the Work from
the requirements of the Contract Documents which do not involve an adjustment in the Contract
Price or the Contract Times and are compatible with the design concept of the completed Project
as a functioning whole as indicated by the Contract Documents. These may be accomplished by
a Field Order and will be binding on Owner and also on Contractor, who shall perform the Work
involved promptly.

8.11

Rejecting Defective Work
A. Owner will have authority to reject Work which Owner believes, in Owner’s sole discretion, to be
defective, or that Owner believes will not produce a completed Project that conforms to the
Contract Documents, or that will prejudice the integrity of the design concept of the completed
Project as a functioning whole as indicated by the Contract. Owner will also have authority to
require special inspection or testing of the Work as provided in Paragraphs 14.03 and 14.04,
whether or not the Work is fabricated, installed, or completed.

8.12

Shop Drawings, Change Orders, Claims and Payments
A. In connection with Owner’s authority, and limitations thereof, as to Shop Drawings and Samples,
see Paragraph 6.18.
B. In connection with Owner’s authority, and limitations thereof, as to design calculations and design
drawings submitted in response to a delegation of professional design services, if any, see
Paragraph 6.22.
C. In connection with Owner’s authority as to Change Orders, see Articles 10 and 11.
D. In connection with Owner’s authority as to Claims, see Article 12.
E. In connection with Owner’s authority as to payments, see Article 15.

8.13

Determinations for Unit Price Work
A. Owner will determine the actual quantities and classifications of Unit Price Work performed by
Contractor. Owner will review with Contractor the Owner’s preliminary determinations on such
matters before rendering a written decision thereon (by recommendation of an Application for
Payment or otherwise). Owner’s written decision thereon will be final and binding (except as
modified by Owner to reflect changed factual conditions or more accurate data as may be
determined by the Owner in the Owner’s sole discretion) upon Owner and Contractor, subject to
the provisions of Article 12. The date of the Owner’s written decision is the time of the occurrence
of the event giving rise to the Notice of Intent to Claim for the purposes of Article 12.

8.14

Decisions on Requirements of Contract Documents and Acceptability of Work
A. Owner will be the initial interpreter of the requirements of the Contract Documents and judge of
the acceptability of the Work thereunder. The Owner may elect to consult with the Engineer on
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these matters. All matters in question and other matters between Owner and Contractor arising
prior to the date final payment is due relating to the acceptability of the Work, and the
interpretation of the requirements of the Contract Documents pertaining to the performance of the
Work, will be referred initially to Owner in writing as a Request for Clarification submitted within
seven (7) days of the event giving rise to the question. Timely compliance with the seven (7) day
requirement is a condition precedent to the Contractor’s right to seek any further relief related to
the event giving rise to the question.
B. Owner will render a written decision on the issue referred. If Contractor believes that any such
decision entitles them to an adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times or both, a Claim
may be made under Article 12, provided that the Contractor timely complied with the condition
precedent stated in Paragraph 8.14A. The date of the Owner’s written decision is the time of the
occurrence of the event giving rise to the Notice of Intent to Claim for the purposes of Article 12.
C. Owner’s written decision on the issue referred will be final and binding on Contractor, subject to
the provisions of this Paragraph 8.14 and Article 12.
D. When functioning as interpreter and judge under this Paragraph 8.14, Owner will not show
partiality to Owner or Contractor and will not be liable in connection with any interpretation or
decision rendered in good faith in such capacity.
ARTICLE 9 – ENGINEER’S ROLE DURING CONSTRUCTION
9.01

General Duties
A. Consultant and/or Representative. The Owner may consult with Engineer regarding Contractor’s
performance. Further, if designated by the Owner, in addition to Owner’s personnel involved in
the Project, the Engineer may serve as Owner’s representative during construction, and perform
certain activities designated as Owner responsibilities under Article 8. Where Owner designates
the Engineer to perform such activities, Contractor shall comply with the Engineer’s requests, and
provide to Engineer the same access and response as Contractor is required to provide to Owner.
B. Periodic Visits. The Engineer may periodically visit the Site to review the progress and quality of
the Work for conformance with the Contract requirements. The Contractor shall afford the
Engineer access to the Site as needed or directed by Owner.
C. Tests and Inspections. The Engineer may perform certain tests and inspections described under
Paragraph 14.03. Contractor shall comply with direction provided by Engineer related to the tests
and inspections, which includes replacement of defective Work.
D. Rejecting Defective Work. Engineer shall have the authority to reject defective Work as described
in Paragraph 8.11.
E. Reviews. The Engineer may review Shop Drawings and Samples for compliance with the Contract
requirements, including determination of “or Equal” or substitution pursuant to Paragraph 6.06.
Where the Engineer has been assigned to review Shop Drawings and Samples, the Contractor shall
submit Shop Drawings directly to the Engineer, with a copy to Owner. The Engineer shall act as
the approving authority on such Submittals.
F. Applications for Payment. The Engineer may review the Contractor’s Application for Payment in
accordance with Paragraph 15.02.B and make recommendations to Owner regarding payment to
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Contractor. Contractor shall coordinate with Engineer, which includes promptly providing
information requested by Engineer.
G. Claims. The Engineer may review certain Notices of Intent to Claim and Notices of Claim for the
Owner, and provide information and opinions related to these Notices to the Owner. Where the
Engineer has been assigned to review such Notices, the Contractor shall submit Notices directly
to both Owner and Engineer.
H. Meetings. The Engineer may conduct periodic meetings and distribute meeting minutes. The
Contractor or his representative shall attend all such meetings.
I. Communications. The Engineer may provide written communication to the Contractor as the
Owner’s Representative.
J. Interpretation or Clarification. The Engineer may provide interpretation or clarification as
required under Paragraph 3.03.
9.02

Limitations on Engineer’s Responsibilities
A. The Engineer shall not supervise, direct, or have control or authority over, nor be responsible for,
Contractor’s means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or the safety
precautions and programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Contractor to comply with Laws
and Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work. Engineer will not be responsible for
Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.
B. Neither Engineer’s authority or responsibility under this Article 9 or under any other provision of
the Contract Documents nor any decision made by Engineer either to exercise or not exercise such
authority or responsibility or the undertaking, exercise, or performance of any authority or
responsibility by Engineer shall create, impose, or give rise to any duty in contract, tort, or
otherwise owed by Engineer to Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, any other individual
or entity, or to any surety for or employee or agent of any of them.
C. Engineer will not be responsible for the acts or omissions of Contractor or of any Subcontractor,
any Supplier, or of any other individual or entity performing any of the Work.

ARTICLE 10 – CHANGES IN THE WORK
10.01 Authorized Changes in the Work
A. Without invalidating the Contract and without Notice to any surety, Owner may, at any time or
from time to time, order additions, deletions, or revisions to the Work by a Change Order, or a
Work Change Directive. Upon receipt of any such document, Contractor shall promptly proceed
with the Work involved which will be performed under the applicable conditions of the Contract
Documents (except as otherwise specifically provided).
B. Owner may issue Field Orders pursuant to Paragraph 8.10.
10.02 Unauthorized Changes in the Work
A. Contractor shall not be entitled to an increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the Contract
Times with respect to any work performed that is not required by the Contract Documents as
amended, modified, or supplemented as provided in Paragraph 3.04, except in the case of an
emergency as provided in Paragraph 6.17 or in the case of uncovering Work as provided in
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Paragraph 14.04.C. Notwithstanding anything in the Contract Documents to the contrary, in no
event shall Contractor be entitled to an increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the
Contract Times unless Owner approves such increase or extension in a Change Order.
10.03 Requests for Proposal
A. At any time Owner may request Contractor to submit a proposal, by issuing to Contractor a request
for proposal (RFP), for proposed changes in the Work. The RFP is not authorization to perform
the changes described in the RFP. Contractor shall provide its detailed proposal to Owner for the
changes set forth in the RFP within 14 days of receipt of the RFP. Submission of the Contractor’s
proposal within this time is a condition precedent to the Owner’s obligation to process the
Contractor’s payment application for the period in which the Contractor’s proposal is due.
Contractor’s detailed proposal shall include the following, as well as other items specified in the
RFP:
1. an itemized estimate of all costs that will result directly or indirectly from the proposed
change(s), priced pursuant to Paragraph 11.01. Proposals shall be sufficiently detailed to allow
an analysis by Owner of all material, labor, Equipment, subcontracts, and fees, and shall cover
all Work involved in the change, whether such work was added, deleted, changed or impacted.
Each cost category shall be supported with substantiating documentation which may include,
but is not limited to, quantity take-offs, quotations, invoices, cost records, certified payrolls,
and identification of estimating guidelines and resources. The subcontract portions of each
proposal shall be similarly supported.
2. a proposed schedule revision showing the incorporation of the proposed change into the Project
Schedule, and the time extension required as a result of the incorporation of the proposed
change, assuming the proposed change is incorporated into a Change Order within 14 days
after the Owner receives the Contractor’s proposal for the proposed change. Contractor’s
proposed schedule revision shall provide sufficient detail to allow an analysis of the impact of
the proposed change. If the Contractor’s proposal does not include a schedule revision or a
request for a time extension as required herein, or otherwise does not provide enough detail to
allow for an analysis of the impact of the proposed change, Contractor waives any Claim for a
time extension related to the proposed changes.
B. If, upon review of the Contractor’s Submittal under Paragraph 10.03.A above, the Owner:
1. and Contractor are in agreement with the changes in Contract Price and Contract Times
included in the Contractor’s proposal, and Owner elects to proceed with the change(s) set forth
in the RFP, Owner will issue a Change Order to the Contractor pursuant to Paragraph 10.01.A.
2. and Contractor are unable to agree with the changes in Contract Price and Contract Times
included in the Contractor’s proposal, and the Owner elects to proceed with the change(s) set
forth in the RFP, the Owner, in its sole discretion, may convert the RFP to a Work Change
Directive, and the Contractor shall submit its costs pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph
13.01.B.3.
3. elects not to proceed with the proposed changes in the Work described in the RFP, no further
action will be taken.
C. Contractor’s Unsolicited Proposal: At any time Contractor may submit an unsolicited proposal
for proposed changes in the Work. Contractor’s unsolicited proposal shall comply fully with the
requirements of Paragraph 10.03.A to be considered by Owner. The Owner is under no obligation
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to accept the Contractor’s unsolicited proposal, in whole or in part. If the Owner elects to
incorporate the changes included in the Contractor’s unsolicited proposal into the Work, the
Owner will issue a Change Order or Field Order to the Contractor for the changes proposed by the
Contractor, or as may be agreed to, by the Contractor and Owner.
10.04 Execution of Change Orders
A. Owner and Contractor shall execute appropriate Change Orders covering:
1. changes in the Work which are: (i) ordered by Owner pursuant to Paragraph 10.01.A, (ii)
required because of acceptance of defective Work under Paragraph 14.08.A or Owner’s
correction of defective Work under Paragraph 14.09, or (iii) agreed to by the parties;
2. changes in the Contract Price or Contract Times which are agreed to by the parties, including
any undisputed sum or amount of time for Work actually performed in accordance with a
Work Change Directive.
B. By signing a Change Order, the Contractor agrees that the adjustments to Contract Price and
Contract Times set forth in the Change Order constitutes full and complete compensation for the
performance of all increased, additional or changed Work arising from or related to the change,
including but not limited to the interruption of schedules, extended overhead of any sort, delay,
and any other impact or ripple effect of the change on any portion of the Work. By signing such
Change Order, Contractor specifically waives and is barred from asserting, or reserving any right
to assert, a Claim for any further compensation or additional time extension arising from or related
to the change addressed by the Change Order.
C. If Owner and Contractor are unable to agree on entitlement to or on the amount or extent, if any,
of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, or both, associated with an Authorized
Change in the Work; or are unable to agree to the terms of a Change Order; or where the Contractor
has expressed a reservation of rights beyond that included in the Change Order, the Owner may,
in its sole discretion, modify unilaterally the Work, the Contract Price or Contract Times as it may
deem appropriate through the issuance of a Unilateral Change Order (UCO). In such event, any
assertion by Contractor for additional compensation or extension of time beyond that included in
the UCO shall be subject to the provisions of Article 12, but only if the change described in the
UCO was not previously processed pursuant to Article 12. Contractor shall at all times carry on
the Work and adhere to the Project Schedule as provided in Paragraph 6.19A.
10.05 Notification to Surety
A. If the provisions of any bond require Notice to be given to a surety of any change affecting the
general scope of the Work or the provisions of the Contract Documents (including, but not limited
to, Contract Price or Contract Times), the giving of any such Notice will be Contractor’s
responsibility. The amount of each applicable bond will be adjusted to reflect the effect of any
such change.
ARTICLE 11 – COST OF THE WORK; ALLOWANCES; UNIT PRICE WORK
11.01 Cost of the Work
A. Costs Included: The term Cost of the Work means the sum of all costs, except those excluded in
Paragraph 11.01.B, necessarily incurred and paid by Contractor in the proper performance of the
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Work. When the value of any Work covered by a Change Order or when a Claim for an adjustment
in Contract Price is determined on the basis of Cost of the Work, the costs to be reimbursed to
Contractor will be only those additional or incremental costs required because of the change in the
Work or because of the event giving rise to the Claim. Except as otherwise may be agreed to in
writing by Owner, such costs shall be in amounts no higher than those prevailing in the locality of
the Project, shall not include any of the costs itemized in Paragraph 11.01.B, and shall include
only the following items:
1. Payroll costs for employees in the direct employ of Contractor in the performance of the Work
under schedules of job classifications agreed upon by Owner and Contractor. Such employees
shall include, without limitation, foremen and other personnel employed full time on the Work.
Payroll costs for employees not employed full time on the Work shall be apportioned on the
basis of their time spent on the Work. Payroll costs shall include, but not be limited to, salaries
and wages plus the cost of fringe benefits, which shall include social security contributions,
unemployment, excise, and payroll taxes, workers’ compensation, health and retirement
benefits, bonuses, sick leave, vacation and holiday pay applicable thereto. The expenses of
performing Work outside of regular working hours, on Saturday, Sunday, or legal holidays,
shall be included in the above to the extent authorized by Owner.
2. Cost of all materials and Equipment furnished and incorporated in the Work, including costs
of transportation and storage thereof, and Suppliers’ field services required in connection
therewith. All cash discounts shall accrue to Contractor unless Owner deposits funds with
Contractor with which to make payments, in which case the cash discounts shall accrue to
Owner. All trade discounts, rebates and refunds and returns from sale of surplus materials and
Equipment shall accrue to Owner, and Contractor shall make provisions so that they may be
obtained.
3. Payments made by Contractor to Subcontractors for Work performed by Subcontractors. If
required by Owner, Contractor shall obtain competitive bids from subcontractors acceptable to
Owner and Contractor and shall deliver such bids to Owner, who will then determine which
bids, if any, will be acceptable. If any subcontract provides that the Subcontractor is to be paid
on the basis of Cost of the Work plus a fee, the Subcontractor’s Cost of the Work and fee shall
be determined in the same manner as Contractor’s Cost of the Work and fee as provided in this
Paragraph 11.01.
4. Costs of engineers, architects, testing laboratories, and surveyors employed for services
specifically related to the Work.
5. The cost for construction equipment, whether owned by Contractor or rented under a rental
agreement, shall be determined as given below.
a.

Costs. Operating costs shall be based on the most recent edition of the Rental Rate Blue
Book published by Equipment Watch (equipmentwatch.com). Contractor shall provide its
equipment fleet and costs as published by Equipment Watch with each cost Submittal.
Costs will be determined using the established FHWA rates adjusted for geographic region
and equipment model year.

b.

Equipment operating time. For Work that is performed in hours, an hourly cost for the
equipment shall be used unless the daily cost for the equipment is a lower cost. Likewise
for Work that is performed in days, a daily cost for the equipment shall be used unless a
weekly cost for the equipment is a lower cost. For Work that is performed in weeks, a
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weekly cost for the equipment shall be used unless the monthly cost for the equipment is
a lower cost.
c.

Move-in, unloading, loading, and move-out costs will not be allowed unless approved by
Owner. If the equipment is used at the Site for the performance of other Work, ownership
and operating costs will be prorated accordingly.

d.

All equipment shall be only for the time the construction equipment and machinery were
actually used in the performance of the Work, and the rental of any such equipment,
machinery, or parts shall cease when the use thereof is no longer necessary for the Work.
Idle time for construction equipment, machinery, and parts is not compensable.

e.

For purposes of this provision, only construction equipment, machinery and parts with a
new value of $1,000 or more will be considered. Construction equipment, machinery and
parts with a new value less than $1,000 are considered small tools, and the allowance for
small tools shall be 5% of the labor cost performing the Work.

f.

The equipment costs allowed for construction equipment, machinery or parts will, in all
cases, be understood to cover all costs related to such construction equipment, including
but not limited to all fuel, supplies, repairs, maintenance and depreciation, and no further
allowances will be made for such costs unless approved by Owner.

g.

Equipment not in good operating condition, or larger than required, may be rejected by the
Owner or accepted at reduced rates.

h.

If an equipment rate has not been established by the Rental Rate Blue Book, the Contractor
may:
1) Use the rate of the most similar model found, considering such characteristics as
manufacturer, capacity, horsepower, age, fuel type, etc. Similar models are subject to
approval by the Owner.
2) Request Equipment Watch to furnish a written response for a rate on the equipment,
which shall be presented to the Owner for approval.

6. Supplemental costs including the following:
a.

The proportion of necessary transportation, travel, and subsistence expenses of
Contractor’s employees incurred in discharge of duties connected with the Work.

b.

Cost, including transportation and maintenance, of all materials, supplies, equipment,
machinery, appliances, office, and temporary facilities at the Site, and hand tools not
owned by the workers, which are consumed in the performance of the Work, and cost, less
market value, of such items used but not consumed which remain the property of
Contractor. In establishing such costs, consideration will be given to the actual or the
estimated life of the item for use on other projects, or rental rates may be established on
the basis of purchase or salvage value of such items, whichever is less. Contractor will not
be eligible for compensation for such items in an amount that exceeds the purchase cost of
such item.

c.

Sales, consumer, use, and other similar taxes related to the Work, and for which Contractor
is liable, as imposed by Laws and Regulations.
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d.

Deposits lost for causes other than negligence of Contractor, any Subcontractor, or anyone
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may be liable,
and royalty payments and fees for permits and licenses.

e.

Losses and damages (and related expenses) caused by damage to the Work, not
compensated by insurance or otherwise, sustained by Contractor in connection with the
performance of the Work (except losses and damages within the deductible amounts of
property insurance established in accordance with Paragraph 5.05), provided such losses
and damages have resulted from causes other than the negligence, error, mistake, or willful
or intentional misconduct of Contractor, any Subcontractor, or anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may be liable. Such
losses shall include settlements made with the written consent and approval of Owner. No
such losses, damages, and expenses shall be included in the Cost of the Work for the
purpose of determining Contractor’s fee.

f.

The costs of premiums for all bonds and insurance Contractor is required by the Contract
Documents to purchase and maintain.

B. Costs Excluded: The term Cost of the Work shall not include any of the following items:
1. Payroll costs and other compensation of Contractor’s officers, executives, principals (of
partnerships and sole proprietorships), Executive Directors, project managers, safety managers,
engineers, architects, estimators, attorneys, auditors, accountants, purchasing and contracting
agents, expediters, timekeepers, clerks, and other personnel employed by Contractor, whether
at the Site or in Contractor’s principal or branch office for general administration of the Work
and not specifically included in the agreed upon schedule of job classifications referred to in
Paragraph 11.01.A.1 or specifically covered by Paragraph 11.01.A.4, all of which are to be
considered administrative costs covered by the Contractor’s fee.
2. Expenses of Contractor’s principal and branch offices other than Contractor’s office at the Site.
3. Any part of Contractor’s capital expenses, including interest on Contractor’s capital employed
for the Work and charges against Contractor for delinquent payments.
4. Costs due to the negligence, error, mistake, or willful or intentional misconduct of Contractor,
any Subcontractor, or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts
any of them may be liable, including but not limited to, the correction of defective Work,
disposal of materials or Equipment wrongly supplied, and making good any damage to
property.
5. Other overhead or general expense costs of any kind, including expenses incurred in preparing
and advancing Claims, and the costs of any item not specifically and expressly included in
Paragraphs 11.01.A.
C. Contractor’s Fee: When all the Work is performed on the basis of cost-plus, Contractor’s fee
shall be determined as set forth in the Agreement. When the value of any Work covered by a
Change Order or when a Claim for an adjustment in Contract Price is determined on the basis of
Cost of the Work, Contractor’s fee shall be determined as set forth in Paragraph 13.01.C.
D. Documentation: Whenever the Cost of the Work for any purpose is to be determined pursuant to
Paragraphs 11.01.A and 11.01.B, Contractor will establish and maintain records thereof in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practices and submit in a form acceptable to
Owner an itemized cost breakdown together with supporting data that describes the Work
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performed each day, construction equipment and materials used, Equipment incorporated, and a
complete listing of Contractor personnel involved in the Work. To be compensated for Work
performed under a Work Change Directive, Contractor shall submit its Cost of the Work within
21 days of completion of the Work included in the Work Change Directive. Failure to provide the
documentation as required by this Paragraph shall constitute a waiver of Contractor’s right to
compensation for the Work performed under the Work Change Directive at issue.
E. Subject to prior written Notice, Owner will be afforded reasonable access, during normal business
hours, to all Contractor’s accounts, records, books, correspondence, instructions, drawings,
receipts, vouchers, memoranda, and similar data relating to the Cost of the Work and Contractor’s
fee. Contractor shall preserve all such documents for a period of three years after the final payment
by Owner. Pertinent Subcontractors will afford such access to Owner, and preserve such
documents, to the same extent required of Contractor.
11.02 Allowances (if named in the Contract)
A. It is understood that Contractor has included in the Contract Price all allowances so named in the
Contract Documents and shall cause the Work so covered to be performed for such sums and by
such persons or entities as may be acceptable to Owner.
B. Contractor agrees that:
1. the cash allowances include the cost to Contractor (less any applicable trade discounts) of
materials and Equipment required by the allowances to be delivered at the Site, and all
applicable taxes; and
2. Contractor’s costs for unloading and handling on the Site, labor, installation, overhead, profit,
and other expenses contemplated for the cash allowances have been included in the Contract
Price and not in the allowances, and no demand for additional payment on account of any of
the foregoing will be valid.
C. Contingency Allowance: Contractor agrees that a contingency allowance, if any, is for the sole
use of Owner to cover unanticipated costs. Contractor shall not spend any contingency allowance
without making a written request to Owner about the nature of the proposed expenditure and
without receiving written approval as to the amount of the expenditure.
D. Prior to final payment, an appropriate Change Order will be issued by Owner to reflect actual
amounts due Contractor on account of Work covered by allowances, and the Contract Price shall
be correspondingly adjusted.
11.03 Unit Price Work
A. Where the Contract Documents provide that all or part of the Work is to be Unit Price Work,
initially the Contract Price will be deemed to include for all Unit Price Work an amount equal to
the sum of the unit price for each separately identified item of Unit Price Work times the estimated
quantity of each item as indicated in the Agreement.
B. The estimated quantities of items of Unit Price Work are not guaranteed and are solely for the
purpose of comparison of Bids and determining an initial Contract Price. Determinations of the
actual quantities and classifications of Unit Price Work performed by Contractor will be made by
Owner subject to the provisions of Paragraph 8.13.
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C. Each unit price will be deemed to include an amount considered by Contractor to be adequate to
cover Contractor’s overhead and profit for each separately identified item.
D. Owner, through the issuance of a Work Change Directive, or Contractor, by giving Notice of
Claim pursuant to Article 12, may request an adjustment in the Contract Price if:
1. the quantity of any item of Unit Price Work performed by Contractor differs materially and
significantly from the estimated quantity of such item indicated in the Agreement; and
2. there is no corresponding adjustment with respect to any other item of Work; and
3. Contractor believes that Contractor is entitled to an increase in Contract Price as a result of
having incurred additional expense or Owner believes that Owner is entitled to a decrease in
Contract Price and the parties are unable to agree as to the amount of any such increase or
decrease.
ARTICLE 12 – CLAIMS
12.01 Claims, Generally
A. Notice of Intent to Claim: All Notices of Intent to Claim given as required under this Article shall:
1. be given on the Notice of Intent to Claim Form, which is included as an appendix to the
Supplementary Conditions;
2. be sequentially numbered by Contractor for tracking purposes;
3. contain a full explanation of the basis of the Contractor’s position and the rationale for its
request, including supporting documentation and Contract references; and
4. be hand-delivered to the Owner’s Project Manager and Manager of Capital Construction.
B. Notice of Claim: All Notices of Claim given as required under this Article shall:
1. be given on the Notice of Claim Form, which is included as an appendix to the Supplementary
Conditions;
2. refer to the Notice of Intent to Claim number, if applicable, assigned by Contractor for the
Claim at issue;
3. contain a full explanation of the basis of the Contractor’s position and the rationale for its
request, including supporting documentation and Contract references;
4. include the Contractor’s actual Claim for additional compensation and/or additional time
associated with Work or delay upon which the Contractor’s Claim is based; and
5. be hand-delivered to the Owner’s Project Manager and Director of Engineering.
C. Unless otherwise provided in the Contract, Notices of Intent to Claim shall be given no later than
three (3) days after the occurrence of the event giving rise to the potential Claim. Notices of Claim
shall be given no later than fifteen (15) days after Owner’s written determination in response to
the relevant Notice of Intent to Claim submitted by Contractor. If the Contractor submits a
Combined Notice pursuant to Paragraph 12.01.D, the Combined Notice shall be given at the time
the Notice of Intent to Claim is required under the Contract.
D. Combined Notice. For certain Claims under the Contract, Contractor may be in a position to give
its Notice of Claim at the time the Notice of Intent to Claim is required under Paragraphs 12.02.A,
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12.03.A, 12.04.A, and/or 12.05.A. For purposes of this Article, such Notice of Claim is deemed
a “Combined Notice” (Notice of Intent to Claim – Notice of Claim). Such combined Notices
benefit both parties by allowing, among other things, prompt resolution of Claims, and the proper
updating and maintenance of the Project Schedule. Combined Notices shall be effective only if
the Combined Notice:
1.
2.
3.
4.

complies strictly with all requirements for Notices of Intent to Claim in Article 12;
complies strictly with the requirements for Notice of Claim in Paragraph 12.01.B (1)-(5);
is given at the time the Notice of Intent to Claim is required under the Contract;
is identified as a Combined Notice on the Notice of Intent to Claim form pursuant to this
Article 12.
Compliance with the requirements for Combined Notices shall not create any presumption of the
validity of such Claim. Contractor shall submit Claims as Combined Notices whenever possible.
Combined Notices will be administered in the same manner as Notices of Claim.

E. The responsibility to substantiate a Claim shall rest solely and exclusively with Contractor. Strict
compliance with the provisions of this Article, including all Notice and Submittal requirements,
shall be a condition precedent to the assertion of any Claim, and any Claim not presented as
required by the provisions of this Article shall be barred. Compliance with such requirements,
however, shall not create any presumption of the validity of such Claim.
F. The Contractor shall comply with Owner’s written determination and shall proceed diligently with
the performance of the Contract and with any Work upon which a Notice of Intent to Claim or
Notice of Claim is based, pending final resolution of the Claim, whether for a change to the
Contract Price or a change to Contract Time, or both.
G. In the event that Owner does not issue its written determination in response to a Notice of Intent
to Claim or a Final Decision in response to a Notice of Claim within the times set forth herein, the
Contractor’s assertion or demand for an Authorized Change in the Work, as stated in the Notice
of Intent to Claim or Notice of Claim, shall be deemed denied.
H. Owner, Engineer, and their officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants,
or subcontractors shall not be liable to Contractor for any claims, costs, losses, or damages
(including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other
professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) sustained by Contractor
on or in connection with any other project or anticipated project.
I. Dispute Resolution: In order to preserve its right to Claim additional compensation or additional
time for Claims denied pursuant to Owner’s Final Decision issued pursuant to Article 12, or
damages resulting from such compliance, the Contractor shall comply with the provisions of
Article 17.
J. Any Notice of Intent to Claim or Notice of Claim that does not strictly comply with the
requirements stated in Paragraphs 12.01A(1)-(4) or 12.01B(1)-(5), or that does not strictly comply
with additional requirements stated elsewhere in Article 12 that apply to Notices of Intent to Claim
or Notices of Claim for specific circumstances, shall be void and null and of no legal effect.
K. Contractor shall utilize the Notice of Intent to Claim and Notice of Claim forms included at the
end of the Supplementary Conditions.
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1. For all Notices required of Contractor under Article 12, these forms shall be filled out
completely to be considered valid Notices of Intent to Claim and Notices of Claim, though
compliance with this requirement shall not create any presumption of the validity of such
Claim.
2. The Owner will provide these forms to Contractor in Adobe Acrobat or Microsoft Word form
for the Contractor’s use.
3. Owner reserves the right to modify these forms for use on the Project. If Owner modifies these
forms during the term of the Project, Owner shall provide the modified form or forms to
Contractor, and Contractor shall use such modified forms for future Claims.
12.02 Claims for Additional Compensation
A. Notice of Intent to Claim: If the Contractor is of the opinion that (i) any Work required,
necessitated, or otherwise ordered by Owner (exclusive of the issuance of Work Change
Directives) is not included in the Work; or (ii) any action required or ordered by Owner to be taken
or not taken violates the terms and provisions of the Contract; or (iii) any action taken by Owner
is improper, incorrect, or one with which the Contractor disagrees; or (iv) otherwise deems it is
due additional compensation beyond the Contract Price, the Contractor shall give Notice of Intent
to Claim at the time of the occurrence of the event giving rise to the Notice of Intent to Claim. If
the Notice of Intent to Claim is based upon the Work, Contractor shall also give its Notice of Intent
to Claim before beginning any Work on which the Notice of Intent to Claim is based. In order to
invoke the procedures of this section, the Contractor’s Notice of Intent to Claim shall:
1. comply with the provisions of Paragraph 12.01.A.;
2. state the circumstances of the occurrence;
3. specify the additional work contemplated as being required (if applicable); and
4. include, to the extent reasonably foreseeable, an estimate of the anticipated change to Contract
Price (prepared in accordance with the provisions of Article 11).
B. Owner’s Written Determination in Response to Notice of Intent to Claim: Owner will review each
Notice of Intent to Claim given pursuant to Paragraph 12.02.A and, within 15 days after receipt of
the Contractor’s Notice of Intent to Claim, shall issue its written determination with regard to the
Notice of Intent to Claim. The Owner may consult with the Engineer as Owner deems necessary
in the review of each Notice of Intent to Claim. The Owner’s written determination shall either:
1. advise Contractor of Owner’s concurrence with the Contractor’s position, as asserted in the
Notice of Intent to Claim, and that an Authorized Change in the Work will be issued pursuant
to the Contract provisions, or will otherwise direct the Contractor to submit its claimed costs
pursuant to Paragraph 11.01;
2. advise Contractor that (i) Contractor’s position otherwise lacks merit or (ii) Contractor failed
to satisfy the requirements for Notice of Intent to Claim as specified in Paragraph 12.02.A. If
applicable, Owner will provide Contract references that support the Owner’s position, and that
an Authorized Change in the Work will not be issued. If appropriate, the Owner will provide
direction to Contractor to perform the Work described in the Notice of Intent to Claim; or
3. advise Contractor that Owner concurs in part with Contractor’s position, as asserted in the
Notice of Intent to Claim, with Contract references that support the Owner’s concurrence in
part and disagreement in part. For the portion of the Contractor’s position with which the
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Owner agrees Contractor is due additional compensation, Owner will issue an Authorized
Change in the Work pursuant to the Contract provisions.
C. Contractor’s Response to Owner’s Written Determination. Promptly upon receipt of the Owner’s
written determination issued pursuant to Paragraph 12.02.B, Contractor shall comply with the
direction provided by Owner in Owner’s written determination.
1. For written determinations which the Owner agrees to issue an Authorized Change in the Work
pursuant to Paragraph 12.02.B.1 (in whole) or 12.02.B.3 (in part), the Contractor shall record
and submit its costs pursuant to Paragraph 11.01 pending issuance of an Authorized Change in
the Work.
2. For written determinations which the Owner does not agree to issue an Authorized Change in
the Work pursuant to Paragraph 12.02.B.2 (in whole) or 12.02.B.3 (in part), if, upon review of
Owner’s written determination, Contractor still demands issuance of an Authorized Change in
the Work, Contractor shall give its Notice of Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C
within fifteen (15) days of the Owner’s written determination.
D. Owner’s Final Decision. Within 30 days of receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Claim given pursuant
to Paragraph 12.02.C.2, Owner will issue its Final Decision related to Contractor’s Claim.
12.03 Claims for Additional Time for Non-Weather Delays
A. Notice of Intent to Claim: If the Contractor contends that it is being prevented from completing
any part of the Work due to delays described in Paragraph 12.06, exclusive of weather, or
otherwise deems it is due additional time beyond the Contract Times, the Contractor shall give
Notice of Intent to Claim at the time of the occurrence of the event giving rise to the Claim or
within three (3) days thereafter if the resulting delay was not reasonably foreseeable. Contractor’s
strict compliance with this Notice requirement is a condition precedent to the Contractor’s right to
make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that arises from the event giving rise to the claimed nonweather delay, or to seek any other remedy for the same that arises under the Contract Documents
or any applicable Law or Regulation. If the Contractor fails to comply with this Paragraph, the
Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs and delays arising from or related to the event
giving rise to the claimed non-weather delay at issue. The Contractor’s Notice of Intent to Claim
shall:
1. comply with the provisions of Paragraph 12.01.A.;
2. state the circumstances of the occurrence; and
3. include, to the extent reasonably foreseeable, an estimate of the additional time extension
required as a result of the delay.
B. Owner’s Written Determination: Owner will review each Notice of Intent to Claim given pursuant
to Paragraph 12.03.A. and, within fifteen (15) days after receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Intent
to Claim, shall issue its written determination with regard to the Notice of Intent to Claim. The
Owner may consult with the Engineer as Owner deems necessary in the review of each Notice of
Intent to Claim. The Owner’s written determination shall:
1. advise Contractor of its concurrence with the Contractor, as asserted in the Notice of Intent to
Claim, and that a Change Order will be issued pursuant to the Contract provisions once the
Owner receives the Contractor’s Notice of Claim;
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2. advise Contractor that (i) Contractor’s position otherwise lacks merit; or (ii) Contractor failed
to satisfy the requirements for Notice of Intent to Claim as specified in Paragraph 12.03.A.
Owner will provide direction to Contractor regarding performance of the Work but will not
issue a Change Order for an adjustment to Contract Times; or
3. advise Contractor that Owner agrees in part and disagrees in part with the Contractor’s position
in its Notice of Intent to Claim. For the portion of the Contractor’s position in the Notice of
Intent to Claim with which the Owner does not agree to grant an adjustment to Contract Times,
the Owner will provide Contract references or facts related to the Contractor’s progress or
performance, that support the Owner’s position. For the portion of Contractor’s position which
the Owner agrees Contractor is due additional time, Owner agrees to issue a Change Order
pursuant to the Contract provisions upon receipt of the Contractor’s Notice of Claim.
C. Contractor’s Response to Owner’s Written Determination. Contractor shall promptly comply
with the direction provided in the Owner’s written determination issued pursuant to Paragraph
12.03.B.
1. For written determinations which the Owner agrees to issue a Change Order pursuant to
Paragraph 12.03.B.1 (in whole) or 12.03.B.3 (in part), the Contractor shall give its Notice of
Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C.
2. For written determinations which the Owner does not agree to issue a Change Order pursuant
to Paragraph 12.03.B.2 (in whole) or 12.03.B.3 (in part), if, upon review of the Owner’s written
determination, Contractor demands issuance of a Authorized Change in the Work, Contractor
shall give its Notice of Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C within fifteen (15)
days of the Owner’s written determination.
D. Owner’s Final Decision. Within 30 days of receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Claim given pursuant
to Paragraph 12.03.C, Owner will issue its Final Decision related to Contractor’s Claim.
12.04 Claims for Additional Time for Weather Delays
A. Notice of Intent to Claim: If the Contractor contends that it was delayed as a result of abnormal
or unusually severe weather pursuant to Paragraph 12.06.D, the Contractor shall give Notice of
Intent to Claim within three (3) days after the end of the month in which the claimed delay is
asserted to have occurred. Contractor’s strict compliance with this Notice requirement is a
condition precedent to the Contractor’s right to make a Claim as provided in Article 12 that arises
from the abnormal or unusually severe weather at issue, or to seek any other remedy for the same
that arises under the Contract Documents or any applicable Law or Regulation. If the Contractor
fails to comply with this Paragraph, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for all costs and
delays arising from or related to the abnormal or unusually severe weather at issue. The
Contractor’s Notice of Intent to Claim shall:
1. comply with the provisions of Paragraph 12.01.A;
2. advise which days it was delayed during the preceding month as a result of abnormal or
unusually severe weather less the time specified in Paragraph 12.06.D and 12.06.E for
anticipated adverse weather days;
3. include the actual time claimed by Contractor as a result of weather; and
4. fully document the conditions and circumstances as required by Paragraph 12.06.D and
12.06.E.
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B. Owner’s Written Determination: Owner will review each Notice of Intent to Claim given pursuant
to Paragraph 12.04.A. and within fifteen (15) days after receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Intent to
Claim, shall issue its written determination with regard to the Notice of Intent to Claim. The
Owner may consult with the Engineer as Owner deems necessary in the review of each Notice of
Intent to Claim. The Owner’s written determination shall:
1. advise Contractor of its concurrence with the Contractor, as asserted in the Notice of Intent to
Claim, and that a Change Order will be issued pursuant to the Contract provisions once the
Owner receives the Contractor’s Notice of Claim;
2. advise Contractor that (i) Contractor’s position otherwise lacks merit; or (ii) Contractor failed
to satisfy the requirements for Notice of Intent to Claim as specified in Paragraph 12.04.A.
Owner will provide direction to Contractor regarding performance of the Work but will not
issue a Change Order for an adjustment to Contract Times; or
3. advise Contractor that Owner agrees in part and disagrees in part with the Contractor’s position
in its Notice of Intent to Claim. For the portion of the Contractor’s position in the Notice of
Intent to Claim with which the Owner does not agree to grant an adjustment to Contract Times,
the Owner will provide Contract references or facts related to the Contractor’s progress or
performance, that support the Owner’s position. For the portion of Contractor’s position which
the Owner agrees Contractor is due additional time, Owner agrees to issue a Change Order
pursuant to the Contract provisions upon receipt of the Contractor’s Notice of Claim.
C. Contractor’s Response to Owner’s Written Determination. Contractor shall promptly comply
with the direction provided in the Owner’s written determination issued pursuant to Paragraph
12.04.B.
1. For written determinations which the Owner agrees to issue a Change Order pursuant to
Paragraph 12.04.B.1 (in whole) or 12.04.B.3 (in part), the Contractor shall give its Notice of
Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C.
2. For written determinations which the Owner does not agree to issue a Change Order pursuant
to Paragraph 12.04.B.2 (in whole) or 12.04.B.3 (in part), if, upon review of the Owner’s written
determination, Contractor demands issuance of a Change Order, Contractor shall give its
Notice of Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C within fifteen (15) days of the
Owner’s written determination.
D. Owner’s Final Decision in Response to Contractor’s Notice of Claim for Weather Delays: Owner
will review each Notice of Claim given pursuant to Paragraph 12.04.C and, within fifteen (15)
days after receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Claim, shall issue its Final Decision with regard to the
Notice of Claim. The Owner’s Final Decision shall:
1. advise Contractor of its concurrence with the Contractor’s position, as asserted in the Notice of
Claim, and that the additional time requested by Contractor will be included in a Change Order
issued pursuant to the Contract provisions;
2. advise Contractor that Contractor’s position fails to satisfy the conditions set forth in Paragraph
12.06, or otherwise lacks merit and Owner will not be issuing a Change Order for an adjustment
to Contract Times; or
3. advise Contractor that the Owner agrees in part with the Contractor’s position, as asserted in
the Notice of Claim as determined solely by Owner. Owner will issue a Change Order to
Contractor for any time granted by Owner.
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12.05 Claims for Additional Time for Authorized Changes in the Work
A. Notice of Intent to Claim: Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Contractor contends it is due a
time extension for the performance of additional Work ordered by Owner via an Authorized
Change in the Work, the Contractor shall give Notice of Intent to Claim which shall:
1. comply with the provisions of Paragraph 12.01.A;
2. reference the Work Change Directive or Change Order by number;
3. include (i) a schedule for the additional Work ordered by the Owner under an Authorized
Change in the Work, (ii) an explanation of how this additional Work impacts the Project
Schedule, and (iii) an estimate of the additional time required by the Contractor to perform the
additional Work.
4. in the case of Work Change Directives, be given within seven days of receipt of the Work
Change Directive; and
5. in the case of Change Orders which (i) incorporate Work addressed in an RFP and where the
Contractor contends it is due a time extension, or (ii) where Contractor disagrees with the time
extension included in the Change Order, and Contractor has not waived its Claim for a time
extension by failing to comply with the requirements of Paragraph 10.03.A.2, be given within
seven (7) days of receipt of the Change Order.
B. Owner’s Written Determination in Response to Notice of Intent to Claim: Owner will review each
Notice of Intent to Claim given pursuant to Paragraph 12.05.A and, within 15 days after receipt of
Contractor’s Notice of Intent to Claim, shall issue its written determination with regard to the
Notice of Intent to Claim. The Owner may consult with the Engineer as Owner deems necessary
in the review of each Notice of Intent to Claim. The Owner’s written determination shall either:
1. advise Contractor of its concurrence with the Contractor’s position, as asserted in the Notice of
Intent to Claim, and that the time extension requested by Contractor will be included in a
Change Order issued pursuant to the Contract provisions; or
2. advise Contractor that Owner does not concur with Contractor’s position, as asserted in the
Notice of Intent to Claim, or that Contractor did not satisfy the requirements for Notice of Intent
to Claim as specified in Paragraph 12.05.A and that a time extension will not be included in a
Change Order; or
3. advise the Contractor that the Owner concurs in part and disagrees in part with the Contractor’s
position, as asserted in the Notice of Intent to Claim, and that Owner will issue a Change Order
for adjustments to Contract Times that Owner determines, in Owner’s sole discretion, are
reasonable for performing the Authorized Change in the Work, and in so doing, may rely upon
reports and schedules that record the Contractor’s progress in the performance of the
Authorized Change in the Work.
C. Contractor’s Response to Owner’s Written Determination. Contractor shall promptly comply
with the direction provided in the Owner’s written determination issued pursuant to Paragraph
12.05.B.
1. For written determinations which the Owner agrees to issue a Change Order pursuant to
Paragraph 12.05.B.1 (in whole) or 12.05.B.3 (in part), the Contractor shall give its Notice of
Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C.
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2. For written determinations which the Owner does not agree to issue a Change Order pursuant
to Paragraph 12.05.B.2 (in whole) or 12.05.B.3 (in part), if, upon review of the Owner’s written
determination, Contractor demands issuance of a Change Order, Contractor shall give its
Notice of Claim pursuant to Paragraphs 12.01.B and 12.01.C within fifteen (15) days of the
Owner’s written determination.
D. Owner’s Final Decision. Within 30 days of receipt of Contractor’s Notice of Claim given pursuant
to Paragraph 12.05.C, Owner will issue its Final Decision related to Contractor’s Claim.
12.06 Delays
A. Delays beyond the control of Contractor shall include, but not be limited to, acts or omissions by
Owner and due to causes reasonably within the Owner’s control (exclusive of the issuance of
Work Change Directives and RFPs), acts or neglect of utility owners or other contractors
performing other work as contemplated by Article 7, fires, floods, epidemics, abnormal weather
conditions, acts of God, and any of the conditions or events described in Article 4 for which the
Contractor is required to provide Notice to Owner pursuant to Article 12, provided that the
Contractor has satisfactorily fulfilled all applicable conditions precedent.
B. If Owner, Engineer, or other contractors or utility owners performing other work for Owner as
contemplated by Article 7, or anyone for whom Owner is responsible, delays, disrupts, or
interferes with the performance or progress of the Work, then Contractor shall be entitled to an
equitable adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Times, or both. Contractor’s entitlement
to an adjustment of the Contract Times is conditioned on such adjustment being essential to
Contractor’s ability to complete the Work within the Contract Times.
C. If Contractor is delayed in the performance or progress of the Work by fire, flood, epidemic,
abnormal or unusually severe weather conditions, acts of God, acts or failures to act of utility
owners not under the control of Owner, or other causes not the fault of and beyond control of
Owner and Contractor, then Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in Contract
Times, if such adjustment is essential to Contractor’s ability to complete the Work within the
Contract Times. Such an adjustment shall be Contractor’s sole and exclusive remedy for the
delays described in this Paragraph 12.06.C.
D. If abnormal and unusually severe weather is the basis for any Claim for an adjustment to Contract
Time, such request shall be documented by data substantiating that the weather conditions at issue
were abnormal and unusually severe for the period of time in question and that such could not
reasonably have been anticipated, as well as that those weather conditions actually had an adverse
effect or impact upon the Contractor’s ability to complete the Work within Contract Time for the
Project Schedule in effect at the time of the asserted delay.
E. For purposes of documenting the actual weather conditions encountered by the Contractor at the
Site, the Contractor shall record on a daily, workday basis the actual weather conditions
encountered at the Site, and submit to Owner monthly a comparison between the "Monthly
Anticipated Adverse Weather Workdays," as established below, and the "actual adverse weather
workdays." For purposes of establishing the number of workdays per calendar month upon which
the parties agree the Monthly Anticipated Adverse Weather Workdays set forth below shall be
incorporated into the Contractor's schedule for performance of all weather affected activities.
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MONTHLY ANTICIPATED ADVERSE WEATHER WORKDAYS
Jan

Feb

7

7

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

7

7

9

7

7

7

6

6

6

7

F. Contractor shall not be entitled to any time extension based upon adverse weather unless the
number of actual adverse weather workdays, which shall be calculated chronologically from the
last workday in each month, exceeds the number of Monthly Anticipated Adverse Weather
Workdays. Contractor’s time extension shall be limited to the number of days that Contractor
claims delay as a result of adverse weather in excess of the Monthly Anticipated Adverse Weather
Workdays given under this Article.
G. Contractor shall not be entitled to an adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times for delays
within the control of Contractor. Delays attributable to and within the control of a Subcontractor
or Supplier shall be deemed to be delays within the control of Contractor.
H. Contractor shall be entitled to an extension of time for such causes only for the number of days of
delay which the Owner may determine to be due solely to such causes and then only to the extent
that such occurrences actually delay the Substantial Completion or Final Completion of the
Project, or defined portions thereof. If the delay is not solely due to such causes but also is due
concurrently to causes for which the Contractor is not entitled to an extension of time, the
Contractor shall not be entitled to an extension of time for such period of concurrent delay.
I. No extension of time will be granted to the Contractor for delays occurring to parts of the Work if
such delays have no measurable impact on the completion of the total Work under the Contract;
nor will an extension of time be granted for delays to parts of the Work that are not located on the
Project’s critical path.
J. Delays in the delivery of Equipment or material purchased by the Contractor or its Subcontractors,
or in the submission of required Shop Drawings or Submittals by the Contractor’s or its
Subcontractor’s materialmen, manufacturers, or suppliers, or in the performance of any of the
Contractor’s Subcontractors or caused by the performance of any of the Contractor’s
Subcontractors, shall not be considered as a just cause for an extension of time. Except for Ownerfurnished Equipment, the Contractor shall be fully responsible for the timely submission, ordering,
scheduling, expediting, fabrication, delivery, and installation of all Equipment, materials, and
Shop Drawings or Submittals.
ARTICLE 13 – CHANGE OF CONTRACT PRICE; CHANGE OF CONTRACT TIMES
13.01 Change of Contract Price
A. The Contract Price may only be changed by a Change Order. All cost Submittals from the
Contractor requesting a change to Contract Price, including Submittals in response to Work
Change Directives, proposals, or Notices of Claim, shall be submitted using the Change Order
Pricing Template including as Attachment 4 to the Supplementary Conditions. Any Claim by
Contractor for an adjustment in the Contract Price shall be based on a Notice of Claim submitted
in accordance with the provisions of Article 12.
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B. The value of any Work covered by a Change Order or of any Claim for an adjustment in the
Contract Price will be determined as follows:
1. where the Work involved is covered by unit prices contained in the Contract Documents, by
application of such unit prices to the quantities of the items involved (subject to the provisions
of Paragraph 11.03); or
2. where the Work involved is not covered by unit prices contained in the Contract Documents,
by a mutually agreed lump sum (which may include a fixed fee for overhead and profit not
necessarily in accordance with Paragraph 13.01.C.1); or
3. where the Work involved is not covered by unit prices contained in the Contract Documents
and agreement to a lump sum is not reached under Paragraph 13.01.B.2, on the basis of the
Cost of the Work (determined as provided in Paragraph 11.01) plus a Contractor’s fee for
overhead and profit (determined as provided in Paragraph 13.01.C).
C. Contractor’s Fee: The Contractor’s fee for overhead and profit shall be considered full
compensation, covering all costs specified above, plus interruptions of schedules, extended
overhead, delays or any other impact claim or ripple effect, or any other general expense. The
Contractor’s fixed fee shall be determined as follows:
1. for costs incurred under Paragraphs 11.01.A.1 and 11.01.A.2, the Contractor’s fee shall be 15
percent;
2. for costs incurred under Paragraph 11.01.A.3, the Contractor’s fee shall be five percent;
3. where one or more tiers of subcontracts are on the basis of Cost of the Work, the Subcontractor
who actually performs the Work, at whatever tier, will be paid a fee of 15 percent of the costs
incurred by such Subcontractor under Paragraphs 11.01.A.1 and 11.01.A.2 and any higher tier
Subcontractor and Contractor will each be paid a fee of five percent of the amount paid to the
next lower tier Subcontractor;
4. no fee shall be payable on the basis of costs itemized under Paragraphs 11.01.A.4, 11.01.A.5,
and 11.01.B;
5. the amount of credit to be allowed by Contractor to Owner for any change which results in a
net decrease in cost will be the amount of the actual net decrease in cost plus a fixed fee of 8
percent of the actual net decrease in cost; and
6. when both additions and credits are involved in any one change, the adjustment in Contractor’s
fee shall be computed on the basis of the net change in accordance with Paragraphs 13.01.C.1
through 13.01.C.5, inclusive.
13.02 Change of Contract Times
A. The Contract Times may only be changed by a Change Order. Any Claim by Contractor for an
adjustment in the Contract Times shall be based on Notice of Claim in accordance with the
provisions of Articles 12 and 13.
B. Any adjustment of the Contract Times covered by a Change Order or any Claim for an adjustment
in the Contract Times will be determined in accordance with the provisions of Articles 12 and 13.
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ARTICLE 14 – TESTS AND INSPECTIONS; CORRECTION, REMOVAL, OR ACCEPTANCE
OF DEFECTIVE WORK
14.01 Notice of Defects
A. Defective Work may be rejected, corrected, or accepted as provided in this Article 14. Failure by
Owner to provide Notice of defective work to Contractor shall not waive Contractor’s obligations
under this Agreement or Owner’s right to demand correction of defective Work.
14.02 Access to Work
A. Owner, Engineer, their consultants and other representatives and personnel of Owner, independent
testing laboratories, and governmental agencies with jurisdictional interests will have access to the
Site and the Work at reasonable times for their observation, inspection, and testing. Contractor
shall provide them proper and safe conditions, and all reasonable assistance required by them, for
such access and advise them of Contractor’s safety procedures and programs so that they may
comply therewith as applicable.
14.03 Tests and Inspections
A. Contractor shall give Owner (and Engineer if Engineer is designated as an Owner’s representative)
five days advance Notice of readiness of the Work for all required inspections, tests, or approvals
and shall cooperate with inspection and testing personnel to facilitate required inspections or tests.
B. Owner shall employ and pay for the services of an independent testing laboratory to perform all
inspections, tests, or approvals required by the Contract Documents except:
1. for inspections, tests, or approvals covered by Paragraphs 14.03.C and 14.03.D below;
2. for inspections, tests, or observations covered by Paragraph 14.04.B below; and
3. as otherwise specifically provided in the Contract Documents.
C. If Laws or Regulations of any public body having jurisdiction require any Work (or part thereof)
specifically to be inspected, tested, or approved by an employee or other representative of such
public body, Contractor shall assume full responsibility for arranging and obtaining such
inspections, tests, or approvals, pay all costs in connection therewith, and furnish Owner the
required certificates of inspection or approval. Contractor’s completion of this requirement is a
condition precedent to Owner’s obligations to pay Contractor for the Work at issue.
D. Contractor shall be responsible for arranging and obtaining and shall pay all costs in connection
with any inspections, tests, or approvals required for Owner’s acceptance of materials or
Equipment to be incorporated in the Work; or acceptance of materials, mix designs, or Equipment
submitted for approval prior to Contractor’s purchase thereof for incorporation in the Work. Such
inspections, tests, or approvals shall be performed by organizations acceptable to Owner, and may
require signature or seal by a professional engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
E. If any Work (or the work of others) that is to be inspected, tested, or approved is covered by
Contractor without written concurrence of Owner, Contractor shall, if requested by Owner,
uncover such Work for such inspection, testing, or approval.
F. Uncovering Work as provided in Paragraph 14.03.E shall be at Contractor’s sole expense unless
Contractor has given Owner timely Notice of Contractor’s intention to cover the same and Owner
has not acted with reasonable promptness in response to such Notice.
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G. In general, the Work elements listed below are not anticipated to require inspection by the Owner
or Engineer outside of regular working hours. These Work elements are provided as examples
only.
1. Surveying;
2. Clearing;
3. Establishment and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures;
4. Site cleanup and restoration;
5. Excavation (exclusive of confirmations of subgrade suitability); and
6. Rough and final grading operations.
14.04 Uncovering Work
A. If any Work is covered contrary to the written request of Owner, it shall, if requested by Owner,
be uncovered for Owner’s observation and replaced at Contractor’s sole expense.
B. If Owner had not requested an opportunity to observe covered Work, and subsequently considers
it necessary or advisable that covered Work be observed by Owner or inspected or tested by others,
Contractor, at Owner’s request, shall uncover, expose, or otherwise make available for
observation, inspection, or testing as Owner may require, that portion of the Work in question,
furnishing all necessary labor, material, and equipment.
1. If it is found that the uncovered Work is defective, Contractor shall pay all claims, costs, losses,
and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects,
attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs)
arising out of or relating to such uncovering, exposure, observation, inspection, and testing, and
of satisfactory replacement or reconstruction (including but not limited to all costs of repair or
replacement of work of others); and Owner shall be entitled to an appropriate decrease in the
Contract Price. If the parties are unable to agree as to the amount thereof, Owner may issue a
UCO in the amount determined by Owner, in Owner’s sole discretion, to be reasonable.
2. If the uncovered Work is not found to be defective, Contractor shall be allowed an increase in
the Contract Price or an extension of the Contract Times, or both, directly attributable to such
uncovering, exposure, observation, inspection, testing, replacement, and reconstruction. If the
parties are unable to agree as to the amount or extent thereof, Contractor may make a Claim
therefor as provided in Article 12.
C. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the construction and installation of all subsurface utilities, which
includes waterline, sanitary sewer, and sanitary force mains, shall be inspected by Owner during
construction and backfilling operations. If Contractor constructs or installs subsurface utilities
without coordinating with Owner to allow Owner to inspect the subsurface utilities, Contractor
shall uncover, excavate, remove and reinstall the subsurface utilities at no additional cost to
Owner, even if the Contractor’s Work was found to comply with the Contract requirements.
14.05 Owner May Stop the Work
A. If the Work is defective, or Contractor fails to supply sufficient skilled workers or suitable
materials or Equipment, or fails to perform the Work in such a way that the completed Work will
conform to the Contract Documents, Owner may order Contractor to stop the Work, or any portion
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thereof, until the cause for such order has been eliminated; however, this right of Owner to stop
the Work shall not give rise to any duty on the part of Owner to exercise this right for the benefit
of Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, any other individual or entity, or any surety for,
or employee or agent of any of them.
14.06 Correction or Removal of Defective Work
A. Promptly after receipt of Notice, Contractor shall correct all defective Work, whether or not
fabricated, installed, or completed, or, if the Work has been rejected by Owner, remove it from the
Project and replace it with Work that is not defective. Contractor shall pay all claims, costs, losses,
and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys,
and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of
or relating to such correction or removal (including but not limited to all costs of repair or
replacement of work of others).
B. When correcting defective Work under the terms of this Paragraph 14.06 or Paragraph 14.07,
Contractor shall take no action that would void or otherwise impair Owner’s special warranty and
guarantee, if any, on said Work.
14.07 Correction Period
A. If within one year after the date of Substantial Completion (or such longer period of time as may
be prescribed by the terms of any applicable special guarantee required by the Contract
Documents) or by any specific provision of the Contract Documents, any Work is found to be
defective, or if the repair of any damages to the land or areas made available for Contractor’s use
by Owner or permitted by Laws and Regulations as contemplated in Paragraph 6.12.A is found to
be defective, Contractor shall promptly, without cost to Owner and in accordance with Owner’s
written instructions:
1. repair such defective land or areas; or
2. correct such defective Work; or
3. if the defective Work has been rejected by Owner, remove it from the Project and replace it
with Work that is not defective, and
4. satisfactorily correct or repair or remove and replace any damage to other Work, to the work
of others or other land or areas resulting therefrom.
B. Contractor shall bear all costs of such correction, replacement, repair or restoration and all losses
resulting from such defective Work, including but not limited to additional testing, inspections,
and compensation for Owner’s services and expenses related thereto. Contractor shall perform
such corrective Work at times that are acceptable to the Owner and in such manner as to avoid, to
the extent possible, disruption to the Owner’s activities.
C. If Contractor does not promptly comply with the terms of Owner’s written instructions, or in an
emergency where delay would cause serious risk of loss or damage, Owner may have the defective
Work corrected or repaired or may have the rejected Work removed and replaced. All claims,
costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution
costs) arising out of or relating to such correction or repair or such removal and replacement
(including but not limited to all costs of repair or replacement of work of others) shall be paid by
Contractor.
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D. In special circumstances where a particular item of Equipment is placed in continuous service
before Substantial Completion of all the Work, the correction period for that item may start to run
from an earlier date if so provided in the Specifications.
E. Where defective Work (and damage to other Work resulting therefrom) has been corrected or
removed and replaced under this Paragraph 14.07, the correction period hereunder with respect to
such Work will be extended for an additional period of one year after such correction or removal
and replacement has been satisfactorily completed.
F. Contractor’s obligations under this Paragraph 14.07 are in addition to any other obligation or
warranty. The provisions of this Paragraph 14.07 shall not be construed as a substitute for, or a
waiver of, the provisions of any applicable statute of limitation or repose.
14.08 Acceptance of Defective Work
A. If, instead of requiring correction or removal and replacement of defective Work, Owner elects to
accept it, Owner may do so. Contractor shall pay all claims, costs, losses, and damages (including
but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals
and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) attributable to Owner’s evaluation of
and determination to accept such defective Work and for the diminished value of the Work to the
extent not otherwise paid by Contractor pursuant to this sentence. If any such acceptance occurs
prior to final payment, a Change Order will be issued incorporating the necessary revisions in the
Contract Documents with respect to the Work, and Owner shall be entitled to an appropriate
decrease in the Contract Price, reflecting the diminished value of Work so accepted. If the parties
are unable to agree as to the amount thereof, Owner may issue a UCO therefor as provided in
Paragraph 10.04.C. If the acceptance occurs after such recommendation, an appropriate amount
will be paid by Contractor to Owner.
14.09 Owner May Correct Defective Work
A. If Contractor fails within a reasonable time after Notice from Owner to correct defective Work, or
to remove and replace rejected Work as required by Owner in accordance with Paragraph 14.06.A,
or if Contractor fails to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents, or if
Contractor fails to comply with any other provision of the Contract Documents, Owner may
correct, or remedy any such deficiency.
B. In exercising the rights and remedies under this Article, Owner shall proceed expeditiously. In
connection with such corrective or remedial action, Owner may exclude Contractor from all or
part of the Site, take possession of all or part of the Work and suspend Contractor’s services related
thereto, take possession of Contractor’s tools, appliances, construction equipment and machinery
at the Site, and incorporate in the Work all materials and Equipment stored at the Site or for which
Owner has paid Contractor but which are stored elsewhere. Contractor shall allow Owner,
Owner’s representatives, agents and employees, Owner’s other contractors, and Engineer and
Engineer’s consultants access to the Site to enable Owner to exercise the rights and remedies under
this Article.
C. All claims, costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of
engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) incurred or sustained by Owner in exercising the rights and remedies under this
Paragraph 14.09 will be charged against Contractor, and a Change Order will be issued
incorporating the necessary revisions in the Contract Documents with respect to the Work; and
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Owner shall be entitled to an appropriate decrease in the Contract Price. If the parties are unable
to agree as to the amount of the adjustment, Owner may, in Owner’s sole discretion, issue a UCO
therefor as provided in Paragraph 10.04.C. Such claims, costs, losses and damages will include
but not be limited to all costs of repair, or replacement of work of others destroyed or damaged by
correction, removal, or replacement of Contractor’s defective Work.
D. Contractor shall not be allowed an extension of the Contract Times because of any delay in the
performance of the Work attributable to the exercise by Owner of Owner’s rights and remedies
under this Article.
E. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Owner, in its sole discretion, determines that the correction of
defective Work is an emergency or otherwise vital to Owner’s operations, security, or safety of
Owner personnel or others, Owner may have the correction performed by whatever means Owner
determines to be most expeditious and without giving Notice to Contractor. Contractor shall be
responsible for all costs incurred by Owner to correct the defective Work. When exercising any
rights and remedies under this Paragraph, Owner shall not be required to obtain the lowest price
for repairing the defective Work.
14.10 Latent Defects
A. No failure on the part of Owner or Engineer to discover and either to condemn or reject defective
Work shall be construed to imply acceptance thereof. The Owner reserves and retains all of its
rights and remedies at law or in equity against the Contractor for correction of any and all defective
Work whenever discovered, whether before, during or after the warranty period.
B. No tests or inspections conducted by the Owner or others shall relieve the Contractor of its
obligations to execute the Work in strict compliance with the requirements of the Contract
Documents and to correct defective Work not initially identified by the Owner or others at the
time of tests or inspections but discovered subsequently.
ARTICLE 15 – PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR AND COMPLETION
15.01 Schedule of Values
A. The Schedule of Values established as provided in Paragraph 2.07.A will serve as the basis for
progress payments and will be incorporated into a form of Application for Payment acceptable to
Owner. The Application for Payment shall include Owner’s purchase order number. Progress
payments on account of Unit Price Work will be based on the number of units completed.
15.02 Progress Payments
A. Applications for Payments:
1. Payment for Bonds and Insurance. Payment for bonds and insurance shall be substantiated by
invoices from Contractor’s surety and insurance company, and other such supporting
documentation as may be required by Owner.
2. With the exception of the payment for bonds and insurance, Contractor shall, within five days
after the last day of each month, submit to Owner, or Engineer if directed by Owner, for review
an Application for Payment filled out and signed by Contractor covering the Work completed
as of the last day of the month and accompanied by such supporting documentation as is
required by the Contract Documents. If payment is requested on the basis of materials and
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Equipment not incorporated in the Work but delivered and suitably stored at the Site or at
another location agreed to in writing, the Application for Payment shall also be accompanied
by a bill of sale, invoice, or other documentation warranting that Owner has received the
materials and Equipment free and clear of all Liens and evidence that the materials and
Equipment are covered by appropriate property insurance or other arrangements to protect
Owner’s interest therein, all of which must be satisfactory to Owner. Owner shall be provided
access to, and control over, all materials and Equipment for which the Owner has made
payment under this Paragraph.
3. Beginning with the second Application for Payment, each Application shall include a partial
lien waiver and release, signed by Contractor stating that all previous progress payments
received on account of the Work have been applied on account to discharge Contractor’s
legitimate obligations associated with prior Applications for Payment. Owner shall furnish the
partial lien waiver and release form to Contractor for Contractor’s use. The Contractor shall
also provide with its Application for Payment, releases of liens and claims from its
Subcontractors, and where said Subcontractor performed Work during the prior Application
for Payment period, in a form acceptable to Owner.
4. The amount of retainage with respect to progress payments will be as stipulated in the
Agreement.
5. Contractor’s Application for Payment shall constitute Contractor’s warranty and representation
that there are no demands, sums of money, or other entitlements due to Contractor from Owner
other than the amount stated in the Application for Payment plus any retainage that has been
withheld, and any Claims for which the Contractor has previously submitted a timely and
proper Notice of Claim. Contractor’s submission of an Application for Payment shall
constitute a waiver of any demand, sum of money, or other entitlement due, or potentially due,
through the date of the Application for Payment, to Contractor excluding the amount stated in
the Application for Payment, plus retainage, plus any amount stated in a Claim that has been
timely and properly given in a Notice of Claim.
6. Effective starting with the second Application for Payment, acceptance of the Project Schedule,
Schedule Updates, and revisions, as may be required by Contract shall be a condition precedent
to the obligation of the Owner to consider any Application for Payment submitted by
Contractor. Contractor shall submit its Project Schedule or Schedule Updates with its
Application for Payment.
7. The Contractor shall submit its Application for Payment using the form included as an appendix
to the Supplementary Conditions. The Contractor shall provide an itemization of its
Application for Payment based on its Schedule of Values.
8. With the exception of the draft Applications for Payment, which are reviewed by Owner as
described below, Contractor shall submit its Applications for Payment to Owner electronically.
Owner shall make payment to Contractor within 21 days of Contractor’s electronic submission,
subject to Owner’s rights under Paragraph 15.02.E.
B. Review of Applications; Processing for Payment
1. Owner, and Engineer if so chosen by Owner, will, within 10 days after receipt of each draft
Application for Payment, review the draft Application for Payment and all documentation
required to be submitted therewith to ensure:
a.

the Work has progressed to the point indicated;
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b.

the quality of the Work is generally in accordance with the Contract Documents (subject
to an evaluation of the Work as a functioning whole prior to or upon Substantial
Completion, the results of any subsequent tests called for in the Contract Documents, a
final determination of quantities and classifications for Unit Price Work under Paragraph
8.13, and any other qualifications stated in the recommendation); and

c.

the conditions precedent to Contractor’s being entitled to such payment appear to have
been fulfilled, and the Owner has not advised the Contractor that Owner is withholding the
Contractor’s progress payment or a portion thereof pursuant to Paragraph 15.02.E.

2. If Owner or Engineer determines Contractor’s draft Application for Payment:
a.

does not meet the requirements set forth in Paragraph 15.02.B.1, Owner will return the
draft Application for Payment to Contractor, indicating in writing its reasons for refusing
to process the draft Application for Payment. Contractor shall make the necessary
revisions and submit its revised Application for Payment to the Owner electronically.
Owner will make payment to the Contractor within 21 days of receipt of the electronic
submission of the revised Application for Payment.

b.

meets the requirements set forth in Paragraph 15.02.B.1, Owner will advise Contractor
accordingly, and Contractor shall submit its Application for Payment to the Owner
electronically. Owner will make payment to Contractor within 21 days of receipt of the
electronic submission of Contractor’s Application for Payment.

C. Payment of Subcontractors; Subcontract Provisions
1. After the Owner has paid the Contractor, the Contractor shall take one of the following actions
within seven (7) days after receipt of payment:
a.

Pay the Subcontractor or Supplier for the proportionate share of the total payment received
from the Owner attributable to the Work performed by the Subcontractor or Supplier.

b.

Notify the Owner and Subcontractor, in writing, that the Contractor will withhold all or a
part of the Subcontractor’s payment with the reason for nonpayment.

2. Contractor shall pay interest of 1 percent per month to Subcontractors on any amounts owed
by Contractor that remain unpaid after seven (7) days following receipt by Contractor of
payment from Owner, except for amounts which Owner has notified Contractor are being
withheld.
3. Contractor shall include in each of its subcontracts a provision requiring each Subcontractor to
include these same payment and interest provisions in its subcontracts.
D. Owner shall not be required to make any payment until Contractor has provided to Owner its social
security number (if an individual) or federal employer identification number (if a proprietorship,
partnership, or corporation).
E. Right to Withhold Progress Payment or a Portion Thereof:
1. Owner reserves the right to withhold progress payments or a portion thereof if:
a.

the Work is not proceeding according to the requirements of the Contract Documents;

b.

the Project Schedule, Schedule of Values, and Schedule of Submittals have not been
accepted by Owner;
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c.

the Contractor has not received approval for its monthly Project Schedule update or
recovery Schedule as may be required under the Contract;

d.

the Contractor has not satisfied the conditions precedent to payment;

e.

claims have been made or threatened against Owner on account of Contractor’s
performance or furnishing of the Work, or Owner has incurred costs, losses, or damages
resulting from Contractor’s conduct in the performance or furnishing of the Work,
including but not limited to claims, costs, losses, or damages from workplace injuries,
adjacent property damage, non-compliance with Laws and Regulations, and patent
infringement;

f.

Liens have been threatened or filed in connection with the Work, except where Contractor
has delivered a specific bond satisfactory to Owner to secure the satisfaction and discharge
of such Liens;

g.

there are other items entitling Owner to a set-off against the amount included in the
Application for Payment;

h.

the Work is defective, or completed Work has been damaged, requiring correction or
replacement;

i.

Owner has been required to correct defective Work or complete Work in accordance with
Article 14.09;

j.

Owner has actual knowledge of the occurrence of any of the events enumerated in
Paragraph 16.02.A.;

k.

Owner has determined, in Owner’s sole discretion, that the remaining balance will not
cover the cost to perform the remaining Work;

l.

Contractor has failed to take reasonable and customary measures to avoid damage, delay,
disruption, and interference with other work at or adjacent to the Site;

m. Contractor has failed to provide and maintain required bonds and insurance; or
n.

Owner has incurred extra charges or engineering costs related to Submittal reviews,
evaluations of proposed substitutes, tests and inspections, or return visits to manufacturing
or assembly facilities.

2. The Owner will deduct from the progress payment amount liquidated damages which have
been assessed and any other charge chargeable to the Contractor, including but not limited to
fees, charges, fines, and cost reimbursements.
3. Upon a subsequent determination that Owner’s refusal of payment was not justified, the amount
wrongfully withheld shall be treated as an amount due and subject to interest as provided in the
Agreement.
4. With respect to paragraph 15.02.E.1.h, when Owner has previously paid for Work performed
by Contractor, and that Work is subsequently damaged, requires correction, or is otherwise
determined to be defective, Owner reserves the right to nullify the amount previously paid from
the Contractor’s Application for Payment. The amount nullified will be reinstated after the
Contractor has corrected, repaired, or replaced the Work.
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15.03 Contractor’s Warranty of Title
A. Contractor warrants and guarantees that title to all Work, materials, Equipment, patents, licensing,
copyrights, and royalty obligations covered by any Application for Payment, whether incorporated
in the Project or not, will pass to Owner no later than the time of payment free and clear of all
Liens and other title defects.
15.04 Substantial Completion
A. When Contractor considers the entire Work, or defined portion thereof, ready for its intended use
Contractor shall notify Owner in writing that the entire Work, or defined portion thereof, is
substantially complete (except for items specifically listed by Contractor as incomplete) and
request that Owner issue a Notice of Substantial Completion. Contractor shall at the same time
submit to Owner and Engineer a list of items to be completed or corrected before final payment.
B. Promptly after Contractor’s notification, Owner and Contractor shall make an inspection of the
Work to determine the status of completion. If Owner does not consider the Work, or defined
portion thereof, substantially complete, Owner will notify Contractor in writing giving the reasons
therefor. If the Owner determines that the Work, or defined portion thereof, is not substantially
complete after a second inspection of the Work following Contractor notification, then the
Contractor shall pay all costs and expenses of the Owner incurred in connection with the third and
any subsequent inspections made to determine Substantial Completion.
C. If Owner considers the Work, or defined portion thereof, substantially complete, Owner will
deliver to Contractor a Notice of Substantial Completion which shall fix the date of Substantial
Completion. There shall be attached to the Notice a list of items to be completed or corrected
before final payment. Contractor’s completion of the list of items to be completed or corrected,
to the Owner’s satisfaction, is a condition precedent to the Owner’s obligation to make final
payment. The Owner will endeavor to provide a comprehensive list of items to be completed or
corrected, but makes no guarantees that the Owner will not add items to the list that are discovered
after the Notice of Substantial Completion is issued to Contractor.
D. After Substantial Completion, the Contractor shall promptly begin on the Work to be completed
or corrected prior to final payment.
E. Owner shall have the right to exclude Contractor from the Site after the date of Substantial
Completion subject to allowing Contractor reasonable access to remove its property and complete
or correct items on list of items to be completed or corrected.
15.05 Partial Utilization
A. Prior to Substantial Completion of all the Work, Owner may use or occupy any substantially
completed part of the Work which has specifically been identified in the Contract Documents, or
which Owner and Contractor agree constitutes a separately functioning and usable part of the
Work that can be used by Owner for its intended purpose without significant interference with
Contractor’s performance of the remainder of the Work, subject to the following conditions:
1. Owner at any time may request Contractor in writing to permit Owner to use or occupy any
such part of the Work which Owner believes to be ready for its intended use and substantially
complete. If and when Contractor agrees that such part of the Work is substantially complete,
Contractor and Owner will follow the procedures of Paragraph 15.04.A through 15.04.E for
that part of the Work.
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2. Contractor at any time may notify Owner in writing that Contractor considers any such part of
the Work ready for its intended use and substantially complete and request Owner to issue a
Notice of Substantial Completion for that part of the Work. However, Owner shall not be
required to inspect pursuant to Paragraph 15.05.A.3 any such part of the Work that is identified
by the Contractor unless the Owner first determines, in Owner’s sole discretion, that the part of
the Work identified by the Contractor constitutes a separately functioning and usable part of
the Work that can be used by the Owner for its intended purpose without significant
interference with Contractor’s performance of the remainder of the Work.
3. Within a reasonable time after either such request, Owner and Contractor shall make an
inspection of that part of the Work to determine its status of completion. If Owner does not
consider that part of the Work to be substantially complete, Owner will notify Contractor in
writing giving the reasons therefor. If Owner considers that part of the Work to be substantially
complete, the provisions of Paragraph 15.04 will apply with respect to Notice of Substantial
Completion of that part of the Work and the division of responsibility in respect thereof and
access thereto.
4. No use or occupancy or separate operation of part of the Work may occur prior to compliance
with the requirements of Paragraph 5.08 regarding property insurance.
15.06 Final Inspection
A. Upon Notice from Contractor that the entire Work or defined portion thereof is Finally Complete,
including the list of items to be completed or corrected pursuant to Paragraph 15.04.C, Owner will
promptly make a final inspection with Contractor and will notify Contractor in writing of Work
that is incomplete or defective based on the final inspection. Contractor shall immediately take
such measures as are necessary to complete such Work or to correct defective Work. If Owner
determines that the Work is not Finally Complete after a second inspection of the Work following
Contractor notification, then the Contractor shall pay all costs and expenses of the Owner incurred
in connection with the third and any subsequent inspections made to determine Final Completion.
B. Within five days of the Owner’s determination that the Work is Finally Complete, the Owner will
issue a Notice of Final Completion to Contractor.
15.07 Final Payment
A. Application for Payment:
1. Within 20 days of the Notice of Final Completion, Contractor shall submit its final Application
for Payment.
2. The final Application for Payment shall be accompanied (except as previously delivered) by:
a.

all documentation called for in the Contract Documents, including but not limited to the
evidence of insurance required by Paragraph 5.03.B.16;

b.

consent of the surety, if any, to final payment;

c.

a list of all Claims against Owner that Contractor believes are unsettled;

d.

complete and legally effective final Lien waiver and release on a form furnished by Owner,
which releases or waives all Lien rights arising out of, or Liens filed in connection with,
the Work.
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e.

written evidence that any lands or access obtained by Contractor under Paragraph 4.01.C
have been returned to their owner in accordance with the terms under which Contractor
obtained the right to use such lands or access and indemnification of the Owner against
any claims, losses, or damages related thereto; and

f.

written, signed releases, in a form acceptable to the Owner, from all owners of each and
every part of the Site as provided by Owner.

3. By not including a list of all unsettled Claims with the final Application for Payment,
Contractor affirms that it has no unsettled Claims for additional compensation or additional
Contract Time.
B. Owner’s Review of Application and Acceptance: If Owner determines the Contractor’s final
Application for Payment and accompanying documentation are in conformance with the Contract
Documents, and Contractor’s other obligations under the Contract Documents have been fulfilled,
Owner will make final payment to Contractor. Otherwise, Owner will return the Application for
Payment to Contractor, indicating in writing the reasons for refusing to recommend final payment,
in which case Contractor shall make the necessary corrections and resubmit the Application for
Payment.
C. Payment Becomes Due: Thirty days after the presentation to Owner of the Application for
Payment and accompanying documentation, the amount included in the Application for Payment,
less any sum Owner is entitled to, including but not limited to liquidated damages, will become
due and will be paid by Owner to Contractor.
D. Engineer. Owner, in its discretion, may consult with Engineer in the observation of the Work and
review of the final Application for Payment as the Owner deems necessary, or may delegate the
observation and review responsibilities as described in Paragraph 15.07 entirely to Engineer.
15.08 Waiver of Claims
A. The making and acceptance of final payment will constitute a waiver of all Claims by Contractor
against Owner other than those properly and timely given in accordance with Article 12, and
included in the list of unsettled Claims required under Paragraph 15.07.A.2.c.
ARTICLE 16 – SUSPENSION OF WORK AND TERMINATION
16.01 Owner May Suspend Work
A. At any time, the Owner has the right to suspend performance of the Work, or a defined portion
thereof, if the Owner determines, in the Owner’s sole discretion, that it is in the Owner’s best
interests to do so. Such suspension shall be accomplished by Notice to Contractor specifying the
extent of suspension and the effective date. If determined necessary by Owner, the Notice of
suspension shall advise Contractor why the Work, or defined portion thereof, is being suspended.
B. If the Notice of suspension was issued because of circumstances beyond the Contractor’s control,
and through no act or fault of the Contractor, the term of the suspension shall be no more than 90
consecutive days unless agreed to by the Parties.
C. Upon receipt of such Notice of suspension, the Contractor shall immediately, to the extent of the
suspension:
1. stop Work;
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2. place no further subcontracts or other orders for materials or services related to the suspended
Work; and
3. issue Notice of suspension of Work to all affected Subcontractors to the extent of such
suspension.
D. During the term of such suspension of Work described in Article 16.01.C, the Contractor shall
remain ready to resume performance of the Work upon receipt of written Notice from the Owner
to do so. Should the Owner deem it appropriate for the Contractor to demobilize and remove all
or any portion of its operations from the Site during the period of such suspension, the Owner shall
issue specific written directions to do so to the Contractor, and the Contractor shall comply
promptly therewith. In such even, the Contractor shall issue Notices similar in scope and content
to all affected Subcontractors.
E. If the suspension was issued because of an act or fault of the Contractor, which may include any
of the events listed in Article 16.02.A, Contractor shall immediately remedy such events and
advise Owner how the event(s) will be remedied, including a schedule for remedying the event.
F. Upon receipt of Notice from the Owner that the Contractor is to return to work, the Contractor
shall do so in accordance with the requirements set forth in such Notice from the Owner. Any
claim for additional compensation or an extension of Contract Time arising from or in any way
related to such suspension of Work shall be submitted and processed in accordance with Article
12. Provided, however, any such additional compensation shall be limited to the actual costs
arising from or related to such suspension, and shall not include any amount for interest or profit.
Provided further, there shall be no additional compensation nor any extension of the Contract Time
arising from such suspension if the suspension:
1. did not affect the critical path as shown on the Project Schedule or to the extent that
performance of the Work would have been delayed for any other cause;
2. was issued because of an act or fault of the Contractor, which may include any of the events
included under Article 16.02.A;
3. was issued to ensure safety of the Owner’s personnel, which Owner determines may be
imperiled by the Contractor’s Work or actions; or
4. was issued to ensure proper operation of the Owner’s facilities, which Owner determines may
be jeopardized by Contractor’s Work or actions.
G. The Owner may, in its sole discretion, convert the suspension of the Work to a termination for
convenience in accordance with Article 16.03.
16.02 Owner May Terminate for Cause
A. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events will justify termination for cause:
1. Contractor’s abandonment of the Work or defined portion thereof;
2. Contractor’s failure to perform the Work, or defined portion thereof, in accordance with the
Contract Documents (including, but not limited to, failure to supply sufficient skilled workers
or suitable materials or Equipment or failure to adhere to the Project Schedule established under
Paragraph 2.07 as adjusted from time to time pursuant to Paragraph 6.05);
3. Contractor’s failure to make prompt payment to Subcontractors or Suppliers pursuant to the
Contract requirements;
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4. Contractor’s disregard of Laws or Regulations of any public body having jurisdiction;
5. Contractor’s disregard of the authority of Owner or the Engineer;
6. Contractor’s refusal to remove and replace at its own cost defective Work;
7. Contractor’s violation in any way of any provisions of the Contract Documents;
8. Contractor’s failure to comply with applicable safety requirements;
9. Contractor’s filing of any case in bankruptcy or receivership, or making of a general assignment
for the benefit of creditors; or
10. Contractor is otherwise in breach of the Contract.
B. If one or more of the events identified in Paragraph 16.02.A occur, Owner may, after giving
Contractor (and surety) seven days Notice of its intent to terminate the services of Contractor:
1. exclude Contractor from the Site or a part thereof, and take possession of the Work or defined
portion thereof and of all Contractor’s tools, appliances, construction equipment, and
machinery at the Site or a part thereof, and use the same to the full extent they could be used
by Contractor (without liability to Contractor for trespass or conversion);
2. incorporate in the Work all materials and Equipment stored at the Site or for which Owner has
paid Contractor but which are stored elsewhere; and
3. complete the Work as Owner may deem expedient.
C. If Owner proceeds as provided in Paragraph 16.02.B, Contractor shall be entitled to receive
payment due for any Work already completed as of the effective date of termination, subject to
retainage. Contractor shall not be entitled to receive any further payment, and, if the claims, costs,
losses and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects,
attorneys, and other professional and all dispute resolution costs) sustained by Owner arising out
of or related to completing the Work exceed the unpaid balance of the Contract Price, Contractor
shall pay the difference to Owner. When exercising any rights or remedies under this Paragraph,
Owner shall not be required to obtain the lowest price for the Work performed.
D. Notwithstanding Paragraphs 16.02.B and 16.02.C, Contractor’s services will not be terminated if
Contractor begins within seven days of receipt of Notice of intent to terminate to correct its failure
to perform and proceeds diligently to cure such failure within no more than 30 days of receipt of
said Notice.
E. Where Contractor’s services have been so terminated by Owner, the termination will not affect
any rights or remedies of Owner against Contractor then existing or which may thereafter accrue.
Any retention or payment of moneys due Contractor by Owner will not release Contractor from
liability.
F. In the event of termination by the Owner for cause, in whole or in part, subsequently is determined
to have been without sufficient cause or justification, such termination shall be deemed to have
been a termination of convenience and any Claim by the Contractor for damages of any sort arising
from such termination shall be subject to the Claims provisions of Article 12.
G. If and to the extent that Contractor has provided a performance bond under the provisions of
Paragraph 5.01.A, the termination procedures of that bond shall supersede the provisions of
Paragraphs 16.02.B and 16.02.C.
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16.03 Owner May Terminate for Convenience
A. Upon seven days Notice to Contractor, Owner may, without cause and without prejudice to any
other right or remedy of Owner, terminate the Contract. In such case, Contractor shall be paid for
(without duplication of any items):
1. completed and acceptable Work executed in accordance with the Contract Documents prior to
the effective date of termination, including fair and reasonable sums for overhead and profit on
such Work;
2. expenses sustained prior to the effective date of termination in performing services and
furnishing labor, materials, or Equipment as required by the Contract Documents in connection
with uncompleted Work, plus fair and reasonable sums for overhead and profit on such
expenses;
3. all claims, costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of
engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other
dispute resolution costs) incurred in settlement of terminated contracts with Subcontractors,
Suppliers, and others; and
4. reasonable expenses directly attributable to termination, including demobilization of all
manpower, equipment and facilities.
B. Contractor shall not be paid on account of loss of anticipated profits or revenue or other economic
loss arising out of or resulting from such termination.
16.04 Contractor May Stop Work or Terminate
A. If, through no act or fault of Contractor, (i) the Work is suspended for more than 90 consecutive
days by Owner or under an order of court or other public authority, or (ii) Owner fails for 30 days
to pay Contractor any sum finally determined to be due, then Contractor may, upon seven days
Notice to Owner, and provided Owner does not remedy such suspension or failure within that
time, terminate the Contract and recover from Owner payment on the same terms as provided in
Paragraph 16.03.
B. In lieu of terminating the Contract and without prejudice to any other right or remedy, if Owner
has failed for 30 days to pay Contractor any sum finally determined to be due, Contractor may,
seven days after Notice to Owner, stop the Work until payment is made of all such amounts due
Contractor, including interest thereon. The provisions of this Paragraph 16.04 are not intended to
preclude Contractor from making a Claim under Article 12 for an adjustment in Contract Price or
Contract Times or otherwise for expenses or damage directly attributable to Contractor’s stopping
the Work as permitted by this Article.
ARTICLE 17 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION
17.01 Litigation
A. Whenever the Contractor disagrees with the Owner’s Final Decision on a Claim under Article 12,
Contractor’s sole right of appeal shall be by filing, within six (6) months of date of the Owner’s
Final Decision, litigation in either the Circuit Court of Fauquier County, Virginia or the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division. These two courts
shall have exclusive and binding jurisdiction and venue over any and all Claims arising under the
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Contract for which the Owner’s Final Decision is appealed by the Contractor. The parties
voluntarily waive any and all rights to trial by jury. The fact finder shall be the Court, sitting
without a jury.
B. Prevailing Party. For Claims that are litigated under the Contract, the prevailing party shall be
compensated as set forth in the following Paragraphs.
1. For Claims by the Contractor for additional compensation not related to delays to the Work,
the Contractor shall indemnify and hold the Owner harmless from any and all reasonable
attorneys’ fees, litigation costs of all types, and expert witness fees and costs, arising from or
related to such Claim and litigation if the Owner substantially prevails in such litigation.
2. For Claims by the Contractor for costs or damages related to unreasonable delay:
a.

The Contractor shall be liable to the Owner and shall pay the Owner for a percentage of
all costs incurred by the Owner in investigating, analyzing, negotiating, and litigating the
Claim, including but not limited to attorneys’ fees, which percentage shall be equal to the
percentage of the Contractor’s total delay Claim for which it is determined through
litigation that Contractor is not entitled to additional time or costs or damages for the
claimed delay for any reason.

b.

The Owner shall be liable to and shall pay the Contractor a percentage of all costs incurred
by the Contractor to investigate, analyze, negotiate, and litigate the Claim, which
percentage shall be equal to the percentage of the Contractor’s total delay claim for which
the Owner’s denial is determined through litigation to have been made in bad faith.

17.02 Optional Non-Binding Mediation
A. Prior to filing litigation, the Contractor may request by Notice to the Owner that the parties
undertake optional non-binding mediation in an attempt to resolve a dispute. If the Owner agrees
to attempt mediation, then within 30 days of receipt of the Contractor’s Notice requesting
mediation, the Contractor and Owner shall attend a formal mediation conducted by a single,
impartial mediator appointed by and under the rules of The McCammon Group. The mediation
shall take place at the McLean, Virginia office of Hunton Andrews Kurth, LLP.
B. Contractor and Owner may each bring the following to the mediation:
1. one person closely involved with the daily activities of the Project and with knowledge of the
dispute;
2. one member of its senior management team not involved with the daily activities of the Project
but with overall responsibility for the Project, and
3. one expert in the field for the purposes of providing information related to the Claim at issue.
The Owner may request the Engineer serve in this capacity on behalf of the Owner.
C. If Owner and Contractor agree to attempt mediation to resolve a dispute, Owner and Contractor
shall participate in the mediation process in good faith. The process shall be concluded within 45
days of filing of the Notice requesting mediation.
D. All communications and submissions concerning and during the mediation will be strictly
confidential and inadmissible in any court proceeding.
E. The Owner and Contractor shall share in the cost of mediator 50/50. Each party shall bear all
other costs resulting from mediation, including but not limited to, its legal and consultant costs.
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F. Mediation shall not extend the time in which the Contractor is required to file litigation.
G. If the Claim is not resolved by mediation and it has not been more than six (6) months after the
Owner issued its Final Decision on the Claim, then the Contractor may pursue litigation in
accordance with Paragraph 17.01.
ARTICLE 18 – MISCELLANEOUS
18.01 Giving Notice
A. Whenever any provision of the Contract Documents requires the giving of Notice, it will be
deemed to have been validly given if delivered in person; sent by registered or certified mail,
postage prepaid; or through Electronic Means to the individual or to a member of the firm or to an
officer of the corporation for whom it is intended at the last business address for the recipient
known to the giver of the Notice. Until changed by a party (by giving Notice of the change), the
addresses for Notices to the Owner and Contractor are as set forth in the Agreement.
18.02 Computation of Times
A. When any period of time is referred to in the Contract Documents by days, it will be computed to
exclude the first and include the last day of such period. If the last day of any such period falls on
a Saturday or Sunday or on a day made a legal holiday by the law of the applicable jurisdiction,
such day will be omitted from the computation.
18.03 Cumulative Remedies
A. The duties and obligations imposed by these General Conditions and the rights and remedies
available hereunder to the parties hereto are in addition to, and are not to be construed in any way
as a limitation of, any rights and remedies available to any or all of them which are otherwise
imposed or available by Laws or Regulations, by special warranty or guarantee, or by other
provisions of the Contract Documents. The provisions of this Paragraph will be as effective as if
repeated specifically in the Contract Documents in connection with each particular duty,
obligation, right, and remedy to which they apply.
18.04 Survival of Obligations; No Waiver of Provisions
A. All representations, indemnifications, warranties, and guarantees made in, required by, or given
in accordance with the Contract Documents, as well as all continuing obligations indicated in the
Contract Documents, will survive final payment, completion, and acceptance of the Work or
termination or completion of the Contract or termination of the services of Contractor.
B. Neither inspection by Owner, nor any payment for, nor acceptance of, or action or failure to act
regarding the whole or any part of the Work by Owner, nor any extension of time, nor any
possession taken by Owner, shall operate as a waiver of any provision of the Contract Documents,
or of any power herein reserved to Owner, or of any right to damages herein provided, nor shall
any waiver, actual or implied, of any breach of the Contract Documents be held to be a waiver of
any other or subsequent breach. Issuance of final payment shall not be binding and conclusive
upon Owner with regard to latent defects, fraud or bad faith, or such gross mistakes as may amount
to fraud, or as regards to Owner’s rights under any warranty. Failure of Owner to require strict
compliance with any term or condition of the Contract Documents in any specific instance shall
not be deemed a waiver of the right to subsequent enforcement thereof.
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18.05 Controlling Law
A. This Contract is to be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, including the
Virginia Public Procurement Act (VPPA), Title 2.2, Chapter 43, Code of Virginia 1950 as
amended. Paragraph references in the VPPA are specified with the symbol “§”.
B. Any provision or part of the Contract Documents held to be void or unenforceable under any
Law or Regulation will be deemed stricken, and all remaining provisions will continue to be
valid and binding upon Owner and Contractor, which agree that the Contract Documents will be
reformed to replace such stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable provision
that comes as close as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision.
C. The Contractor shall determine the contents and applicability to the Project of all other governing
statutes, ordinances, codes, and regulations and comply with their provisions throughout the
performance of the Contract.
18.06 Federal, State, County, and Local Standard Specifications
A. Where portions of the Work traverse or cross Federal, State, County, City or local highways, roads,
streets, or property, and the governmental agency in control of such property has established
standard specifications governing such items of Work that differ from the Specifications, the more
stringent requirements shall apply. It shall be the Owner’s responsibility to resolve any acceptance
issues raised by any governmental agency in control of such property concerning any specified
requirements which are more stringent than those normally specified by the governmental agency.
18.07 Owner an Agency of the Government
A. Contractor acknowledges that Owner is an agency of the Government and as such its property is
immune from mechanic’s liens. The Contractor hereby waives any and all mechanic’s lien rights
it may purport to have, and agrees that it shall neither file nor assert any such lien claim.
B. The Contractor shall indemnify and hold Owner harmless in the event of the filing of a mechanic’s
lien by any third party related to the performance of the Work, including but not limited to all
attorneys’ fees and costs incurred by the Owner in the defense or removal of such lien. Promptly
upon recordation of any such lien, Contractor, at its sole expense, shall obtain the release of such
lien of record pursuant to the provisions of Section 43-70 and 71, Va. Code Ann., as amended.
C. If any third party lien or claim remains unsatisfied after all payments to Contractor are made, or if
satisfied by Owner prior to the payment to Contractor of all sums otherwise due Contractor,
Contractor or surety shall pay to Owner all monies expended by Owner in defending and/or
satisfying such claim, including by not limited to all costs and attorneys’ fees, and also shall pay
to Owner all costs and attorneys’ fees incurred in collecting such amounts from Contractor or
surety.
18.08 Fines and Penalties
A. Contractor shall be solely liable for, and shall reimburse the Owner for, any and all fines which
may be levied by any governmental authority against the Owner and/or the Contractor which are
resulting from Contractor’s operations. The Contractor consents to deduction of any fines and
penalties, which are resulting from the Contractor’s operations and levied against the Owner, from
the Contractor’s Application for Payment.
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18.09 Headings; References
A. Article and paragraph headings are inserted for convenience only and do not constitute parts of
these General Conditions.
B. When a paragraph, article or exhibit is cited in these General Conditions, it shall be deemed to be
a reference to such paragraph, article or exhibit in or to these General Conditions unless specific
reference is made to another Contract Document.
18.10 Time is of the Essence
A. Contractor agrees that time is of the essence in the performance of its obligations under this
Agreement.
END OF GENERAL CONDITIONS
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SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT
These Supplementary Conditions amend or supplement the General Conditions of the Construction
Contract. All provisions which are not so amended or supplemented remain in full force and effect.
The terms used in these Supplementary Conditions have the meanings stated in the General Conditions,
unless modified or redefined herein. Additional terms used in these Supplementary Conditions have the
meanings stated below, which are applicable to both the singular and plural thereof.
The address system used in these Supplementary Conditions is the same as the address system used in the
General Conditions, with the prefix "SC" added—for example, “Paragraph SC-4.05.”
ARTICLE 1—DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
SC-1.01

Defined Terms
In 1.01.A, incorporate the following changes:
26. Engineer–The project was designed by Timmons Group.

ARTICLE 2—PRELIMINARY MATTERS
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 3—CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: INTENT, AMENDING, REUSE
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 4—AVAILABILITY OF LANDS; SUBSURFACE AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS;
HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS; REFERENCE POINTS
SC-4.05

Reference Points
Benchmarks are provided in the Contract Drawings

SC-4.06

Hazardous Environmental Condition at Site
DELETE Paragraphs 4.06.A and 4.06.B in their entirety and INSERT the following:
A. No reports or drawings related to Hazardous Environmental Conditions at the Site are
known to Owner.
B. Not used.
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ARTICLE 5—BONDS AND INSURANCE
SC-5.03

Contractor’s Insurance
The limits of liability for the insurance referenced by Paragraph 5.03.A of the General
Conditions shall be not less than the following amounts or greater where required by Laws
and Regulations:
Coverage

Amount

Workers’ Compensation:

Statutory

Employers’ Liability:

$1,000,000 each person

Commercial General Liability:

$1,000,000 each occurrence

With a Combined Single Limit of:

$2,000,000 annual aggregate

Commercial Automobile Liability

$1,000,000 each occurrence

 With a Combined Single Limit of:

$2,000,000 annual aggregate

Excess Liability Insurance, Combined
Single Limit of:

$6,000,000 each occurrence
$6,000,000 annual aggregate

ARTICLE 6—CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES
SC-6.02

Independent Contractor; Supervision and Superintendence
The Site superintendent shall be on Site at all times while the Work is being performed.

SC-6.03

Labor; Working Hours
In the General Conditions, REPLACE 6.03.B in its entirety with the following, and ADD
Paragraph C:
B. Working Hours. Except as otherwise required for the safety or protection of persons
or the Work or property at the Site or adjacent thereto, and except as otherwise stated
in the Contract Documents, all Work at the Site shall be performed during regular
working hours on working days, as defined in the General Conditions.
1. Regular working hours: 7:30 AM – 4:00 PM, Monday-Friday, excluding Minor
Holidays.
2. Work shall be strictly prohibited on Sundays and Major Holidays.
C. Work outside regular working hours. If Contractor desires or determines it needs to
perform Work outside regular working hours, Contractor shall provide its Notice
requesting permission to Work outside regular working hours to Owner (pursuant to
SC-18.01) and Engineer at least three working days in advance of the Work.
1. Contractor’s Notice shall describe the Work Contractor plans to perform outside
regular working hours. Owner is under no obligation to approve Contractor’s
request to perform Work outside regular working hours, and Owner, in its sole
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discretion, will determine whether Owner needs to observe or otherwise inspect
the Work Contractor plans to perform.
2. For Work performed outside regular working hours, the Contractor agrees to pay
Owner at the rate specified on the Owner’s website (including the minimum charge
of four hours) for the inspection services.
3. For Work performed outside regular working hours, Contractor agrees to be
invoiced separately for the cost of inspection services. Any amount due to Owner
for inspection services that is not paid within 30 days of the date of the invoice
shall be deducted from moneys otherwise due the Contractor.
SC-6.09

Permits
In the General Conditions, ADD the following as Paragraph 6.09.B:
B. Specific Permits
1. Fauquier County Land Disturbance Permit. A copy of the Land Disturbance Permit
will be provided by the Fauquier County Inspector at an Erosion and Sediment
Control pre-construction meeting that must be scheduled by the Contractor with
Fauquier County prior to the start of Work. Contractor shall comply with the terms
of the permit and shall be responsible for obtaining release of permit from Fauquier
County prior to Final Payment.
2. Fauquier County Zoning/Building Permit. A Zoning/Building Permit Application
has been submitted by the Owner to Fauquier County for the Project. The final
approval of the application and subsequent release is pending the Fauquier County
Erosion and Sediment Control pre-construction meeting. The Contractor shall be
responsible for meeting the final requirements for obtaining the permit as set by
Fauquier County. This includes paying all associated fees. The Contractor shall
comply with the terms of the approved Zoning/Building Permit and maintain a
copy at the Site at all times in a location readable from a public street during the
Project. The contractor is responsible for requesting inspections from the Fauquier
County Building Inspectors at the required points in the construction process
including the final inspection before use or occupancy. It is the Contractor’s sole
responsibility to apply for and obtain all required Fauquier County Department of
Community Development Trade Permits as well as closing all permits prior to
Final Completion.
3. Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) Land Use Permit. The Contractor
shall obtain and pay for all required Land Use Permits from the VDOT. The
Contractor shall comply with all permit requirements and work shall be done in
accordance with the rules and regulations of the Commonwealth Transportation
Board of Virginia. Contractor shall be responsible for closing all VDOT permits
prior to Final Completion.
4. A fully executed Standard Pipe License Agreement dated August 2, 2019 between
Norfolk Southern Railway Company and the Fauquier County Water Sanitation
Authority has been acquired by the Utility Owner. The Contractor must abide by
all conditions in the agreement and work shall be done in accordance with the latest
edition of the Specifications for Pipeline Occupancy of the Norfolk Southern
Corporation Property. The Contractor is also responsible for coordinating with the
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appropriate personnel with Norfolk Southern and paying all associated fees to
perform work in the railroad right-of-way.
SC-6.11

Taxes
NOT USED

SC-6.14

Safety and Protection
In the General Conditions, Paragraph 6.14.A, ADD the following to the end of the second
sentence:
“and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).”

ARTICLE 7—OTHER WORK AT THE SITE
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 8—OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 9—ENGINEER’S ROLE DURING CONSTRUCTION
SC-9.01

General Duties
The Engineer may serve as Owner’s representative in performing the following activities,
which are further defined in Paragraph 9.01 of the General Conditions: Periodic Visits, Tests
and Inspections, Rejecting Defective Work, Reviews, Applications for Payment, Claims,
Meetings, Communications, and Interpretation or Clarification.

ARTICLE 10—CHANGES IN THE WORK
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 11—COST OF THE WORK; ALLOWANCES; UNIT PRICE WORK
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 12—CLAIMS
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 13—CHANGE OF CONTRACT PRICE; CHANGE OF CONTRACT TIMES
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
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ARTICLE 14—TESTS AND INSPECTIONS; CORRECTION, REMOVAL, OR ACCCEPTANCE
OF DEFECTIVE WORK
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 15—PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR AND COMPLETION
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 16—SUSPENSION OF WORK AND TERMINATION
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 17—DISPUTE RESOLUTION
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ARTICLE 18—MISCELLANEOUS
SC-18.01

Giving Notice
In the General Conditions, DELETE Paragraph 18.01.A and INSERT the following
Paragraphs:
A. Notices may be given by email to the Owner’s project manager except for Notices
required by Articles 12, 16, and 17 of the General Conditions.
B. All Notices required of Contractor under Articles 12, 16, and 17 shall be given
electronically through email and as a hard copy hand delivered or sent via Registered
or Certified Mail postage prepaid to the Project Manager and the Director of
Engineering. Until changed by a party (by giving Notice of the change), the addresses
for Notices to the Owner and Contractor are as set forth in the Agreement.
C. For Notice requesting permission to perform Work outside regular working hours,
Contractor shall notify the Michael Edelen, Director of Engineering, Fauquier County
Water and Sanitation Authority 540-349-2092.
End of Supplementary Conditions

Attachments:
1. Notice of Intent to Claim Form
2. Notice of Claim Form
3. Application for Payment Form
4. Change Order Pricing Template
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SECTION 011000
SUMMARY OF WORK
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

RELATED DOCUMENTS
A.

1.2

Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.
PROJECT INFORMATION

A.

Project Identification: WHITING ROAD UTILITY RAILROAD CROSSING
1.

B.
1.3

Project Location: Railroad, Marshall, VA

Engineer: Timmons Group, 1001 Boulder Parkway, Suite 300, Richmond, VA
WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

A.

Type of Contract
1.

The Project will be constructed under a Lump Sum Basis.

PART 2 - EXECUTION (Not Used)

END OF SECTION
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1.

General Conditions

1.01

Purpose and Authorization
The Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority Utility Standards Manual (USM)
details the policies, procedures and standards required for the design and construction of
extensions to water mains, sanitary sewers and their appurtenances which are to be
owned and/or operated by the Authority.
As a policy and standards document, this Utility Standards Manual (USM) is
supplementary to the Commonwealth of Virginia State Water Control Board Sewage
Treatment and Collection Regulations and the Virginia Department of Health Waterworks
Regulations and is not intended to supersede these regulations. Where conflicts exist,
the more stringent requirements shall apply. Nothing herein shall be deemed to waive or
modify other requirements of existing regulations and law. Conflicts are encouraged to be
brought to the attention of the Engineer or General Manager of the Authority.
These standards are not intended to address all situations encountered in the design and
construction of water and sewer facilities. It is understood that variances, as well as
exceptions, may be warranted depending upon the nature of the engineering application.
Variances are addressed in Section 1.08.
These Utility Standards, policies and regulations have been adopted by the Fauquier
County Water and Sanitation Authority Board. Conditions and modifications to these
standards, including additional materials and equipment, are subject to the approval of
the General Manager.
Amendments, when approved by the General Manager, shall take effect immediately.
Plans submitted and accepted for review shall be reviewed to comply with the standards
existing at the time of submittal.

1.02

Definitions and Abbreviations
A) Definitions - The following definitions are used throughout the text:
Authority -

The Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority.

Board -

The Board of Directors of the Fauquier County Water and
Sanitation Authority.

Design Engineer -

The professional engineer or licensed surveyor representing
the Developer, and responsible for the project plans and
specifications.

Developer -

The owner, or designated representative of the owner, of a
project or subdivision for which water and/or sewer systems
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are to be owned and/or operated by the Authority.
Engineer -

The Engineer of the Fauquier County Water and Sanitation
Authority.

General Manager -

The General Manager of the Fauquier County Water and
Sanitation Authority.

Plan Amendments -

Changes to Project Plans initiated by the developer which are
made after the Plans have been approved by the Authority.

Plan Revisions -

Changes and/or corrections made to Project Plans during the
review process to render them approvable by the Authority.

Project Plans -

The site plan, subdivision plan or public improvement plan
containing the design and specifications for water and sewer
systems as well as any other public improvements or
construction plans associated with the project.

B) Abbreviations - In order to remain concise and enhance readability, the following
abbreviations are used throughout these standards:
AASHTO -

American Association
Transportation Officials

ANSI -

American National Standards Institute

ASTM -

American Society for Testing and Materials

AWWA -

American Water Works Association

BOCA -

Building Officials Code Administration

dft -

dry film thickness

fps -

feet per second

gpm -

gallons per minute

ISO -

Insurance Services Office

I.D. -

Internal Diameter

Kip -

1,000 pounds

KSI -

Kips per square inch

MGD -

million gallons per day
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1.03

psi -

pounds per square inch

USM -

The FCWSA Utility Standards Manual

V-

Velocity

VDEQ -

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality

VDH -

Virginia Department of Health

VDOT -

Virginia Department of Transportation

VUSBC -

Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code

%-

Percent

Project Plans Review Process
Complete applications for review by the Authority shall be submitted to the Authority’s
Developer Services Representative.
The Authority reviews the Project Plans for all projects which will connect to public water
and/or sewer systems in Fauquier County (exclusive of the Town of Warrenton).
Construction plans are reviewed for conformance with the requirements in the USM
Applications which require review by VDH and/or VDEQ shall be submitted directly to
those agencies for concurrent review. The applicant shall provide evidence of submission
to the applicable agency or agencies at the time of initial plans submission to the
Authority. In situations where review by the VDH and/or VDEQ is required, modifications
to project plans required by the Authority shall be incorporated in final submissions to
those agencies (and vice versa). In this manner, the plans reviewed by the Authority and
the VDH and/or VDEQ will be the same document. Evidence of approval by the VDH
and/or VDEQ as applicable shall be provided by the applicant prior to final approval by
the Authority of any Project Plans. (Note: Administrative details of the Review Process
are described in Part C of the Authority's Administration Manual).
An Engineer’s Completion Statement and As-Built Drawings, prepared in accordance with
Section 1.07 of the USM, shall be submitted to the Authority before final construction
inspection of utilities will be approved and bonds released.
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1.04

Project Plans Submittal Requirements
A)

A complete submission package shall be submitted to the Authority, as directed by
the Engineer, prior to The Authority’s review of the Project Plans. The following
items MUST be in the submission package in order for it to be deemed complete:
1)

Completed FCWSA Application for Utility Extension Form (FCWSA Form
No. ENGR-0001)

2)

A fee check in the amount computed using the appropriate Water and
Sewer Construction Plan Review Fee Computation Sheet (FCWSA Form
No. ENGR-0003)

3)

One (1) complete set of Project Plans, including all water and/or sewer utility
plans and profiles prepared in accordance with the requirements in Section
1.05 of the USM

4)

For projects which will be connecting to a public water system, a water
model prepared using WaterCad Ver.6.5 (or compatible) water modeling
software. The water model must show the effects of the proposed water
extensions and usage addition on the existing/proposed water system, as
well as calculating available fire flow. A summary report must be included
along with a CD-ROM containing all the files necessary to run the model
using WaterCad Ver.6.5

5)

One completed FCWSA Plans and Profiles Submission Package Checklist
(FCWSA Form No. ENGR-0002)

B)

Incomplete submittal packages shall be returned to the applicant or his agent
without review.

C)

All material submitted to the Authority become the property of the Authority. The
Authority shall have unrestricted use of such materials.

D)

An easement plat or plats prepared in accordance with Section 1.09 of the USM
shall accompany the second submission of the Project Plans.

E)

An Inspection Fee computation, prepared on FCWSA Form No. ENGR-0004, shall
accompany the second submission of the Project Plans.

F)

A Bond Estimate, prepared on FCWSA Form No. ENGR-0005, shall accompany
the second submission of the Project Plans.

G)

Each resubmission of Project Plans shall be accompanied by a detailed, itemized
comment response letter indicating how each comment made as a result of the
Authority’s previous review was addressed.
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1.05

Project Plans Preparation Requirements
All designs shall be performed in accordance with the requirements in the USM. The
following information is required on all Project Plans submitted to the Authority:
A)

Plans shall be prepared on 36” x 24” print paper.

B)

All water and sewer facilities plans, profiles, details, computations and related
materials shall be on sheets which are grouped together in the overall set of Project
Plans.

C)

A single plan view sheet shall be provided, as part of the Project Plans, at
appropriate scale to clearly show all proposed water and sewer lines and facilities,
as well as their connection point(s) to existing facilities. For subdivisions, this sheet
shall clearly indicate which lots are to be provided water and sewer service with
the Project Plans, as well as any additional construction phasing proposed. This
shall be placed at the beginning of the water and sewer plans and profiles section
of the Project Plans.

D)

Plan and profile sheets, in standard VDOT Plan & Profile format with plan view and
profile view on the same sheet, shall be provided for all proposed water and sewer
lines. These shall be presented separately from other plans and/or profiles
associated with the project. Scale shall be Horizontal: 1"=50' and Vertical: 1"=5'.
The plan view shall show all required water and sewer lines and appurtenances
highlighted or bold. Other items related to construction, including but not limited to
roads, right of way and property lines, easements, lot numbers, building locations,
driveways, curb and gutter, sidewalk, storm sewer lines and structures and grading
shall be clearly shown but screened back so as to accentuate the water and sewer
utilities. Stationing shall be complete and consistent in all views. The plan view(s)
shall be placed in the upper portion of the sheet with accompanying profile(s)
presented below.

E)

All pipe crossings shall be shown in both plan and profile views, with minimum
cover and "outside wall to outside wall" separation distances noted on profiles.

F)

Complete call-outs including stationing, size and type of all appurtenances (valves,
hydrants, bends, tees, service connections, etc.) on water lines, along with all other
information necessary for construction of the water lines shall be clearly shown on
the water line profiles. Stationing, pipe materials and types of appurtenances shall
be clearly shown on the plan view. All information shall be consistent between plan
and profiles.

G)

Stationing, inverts, lengths, slopes, pipe material, manhole top elevations,
manhole labels and all other related information necessary for construction of the
sanitary sewer lines shall be clearly shown on the sanitary sewer profiles. All
information shall be consistent among plans, profiles and design tables. Manhole
top elevations shall be shown as spot-shots in the plan view.
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H)

Complete call-outs of all manholes and lateral connections on sewer mains shall
be clearly labeled and shall be consistent among plans, profiles and design tables.
Flow direction arrows shall be shown at each sanitary manhole on the plan view.

I)

A table shall be provided giving Northing and Easting coordinates, in NAD 83
coordinate system, for each sanitary manhole.

J)

A complete gravity sewer design table consistent with Detail G-6 in the USM and
a separate sanitary lateral table shall be included in the plans.

K)

The location(s) of all proposed siamese connections to buildings receiving service
for fire suppression shall be clearly shown on the plans.

L)

All existing water and sanitary sewer facilities and easements within and
immediately adjacent to proposed limits of construction, including profiles of
existing pipeline(s) if cover is to be increased or decreased or if connections are
proposed to such existing line(s), shall be clearly shown on the plans.

M)

All lot numbers, property lines, easements and rights of way shall be clearly shown
on water and sewer utilities plan and profile sheets.

N)

For each lot or building on the plans, the lowest finished floor elevation to be served
by sewer, and the difference between this elevation and the invert of the main at
the connection point, shall be indicated in the sanitary lateral table. These
elevations shall be calculated in accordance with, and demonstrate compliance
with, Section 7.08 of the USM.

O)

All stream crossings, road crossings, bores and jacks and crossings of other
utilities shall be clearly shown on both plan and profiles for proposed water and
sewer lines.

P)

Detail sheet(s), showing all applicable details and FCWSA standard water and
sewer construction notes shall be included in the Project Plans.

Q)

All existing water and sanitary sewer facilities and easements within and
immediately adjacent to proposed limits of construction shall be depicted on the
plans, including profiles of existing pipelines if cover is to be increased or
decreased.

R)

Details of all proposed connections to existing facilities shall be provided. These
shall be clearly labeled on the plan view with appropriate test-pit locations shown
and noted.

S)

Plan and profile views shall be consistent from sheet to sheet across "match lines".

T)

All plans shall be produced in NAD 83 State Plane Coordinate System.

U)

The seal and signature of the Professional Engineer registered in the
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Commonwealth of Virginia who prepared the plans shall be on each sheet.

1.06

V)

Vicinity Map.

W)

North Arrow (each plan view).

X)

Scale (correctly depicted on all plans and profiles as well as other applicable
sheets).

Y)

On subdivision plans, the lot numbers to be served by the utilities presented on the
plans and profiles shall be clearly delineated on the cover sheet below the main
title(s). The total number of lots to be served shall be clearly indicated on the plans.

Z)

Fire hydrant coverage map to demonstrate compliance with section 3.09 of this
manual.

AA)

FCWSA Approval Block with disclaimer, “This is not an assurance that the FCWSA
intends to offer its water and/or sewer services or to own and/or operate the
facilities associated with the project depicted on these plans. This Approval is
good for five (5) years from the below date.”

Project Construction Requirements
All construction of water and sewer facilities shall be performed in accordance with the
approved Project Plans, this manual and all other applicable portions of the Authority’s
Operating Code. Prior to the start of construction of a particular project, the following items
must be addressed:

1.07

A)

Project Plans must be approved by the Authority prior to construction.

B)

All required Inspection Fees shall be paid.

C)

All required bonds shall be posted.

D)

Shop drawings and materials certifications for all water and sewer related
construction shall be submitted to the Authority for review and comment prior to
the required Pre-Construction conference. All submittals for a given project shall
be made simultaneously.

E)

A Pre-Construction conference must be held. This shall be scheduled with the
Authority’s Construction Inspector. Attendees shall include, but not be limited to,
the developer, the construction contractor and the consulting engineer.

Engineer’s Completion Statement & As-Built Drawings
To ensure consistency and quality of as-built surveys and record drawings, the Authority
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has engaged one or more firms to conduct this work, under the direction of the Authority’s
Engineering Department. A fee for this service is collected from the applicant, and must be
paid prior to the work receiving the status of Beneficial Use.
In addition to the fee, the applicant shall provide the following information in order to
adequately prepare the as-built drawings:
1)

After completion of construction of the facilities from the approved plans and/or
specifications, the Developer or Owner responsible for construction shall submit an
Engineer’s Completion Statement. The Engineer’s Completion Statement shall be
prepared, signed and sealed by a professional engineer registered to practice in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. The statement shall conform to the requirements
contained in the Commonwealth of Virginia State Water Control Board Sewage
Treatment and Collection Regulations and the Virginia Department of Health
Waterworks Regulations.

2)

A scanned digital copy in pdf format of the contractor’s marked up record drawings
clearly indicating areas where construction substantially deviated from the approved
plans.

3)

Information that cannot be easily obtained by a field run survey shall also be provided.
This includes providing sufficient spot elevations along the water main or pressure
pipes to verify depth requirements have been met. Elevations shall be shown to the
nearest tenth of a foot for top of pipe for water mains and pressure pipes at vertical
deflection points and every 200 feet along straight runs. The survey points shall be
certified by a Professional Land Surveyor registered in the Commonwealth of
Virginia.

4)

AutoCAD electronic files of all relevant sheets of the approved construction plan.
AutoCAD “etransmit” command shall be used to bind all .dwg files to ensure that no
xref files, text files, or plot styles are lost in the submittal. The deliverable .dwg files
shall include but not limited to the following sheets: cover sheet, overall site and/or
utility layout, site plans, water plans & profiles, and sewer plans & profiles. The
AutoCAD files shall be transmitted with no authenticating mark (seals or signatures)
affixed to the approved construction plans by the professional engineer.

The abovementioned program is not employed for treatment, pumping or storage facilities
at community systems. For these facilities, the developer’s engineer will prepare the asbuilt drawings and operation and maintenance (O&M) manual subject to the review and
approval by the Authority.
A)

Water Pump Stations, Sewage Lift Stations and Building Structures
1)
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or materials used from the approved plans and/or specifications. As-built
drawings shall include control panel wiring diagrams.

1.08

2)

Complete listings of the name of the manufacturer of all operating
equipment installed, together with model or style numbers, ratings, pump
curve capacities and other pertinent information shall be provided as part of
the as-built plans for the project.

3)

Instructions for start-up/shut-down as well as for calibration and adjustment
of all installed equipment and each major component.

4)

Recommended maintenance plan, including preventative and predictive
maintenance, for all installed equipment and each major component.

5)

At least three complete sets of shop drawings, operations and maintenance
manuals of all operating equipment, all Certificates of Inspections,
Approvals, Warranties and Guaranties of Equipment, Materials and
Installations thereof, required by the plans and specifications approved by
the Authority, shall be provided as a part of the as-built plans for the project.

Variances
A)

Materials & Equipment Variance - The design and construction of all facilities shall
be in strict accordance with this manual and the approved plans and specifications.
Variances are defined as approval of specific engineering design practices when
deemed to be exceptional and reasonable by the Engineer or General Manager.
Requests for variances are to be included in the cover letter, or letter of transmittal,
accompanying the application. Variances shall be fully described and justified by
the Design Engineer.
Where noted herein and on the approved plans and specifications, the use of
equivalent equipment and materials will be permitted subject to the following
criteria:
A formal request to furnish or use substitute material and equipment that is equal
to specified material and equipment must be made in writing to the Engineer or
General Manager. All pertinent information, plans, shop drawings, documents,
drawings, certifications and other data which may be necessary for the Engineer
or General Manager to evaluate the suitability of the substitute material and
equipment shall be attached. The property owner shall be responsible for all
expenses associated with the determination of suitability or unsuitability of
substitute materials and equipment.
By submitting such a request, it is warranted and represented that the proposed
substitute will perform properly, be of similar and of equal design, construction and
quality to that specified, and be suited to the same use and be capable of
performing the same function as the specified material or equipment. A
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replacement bond in the face value of 150 percent of the cost of the substitute
material and equipment will be provided if required by the Authority. The General
Manager will determine the necessity for and the amounts of all replacement
bonds.
A written certification of satisfaction of the above requirements shall be submitted
by the person making the application, and shall additionally include the certification
of the substitute material and equipment supplier.
No substitute materials or equipment shall be ordered or installed without the
written acceptance of the Engineer or General Manager.
In all cases, the decision of the General Manager shall be final. Each request for
variance will be considered individually on its own merits.
B)

1.09

Utilities Location Variance – No water or sewer lines may be designed to be
constructed within a public road right of way without first obtaining a Utilities
Location Variance from the Authority. Such variance shall be approved by the
General Manager for projects which are designated by the County of Fauquier as
Planned Residential Development (PRD) or for which reduced building set-backs
have been approved by the County in accordance with the requirements of the
Fauquier County Zoning Ordinance.

Easements and Plats
Water and sewer utilities which will become the property of the Authority, and which do
not lie wholly within a public right-of-way, shall require easements dedicated to the
Authority, and as follows:
A.

Minimum easement widths shall be 15 feet for water mains and 20 feet for sanitary
sewers except as otherwise permitted below. For sanitary sewer trenches greater
than 10 feet deep, 5 feet of additional width shall be required for each 5 feet of
additional depth (see table below). Increased or decreased easement widths may
be required, when so determined by the Engineer or General Manager. Decreased
easement widths along rights of way of internal subdivision streets will be permitted
with the approval of the Engineer or General Manager and in accordance with the
appropriate Utility Location & Easement Layout Detail.
Required Easement Widths by Sanitary Sewer Depth
Depth to Bottom of
Easement Width
Sewer (ft)
(ft)
Up to 10
20
10-15
25
15-20
30
20-25
35
25-30
40
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B.

In cases deemed necessary by the Engineer or General Manager, and in order to
assure routine and emergency maintenance, access (ingress/egress) easements
shall be provided.

C.

Final Subdivision/Site Plan Utility Plats are required to have the following labels
and notes prior to approval by the Authority for their recordation:
(1)

Each Utility Easement and or Fee Lot shall be labeled "HEREBY
CONVEYED TO THE FCWSA"

(2)

The width of Each Utility Easement shall be noted (i.e. “15’ Utility
Easement”, “20’ Utility Easement” etc.) and, in cases of irregularly shaped
Utility Easements shall be noted as “Variable Width Utility Easement”.

(3)

The area of each Utility Easement and/or Fee Lot shall be calculated and
noted in square feet. This notation may be done in the form of a Table on
the Plat so long as each easement is clearly labeled on the Plat and can be
easily associated with its corresponding entry in the Table.

(4)

OWNER(S) CONSENT STATEMENT AND DEED OF EASEMENT AND
CONVEYANCE TO THE FAUQUIER COUNTY WATER AND SANITATION
AUTHORITY (the “FCWSA” or the “Authority”): In consideration of the
Authority’s approval, the conveyances made hereby and the consideration
received therefore by the Owner(s), the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, the Owner(s) hereby grants, conveys and transfers
to the Authority the easements and areas specifically identified on this Plat
of Subdivision/Site Plan/Utility Plat as "HEREBY CONVEYED TO THE
FCWSA" over and upon the property for the purpose of installing,
constructing, operating, maintaining, inspecting, repairing, replacing,
adding to or altering, changing the size of, and removing one or more
present or future water and sewage utility lines, plus necessary valves,
hydrants and appurtenances for the collection, distribution and transmission
of water and sewage through the property subject to the terms and
conditions noted thereon. Further, the conveyance hereby of all water and
sewage utility lines, valves, hydrants or appurtenant facilities which are
constructed and installed or are hereafter constructed and installed within
those areas in accordance with the Rules and Regulations and Utility
Standards Manual of the Authority as they now exist or may be hereafter
amended, is with the free consent and in accordance with the desires of the
undersigned Owner(s), and/or Proprietor(s)/Trustee(s), if any. Finally, the
aforesaid Owner(s), and/or Proprietor(s)/Trustee(s), if any, further assert
that he/she/it/they has/have the right to grant the rights and privileges
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thereto.
(5)

An FCWSA Approval Block.

(6)

NOTE: All of the FCWSA’s easements shall be subject to the following
terms and conditions:
1) All streets, service drives, trails and driveways and all other appurtenant
facilities installed by the Landowner(s) in the Easement(s), with the prior
written approval of the Authority, shall be and remain the property of the
Landowner(s) its/their(s) successors and assigns, who shall at their sole
expense maintain the property and such facilities.
2) The Authority and its agents shall have full and free use of the
Easement(s) for purposes of the construction, grading, operation,
maintenance and/or replacement of water and sewage lines, any and all
appurtenant facilities, and related activities; and shall have all rights and
privileges reasonably necessary to the enjoyment and exercise of the
Easement(s), including the right of access to and from the Easement(s)
and the right to use adjoining land of the Landowner(s) to the extent
necessary to facilitate the uses named; provided, however, that this right
to use adjoining land shall be exercised only during periods of actual
surveying, installation, construction, reconstruction, replacement,
alteration, maintenance, inspection, operation and/or repair of the water
and sewage lines and their appurtenant facilities, and then only to the
minimum extent necessary for such work; and further, this right to use
adjoining land shall not be construed to allow the Authority to erect any
building or structure of a permanent nature on such adjoining land.
3) The Authority shall have the right to trim, cut and remove trees, shrubbery,
fences, structures, or other obstructions in or near the Easement(s) being
conveyed, deemed by the Authority to interfere with the proper and
efficient construction, grading, operation, maintenance and/or
replacement of water and sewage lines, any and all appurtenant facilities,
and related activities; provided, however, that the Authority at its own
expense shall restore the premises, such restoration to include the
backfilling of trenches and the reseeding of lawns or pasture areas, but not
the replacement of pavement, curb & gutter, sidewalks, structures, trees,
shrubbery, fences or other obstructions within the Easement(s).
4) The Landowner(s) may reserve(s) the right to make any use of the
Easement(s) being granted which may not be inconsistent with the rights
being conveyed, or interfere with the use of the Easement(s) by the
Authority for the purposes named, provided, however, that the
Landowner(s) shall not erect any building or other structure, including a
fence, on the Easements, without obtaining the prior written approval of
the Authority.
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5) The Authority shall not be liable for any damages to shrubbery or other
obstructions within the Easement(s), for all trees outside the Easements
trimmed or felled during the initial construction stage of the Authority's
facilities, or for any damages to the residue of the property during the
construction period.
6) The Authority shall have the right to install, construct, operate, maintain,
inspect, add to or alter, repair and replace electric and telephone lines and
any appurtenant facilities for the transmission or distribution of electric
power and communication service within the Easement(s) which serve(s)
only the Authority's facilities. The Authority may assign these rights in
whole or in part to one or more Virginia public service corporations.
7) Any easement granted by this plat which overlaps, or whose boundaries
coincide with, an easement granted to the Authority, shall be subordinate
to the Authority’s easement and any exercise of rights by the subordinate
easement holder shall be subject to the written approval of the Authority.
In cases where the Authority, in its sole discretion, determines that either
Temporary Easements(s) and/or Construction Easement(s) are required, the
following condition shall be added to the aforesaid terms and NOTES:
8) Temporary/Construction Easement(s) shall automatically terminate after
the utility lines have been installed, all pipelines have been satisfactorily
tested and the disturbed areas have been adequately stabilized and
restored.
D.

1.10

Requisite legal instruments (Deeds/Utility Easements/Subordination Agreements
etc.) shall be formatted in accordance with Authority guidelines and recorded
concurrently with the Final Subdivision/Site Plan Utility Plats. The Authority
requires Title Insurance for all real property conveyed to it in Fee Simple. The
coverage provided and terms of such insurance shall be as deemed necessary by
the Authority. Legal instruments are subject to review, approval and acceptance
by the Authority. The Authority must sign all such instruments prior to their
recordation. The plat or plats associated with a particular set of project plans must
convey all easements required for the completion of the construction proposed by
the plans and for the acceptance of the associated water and sewer facilities by
the Authority.

Applicable References
The following standards and regulations are applicable to water and sewer utility projects.
The applicant shall address appropriate requirements of the same: American Water
Works Association (AWWA), latest edition.
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1.11

A)

American National Standards Institute (ANSI), latest editions.

B)

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), latest editions.

C)

Department of Health; State Water Control Board "Sewerage Regulations," latest
edition.

D)

Commonwealth of Virginia; State Board of Health "Waterworks Regulations," latest
edition.

Preliminary Plan/Plat Preparation Requirements
All preliminary designs associated with Preliminary Plans/Plats shall be performed in
accordance with the applicable design requirements in the USM. The following
information is required on all Preliminary Plans/Plats submitted to the Authority:
A)

All preliminary water and sewer facilities plans, profiles and details shall be on
sheets which are grouped together in the Preliminary Plan/Plat set.

B)

A single plan view sheet shall be provided, as part of the Preliminary Plan/Plat, at
appropriate scale to clearly show all proposed water and sewer lines and facilities,
all connection point(s) to existing facilities, all proposed off-site facilities and all
required Master Plan facilities proposed as part of the project. This shall be placed
at the beginning of the water and sewer plans and profiles section of the Project
Plans.

C)

Preliminary plan sheets of all proposed water lines shall be presented separately
from other plans and/or profiles associated with the project. Scale shall be 1"=50'.
The plan view shall show and label water lines and appurtenances "highlighted" with
other items (e.g. roads, curb and gutter, sanitary & storm sewer lines, grading, etc.)
shown but "screened".

D)

Preliminary water line plans shall include labeling of proposed line sizes and
materials as well as call-outs of major appurtenances (hydrants, bends and tees) on
proposed water lines.

E)

Preliminary Plan & Profile sheets (with P&P together on the same sheet in standard
"VDOT format"), of all proposed sewer lines, shall be presented separately from
other plans and/or profiles associated with the plan/plat. Scale shall be Horizontal:
1"=50' and Vertical: 1"=5'. The plan view shall show and label sewer lines and
appurtenances "highlighted" with other items (e.g. roads, curb and gutter, water
lines, storm sewer lines, grading , etc.) shown but "screened". The profile may be
conceptual in nature but must depict the existing grade and preliminary finished
grade above the pipe. Stationing shall be complete and consistent in all views.

F)

Depiction of all existing water and sanitary sewer facilities and easements within and
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immediately adjacent to proposed limits of construction.
G)

Consistency from sheet to sheet across "match lines".

H)

Preliminary Plan produced in NAD 83 State Plane Coordinate System.

I)

Seal and signature of Professional Engineer who prepared the plans shall be on
each sheet.

J)

Vicinity Map.

K)

North Arrow (each plan view).

L)

Plans prepared on 36" x 24" Sheets.

M)

Scale (correctly depicted on all plans and profiles as well as other applicable sheets).

N)

The standard FCWSA Plan/Plat Approval Block shall be displayed on the cover
sheet of the Preliminary Plan/Plat set.

2.

Water Supply Systems

2.01

General
The requirements of these standards must be satisfied for all water systems and water
system extensions which are to be incorporated into the Authority inventory. Such
systems include construction within areas of existing or proposed easements on private
property dedicated to the Authority or within a public right-of-way where specifically
permitted by the Engineer or General Manager. Specific variances to these standards
must be approved and authorized in writing by the General Manager upon request of the
applicant.
All standards referenced in this section shall refer to the latest edition of the referenced
standard at the time of final approval. The authority for amendment to water standards
shall vest with the General Manager of the Authority. Any references to acceptance and/or
approval shall mean acceptance and/or approval by the Authority.

2.02

Fire Flows
All water systems and water system extensions shall be designed so as to adequately
supply the projected peak day flow within the subdivision or site under consideration and
maintain a pressure of not less than 35 psi at all points of delivery in the system.
Additionally, all water systems and water system extensions shall be designed to provide
the fire flows specified by the Fauquier County Code, or as determined by the Authority,
plus the maximum day demand required by the Authority, with a residual pressure of not
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less than 20 psi at any point in the distribution system. Where the pressure at the service
tap exceeds 80 psi, the provisions of the Uniform Statewide Building Code shall apply.
Fire flow calculations must be included with all project plans submitted for review and
approval. The flow calculations will be prepared using WaterCad Version 6.5, or other
model approved by the General Manager. The pipe roughness factor, "C", will be equal
to 120 for pipes 12 inches in diameter and larger. "C" will equal 100 for pipes smaller than
12 inches in diameter. Since a conservative "C" factor is used, losses from valves and
other fittings need not be considered. The line velocity shall not exceed 10 fps under any
flow condition. A water model report shall be submitted to the Authority for review.
Approval by the Authority of the model must be obtained prior to final plans approval.
Computations are to be provided for:
A)

Maximum day demands.

B)

Maximum day with 1 hour fire flow applied simultaneously.

The water model report shall state assumptions made about the existing system, provide
calculations and model results to show available flows at the proposed hydrants, as well
as node pressures throughout the system. If a project will be developed in sections or
phases, the fire flow calculations will indicate the available fire flows during each section
or phase of the project as well as for the entire project. For small sites that propose no
major water line extensions, an evaluation of the existing available fire flows may be
substituted for the fire flow calculation. Water lines shall be interconnected wherever
feasible to enhance the reliability and operation of the water system.
The available water storage system shall have adequate capacity to sustain required fire
flows for a minimum duration as specified in the Fauquier County Code or as determined
by the Authority, and to provide for maximum day demand.
2.03

Public Water Service Connections
The water meter box and accessories therein necessary for meter installation, and as
shown in the Details Section in this manual, shall be furnished and installed by the
developer or owner. Meters sized 5/8” by 3/4” and full 3/4” will be installed by the Authority
upon construction approval and payment of appropriate fees. In residential areas the
water meter will be installed within the utility easement, immediately adjacent to the outer
edge. The water meter and service line size(s) and locations shall be shown on all
construction plans. Sizing of service lines and water meters shall be based on the fixture
loading imposed by the building and in accordance with the procedures of AWWA M-22,
Sizing Water Service Lines and Meters and as more particularly described in Section 4
of Volume 2, Part A, (Rules and Regulations) and as shown at Exhibit "B" of Volume 2,
Part C (Developer Services Procedures) of the Authority's Operating Code. The Authority
shall have final approval authority of all service line and meter sizes.
The Authority shall have the option to provide and install any and all size water meters,
or in lieu thereof, establish a list of approved water meter types and manufacturers to be
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incorporated in the development or building. In any event, the developer or owner shall
pay for the meters.
2.04

Private Water Services
Private water services and plumbing from the outlet of the meter to the building shall
conform to the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code and will be maintained by the
property owner.

2.05

Large Meter Installations
Water meters 2 inches and larger shall be installed with a bypass in order to isolate the
meter for repairs. For all water meter installations, the Authority shall retain the option of
specifying the use of appropriately sized vaults in lieu of meter crocks. Plans for the
installation of meters 2 inches and larger shall be submitted for approval.

2.06

Water-Only Accounts
When the water used at a site is not to be discharged into the Authority's sanitary sewer,
a water-only account may be established. Water-only accounts will not be charged fees
for sewer use. Typical examples of the types of uses with water-only accounts are
irrigation systems and public/commercial swimming pools. Each water-only account will
be served by independent connection to the public water main with separate domestic
service line and meter. No "subtraction" meters will be allowed. The location and size of
the domestic service lines and meters serving water-only accounts shall be shown on the
project plans. Water-only accounts will comply with the adopted cross connection and
backflow ordinance.
The size of the water meter for an irrigation system will be based on the peak flow rate
needed to operate the system. The design engineer will provide the Authority with the
necessary information to determine the meter size. The developer must acquire all of the
necessary approvals and permits from Fauquier County prior to the installation of an
irrigation system. The location of the irrigation meter shall be shown on the project plans.
A water-only account may be established for a swimming pool only when the pool drain
and the filter backwash discharge line do not discharge into the sanitary sewer. The
location of the pool drain, filter backwash discharge line and pool meter shall be shown
on the project plans.

2.07

Valve Boxes
Valve boxes shall be set and adjusted such that covers shall be exposed and flush with
the immediate surface. If additional grading is done and elevations are changed in the
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vicinity of the valve(s) by the developer or owner after the water system has been
approved and accepted by the Authority, but while such areas are still the obligation of
the developer or owner, the valve boxes therein shall be readjusted to proper location
relative to the new grades. Applicant shall paint all valve box lids blue (Rust-Oleum model
#V2124838: V2100 System Enamel, Safety Blue paint or approved equal) before the
Authority shall accept them.
2.08

Cross Connections
Water service and backflow prevention devices shall be provided in compliance with the
adopted cross connection and backflow ordinance, as more particularly described in
Volume 2, Part C (Cross-Connection Control Plan) of the Authority's Operating Code.

3.

Water Supply Systems Design Parameters

3.01

General
Wherever applicable, water lines will be designed to facilitate the implementation of the
County Master Water and Sewer Plan. Water lines shall be designed to provide for a
looped system wherever feasible at the discretion of the General Manager or Engineer to
eliminate dead ends, thereby promoting water quality, adding reliability of service, and
efficiently conveying fire flows. In general, water lines shall be located in utility easements
dedicated to the Authority, and shall run parallel to and along the routes of roads and/or
travel ways. Routes for pipes shall be selected so as to provide the required separations
from buildings and other utilities, while minimizing the use of horizontal and vertical bends,
and minimizing the number of crossings with curbing and sidewalks. Alternate locations
for water lines will be permitted only with the expressed approval of the General Manager.
Water lines shall not be located within Storm Water Management (SWM) and/or BMP
facilities or their associated easements. In addition, water lines shall not be located under
parking spaces. Storage or stockpiling of dirt or any other materials over buried water
lines is prohibited.
Cross fittings are specifically prohibited on water mains. Generally, 2 tees are to be used
instead of a cross.

3.02

Line Sizes
The minimum size of water line shall be as follows:
A)

In residential districts, any water line that forms, has the potential to form, or is
planned to form a portion of a loop, shall be minimum 12 inches.
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B)

In commercial and industrial areas, any water line that forms, has the potential to
form, or is planned to form a portion of a loop, shall be minimum 12 inches.

C)

Unless otherwise approved by the General Manager, dead-end runs shall be sized
for the installation of a fire hydrant at their termination, but in no case shall they be
less than 8 inches.

D)

Fire hydrants shall not be installed on lines less than 6 inches in diameter.

Six-inch and four-inch water lines may only be used with prior approval of the Authority in
cul-de-sacs and dead-ends depending on the number of customers served to maintain
water quality. In all cases, the minimum water line size shall be four inches.
3.03

Separation of Utilities and Depth of Cover
A)

Depth of Cover - All water lines shall be designed for 42 inches of cover. Water
service lines shall be designed for 36 inches of cover.

B)

Separation - The following factors shall be considered in providing adequate
separation of water mains and sewers:

C)

1)

Materials and types of joints for water and sewer mains

2)

Soil conditions

3)

Service branch connections into water main and sewer mains

4)

Compensating variations in the horizontal and vertical separations

5)

Space for repairs and alterations of water and sewer mains

6)

Offsetting of pipes around manholes

7)

Identification of the physical restraints preventing normal separation

Parallel Installation
1)

Under normal conditions, water mains shall be laid at least 10 feet
horizontally from a sewer or sewer manhole. This distance shall be
measured edge-to-edge.

2)

A minimum of 10 feet edge-to-edge horizontal separation shall be
maintained between water lines and septic tanks or drainfields.

3)

A minimum of 15 feet edge-to-edge horizontal separation shall be
maintained between water mains and building foundations, retaining walls
or other above-ground structures.
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4)

D)

Under unusual conditions, where local conditions prevent a horizontal
separation of 10 feet, the water main may be laid closer to a sewer or sewer
manhole provided that:
a)

The bottom of the water main shall be at least 18 inches above the
top (crown) of the sewer;

b)

Where this vertical separation cannot be obtained, the sewer shall
be constructed of AWWA approved water pipe, pressure tested in
place without leakage prior to backfilling; and

c)

The sewer manhole shall be of watertight construction and tested in
place.

Crossing
1)

Under normal conditions water lines crossing sewers shall be laid to
provide a separation of at least 18 inches between the bottom of the water
line and the top of the sewer whenever possible.

2)

Under unusual conditions when local conditions prevent a vertical
separation of at least 18 inches, the following construction shall be used:
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a)

Sewers passing over or under water mains shall be constructed of
the AWWA approved water pipe, pressure tested in place without
leakage prior to backfilling; and

b)

Except where completely impractical, water lines shall cross over
storm and sanitary sewer lines. At such places where sewer and
water lines cross, cover on the water line may be reduced to 36
inches and vertical pipe separation (edge to edge) between the
sewer and water lines may be reduced to 6 inches if necessary; and

c)

Water lines passing under sewers shall, in addition, be protected by
providing:
(1)

A vertical separation of at least 18 inches between bottom of
the sewer and top of the water line;

(2)

Adequate structural support for the sewers to prevent
excessive deflection of the joints and the settling on and
breaking of the waterline; and

(3)

The length of the water line be centered at the point of
crossing so that the joins shall be equidistant and as far as
possible from each other.
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E)

3.04

No water pipes shall pass through or come in contact with any part of a sewer
manhole.

Valve Locations
Valves shall be installed at the intersections of water lines. The valving of the water
system will be designed so as to allow segments of the system to be isolated for repairs
and maintenance while leaving the rest of the system in service. Generally, three valves
will be used at each tee; however, additional valves may be required depending on the
system design. A valve shall also be installed at least every 1,000 feet on distribution
mains.

3.05

Blow-Offs and Flushing Points, and Sampling Stations
Dead-end lines shall terminate with a fire hydrant. No more than one fire hydrant shall be
installed on a dead-end line. A temporary blow-off assembly shall be used in lieu of a
hydrant when the termination point is temporary. Temporary blow-offs shall be as shown
in Detail WD-01.
Fire hydrants shall be installed as a means of flushing at low points in the system to
improve water quality and discard accumulated sediment from the water main. Position
hydrant as low in segment as practical, while keeping away from bed and banks of the
natural water course.
Sampling stations are to be located and installed at the discretion of the Authority and
shall be constructed in accordance with Detail WD-02. Sampling stations are to be located
where not subject to damage by vehicles.

3.06

Air Release
Automatic air release valves shall be located at pronounced high points in the system to
provide for the release of trapped air and/or relieve vacuums. Air release valves will be
installed in accordance with Detail WD-03 and shall be located as shown on the plans.

3.07

Termination of Water Mains
Water lines which terminate, and are planned for future extension, shall meet the following
requirements:
A)

Water lines shall not terminate under pavement, sidewalk, curb and gutter, or other
structures that may interfere with future extension.
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3.08

B)

Water lines shall terminate within easements, and shall extend to a property line
wherever feasible. The developer or landowner shall provide all easements
needed for future extensions, as determined by the Engineer or General Manager.

C)

A means of flushing shall be provided as indicated in Section 3.05.

D)

A restrained isolation valve shall be installed on the terminating line to allow
complete testing and uninterrupted service upon future extension.

E)

No service connection or branch of main shall come off between the hydrant and
its auxiliary valve.

Fire Hydrant Locations
In general, fire hydrants shall be located as follows:
A)

Hydrants shall be located at street intersections, dead-ends, low points, and at
intermediate locations where necessary as determined by the Fauquier County
Department of Fire Rescue and Emergency Management. The maximum distance
between fire hydrants shall be 800 feet. All distance measurements are to be taken
along the centerline of accessible streets, travel ways or other unobstructed path
used by the fire department.

B)

Locate hydrants a minimum of 2 feet behind the face of curb and in straight
segments of curb as much as practical.

C)

Hydrants shall be installed at least 2 feet beyond the top slope of any drainage
ditches. Hydrant installation within the ditch line or slope shall be prohibited.

D)

Fire hydrants shall be located within a utility easement dedicated to the Authority,
unless the location within a road right-of-way is expressly permitted by the General
Manager.

E)

No bends, offsets, etc., shall be located between the tap or tee at the water main
and the fire hydrant shoe without prior approval from the Authority.

F)

Hydrants shall not be placed in area of concrete pavement.

G)

In parking areas where the proposed site improvements do not provide adequate
protection of fire hydrants from vehicular traffic, bollards or other protective
measures shall be provided.

H)

No plantings, structures or other obstructions shall be installed within 5 feet of any
fire hydrant.

The location of all new and existing hydrants that are to serve the property shall be shown
on the project plans.
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3.09

Surface Water Crossing
Surface water crossings, both over and under water, present special problems and
should be discussed with the Authority before final plans are prepared. The Design
Engineer should arrange a site visit with the Authority to view the crossing and discuss
any related issues. In no case shall water lines be located within Stormwater
Management (SWM) and/or BMP facilities or their associated easements. The
Developer or Design Engineer shall be responsible for obtaining all required State and
Federal permits to install a surface water crossing (e.g. Virginia Marine Resources
Commission Permit, Nationwide Permit, etc.).
A)

B)

Above Water Crossings
1)

The pipe shall be adequately supported (plans shall include details of the
piers and supports).

2)

Completely insulated for protection against damage from freezing.

3)

Accessible for repair or replacement.

4)

Above the 100-year flood level.

5)

Constructed of mechanically restrained joint pipe.

6)

A valve will be installed on each side of the crossing.

Under Water Crossings
1)

The pipe shall be of special construction, having flexible watertight joints.

2)

Valves shall be provided at both ends of the water crossing so that the
section can be isolated for tests or repair. The valves shall be easily
accessible and not subject to flooding.

3)

Sample taps shall be available at each end of the crossing and at a
reasonable distance from each side of the crossing and not subject to
flooding.

4)

Permanent taps shall be made for testing and locating leaks.

5)

The pipe material used shall be subject to the Authority's approval. In some
instances, the Owner or Developer may be required to install the pipe in a
concrete encasement, as shown in Detail G-04.
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3.10

Fire Lines
All water lines serving a fire suppression system in a building shall be shown on the
project plans. All fire lines shall be owned and maintained by the property owner. A valve
shall be located on the fire line at the point it connects to the public water system. The
minimum size fire line shall be a 3 inch I.D. All fire lines shall be metered as shown in
Detail WM-03. The Authority does not guarantee a uniform pressure or an uninterrupted
supply of water and cautions Applicants to provide appropriate devices to satisfy specific
pressure and/or flow requirements for fire suppression systems.

4.

Water Supply Systems Construction

4.01

General Procedures
Pipe, fittings, valves, hydrants and accessories shall be loaded and unloaded by lifting
with hoists to avoid shock or damage. Under no circumstances shall such be dropped.
Pipe shall not be skidded or rolled against pipe already on the ground. Pipe shall be
handled so that the coating and lining shall not be damaged. Damaged items shall be
either repaired or replaced at the discretion of the Authority.
The water main shall be laid and maintained to the required lines and grades with fittings,
valves, hydrants and accessories set at the required locations as indicated on the
approved plans for the project. All valve and hydrant stems shall be set plumb. Wherever
obstructions not shown on the plans are encountered during progress of the work and
which interferes to such an extent that an alteration in the plans is required, the Authority
or its authorized representative shall be advised and approval given before such
alterations are put into effect.
All pipe shall be installed according to the manufacturer's recommendations as approved
by the Authority. No pipe shall be laid in water, or when, in the opinion of the Authority,
trench conditions are unsuitable.

4.02

Excavation, Bedding and Backfill
Excavation of whatever substance may be encountered shall be performed to the
dimensions and depths specified or shown on the Applicant's approved drawings. Ledge
rock, boulders and large stones shall be removed to provide a clearance at least 6 inches
below and on each side of all pipe, valves and fittings for pipes 24 inches in diameter or
less, and 9 inches for pipe larger than 24 inches in diameter. The specified minimum
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clearances are minimum clear distances which will be permitted between any part,
projection or joint of such rock, boulder or stone.
In the event that unstable material is encountered at or below the excavation depth, the
Authority shall be notified. Such materials shall be removed and replaced with suitable
materials which shall be furnished as an ordinary and integral part of excavation and
backfill. If excavation of any nature has been made deeper than necessary, then a layer
of suitable backfill shall be placed to secure a firm foundation for the pipe. Ductile iron
restrained joint pipe is required for all water lines constructed in fill.
The trench shall be dug so that the pipe can be laid to the alignment and depth required
and it shall be excavated not more than 200 feet in advance of the complete pipe laying
operation. The width of the trench shall be ample to permit the pipe to be laid and jointed
properly and the backfill to be placed and thoroughly compacted in accordance with the
plans and specifications. Trenches shall be of such extra widths when required as will
permit the convenient placing of timber supports, sheeting and bracing and the handling
of special fittings. Bell holes shall be provided at each joint to permit proper joint
construction and inspection. In no case shall the pipe bells be used to support the body
of the pipe.
Grading shall be controlled in the vicinity of excavations so that the surface of the ground
will be properly sloped to prevent water from running into trenches or other excavated
areas. Any water which accumulates in the excavation shall be removed promptly.
Trenches shall be kept dry while pipe is being laid.
Normally, pipe embedment and backfill shall be done in accordance with the drawings
contained in the Details Section of this manual. Additional bedding and backfill
requirements may be required in situations where the Authority feels it is necessary.
4.03

Installation of Pipe
Stockpiled pipe materials shall be handled by mechanical equipment and placed to avoid
interference with traffic and the trenching operation.
Adequate supports shall be provided for all pipes. In all cases and at all locations, the
sub-grade shall be made by back-filling with crushed stone as indicated on Details G-01
and G-02 in the USM and shall be thoroughly compacted. Continuous and uniform stone
bedding shall be provided in the trench for all pipe so that the pipe barrel bears on and is
supported by the stone bedding at every point between bell holes. The finished sub-grade
shall be prepared accurately by means of hand tools. Trenching below the specified grade
shall be back-filled with approved materials and thoroughly compacted.
Before the pipe is lowered into the trench, each section of pipe shall be thoroughly
inspected for defects and shall be swabbed or brushed out to insure that no dirt or foreign
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material gets into the finished main. Every precaution shall be taken to prevent foreign
material from entering the pipe while it is being placed in line.
When installing pipe in the trench, proper implements, tools and facilities satisfactory to
the Authority and as recommended by the material manufacturer shall be provided and
used by the contractor for the safe and convenient prosecution of the work. All pipe,
valves, fittings and hydrants and accessories shall be carefully lowered into the trench
piece by piece by means of derricks, ropes, slings, or other suitable tools or equipment in
such a manner as to prevent damage to water main materials and satisfactorily rated to
handle the pipe and fittings shall be kept fully closed by a test plug to prevent earth, water,
or other substances from entering the pipe.
Pipe shall be laid true to line and grade, and shall be joined together such that the
completed pipe will have a smooth invert. After placing a length of pipe in the trench, the
spigot end shall be centered in the open bell of the pipeline and the pipe pushed home
with a bar. THE USE OF LIFTING AND HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT TO MAKE PIPE
JOINTS IS SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED.
All joints shall be watertight and any leaks or defects discovered shall be immediately
repaired to the satisfaction of the Authority. Any pipe which has been disturbed after being
laid, shall be taken up, the joints cleaned and flushed or removed by means of an
approved follower or scraper after joints are made. Installation of fittings and pipe joints
shall be in strict accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
The cutting of pipe for inserting valves, fittings or closure pieces, shall be done in a neat
and workmanlike manner without damage to the pipe or lining and so as to leave a smooth
end at right angles to the axis of the pipe. Only qualified and experienced workmen shall
be used on this work. The flame cutting of pipe by means of an oxyacetylene torch shall
not be allowed.
Whenever it is necessary to deflect pipe from a straight line either in the vertical or
horizontal plane to avoid obstructions or plumb stems, or where long-radius curves are
permitted, the amount of deflection allowed shall not exceed that required for satisfactory
joining of the pipes, as specified by AWWA Specification and the manufacturer's
recommendations. If the specified or required alignment requires deflections exceeding
those recommended, the developer or contractor shall provide bends as approved by the
Authority.
Road crossings shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of the Virginia
Department of Highways and Transportation, which governs the method and materials of
such construction. The owner shall obtain the necessary permit prior to actual installation.
Roadways and driveways, grass plots, sod, shrubbery, ornamental trees, signs, fences,
or other improvements on public or private property which have been damaged or
removed in excavating, shall be restored to conditions equal to or better than existed prior
to construction. Materials for roadways, alleys, or driveways shall be compacted to at
least 95 % of the maximum density as determined by the AASHTO Method T-180. The
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cost of this compaction and furnishing new materials shall be at the expense of the owner
or developer.
The site restoration of the entire construction area shall be finished in a neat and uniform
condition, acceptable to the Authority.
4.04

Line Location Markers
For purposes of future line location, all new construction will include water full-range disc
type line marker devices. The markers are to be placed on top of the pipe, along the pipe
route, at each change in direction, tee, cross, corporation stop, and all other fittings. In any
case, the maximum spacing between markers shall be 40 feet. Marker tape shall be buried
18 inches above the pipe for the entire length of the pipe. (Note: This requirement also
applies to sewer force mains).

4.05

Installation of Fittings and Accessories
All tees, bends, plugs, caps and fire hydrants shall be substantially braced, blocked,
and/or anchored to prevent any movement by providing adequate reaction backing. This
backing shall be 3,000 psi concrete. Backing shall be placed between solid undisturbed
earth and the fitting to be anchored and shall be so placed that pipe and fitting joints will
be accessible for repair.
Required thrust blocks shall be as shown in the Details Section of this manual. The type
of fitting, maximum pressures and type of soil in the thrust area shall be subject to the
review and approval of the Authority.
Where thrust blocking is not feasible due to the soil conditions, a harnessing detail for each
type of intended application shall be submitted for approval by the Authority. A special deadman block with a harness arrangement is generally required in this situation.

4.06

Installation of Valves
Hydrants and valves shall have the interiors cleaned of all foreign matter before
installation. Stuffing boxes shall be tightened and the hydrants or valve shall be inspected
in opened and closed positions to see that all parts are in working condition.
All valves shall be provided with valve boxes, as shown in the Detail G-03 and the
necessary wrenches with extension handles shall be provided where necessary due to
the depth of the valve. Valves and the valve boxes shall be set plumb with the valve boxes
centered directly over the valve operators. After being correctly positioned, earth fill shall
be carefully tamped around the valve box to a distance of at least 4 feet on all sides of
the box or to the undisturbed trench face if less than 4 feet. Before installing any valve,
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care shall be taken to see that all foreign material is removed from the interior of the barrel
and the valve operated to see that all parts are in working condition.
Valves and valve boxes shall be located outside the area of sidewalks and other
pedestrian travel ways. They shall be set and adjusted so that the covers are exposed
and flush with the finished surface. If ground elevations in the vicinity of valve boxes are
revised by the Developer or Owner after the related water system has been approved
and accepted by the Authority, but while such areas are still the obligation of the
Developer or Owner, the valve boxes shall be adjusted relative to the elevation of the
finish surface at the Developer/Owner’s expense.
No water main shall terminate under a concrete gutter and no valve shall be located under
a concrete gutter.
4.07

Installation of Hydrants
The hydrant shall be set upon a slab of stone or concrete not less than four inches thick
and fifteen inches square. The back of the hydrant opposite the pipe connection shall be
firmly blocked against the vertical face of the trench with a cast-in-place 3,000 psi
concrete thrust block to prevent the hydrant from blowing off the line, as shown in the
Detail WD-04. Not less than eight cubic feet of crushed stone shall be placed around the
base of the hydrant to insure proper drainage.
The pipe connecting the hydrant to the water main shall be a nominal size of 6 inches
and equipped with a valve and valve box. Hydrants shall be set with the invert of the
pumper connection 18 inches above finished grade, with the pumper connection facing
the street. The connecting pipe will have the same depth of cover as the distributing
mains. The backfill around hydrants shall be thoroughly compacted to the grade line.
To prevent contamination from backsiphonage, avoid installing fire hydrants in areas
subject to high groundwater, flooding, contaminant or pollutant spills, or in areas where
surface water ponds. If unavoidable, a check valve shall be installed on the connector
line. The check valve shall be positioned ahead of the hydrant main valve so as not to
interfere with normal hydrant maintenance or repair, not impede access to water in an
emergency, or cause water hammer.
Once final grade is achieved around a hydrant, the hydrant will be painted with a fresh
coating of Rust-Oleum model# 245478: V7400 System, Alkyd Enamel, Safety Red paint;
or approved equal. Paint shall be applied with a brush and/or roller in accordance with
the manufacturer’s recommendations. The use of aerosol paint is not permitted.

4.08

Road Crossings and Casing Pipe
Crossings under roads shall be installed in accordance with Detail G-05 in this manual
and the requirements of the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). Road
crossings shall be completed prior to the installation of adjacent sections of pipe. Casings
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will also be required where, in the opinion of the Authority, such is needed to 1) protect
the water pipe from freezing, superimposed loads, or impact and 2) protect the public in
the event of a water main break.
Steel pipe casings shall be installed by either boring or jacking the casing beneath the
roadbed of primary roads. To insure successful completion of bored road crossings, the
Contractor should make use of test holes, pilot drill holes, etc.
Casing pipe required for bored installation of mains shall be uncoated steel with 36,000
psi yield strength. Such pipe sections shall be continuously welded at joints as the casing
is advanced. Where open-cut crossings are permitted, casing pipe shall be reinforced
concrete. Casing pipe is required for all water services crossing roads or sidewalks and
shall conform to detail WS-01. Electrical conduit shall not be used as casing.
4.09

Wet Taps
All wet taps require the approval of the Authority. Sleeve and valve assemblies shall be
tested in accordance with Section 4.12 for 10 minutes before the actual tap is made.
Wet taps shall employ a ductile iron mechanical joint sleeve, or other fitting specifically
designed for this purpose as approved by the General Manager.

4.10

Testing
Tests shall be made on all sections of pipe throughout the entire project and shall be
conducted only in the presence of the Authority or its authorized representative. Tests
shall be made between adjacent valves.
Care shall be taken to insure that the entire test run of pipe is securely braced and blocked
against thrust when pressure is applied. All thrust blocks must be completely set and
approved. All pipe must be firmly supported and weighted down by partial backfill soil on
top.
All water for testing purposes shall be potable water and procured and paid for by the
Owner or Developer or his Contractor. Prior to testing, the pipe shall be filled slowly and
carefully with water from the nearest practical source, or by other approved methods.
Under normal atmospheric pressure the pipe shall be allowed to soak for a minimum
period of 24 hours. All entrapped air shall be expelled. The Owner, Developer or
Contractor shall provide all the apparatus or other accessories necessary to conduct the
tests.
The completed piping shall be subjected to a hydrostatic pressure test equal to 150 % of
the rated working pressure of the pipe or not less than 150 psi. This pressure shall be
maintained for a minimum two hours, or until the Authority Inspector is satisfied with the
results. All pipe, joints, valves and fittings in the test section shall be examined. Leakage
shall not exceed the amount given by:
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𝟏

𝑺 ∗ 𝑫 ∗ 𝑷𝟐
𝑳=
𝟏𝟒𝟖, 𝟎𝟎𝟎
Where:

L is allowable leakage, in gallons per hour;
S is the length of pipe tested, in feet;
D is the nominal pipe diameter, in inches;
P is the test pressure, in psi.

If the flow of water or loss of air pressure is in excess of the allowable limits, or if leaks of
appreciable size are encountered, the Contractor shall repair or rebuild, at his expense,
those portions of the piping which are faulty. These tests will be repeated until the work
is deemed acceptable in accordance with the allowable limits.
Services shall be tested to the yoke angle valve at working pressure by visual inspection
in the open trench and shall show no signs of leakage.
Defective material disclosed as a consequence of the tests shall be removed and
replaced by sound material at the Owner's or Developer's expense. Any joint showing
visible leakage shall be made airtight. The test shall be repeated until its results are
satisfactory to the Authority or its authorized representative.
4.11

Disinfection of Water Mains
During the course of the work, all reasonable precautions shall be taken to protect the
pipe interiors, fittings and valves against contamination. When pipe-laying is not in
progress, all openings in the pipeline shall be closed by watertight plugs.
The water main shall be closed and flushed prior to disinfection with a sufficient flow to
produce a flushing velocity of at least 3.0 feet per second. Finished water shall be flushed
through the system until no traces of foreign matter are visible. This water shall be
discharged or wasted only at points specifically designated by the Authority. All valves
and hydrants shall be operated during the flushing prior to disinfection.
The new pipeline shall be disinfected by chlorination in accordance with AWWA
Specification 651-14 or latest revision. The disinfection agent of the chlorine solution shall
be sodium hypochlorite solution, Grade D, conforming to Federal Specification O-S-602b,
or dry hypochlorite equal to "HTH" as manufactured by Olin Chemical Co.
The chlorine solution at any point in the line shall have a minimum concentration of 25
parts per million (ppm) or 25 milligrams per liter (mg/l) and shall be applied to the system
at a constant, measured rate by pumping in accordance with the continuous feed method,
AWWA Specification 651-14 or latest revision. Finished water from an approved source
shall be made to flow at a constant, measured rate into the new pipeline. The two rates
shall be properly proportioned so that the chlorine concentration in the pipeline is
maintained at a minimum of 25 ppm available chlorine. To ensure that this concentration
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is maintained, the chlorine residual shall be measured at regular intervals in accordance
with procedures described in the current edition of Standard Methods and AWWA
Specification M12.
Chlorine application shall not cease until the entire main is completely filled with solution.
The chlorinated water shall be retained in the system for at least 24 hours, during which
time all valves and hydrants shall be operated in order to disinfect the appurtenances. At
the end of the 24-hour period, the pipeline water shall contain a minimum concentration
of 10 ppm chlorine throughout the entire pipeline. After the specified retention period, the
chlorinated water shall be flushed from the main until the residual chlorine concentration
is no higher than that prevailing in the existing system.
When considered applicable, disinfection will also be permitted by the following methods:
A)

Tablet Method - Disinfection may be accomplished with the use of five gram HTH
tablets as applied to the interior of the pipe. The tablets shall be placed in each
section and in all appurtenances. Enough tablets shall be used to ensure that a
chlorine concentration of 25 ppm is provided in the water. Tablets shall be attached
by an approved adhesive to the top of the pipe sections and crushed or rubbed in
all appurtenances. The velocity of the potable water in the main shall be less than
1 fps. The water shall remain in contact with the pipe for 24 hours, and all valves
and appurtenances shall be operated while chlorinated water is in the system.

B)

Slug Method - Disinfection may also be accomplished by the "slug" method. A
chlorine gas-water mixture shall be applied to the system by means of an approved
chlorinating device. The method of application of the chlorine applied shall be
sufficient to provide a concentration of 100 ppm of free chlorine. The chlorinated
water shall be retained in the pipe long enough to destroy all non-spore forming
bacteria, or a minimum retention period of at least three hours. During the
sterilization period, all valves and other appurtenances shall be operated while the
system is filled with chlorinating agent.

After final flushing and before the water main is placed in service, not less than two
samples of water at points not to exceed 1,200 feet apart shall be collected at least 16
hours apart in sterile bottles treated with sodium thiosulfate. All sampling shall be
witnessed by a representative of the Authority. The samples shall be forwarded to a
laboratory certified by the Virginia Division of Consolidated Laboratory Services for
bacterial examination. If this examination indicates the presence of coliform organisms,
the entire disinfection process shall be repeated or continued until the examination
indicates the absence of such pollution.
Pipe, taps and fittings used at connections to the existing system shall be thoroughly
disinfected before installation. Excavation for such connections shall be kept free from
water until the connection is completed, and extreme care shall be exercised to prevent
contamination of the pipe and connection fittings. The inside of the existing pipe within 3
feet of the point of connection shall be disinfected by spraying with a solution containing
not less than 200 ppm of chlorine immediately before connection is made. If at any time
the water in the existing piping becomes contaminated, this piping shall be disinfected as
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specified for new piping, back to the nearest gate valve or valves, or beyond those points
as necessary to include all contaminated piping.
The complete disinfection process and methods followed, especially if materially different
from those specified, shall be in accordance with the directives of the Virginia Department
of Health, and all methods employed shall meet with this approval. Definite instructions
as to the collection and shipment of the samples shall be requested from the Department
of Health and shall be followed explicitly. Final approval of the bacterial examination shall
be received from the Department of Health prior to placing the new pipeline into operation.
4.12

Construction Within Public Rights of Way
On projects in which water lines are to be designed and constructed within public right(s)
of way, the following additional materials specifications shall apply:

4.13

A)

Pipe Materials – Class 52 Ductile Iron Pipe which meets the applicable portions of
the specifications in Section 5.01 of this manual shall be used for all waterlines
constructed within public right(s) of way.

B)

Service Lines – Service lines smaller than 3” in diameter shall be cross-linked
polyethylene tubing in accordance with the specifications in the Approved
Materials List of this manual. Service lines 3” or larger in diameter shall be Class
52 Ductile Iron Pipe which meets the applicable portions of the specifications in
the Approved Materials List of this manual.

C)

Tapping Saddles – Where tapping saddles are permitted to be used they shall be
of stainless steel construction.

Water Supply System Materials and Standards
See the FCWSA Approved Materials List in Appendix D for additional design
requirements and approved manufacturers for water construction.
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5.

Sanitary Sewer Systems

5.01

General
The requirements of these standards must be satisfied for all systems to be incorporated
into the Authority inventory. Such systems include construction within areas of existing or
proposed easements on private property dedicated to the Authority or within a public rightof-way where specifically permitted by the Engineer or General Manager. Specific
variances to these standards must be approved and authorized, in writing, by the General
Manager upon request of the applicant.
All standards referenced in this section shall refer to the latest edition of the referenced
standard at the time of final approval. The authority for amendment to sewer standards
shall vest with the General Manager of the Authority. The authority for discretionary
provisions for sewer designs shall rest with the General Manager. Any references to
acceptance and/or approval shall mean acceptance and/or approval by the Authority.

5.02

Private Sewer Service
Building sewer connections, or portions of building sewer connections outside the VDOT
right-of-way or Authority easement shall be privately owned, operated and maintained.

5.03

Relationship to Waterworks Structures
Public wells, other public water supply sources, structures, and sewers shall meet the
requirements of the Virginia Waterworks Regulations with respect to minimum distances
from water supply wells or potable water supply sources and structures. No sewer line
shall pass within 50 feet of a potable water supply source or structure unless special
construction and/or pipe materials are used to obtain adequate protection. The Design
Engineer shall identify and adequately address the protection of all potable water supply
structures within 100 feet of the proposed project. A minimum 10 feet edge to edge
horizontal separation shall be maintained between sanitary manholes and water services,
meter boxes or meter vaults.

5.04

Location of Sewers in Relation to Streams, Estuaries, Lakes and Reservoirs
Sewers entering or crossing streams shall be of sufficient depth below the natural bottom
of the streambed to protect the sewer line, but with a minimum of 24 inches of cover on
the pipe. In paved channels, the top of sewers shall be placed a minimum 18 inches below
the bottom of channel pavement. Sewers shall remain fully operational during a 25 year
storm event. Sewers and their appurtenances located along streams shall be protected
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against the 100 year storm event. In no case shall a sewer line be located within a Storm
Water Management (SWM) and/or BMP facility or its associated easement.
5.05

Sewer-Only Accounts
The Authority will allow sewer-only accounts. Sewer-only accounts will not be charged
water use fees, but the private wells supplying such accounts must be fitted with meters.
Meters must be accessible to and will be read by the Authority in order to establish
quantities per billing cycle for applicable sewer charges. The size and location of the water
meter shall be shown on the project plans. All water meters must meet or exceed AWWA
specification C700, C701 or C702 latest revision as approved for the size and type of
meter to be installed.

5.06

Pretreatment
All users of the Authority's sewer system shall comply with the Fauquier County
Pretreatment Ordinance and the Authority’s Pretreatment Program.

5.07

Grease, Oil, and Sand Traps
Grease, oil and sand traps shall be provide when in the opinion of the Authority they are
necessary for the proper handling of liquid wastes containing such ingredients or any
other of a flammable or harmful nature. All restaurants are required to install a grease
interceptor. All automotive facilities (except for completely dry shops) are required to
install an oil-water separator, outside of the building.
All grease, oil and sand traps shall be of a type and capacity approved by the Authority.
They shall be of substantial construction, watertight and equipped with easily removable
covers which when bolted in place shall be gas and watertight.
All grease, oil and sand traps shall be maintained by the owner at his expense in
continuously efficient operation at all times.

5.08

Inverted Siphons
Inverted siphons shall not be allowed without the written approval of the General Manager
and only in cases where other alternatives make the use of inverted siphons in the best
interest of the Authority.
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6.

Sanitary Sewer Systems Design Parameters

6.01

Tributary Population
Sewer systems shall be designed to carry the peak flows generated by the estimated
future population from all contributing points under consideration. The estimated future
service population will be based on the adopted County Comprehensive Plan for the
drainage area to be sewered. The estimated average daily flow will be computed using
the unit flows from Table 5-A-1.
Consideration will be given to the domestic, commercial, institutional, and industrial wastes
plus groundwater infiltration in determining the necessary capacity of the sewer system. A
design analysis and design summary in the format contained in Detail G-06 in this manual
shall be submitted with all project plans. A sewer shed map and overall design analysis
showing all potential tributary connections shall be provided with the plans for any project
which includes construction of any sewer line(s) which is/are part of the Authority’s Sewer
Master Plan.`

6.02

Design Quantities
New sewer systems will be designed to carry the estimated peak flow from the contributing
watershed plus any flows pumped into the watershed from pump station(s). The peak flow
will be computed by multiplying the average daily flow by the appropriate peaking factor from
Table 5-A-2. The unit flows from Table 5-A-1 will be assumed to cover infiltration. When
deviations from the flow rates of Table 5-A-1 are proposed, a description of the procedure
used for the sewer design shall be included with the submission of the site development
plans. The use of flows other than those listed in Table 5-A-1 requires the written permission
of the Authority.

6.03

Hydraulic Design Criteria
Sewers shall have a uniform slope and straight alignment between manholes, with
uniform slope maintained along the entirety of each branch of the sewer system to the
greatest extent practicable.
Sewers will be designed to be free flowing with a hydraulic grade below the crown of the
pipe. All sewers will be designed with slopes in accordance with Tables 5-A-3 and 5-A-4.
All sewers will be designed so that the actual depth of flow in the pipe during peak flow
conditions will not exceed 80 % of the pipe's nominal inside diameter (d/D <= 0.80).
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Capacity and velocity computations for gravity sewers shall be done using the Manning
formula with units as follows:
V = velocity (fps)
Q = flow rate (gpm)
S = pipe slope (% or ft/ft)
A = pipe cross-sectional area (sf)
R= pipe hydraulic radius (ft
A Manning roughness coefficient, n, of 0.013 shall be used for all pipe materials.
Upper or terminal sewer runs shall have an absolute minimum slope of 1.00 % regardless
of diameter, unless there is a distinct possibility of the sewer being extended in the near
future. Sewers shall be designed such that the maximum velocity is 10 fps. Where
velocities must exceed 10 fps, the sewer shall be constructed of ductile iron pipe
conforming to Section 5 of this manual. The minimum size sewer main shall be 8 inches
in diameter. The diameter, length, and slope of all proposed sanitary sewer runs shall be
shown on the profile views of the sewer on the project plans. The pipe length, size and
material shall be shown in the plan view(s) of the sewer on the project plans.
All sewers will be designed with slopes sufficient to provide a velocity during peak flow
conditions of not less than 2.25 feet per second or a waiver must be obtained from the
General Manager.
6.04

Separation of Mains & Location of Sanitary Sewers
A.

B.

General - The following factors shall be considered in providing adequate
separation:
(1)

Materials and types of joints for water and sewer lines.

(2)

Soil conditions.

(3)

Service branch connections into the water line and sewer lines.

(4)

Compensating variations in the horizontal and vertical separations.

(5)

Offsetting of pipes around manholes.

Parallel Installation
(1)

Normal conditions - Sewer lines shall be laid at least 10 feet horizontally
from other utilities whenever possible, the distance shall be measured edgeto-edge.

(2)

Unusual conditions - When local conditions prevent a horizontal separation
of 10 feet, the sanitary sewer line may be laid as close as 5 feet from water
lines provided that:
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(a)

The bottom (invert) of the water main shall be at least 18 inches
above the top (crown) of the sewer.

(b)

Where this vertical separation cannot be obtained, the sewer shall
be constructed of AWWA approved water pipe, pressure tested in
place without leakage prior to backfilling.

(c)
(3)

C.

The sewer manholes shall be of watertight construction and tested
in place.
Unusual conditions - When local conditions prevent a horizontal separation
of 10 feet, the sanitary sewer line may be laid up to 5 feet from utility lines
other than water lines with the permission of the General Manager.

Crossing
(1)

Normal conditions - Sanitary sewer lines crossing below water lines shall
be laid to provide a separation of at least 18 inches between the bottom of
the water line and the top of the sewer whenever possible.

(2)

Unusual conditions - When local conditions prevent a vertical separation
described above, the following construction shall be used:
(a)

Sewers passing over or under water lines shall be constructed of
AWWA approved water pipe as described in Section 5.

(b)

Water lines passing under sewers shall, in addition, be protected by
providing:

(c)
(3)

D.

(i)

A vertical separation of at least 18 inches between the bottom
of the sewer and the top of the water line.

(ii)

Adequate structural support for the sewers to prevent
excessive deflection of the joints and the setting on and
breaking of the water line.

(iii)

The length of the water line be centered at the point of the
crossing so that joints shall be equidistant and as far as
possible from the sewer.

All pipes must be tested in place without leakage prior to backfilling.

A minimum of 12 inches will be maintained between sanitary sewer lines
and utility lines other than water lines.

Location of Sewers and Sewer Manholes
No water line shall pass through or come in contact with any part of a sewer
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manhole.
In general, sewers shall be placed in utility easements dedicated to the Authority,
adjacent and parallel to the street or travel way. On curved streets, the sewer main
shall not be closer than 5 feet to the highway right of way line except at street
intersections or as otherwise permitted. Manholes will not be located in areas
where water backs up during a storm and shall be located beyond the spread of
gutter flow. Manholes shall not be located in highway rights of way, and except at
road crossings sewers shall also not be located in highway rights-of-way.
Alternative sewer and manhole locations will be permitted only with the expressed
approval of the General Manager and in accordance with the appropriate Utility
Location & Easement Layout Detail.
A minimum of 15 feet edge to edge horizontal separation shall be maintained
between sewer lines and building foundations, retaining walls or other aboveground structures. This requirement may be increased for deep and/or large
diameter sewers, as determined by the Authority.
When sanitary sewer lines cross gas transmission lines the sanitary sewer will be
constructed of Class 52, ductile iron pipe or the sewer line will be installed in a
steel casing running the width of the gas line easement. If the sanitary sewer is
constructed of ductile iron pipe, the line will be polyethylene encased in
accordance with ANSI/AWWA C105. If the gas transmission main is constructed
of steel pipe, the distance to the nearest anode bed will be shown on the project
plans. Test pits will be dug on the transmission main at the proposed crossings.
The test pit information will be shown on the project plans.
Sanitary sewers shall be designed to run below the water system. All water lines
will cross above sanitary sewers with a minimum vertical separation of 18 inches.
The Authority may require the sanitary sewer to be constructed of ductile iron pipe
when the minimum separation is provided. At all utility crossings, except for water,
a minimum vertical separation of 12 inches will be maintained between the utility
line and the sanitary sewer.
Sanitary sewer lines shall not be located within Stormwater Management (SWM)
and/or BMP facilities or their associated easements.
6.05

Water Crossings
All crossings of streams, estuaries, lakes and reservoirs shall be constructed of Class 52
ductile iron pipe. The pipe and joints shall be tested in place and shall exhibit no
infiltration, and shall be designed, constructed and protected against anticipated hydraulic
and physical, longitudinal, vertical and horizontal loads and erosion and impact. Sewers
laid on piers across ravines or streams shall be allowed only when it can be demonstrated
that no other practical alternative exists. Such sewers on piers will be constructed of Class
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52 ductile iron pipe with mechanically restrained joints. Design information and details of
the aerial crossings and piers will be included in the project plans.
The design engineer shall be responsible for obtaining all required State and Federal
permits to install a surface water crossing. At stream crossings, the top of the sewer will
be a minimum of 1 foot below the stream channel when the stream bed is rock, and 3 feet
when the stream bed is an unconsolidated material. When the sanitary sewer runs parallel
to a stream, the invert of the sewer will be a minimum of 3 feet below the invert of the
stream channel to insure that adequate crossings can be made. The invert of the stream
channel will be shown on the sanitary sewer profile.
6.06

Manholes
The minimum inside diameter for a manhole shall be 4 feet. A larger inside diameter may
be required depending on the pipe diameter and the type of connector used. The inside
diameter of the manhole shall be noted on the sanitary sewer profiles whenever the lines
connecting to the manhole are greater than 12 inches in diameter. Pipes larger than 24
inches in diameter shall have minimum 5 foot diameter manholes.
Manholes equal to or greater than 18 feet deep shall have minimum diameter of 5 feet.
Where permitted, manholes equal to or greater than 25 feet deep shall have a minimum
diameter of 6 feet.
Manholes shall be provided at all junctions with other sewers, at all points of change in
alignment or grade, and at the terminal point of the main. The maximum distance between
manholes shall be 400 feet.
At all collector system manholes, the difference between the influent and effluent inverts
shall be 0.20 feet unless otherwise stated in this manual. The minimum angle between
influent and effluent lines is 90-degrees.
Drop connections at manholes shall be avoided wherever practicable. However, where
the proposed difference in invert elevations is equal to or greater than 36 inches a drop
connection may be used. All drop connections shall conform to Detail SC-07.
Where there is an increase in pipe size at a manhole, the difference in elevation of the
influent and effluent inverts shall be as indicated in Table 5-A-3.
Manholes shall extend above the known level of flooding or, if this is not possible or
practical, watertight manhole frames and covers shall be installed. On watertight gravity
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sewer lines manhole vents conforming to the Details Section in this manual will be
provided at least every 1,000 feet.
Manhole tops located in open areas out of yards, roads, travel ways, and parking areas
will be set a minimum of 2 feet above the surrounding finished grade unless otherwise
directed by the General Manager.
All manholes shall be provided with a watertight manhole insert as described in Detail
SC-02 in this manual. The manhole insert shall be a No Flow/Inflow Insert, or Rainstopper
Insert as manufactured by Southwest Packing and Seals or an acceptable substitute
approved by the Authority.
All manholes shall have an external manhole chimney seal between the manhole casting,
adjusting rings, and cone section, as shown in Detail SC-03, to prevent inflow and
infiltration into the manhole.
Under no circumstances will manholes be located in sidewalks or other pedestrian travel
ways. Manholes shall not be located within parking spaces unless expressly permitted by
the General Manager.
Manholes within 1,000 feet of discharge points for sanitary sewer force mains, or the first
3 manholes downstream of such discharge point, whichever encompasses the greater
number of manholes, shall have interior linings to prevent corrosion. On new manholes,
such lining shall be T-loc or approved equal. When force mains are tied into existing
manholes, the interior of downstream manholes as described above shall be thoroughly
cleaned and protected from corrosion by the application of a lining system approved by
the Authority. The proposed lining system will be shown and specified on the project
plans.
Manholes must be placed at a minimum of 10 feet horizontally from water mains (edge to
edge) wherever possible. Exceptions to this separation distance must be submitted in
writing to the Engineer. Manholes must be of watertight construction and tested in place
for leakage.
Manholes constructed on fill will have a false bottom extending to undisturbed ground or
another approved means of preventing settlement of the manhole.
All manholes in a project will be assigned a unique alphanumeric identifier on the project
plans. Such designation shall consist of a two letter designation and a four digit number
assigned by the Authority to the Design Engineer during the preparation of Project Plans.
6.07

Water Tightness
Watertight manhole frames and covers shall be provided whenever manholes may be
flooded. As a minimum, watertight frames and covers shall be used in areas where the
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frames will be below the 25-year flood level. Watertight systems shall be vented at least
every 1,000 feet.
6.08

Service Connections
Service connections shall be installed from the main to the property line or easement line
(at a minimum) and shall have a minimum 4-inch inside diameter and shall be designed
in accordance with Detail SC-08 or Detail SC-09 in this manual. All service connections
must be connected by means of a manhole connection or a pre-manufactured tee or wye,
or with an approved saddle type connection approved by the Authority. Service
connections to terminal manholes shall not exceed three in number at any one manhole.
Service connections to in-line manholes must obtain prior approval of the Authority.
A sanitary sewer lateral table shall be included in the project plans. For residential
subdivisions the table shall be organized in order of ascending lot numbers. For each
sanitary sewer lateral, the table shall provide, as a minimum, the following information:
identification of the upstream and downstream manholes from the connection point of the
lateral to the main; the size of the main; the distance along the main from the downstream
manhole to the connection point; the invert of both the main and the lateral at the
connection point; the size, slope and length of the lateral; the elevation of the lowest
proposed finish floor with plumbing fixtures of the building to be served by the lateral; and
the difference in elevation between the crown of the main at the connection point and the
lowest proposed finish floor with plumbing fixtures of the building to be connected to the
lateral. If risers are to be used on the lateral, the length and height of the riser shall be
included in the lateral table.
The lowest floor elevation of any structure to be served by gravity shall be a minimum of
4 feet above the invert elevation of its sewer service connection at the sewer main. For
existing structures, connection to the public sewer with plumbing fixtures located on a
floor of the structure that is less 4 feet above the sewer main as specified above shall not
be allowed unless a written waiver is obtained from the Authority or a pumping operation
is utilized.
Sewer laterals shall not be tied directly into a trunk sewer unless specifically approved by
the General Manager. Over-pumping of any force main shall not be permitted unless
specifically approved by the General Manager.

6.09

Pipe Material Selection and Depth of Cover
Sanitary sewer pipe must be made of Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) conforming to AWWA
C900/905 or of ductile iron conforming to AWWA C151 in accordance with the design
standards of this manual. All pipes must be pressure tested in place and exhibiting no
leakage prior to backfilling. PVC pipe subject to gravity flow shall have a dimension ratio
(DR) of 25 or better. DR 18 may be required by the Authority for deep or shallow
installations for additional strength and will be determined at the time of review of final
construction plans. In lieu of Ductile Iron Pipe, PVC pipe conforming to AWWA C900/905
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with a wall thickness of DR 14 may be used at the discretion of the Authority. The type or
types of pipe allowable for use on any specific project shall be shown on the approved
project plans. There will be no change in pipe material and dimension ratio along a pipe
run, from manhole to manhole, unless approved by the General Manager.
Normally, sewers constructed in a street, travel way or other paved surface shall have a
minimum cover of 5 feet and maximum cover of 22 feet. Such sewer lines may be installed
with between 3½ and 5 feet of cover, provided that the sewer is constructed of minimum
Class 52 Ductile Iron Pipe, but may be installed with greater than 22 feet of cover only
with prior approval of the General Manager.
Sewer constructed in unpaved areas will have a minimum cover of 4 feet and a maximum
cover of 22 feet. Such sewer lines may be installed with between 2½ and 4 feet of cover
provided that the sewer is constructed of minimum Class 52, Ductile Iron Pipe, but may
be installed with greater than 22 feet of cover only with prior approval of the General
Manager. Any time the depth of cover is less than two pipe diameters for a significant
distance, calculations will be provided showing that buoyant forces will not cause
floatation of the line.
All sewers with a depth of cover of 18 feet or greater will be constructed of minimum Class
52 Ductile Iron Pipe. All sewers constructed on fill will be constructed of minimum Class
52 Ductile Iron Pipe. All sanitary sewer ductile iron pipes and fittings shall be lined with
Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.
6.10

Casings and Tunnels
Pipelines that must be bored or tunneled under a roadway, or other obstruction, shall be
installed in a steel casing or tunnel as shown in Detail G-05 in this manual. Pipe in casings
and tunnels shall be constructed of a minimum of Class 52, ductile iron pipe with restrained
joints. Casing spacers shall be as manufactured by PSI, or approved equal. Casings and
tunnels on a slope shall be installed so that they will drain. Casings will conform to the details
provided in this manual. Complete design information for any utility tunnel shall be included
in the project plans.

6.11

Anchors
Sewer lines approved for slopes of 20% or greater shall be anchored securely with
concrete anchors or other approved method. Sewers with slopes greater than 14 % will
be constructed of ductile iron pipe. Structural and installation details of anchors shall be
included in the project plans. Spacing of anchors shall be as follows:
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ANCHOR SPACING
PERCENT SLOPE
20 - 35
35 - 50
Over 50
6.12

ANCHOR SPACING
(Center to Center)
36 - ft.
24 - ft.
16 - ft.

Sewer Service Connections
The following standards shall apply to sewer service connections that are located within
dedicated rights-of-way and easements. These service connections will be constructed of
hub and spigot cast iron pipe (extra heavy conforming to ASTM A-74); PVC Sewer Pipe
conforming to AWWA C900/905 or Class 52, ductile iron pipe. Sewer connections with a
depth of cover of 18 feet or greater will be constructed of Class 52, ductile iron pipe to the
property line. PVC C900/905 joints shall be made with integral rubber ring wall with bondedin-bell elastomeric seal.

6.13

Private Building Sewer Connections
The design of all building sewer connections outside of the state road right-of-way or other
dedicated easements is regulated by the VUSBC.

7.

Sanitary Sewer System Construction

7.01

General
Construction of sanitary sewers and appurtenances within the Fauquier County Water
and Sanitation Authority service areas shall be in accordance with plans and
specifications approved by the Authority. Prior to the construction of an approved sanitary
sewer, the Design Engineer shall place adequate line and grade stakes identifying the
sewer, manholes, sanitary lateral stub-outs located at the property line, and other
appurtenances to insure the system can be constructed in accordance with the approved
plans. The Design Engineer shall then prepare legible cut sheets at 100 foot stations. Cut
sheets will contain all data pertinent to the construction of the sewer main, the station and
length of service connections, the location of all concrete encasements or cradles and the
finished grade of all manhole rims. Three sets of all cut sheets shall be submitted to the
Authority for review and approval.
If a deviation from the approved plans in the horizontal location or grade of any sewer,
structure or appurtenance is necessary, a revision to the approved plans showing the
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proposed deviation must be submitted to the Authority for review and approval before the
changes are constructed.
7.02

Excavation and Trenching
Excavation shall conform to the lines and grades shown on the approved project plans
and cut sheets. The slope of the sides of the excavation shall be kept as nearly vertical
as possible consistent with worker safety and the types of materials encountered. Where
required to maintain safe working conditions, trench walls will be sloped or benched. A
clear area shall be maintained a sufficient distance back from the top edge of the
excavation to avoid overloading which may cause slides, cave-ins or shifting of the pipe.
The contractor shall provide sheeting, bracing and shoring necessary to perform the work,
and protect existing structures and excavations in accordance with the Virginia OSHA
Regulations. The width of the trench from the foundation to 12 inches above the pipe shall
not exceed the maximum width as shown in Table 5-5.
The bottom of the trench shall be accurately graded to provide uniform bearing and
support for each section of pipe on undisturbed soil along the entire length of the pipe,
except where it is necessary to excavate for bell holes and for the proper sealing of pipe
joints. Bell holes and depressions for joints shall be only of such length, depth and width
as required to make a proper joint. Bell holes and depressions for joints shall be backfilled
with granular material and compacted. Excavation shall not be carried below the
established grades unless unsuitable materials incapable of supporting the pipe are
encountered. Wherever the soils encountered at the trench bottom are incapable of
adequately supporting the pipe, the trench shall be over excavated until a stable
foundation is reached. The over excavation shall be filled with suitable backfill material
having a maximum particle size of 1 inch, placed in 6-inch lifts and compacted until the
trench bottom is brought to grade.
All water entering the trench excavation shall be removed and disposed of properly.
Dewatering equipment shall be sized to maintain the trench in a satisfactory condition for
pipe laying. Pipe laying will be permitted only where the depth of water is maintained
below the invert of the pipe joint. Water shall be disposed of in a suitable manner without
damage to adjacent property and in a manner protective of public health and
convenience.
No more than 200 feet of trench shall be excavated in advance of completed pipe laying.
Excavation at manholes and similar structures shall be sufficient to have a minimum of
12 inches of clear area between their outer surface and the embankment or sheeting.
Blasting operations shall be conducted in accordance with existing ordinances and
regulations. After blasting or other approved methods of removal, no projection of rock
shall remain nearer than 6 inches to any part of the sewer pipe when laid, nor shall they
project beyond the lines and grades of masonry structures. Blasting shall not be done
within 40 feet of a completed sewer. The ends of sewers adjacent to blasting operations
shall be covered so as to prevent debris from entering the sewer. All blasting operations
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shall be monitored for air blast and vibration. Reports shall be provided to the Authority’s
Inspector as soon after completion of each day’s blasting activities as is practical.
7.03

Pipe Embedment and Backfill
Crushed stone, pea gravel or other material approved by the Authority shall be used for
pipe bedding. Material suitable for pipe bedding shall be deposited and compacted to
eliminate the possibility of lateral displacement of the pipe. Bedding material shall be
solidly hand tamped around the pipe in 6 inch lifts up to a level at least 6 inches above
the top of the pipe. Pipe embedment shall be carried out simultaneously on both sides of
the pipe.
The pipe backfill shall consist of clean earth loam, sand or gravel and shall not contain
large stones or rocks, frozen material, cinders, ashes, refuse, vegetable or organic
material. The backfill shall be deposited and compacted by mechanical tampers except
in areas where paving is to be placed over the backfilled trench. In these areas
compaction shall achieve a density of at least 95 % of the maximum density as
determined by the AASHTO Method T-180.

7.04

Pipe Installation
Stockpiled pipe materials shall be handled by mechanical equipment and placed to avoid
interference with traffic and the trenching operation. When installing pipe in the trench,
proper implements, tools, and facilities satisfactory to the Authority and as recommended
by the material manufacturer shall be provided and used by the Contractor for the safe
and convenient prosecution of the work. All pipe, fittings, and accessories shall be
carefully lowered into the trench piece by piece by means of a derrick, ropes, slings or
other suitable tools or equipment in such a manner as to prevent damage to the materials
and any protective coatings and linings. Under no circumstances shall such materials be
dropped or dumped into the trench.
Adequate supports shall be provided for all pipes. In all cases and at all locations the
subgrade shall be made by backfilling with crushed stone as indicated in Details G-01
and G-02 in this manual and shall be thoroughly compacted. Continuous and uniform
stone bedding shall be provided in the trench for all pipes so that the pipe barrel bears on
and is supported by the stone bedding at every point between bell holes. The finished
subgrade shall be prepared accurately by means of hand tools. Trenching below the
specified grade shall be backfilled with approved material and thoroughly compacted.
The pipe may be laid in a manner best adapted to securing speed and good results,
however, the method of pipe laying and jointing shall be in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations and shall be approved by the Authority. Damaged or
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unsound pipe or fittings shall not be accepted. Gravity sewers 24 inches or less shall be
constructed with straight alignment between manholes.
Rubber gasket, "O" ring type joints shall be laid true to line and grade and shall be jointed
together such that the completed pipe will have a smooth invert. After placing a length of
pipe in the trench, the spigot end shall be centered in the open bell of the pipe previously
laid and the pipe pushed home with a bar. THE USE OF LIFTING AND HYDRAULIC
EQUIPMENT TO MAKE PIPE JOINTS IS SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED. The trench pipe
interface shall be shaped to the curvature of both the bell and barrel of the pipe. The
trench shall be kept free of water while the work is in progress. The ends of the pipe shall
be brushed clean so that proper joints can be made. As the work progresses, the interior
of the pipe shall be cleared of dirt, cement, or other superfluous material. The exposed
end of all pipes shall be fully closed to prevent earth, water, or other materials enter the
previously installed pipe, the pipe shall be immediately cleaned with care taken to
preserve any coatings. Gravity sewer pipe shall be laid on standard bedding in
accordance with the standard details. Where mechanical joints are specified for ductile or
cast iron pipe and fittings, the joint shall be thoroughly coated with lubricant, the gasket
and gland properly positioned, bolts inserted and diametrically opposite bolts drawn up
until all bolts are tight. All bolts shall be tightened with a torque wrench set at 55 pounds.
Pipe cutting shall be accomplished with a mechanical cutter or a saw in a manner that will
not damage the pipe. Ends of cut pipe shall be beveled to prevent damage to gaskets,
fittings, etc.
All bends, tees, plugs and dead ends of pipe for force mains or gravity sewers shall be
substantially braced or blocked in the adequate reaction backing. This backing shall be a
thrust block of 3,000 psi concrete. The backing shall be placed between solid undisturbed
earth and bear solidly against the pipe. All fittings to be braced, blocked and/or anchored
shall be placed so that the pipe and fitting joints will be accessible for repair. Required
bearing areas shall be determined by the Owner's or Developer's engineers based on
pipe size, type fitting, maximum pressures, and type of soil in the thrust area, all subject
to the review and approval of the Authority.
Materials for roadways or driveways shall be compacted to at least 95 % of the maximum
density as determined by AASHTO Method T-180.
The site restoration of the entire construction area shall be finished in a neat and uniform
condition acceptable to the Authority.
On gravity sewer lines, 3M-Brand ScotchMark sewer full range disc type line marker
devices shall be installed on top of the pipe at the tee of each individual service
connection, 5 feet from the stub-out end of each service connection, and at each change
in direction along the route of the individual service connection. Marker tape shall be
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buried along the pipe route, 18 inches above the line, on each individual service
connection.
7.05

Service Connections
Pipe between the sewer and the property line shall conform to the applicable sections of
this manual and in no case shall be less than four inches inside diameter. Only materials
approved by the Authority may be used from the property line to the building. All pipes
from the sewer to the building shall be laid to a grade of not less than ¼ inch per foot
unless otherwise approved by the Authority.
All connections and wyes that are for future use shall be capped as directed by the
Authority. No pipe shall be cut for service connections except as approved by the
Authority. The ends of pipe that enter sewer lines shall be neatly cut to fit the inner face
of the pipe. When directed, such cutting shall be done before the pipes are built in. No
service connections shall be made into any manholes.
Wyes for service connections shall be installed where indicated on the approved plans.
Wye and service connections shall be installed in conformance with these Construction
Standards. Each service lateral shall terminate at the property line with a line location
marker placed above the stub-out.
In a structure to be served by gravity, the lowest elevation of any floor containing plumbing
fixtures shall be a minimum of 4 feet above the crown elevation of the sewer main at its
sewer connection. If the structure is ultimately served by a lift station, the lowest elevation
of any floor containing plumbing fixtures shall be a minimum of 5 feet above the top
elevation of the lift station wet well.

7.06

Private Building Sewers
The installation of building sewer connections from the property line to the building, except
when within a dedicated right-of way or easement, are regulated by the VUSBC.

7.07

Manholes
The pre-cast base section of sanitary sewer manholes shall be installed on a compacted
granular foundation prepared similarly to that required for the proper installation of the
sanitary sewer.
Manhole lifting holes shall be plugged with rubber stoppers and an approved non-shrink
grout after installation. The non-shrink grout will be applied to the inside and outside of
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the manhole. Joints shall be formed entirely of concrete employing a round rubber gasket,
and when assembled, shall be self-centering and make a uniform watertight joint.
The invert channels of the manhole shall be smooth and semi-circular in shape,
conforming to the inside of the adjacent sewer section. Changes in direction of flow shall
be made with a smooth curve of as large a radius as the size of the manhole will permit.
Changes in the size and grade of the channels shall be made gradually. The invert
channels the bench of the manhole outside of the channels shall be brought to grade and
formed with poured in place concrete. The bench of the manhole outside of the channels
shall be an even float finish and shall slope toward the channels with a minimum slope of
¼ of an inch per foot of run. The invert channel will be at least 0.8 times the diameter of
the pipe for lines 8 to 12 inches in diameter. The difference in the elevation of the inverts
of incoming and outgoing pipes shall be 0.2 feet.
Standard manhole drop connections shall be installed where indicated on the project
plans. Drop connections shall conform to Details SC-07 and SC-07A in this manual.
Adjusting rings may be used to bring the top of the manhole to the final grade, when this
cannot be accomplished with standard pre-cast sections upon approval of the General
Manager. The number of adjusting rings shall be minimized. Manholes shall have an
internal or external manhole chimney seal between the manhole frame, adjusting rings
and cone section, as shown in Details SC-04 and SC-03, respectively.
Frames and covers shall be of the type and duty shown on the project plans and as
specified in this manual.
Doghouse type manholes constructed over existing sewer lines shall not be permitted. It
shall be accomplished by sawcutting out an appropriate length of existing sewer main
and inserting a precast manhole with new pipe sections that are joined to the ends of the
existing sewer line by using an approved coupling. During the installation of the new
manhole, the contractor shall pump all sewage flows from the manhole immediately
upstream to the manhole immediately downstream.
Where grading is being proposed at preexisting manholes, specify adjustment of tops so
as to conform to the new grade. Due to the limited adjustment available within the
manhole chimney, the components of the manhole will typically need to be disassembled,
and new sections installed to accomplish the necessary stack-out. Joints in new
components must be made with dimensions that conform to the joints of existing
components, where new and old must mate. The new assembly will be subject to
exfiltration testing, and watertight construction is required. If watertight joining to existing
components cannot be attained, the entire manhole must be replaced.
7.08

Pipe Connections at Manholes
Manholes shall be supplied with an approved, flexible pipe connection suitable for the pipes
and manholes specified. Flexible gaskets for pipe connections to manholes shall be made
with a flexible rubber manhole sleeve with a flanged waterstop cast into the manhole base
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by the manufacturer or other flexible connectors acceptable to the Authority. Flexible gasket
for pipe connections shall meet the requirements of ASTM C-923. The sleeve shall be
secured to the pipe by means of stainless steel clamps. Manholes with extra connections or
openings that must be bricked up, or otherwise changed in configuration, are not acceptable.
Connections to existing manholes, when approved by the Authority, shall be made by coring
the manhole and installing a rubber boot.
7.09

Frames and Covers
All frames shall be securely anchored to the related structures as directed by the
Authority, and shall be installed so that the cover shall be exposed and flush with the
street surface. If street surfaces are renewed or replaced by the Developer or Owner after
the sewer system has been approved and accepted by the Authority, but while such
streets are still the obligation of the Developer or Owner, the frames and covers shall be
readjusted to proper location relative to new street surfacing. The frame and cover of
manholes or cleanouts located in off-street areas shall be so installed that the covers shall
be exposed and either flush or above the immediate surface as deemed advisable by the
Authority.
Pursuant to Section 21.07.06 of the Virginia Sewerage Regulations, watertight manhole
covers shall be provided and installed where required so that the cover is to at least the
designated elevation of the 25-year flood/wave action. In addition thereto, adequate
ventilation shall be provided when such a watertight section of gravity sewer exceeds
1,000 feet in length.

7.10

Acceptance Tests
Sewers will be inspected to determine if any deviation from line and grade has occurred.
The pipe alignment will be checked by Closed Circuit Television camera (CCTV) prior to
acceptance by the Authority. The CCTV inspection will be performed under the
supervision of the Authority’s Field Inspector. Any deficiencies, such as: Sags (bellies) in
the pipe, rolled joints, leaks, damaged or out of round pipe, or excessively dirty pipe shall
be corrected before acceptance by the Authority. Contractor shall clean sewers prior to
each television inspection.
An acceptance test is required for all sanitary sewer mains and manholes. The preferred
method of testing for mains is air and vacuum testing for manholes. Vacuum testing
methods and acceptability criteria shall be in accordance with ASTM-C1244; with the
exception that vacuum testing shall be done after backfill has been placed around
structure.
An exfiltration test using water for mains and/or manholes is an option only if approved
by the Authority’s Field Inspector.
Where water testing is specified (exfiltration), the leakage outward shall not exceed 100
gallons per inch of nominal pipe diameter per mile per day (2,500 gpd/mi maximum) for
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any section of the system including manholes. Where the exfiltration test is employed, a
minimum of 4 feet of head at any point in the line and a maximum head of not more than
10 feet shall be used.
Where air testing is specified, test methods and acceptability criteria shall be in
accordance with ASTM F1417. Air testing of gravity lines shall generally be acceptable
for all types of pipe materials.
If air testing is employed, manholes shall be tested by exfiltration. Use inflatable stoppers
to plug all lines into and out of the manhole being tested. The stoppers shall be positioned
in the lines far enough from the manhole to insure testing to those portions of the lines
not air tested. The manhole shall then be filled to the top with water. A 24-hour soak shall
be allowed. Leakage shall not exceed ¼ gallon per hour for a 4-hour test period.
The contractors shall furnish weirs, standpipes, pipe plugs, water, pressure gauges, stop
watches, air compressor, hose and such materials and assistance as required to perform
these tests. All acceptance tests shall be conducted by the contractor in the presence of
the Authority.
Acceptance tests shall not be made until the sanitary sewer, manholes and required
sewer service connections, as shown on the approved project plans, have been installed,
sewer trenches backfilled and compacted to finished subgrade.
Sanitary sewers, including manholes, shall be inspected prior to acceptance testing, and
any water leakage into the system sufficient to constitute any noticeable trickle or dribble,
first shall be corrected and eliminated prior to undertaking the acceptance test.
Whenever it has been necessary to construct underdrains or place gravel under pipelines
in order to dewater the trench during construction of the sewers, the acceptance test will
not be made until pumps (which have been used in the dewatering process) have been
disconnected.
All acceptance tests shall be scheduled with the Authority at least 48 hours in advance.
Each section of completed sewer shall be tested to the satisfaction of the Authority
Inspector. Sewers shall be tested from manhole to manhole. In general, the test
procedure shall be as follows:
A.

Low Pressure Air Testing Procedure
(1)

(2)

(3)
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All debris, silt, earth or other materials shall be removed from the sewer
prior to acceptance testing. The pipe may be flushed or sprayed with water.
None of this water or debris shall be allowed to enter the existing sewer.
Test plugs shall be supplied and installed within the pipe at each manhole.
Each plug shall be securely braced.
If the pipe to be tested is expected to be below the groundwater table:
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B.

(a)

A small diameter perforated vertical pipe shall be installed from the
invert elevation of the sewer to the surface prior to backfilling; or

(b)

A pipe probe shall be inserted by boring or driving into the backfilling
material adjacent to the invert elevation of the pipe, and the depth of
the groundwater level above the pipe invert shall be determined
immediately prior to acceptance testing the sewer.

(c)

All gauge pressures in the test shall be increased by the amount of
this back pressure due to ground submergence over the end of the
probe.

(4)

Air shall be slowly added to the portion of the pipe under test until the
internal air pressure is raised to 4 psi gauge plus the groundwater pressure.

(5)

As a safety precaution, no one should be allowed in the manhole after the
air pressure is increased in the sewer line. If the Authority suspects that the
test plug may be leaking, the pressure shall be relieved before any
adjustments are made to eliminate air leakage at the plug. The contractor
may pre-coat the plug with a soap solution to check plugs for leakage.

(6)

The contractor may allow the air temperature to stabilize for at least 2
minutes with the pipe subjected to an internal pressure of 4 psi by adding
only the amount of air to maintain 4 psi.

(7)

If the internal air pressure decreases, the time required for the pressure to
drop from 3½ to 2½ psi gauge will be observed and recorded. The time
interval shall be compared with the established standards in accordance
with Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

(8)

Pipe failing to maintain the stipulated pressure for a period equal to or
greater than the holding time shown in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 shall be deemed
not to have passed the low pressure air test and is unsatisfactory for
acceptance by the Authority. The contractor shall replace sewers or house
connections that fail to pass this test. A single repair clamp will be allowed
between manholes to facilitate the replacement of defective materials or
workmanship.

Exfiltration Testing
(1)
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Service laterals, stub and fittings into sewer lines being tested should be
properly capped or unplugged, and carefully braced to resist the thrust
actions developed by the internal water pressure. In preparing the blocking
of plugs or end caps, it should be recognized that the 5 to 10 feet of head
in the standpipe will exert considerable thrusts against the plugs or caps.
For example, a 10-foot head will generate a total force of 215 pounds
against an 8-inch plug. Further considerations must be given to the fact that
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greater pressure will be developed in the downstream portion of the line,
due to lower elevations, than in the upper reaches of the sewer line.
(2)

A tapped, plumber's type plug shall be inserted and tightened in the inlet
pipe of the downstream manhole to which the water supply connection is
made for filling the pipe.

(3)

The upstream (upper) manhole shall be securely plugged for connection to
the standpipe. The standpipe shall then be placed in this manhole and
connected to the tapped plug. The standpipe must be capable of handling
from 5 to 10 feet of water head to determine the tightness and soundness
of the sewer line, as specified and directed by the Authority.

(4)

Water shall be introduced into the line at the downstream (lower) manhole
until the standpipe in the upstream manhole has been completely filled. By
filling the line from the lowest level, the air in the line is easily pushed ahead
and finally dispelled through the standpipe at the upper end of the test
section. Since entrapped air will give distorted test results, all entrapped air
will be expelled. The rate of drop in the standpipe may be quite rapid until
the air has been expelled.

(5)

After filling with water, the line should be allowed to stand for at least several
hours before beginning the test. During this time, some water absorption
into the manhole structures will take place. After the water absorption has
been stabilized, the water level in the standpipe should be checked and
water added, if necessary.

(6)

The test shall now begin. The drop in the standpipe shall be measured and
recorded over a 10-minute period. To verify the first results, a second 10minute test is required. This will also verify whether a stable condition exists
in the line.

(7)

The measured drops in the standpipe shall be converted to leakage in terms
of gallons per inch diameter per mile per day. (Caution should be taken
about conducting exfiltration tests on sewer lines laid on steep grades.
Consideration must be given to the downstream portion of the system to
prevent excessive pressures in these lower lines). For these installations
and where the upstream manholes are very deep, it is not advisable to fill
the standpipe or manhole to the top when performing the test.

(8)

The contractor shall replace sewer and house connections that fail to pass
this test. A single clamp shall be allowed between manholes to facilitate the
replacement of defective materials or workmanship.
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7.11

Force Main Testing
Sewer force main testing shall be in accordance with water main leakage tests. Specific
procedures shall be detailed on the construction plans.

7.12

Construction Within Public Rights of Way
On projects in which the General Manager has specifically allowed sanitary sewer system
extension(s) to be designed and constructed within public right(s) of way, the following
additional materials specifications shall apply:

7.13

A.

Pipe Materials – All gravity sewer lines, sewage force mains and sewer service
laterals constructed within public rights of way shall be Protecto 401-coated Class
52 Ductile Iron, or approved equal, and shall meet the applicable portions of the
specifications in the Approved Materials List of this manual.

B.

Tapping Saddles – Where permitted for use, tapping saddles shall be epoxycoated cast iron with stainless steel bands.

Sewer System Materials and Standards
See the FCWSA Approved Materials List in Appendix D for additional design
requirements and approved manufacturers for sewer construction.
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8.

Sewage Pumping Stations

8.01

General Requirements
All sewage pumping stations must conform to the latest edition of the Sewage Collection
and Treatment (SCAT) Regulations (9VAC25-790) as published by the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). The sewage pumping station standards
presented herein shall supplement the minimum design requirements set forth in the
SCAT Regulations. Additionally, all sewage pumping stations located within the
Occoquan Basin must comply with the design requirements of the Occoquan Policy
(9VAC25-410). In cases where State or Federal law differs from these standards, the
designer shall be required to comply with the more stringent requirement.
The Authority will consider allowing sewage pump stations only in areas where a thorough
study of all alternatives clearly indicate a gravity collection and disposal system is not
practical or feasible. The inability to obtain off-site public easements for a gravity sewer
extension will not in itself be justification to install a pump station. The Authority will
determine the feasibility of gravity sewer in each case and may not base its decision on
cost to the developer/owner(s). The ultimate goal is to minimize the number of pumping
stations for the area to be served while keeping the depth of the gravity sewer and pump
station within a constructible and maintainable depth. These criteria assist the Authority
in providing efficient, cost effective, and reliable service to our customers.
A detailed Preliminary Engineering Report (PER) for the proposed pumping station shall
be submitted to and approved by the Authority prior to design of the facility. The report
shall fully comply with all the requirements listed herein as well as applicable Virginia
Department of Health and DEQ requirements. The report shall evaluate the entire
proposed sanitary sewer service area and shall evaluate overall effect on downstream
facilities. The force main, wet well, and all yard piping shall be designed for the ultimate
build-out capacity of the pump station unless otherwise approved by the Authority.
Sewage pump stations with design capacities greater than 1 MGD may require additional
design measures as determined by the Authority as the stations often include more
complex control systems, equipment, and configurations.
The sewage pumping station will not be accepted by the Authority until the following items
have been provided.
A.

All required State and local permits shall be pulled by the contractor and closed
out at project completion.

B.

The pump station property shall be transferred to the Authority. All force main,
gravity sewers, and access easements shall be recorded in accordance with
Section 1.09 of these Standards.

C.

A “Certificate to Operate” the pumping station from the Virginia DEQ.
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8.02

D.

Five copies of the Operation and Maintenance Manual and one digital copy
approved by the Authority and Virginia DEQ.

E.

Certified pump curves

F.

A certificate of substantial completion issued by the Authority.

Site Layout
A.

Sewage pumping stations shall be located above the 100-year flood elevation.
Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of the nearby stream or river may be required to
determine compliance with this standard.

B.

Each new station site shall include provisions and adequate area for future pump
station replacement or expansion, while allowing the station to remain in service.

C.

The pump station site shall be located or designed in a manner that will be
protected from storm runoff entering the pump station site. Site grading shall
prevent local ponding and provide positive drainage away from structures.

D.

The grading of the land beyond the perimeter fence shall be compatible with the
slope stability of the soil type encountered but shall not exceed 3:1 slopes. Lesser
slopes wherever possible are preferred. The use of retaining walls adjacent to the
pump station site is not permitted.

E.

The sewage pump station shall be placed at a sufficient distance from developed
areas and designed with adequate odor control measures to limit the detection of
odors within the developed area to an acceptable level. In residentially-zoned
areas, the pump station perimeter fence shall be no closer than 200 feet to the
property line of the residentially-zoned property.

F.

All sewage pumping stations shall be sited to permit access by all-weather surface
roads capable of accommodating a large tanker truck. Design of access roads
must minimize turns and achieve the straightest possible alignment. Adequate
provisions shall be made for parking and turning large maintenance vehicles
around at the station.
1.

The access road surface shall have a minimum width of 12 feet and the
slope of the road shall not exceed 8 percent. The access road surface shall
be designed to be above the water level caused by a 25-year storm event.

2.

The minimum road section shall consist of a compacted sub-grade, 6 inches
of VDOT 21A stone, 4 inches of compacted VDOT BM-25.0A base mix and
2 inches of compacted VDOT SM-9.5A surface mix.

3.

The roadway pavement shall be crowned and not super-elevated.
Accommodations for drainage shall be provided on both sides of the road
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by means of open ditches. If drainage must cross the road, it shall do so
beneath the road within a culvert.
4.

Unrestricted ingress and egress shall be granted to the Authority from a
public right-of-way to the pumping station access road. On all access roads,
a locking gate shall be provided at the entrance to the access road from the
public right-of-way.

G.

The facility shall be connected to a public water supply. Potable water supply
brought to the station shall comply with conditions stipulated in the Virginia
Waterworks Regulations. An approved reduced pressure zone (RPZ) type
backflow preventer shall be installed on the water service. Where a public water
supply is not available, a water supply well shall be installed. Supply is to be
adequate for facility wash down and cleanup operations. Where public water is
available, a fire hydrant shall be provided.

H.

All sewage pumping stations must have an 8 foot fabric height chain link fence
surrounding the parking area, electrical equipment, wet well and vault. Fencing
shall be black, PVC-coated (ASTM F668 Class 2b) chain link with 3 barbed wire
strands on top and no top rail. Gateposts shall be 4 inches in diameter and
corner post shall be 2.625 inches in diameter.

I.

The wet well and valve vault shall be located a minimum of 10 feet from the site
fencing to the outer edge of the structure.

J.

All areas inside the fence not covered with an impervious surface shall be surfaced
with dense gravel or stabilized with vegetative cover. Gravel shall consist of 6
inches of 21A dense grade aggregate with a geotextile fabric installed between the
soil and aggregate bedding. The geotextile fabric shall extend 2 feet beyond the
fence line. If selecting vegetative cover, top soil shall be applied on all denuded
areas prior to applying seed and straw. Grass shall be well established throughout
the entire site. The site shall also be leveled and free of debris/rocks that could
impede lawn mowing equipment.

K.

All sewage pumping station sites shall be screened as appropriate from
surrounding development. This may consist of wood or plastic slats interwoven
into the chain link fence. Trees shall not be planted in the proximity of the pump
station site. Non-invasive shrubs shall be selected based on maximum height,
foliage thickness, and compatibility with existing vegetation. Landscaping shrubs
shall be aesthetically pleasing and require minimal maintenance (watering,
fertilizing, trimming, etc).

L.

Suitable backfill around the wet well and valve vault shall be compacted to 95% of
maximum dry density as determined by the standard Proctor curve (ASTM D-698).
Foundation subgrade for these structures shall be compacted to 100% of
maximum dry density. All fill material shall be non-plastic in nature and free of
roots, vegetative matter, waste, construction material, rocks, or other objectionable
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matter. Materials deemed unsuitable by the inspector shall be removed and
replaced with suitable fill.
8.03

Pump Selection
A.

All pumps shall be submersible, non-clog type and be equipped with an electric
motor supplied with adequate cable suitable for submersible pump applications.

B.

The maximum pump motor speed shall be 1,800 rpm. Motors shall be suitable for
480 volt, 60 Hz, and 3-phase operation as well as explosion proof.

C.

The design engineer shall select the most efficient pumps from approved pump
manufacturers for the given head-capacity situation. The use of constant speed
pumps is preferred to meet the minimum to maximum flow range without
exceeding the maximum allowable number of starts per hour.

D.

The pump sizing shall be determined from a system pipe friction loss analysis of
the pumping station piping and force main to its discharge point. Losses shall
include pump suction and discharge minor type losses for piping, valves and
fittings as well as static head.

E.

For new pump stations, prepare Total Dynamic Head (TDH) calculations based on
the initial new pipe C factor and the anticipated C factor after the force main has
been in service for several years. The pump motor specified must be adequate
over the full range of TDHs that will exist. The C values used for the selected pipe
material are presented below. When expanding the capacity of existing pump
stations which have been in service for many years, the actual C factor of the force
main should be determined by field measurements.
Hazen-Williams Coefficient ‘C’ Values
Pipe Type
New
After 20 years
Ductile Iron (lined)
140
120
Plastic - PVC
150
130

F.

Certain pump designs may have limitations on the lowest allowable pump speed.
The minimum speed may be dependent on proper operation of a cooling system,
shaft resonance frequencies and other issues. Consult the pump manufacturer to
make sure any limitations are identified.

G.

Pump stations shall have a minimum of two pumps and shall be designed such
that peak flow can be handled with the largest pump out of commission.

H.

All pump openings and passages shall be large enough to permit the passage of
a sphere 3 inch in diameter and must have no less than 4 inch diameter suction
and discharge openings.
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8.04

I.

The pump(s) shall be firmly connected to the discharge connection and guided by
no less than two guide bars extending from the top of the station to the discharge
connection. No portion of the pump shall be directly on the sump floor.

J.

Pumps shall be readily removable and replaceable without dewatering the wet well
or disconnecting any piping in the wet well. Each pump must be furnished with a
discharge connections system, which will permit removal and installation of the
pump without the need for the operator to enter the wet well.

K.

A welded, stainless steel chain of adequate size shall be permanently attached to
each pump. Provisions shall be made for attaching the upper end of each chain
to the wet well access frame and cover.

L.

Sewage pump selection should allow for upsizing or downsizing of impellers as
dictated by sewage flows.

M.

All pumps shall be warranted against defects in workmanship and material for a
period of 5 years or 10,000 hours of operation under normal use, operation and
service. The warranty shall be non-prorated. All pumps using a center shaft shall
be equipped with oversized bearings (Class B).

N.

Submersible sewage pumps shall be manufactured by ABS, Fairbanks Morse,
Flygt, Grundfos, or Vaughan (Chopper Pump).

Protection Against Clogging
A.

A grinder shall be installed to reduce or shred influent solids for protection of
downstream equipment. The grinder shall be wet-well mounted, two shafted unit
powered by a submersible electric motor, intended for use in raw sewage.

B.

A wall mounted frame of suitable dimension and strength shall be provided to
support the grinder in place and direct flows toward cutters. The frame shall be
stainless steel type 316 construction and firmly anchored to the circular interior
vertical wall of the wet well.

C.

An overflow bar rack shall be provided to assure screening upon possible failure
of grinder.

D.

A guide rail system and lifting bar shall be provided to permit easy removal of the
grinder for maintenance.

E.

An aluminum basket strainer shall be provided for installation in the wall frame to
ensure continued screening when the grinder is removed for maintenance or
inspection.

F.

Sewage grinder shall be Muffin Monster (30K Series) as manufactured by JWC
Environmental.
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8.05

Wet Well
A.

Wet well volume must be established with respect to pump type and operation (i.e.
constant-speed or variable-speed drive) as defined by the following formula:
V = (T x Q) / 4

where,

V = volume of wet well between the lead pump start and pump stop elevations in
gallons
T = pump cycle time in minutes (time between pump starts)
Q = design flow rate of the pumping station in gallons per minute
1.

Variable speed drives shall be designed for a minimum pump cycle time of
10 minutes. Constant speed drives shall be designed for a minimum pump
cycle time between 20 to 30 minutes to prevent short cycling of the pump.
The minimum time between pump starts must be verified with the particular
pump manufacturer.

2.

Sewage pumping stations shall be designed for peak flow from the
contributing area. The peak flow for a sewage pumping station shall be a
minimum of 2.5 times the average daily flow. Pump and system curves,
flow calculations and a contributing area map must be included in the
project plans.

B.

The retention capacity shall have the wet well and incoming gravity sewer lines
designed to insure that no discharges of untreated wastewater will occur at the
station or any point upstream for a period of time equal to 180 minutes of the
average daily flow.

C.

Supporting design calculations shall be provided to show that the wet wells are
sized adequately to counteract buoyant forces based on the ground water table
located at finished grade. Calculations shall not add the weight of the pumps,
internal piping and appurtenances, or wastewater present in the wet well. A
minimum safety factor of 1.5 shall be used for buoyancy resistance.

D.

Wet wells shall be a minimum of 72 inches in diameter to accommodate pumping
equipment.

E.

Wet wells shall be designed with an additional 2 feet depth above the highest alarm
as a safety factor to accommodate unexpected increase in station capacity.

F.

Wet wells shall be approved polymer concrete or be lined with approved HDPE
protective liner. The precast concrete sections shall have a minimum compressive
strength of 5,000 psi. Bottom of wet well shall be grouted to a minimum slope of
45 degrees toward the pump suction inlet in order to facilitate solids removal.
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G.

Construct precast wells with a monolithic base structure. The minimum wall
thickness must be 8 inches for all wet wells. The minimum base thickness must
be 12 inches. The precast top slab must have a minimum thickness of 10 inches.

H.

The wet well shall be placed on compacted native soil (or rock) with a minimum of
12 inches of compacted #57 stone bedding to support the base of the structure
and prevent settlement.

I.

All weather butyl joint sealant material shall be used to seal precast concrete joints
exposed to high groundwater pressures. All lifting holes shall be plugged and
sealed watertight as recommended by the manufacturer.

J.

The exterior of precast wet well must be coated with a coal-tar epoxy system.
Coating must be continuous, free of “pin holes” and/or voids, and applied in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and recommendations.

K.

No fixed ladders are permitted in the wet well.

L.

All interior metal work and mounting hardware shall be type 316 stainless steel
materials.

M.

An access hatch shall be provided on top of the wet well and include a fall
protection grating panel. Hatch shall be a least two leaf design with enough area
to safely and easily remove the pumps. Access hatches shall be capable of
withstanding a 300 psi live load. Door leafs shall be aluminum diamond pattern
plate. The frames shall be extruded and have type 316 stainless steel hinges and
tamper resistant bolts/locknuts. The frame shall be cast into the concrete tops of
the wet well and properly placed to facilitate removal of the pumps. All hatches
will have locking hasps and automatic hold-open arms. A handle on the inside
shall permit inside door opening.

N.

The top of the concrete slab of the wet well shall be elevated 6” higher than the
surrounding grade.

O.

Ventilation shall be provided for pumping stations during all periods when the
station is occupied. Pumping station wet wells shall be ventilated in accordance
with the SCAT Regulations and constructed of corrosion resistant material.
1.
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The ventilation for the wet well shall be designed as a passive gravity
ventilation system where the air volume in the wet well is either increased
or decreased as the wastewater level fluctuates due to inflow and outflow.
The passive ventilation shall be sized to vent at a rate equal to the maximum
pumping rate of the station but not to exceed the maximum permissible
design airflow through vent pipe of 600 feet per minute (fpm). Passive
“gooseneck” vents shall be turned down so that the opening faces the top
slab of the wet well. The minimum allowable passive vent diameter shall
be 6”. Type 316 stainless steel screens shall be required to prevent birds
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and/or insects entry into the wet well. Vent outlets must be at least 1 foot
above the 100-year flood elevation.
2.

8.06

Provide permanent mechanical ventilation for dry wells located below the
ground surface and for wet wells having screens or mechanical equipment
requiring regular maintenance and inspection. Provide manual ventilation
switches to override automatic controls installed for intermittently operated
venting equipment. Connection between wet well and dry well ventilation
systems is not allowed.

P.

A pump station must have permanent hoisting equipment or be accessible to
portable hoisting equipment for removal of pumps, motors, pipes, etc.

Q.

Fiberglass wet wells may be used for small sewage pumping stations contingent
to prior approval by the Authority. Fiberglass reinforced polyester (FRP) wet wells
shall be manufactured from commercial grade unsaturated polyester resin or vinyl
ester resin, with fiberglass reinforcements. The wet well shall be manufactured in
one-piece including body, bottom and top, and it shall sit over a concrete slab
design to counteract buoyancy forces. Design engineer shall design the top
concrete slab. The FRP wet well shall be installed in strict accordance with the
wet well manufacturer recommendations.

Backup Power
A.

All sewage pumping stations shall achieve Class I reliability as defined in the SCAT
Regulations. All pumping stations shall be provided with a standby generator with
automatic transfer switches in the event of a power failure. Pumps shall be capable
of automatic restart after power failures. Generator shall be rated for primary
service and have a permanent magnet excitation. Automatic transfer switches
should be supplied by the manufacturer of the generator.

B.

The equipment supplied and installed shall meet the current requirements of the
National Electrical Code (NFPA 70), the Standard for Emergency and Standby
Power Systems (NFPA 110), and all applicable local and state codes and
regulations.

C.

Standby power generator shall be sized to run the entire station at full load for a
minimum of 48 hours and shall be natural gas/diesel fueled engine. Natural gas
is preferred where readily available. A fuel storage level indicator shall be provided
in the generator. Fuel storage shall be accomplished by the use of corrosionresistant double wall sub-base fuel tank only, no underground storage will be
allowed.

D.

All conduits and gas lines shall be installed underground.

E.

Generator enclosure shall be designed to optimize both noise control and thermal
management. Outdoor weather-protective housing with critical grade exhaust
muffler shall be installed. The housing shall have hinged side access doors and a
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rear control door. All doors shall be lockable. Hinges and all exposed fasteners
shall be stainless steel. The enclosure shall be constructed of 14 gauge sheet
metal reinforced to be vibration free in the operating mode. All sheet metal shall
be primed for corrosion protection and finish painted with the manufacturer’s
standard color. Roof shall be constructed to allow drainage of rain water.
F.

Engine coolant and oil drain extensions, equipped with pipe plugs and shut-off
valves, must be provided to the outside of the mounting base to facilitate engine
servicing.

G.

A suitable number of spring-type vibration isolators with a ¼-inch noise isolation
pad attached to baseplate underside shall be provided to support the generator
set. Isolators shall be freestanding and include seismic restraints. Mounting
hardware shall include an adjustable equipment mounting and leveling bolt that
acts as blocking during installation.

H.

All generators shall be mounted on a concrete slab with rebar independent from
other concrete slabs or structures. The finished surface of the concrete slab shall
be a minimum of 1 foot above the 100-yr floodplain elevation. Concrete slab
thickness shall be in accordance with the generator manufacturer’s specifications
and shall extend 2 feet from all sides of the unit. Concrete pad shall have a
minimum compressive strength of 5,000 psi. Generator shall be secured to the
concrete slab with stainless steel anchor bolts and nuts. Bolts shall have a “J”
bend anchoring the generator set into the concrete. Anti-seize compound shall be
applied to the threads of all stainless steel bolts before assembly.

I.

Generators shall have a minimum of a 5 feet clearance on all sides from walls,
fences, buildings or other obstructions.

J.

For phased facilities, the design must address the need to supply standby power
for the ultimate pump station configuration.

K.

The complete electrical power system (generator, weatherproof enclosure, engine,
controls, automatic transfer switch and accessories) shall be warranted by the
manufacturer against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of five (5)
years from the date of substantial completion. Coverage shall include parts, travel
expenses and labor to remove and install the necessary parts and equipment.

L.

Generators shall be manufactured by Caterpillar, Generac, or Kohler.
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8.07

Piping and Appurtenances
A.

Pump station piping shall be Class 52 ductile iron lined with Protecto 401 ceramic
epoxy and shall have flanged connections to allow for removal of pumps and
valves without interruption of the pump station operations.

B.

An influent manhole collecting all of the gravity sewers and force mains that flow
to the pumping station shall be provided if practical. The influent manhole shall be
located on the same site as the pumping station as close as possible to the wet
well. A short gravity sewer shall carry sewage from the influent manhole to the wet
well. The influent manhole shall be capable of being isolated from the pumping
station wet well by means of a buried resilient wedge valve with the valve box to
grade. The influent manhole shall have Argu Sure Grip interior lining as
manufactured by Concrete Pipe and Precast or approved equal to prevent
corrosion.

C.

Valves shall be located on the suction and discharge lines of each pump to allow
the pump to be isolated. A check valve shall be installed on each discharge line
between the pump and the valve. Isolation and check valves must be housed in a
below grade, concrete valve vault, separate from but immediately adjacent to the
wet well. Isolation valves for pumps shall be plug valves installed in the horizontal
position so that the plug is in the top when open.

D.

Pipe suction velocities must be between 2 and 6 feet per second.

E.

All pumping stations shall be provided with a magnetic type flow meter equipped
for wastewater service to record the quantity of flow being pumped. Range of flow
meter shall be twice the normal pump output. All flow meters shall have an
adequate length of straight pipe both upstream and downstream of the meter in
accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations.

F.

Valves shall be installed on each side of the flow meter.

G.

A pressure gauge with diaphragm mounted seals shall be located on the top of
each discharge pipe in the valve vault, upstream of the check valve. Each pressure
gauge shall be directly mounted, stainless steel case, with a four and one-half inch
diameter dial. All gauges shall be weather proofed and isolated by stainless steel
ball valve for maintenance purposes.

H.

A tee and necessary valves shall be provided on the discharge force main to allow
the force main to be drained, while operating with the auxiliary by-pass force main.

I.

Flexible connections shall be provided for all below grade pipe connections to
concrete structures while excluding exfiltration or infiltration. Pipe wall penetrations
shall be made at right angles. Skewed or diagonal wall penetrations will not be
allowed.
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8.08

J.

Pumping stations shall be provided with a bypass pumping connection
downstream of the valve vault to enable the station to be taken off-line for periodic
maintenance or repairs.

K.

All flange bolting hardware throughout the pump station and valve vault shall be
stainless steel. Anti-seize compound shall be applied to the threads of all stainless
steel bolts before assembly.

L.

All pump discharge pipe and fittings within the wet well, except for type 316
stainless steel and PVC, shall receive after installation a 100% solids coal-tar
epoxy coating system. Surface preparation and application shall be in accordance
with manufacturer’s instructions and recommendations.

M.

All exposed pipe, valves, and fittings outside the wet well shall be ordered with
factory applied exterior coat of epoxy lining. Pipes shall be labeled in accordance
with ANSI Standard A13.1, “Scheme for the Identification of Piping Systems”.

Water Hammer
The Engineer shall evaluate if water hammer or damaging pressure surges will result from
the closing of the check valve(s) on the force main and appurtenances. Water hammer is
typically a concern on long force mains or where static pumping heads are high. The
Engineer shall incorporate special provisions in the design to overcome the surge
pressure if the combined effects of static head and water hammer do not exceed the
design working pressure of the weakest component in the piping system by a safety factor
of 1.1. In such circumstances, the Engineer shall re-evaluate pipe size and velocities, or
select an appropriate device to control the water hammer. Such devices may include
hydraulically operated, time adjustable, pump check service valves and spring-type, oilcushioned elbow hydraulic surge relief valves.

8.09

Vaults
A.

The valve vault for each pump station shall be poured concrete or pre-cast box.
Precast concrete vault shall have a compressive strength of 5,000 psi in 28 days.
The exterior walls of the structure shall have a minimum thickness of 6”. The valve
vault shall be placed on compacted native soil (or rock) with a minimum of 8 inches
of compacted #57 stone bedding to support the base of the structure.

B.

Valve vault shall be designed to resist buoyancy due to the presence of the ground
water table located at finished grade and without equipment and piping installed.

C.

The floor of the valve vault should be sloped to a sump and include a drain that is
routed to the wet well. Floor drains from valve vaults to wet wells shall include a
“P” trap to prevent gas from entering the valve vault. A backwater valve shall be
installed in the drain line to prevent flooding of the valve vault by backflow from the
wet well.
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8.10

D.

All pipe penetrations through the valve vault shall be permanently sealed using
Link-Seal modular seals.

E.

The top of the concrete slab of the valve vault shall be elevated 6” higher than the
surrounding grade.

F.

Provide type 304 stainless steel supports for pipes.

G.

The valve vault access frames and covers shall be a minimum 48 inch x 48 inch
double leaf hatches of all aluminum diamond plate construction reinforced for a
300 psi live load. The frames shall be extruded and have type 316 stainless steel
hinges and tamper resistant bolts/locknuts. The frame shall be cast into the
concrete tops of the valve vault and properly placed to facilitate removal of the
piping and valves. All hatches will have locking hasps and automatic hold-open
arms. A handle on the inside shall permit inside door opening.

H.

Ladders shall be heavy-duty aluminum with non-skid rungs and must comply with
all OSHA 1910.27, Fixed Ladders requirements. Install on fixed ladders below
hatch cover(s), LadderUP safety post Model LU-3 as manufactured by the Bilco
Company or approved equal. Device shall be type 304 stainless steel. It shall be
designed with a telescoping tubular section that locks automatically when fully
extended. Upward and downward movement shall be controlled by a stainless
steel spring balancing mechanism.

Force Mains
A.

The design of a force main must be coordinated with the design of the sewage
pump station. Force main sizing shall be based on a hydraulic analysis of the
required flows, pipeline velocities, and receiving gravity sewer capacities. The
receiving gravity sewer system shall be designed to convey the maximum pump
discharge without surcharge plus all flows to be conveyed by the service area of
the gravity sewer.

B.

All public force mains will be constructed of Class 52, ductile iron pipe lined with
Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy. All buried ductile iron pipe and fittings shall be
polywrapped.

C.

The design velocities in the force main shall be between 3 and 6 feet per second.
Measures may be required to reduce the velocity before the wastewater is
discharged to the gravity sewer system.

D.

The minimum diameter for a public force main shall be 4 inches except for grinder
pump systems.

E.

The minimum depth of cover shall not be less than 3.5 feet.
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F.

A minimum 10 feet edge to edge horizontal separation shall be maintained
between the force main and other utilities. Dual force mains shall have a minimum
horizontal separation of 3 feet between pipe edges.

G.

A minimum of 15 feet edge to edge horizontal separation shall be maintained
between the force main and building foundations, retaining walls or other aboveground structures.

H.

All force mains shall cross below water mains in accordance with the standards
below.
1.

When a force main must cross a water main, the crossing shall be
perpendicular (90o) or as close to perpendicular as is practical. A vertical
separation of at least 18 inches shall be provided between the bottom of the
water line and the top of the force main.

2.

When a new force main crosses under an existing water main, all portions
of the force main within 10 feet horizontally of the water main shall be
enclosed within a continuous steel casing pipe.

3.

When a new water main crosses over an existing force main, the water main
shall be constructed of pipe materials with a minimum rated working
pressure of 200 psi or equivalent pressure rating.

I.

Any necessary bends, both horizontal and vertical, in the force main should be
kept to a minimum.

J.

The effect of hydraulic thrust must be countered by the use of thrust blocking, pipe
anchorage, or other suitable means to prevent movement of piping. The force
main and fittings, including all restrained joint fittings and thrust blocking, shall be
designed to withstand pump operating pressures and pressure surges, but not less
than 150 psi.

K.

1.

The dimensions and design details for concrete thrust blocks are provided
in the Standard Details.

2.

Restrained joints shall be provided at all bends, valves, and other required
locations. The Design Engineer shall determine the locations and distances
required for the installation of restrained joint piping. The factor of safety
used in the calculations should not be less than 1.5. The extent of the
restrained joints shall be shown on the force main profile sheet and include
the stationing on both sides of the fitting.

The force main should be routed at a positive grade to the receiving gravity sewer
to avoid the need for air release valves. If it is not possible to do so, air release
valves shall be placed at high points to prevent air locking and relieve negative
pressures. Minimize or avoid vertical offsets.
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8.11

L.

No segment of the force main can have zero slopes to limit the accumulation of
gases. Low points must also be avoided to prevent the accumulation of solids.
Downhill pumping is prohibited.

M.

A casing pipe shall be used wherever a force main crosses a public road, sidewalk,
and/or other pedestrian travel ways.

N.

Stream crossings shall be avoided to the maximum extent practical. If
unavoidable, the top of the force main shall be at least 3 feet below the stream bed
and encased in watertight casing pipe. Plug valves shall be located on both sides
of stream crossings.

O.

Force mains shall not be located under parking spaces.

P.

Force mains shall not be installed under any part of water impoundments. Storage
or stockpiling of dirt or any other materials over buried force mains is prohibited.

Q.

Force mains must transition into a gravity line within a manhole in a manner that
minimizes agitation of sewage. Invert of incoming force main shall be 0.2 feet
higher than the invert of the outlet gravity pipe, with bench grouting installed to
direct flow into the outlet with a minimal change in the gravity flow angle. Force
mains 6” in diameter or greater must connect to the manhole at a minimum 135
degrees to the outlet gravity pipe. The minimum manhole diameter shall be 5 feet
when connecting dual force mains.

R.

A force main shall have a plug valve installed every 2,000 feet to facilitate initial
testing and subsequent maintenance and repairs.

S.

Install solid copper tracer wire with all non-metallic force mains in accordance with
the standards and Approved Material List of this manual.

T.

Private force main connections require the owner to execute a Hold Harmless
Agreement with the Authority. Owners shall also install a backflow control device
at the upstream end of the force main connection located on the private side. All
portions of any force main located within a public right-of-way and/or the Authority’s
Utility Easement(s) shall meet the Authority’s material specifications.

Electrical Design
A.

The Design Engineer shall determine the availability of electrical service and
coordinate the available electrical service with that required for the facility.

B.

In all pump stations, a main disconnect shall be installed between the meter and
the automatic transfer switch. Disconnect shall be rated for the maximum available
fault current from the utility serving the pump station with electrical power and shall
meet the standards of the governing utility company.
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8.12

C.

All conduit runs in initial construction shall be sized to meet ultimate electrical and
instrumentation needs.

D.

The distribution lines and generator shall have a means of being disconnected
before the transfer switch. The generator will automatically switch sources in the
event of a power failure, under voltage, over voltage, phase loss, or phase
reversal. The transfer switch will be fully automatic with the ability to sense a singlephase power condition and switch to the generator power system with a minimum
time delay. Both power sources shall be protected by fuses or breakers prior to the
transfer switch. The transfer switch shall be capable of being operated manually.

E.

A lightning arrestor and surge capacitor shall be installed and wired to protect
motors and control equipment from lightning induced line surges and transient
voltage surges.

F.

A final step-down transformer shall be provided on each electric feed line with
adequate physical separation between them to prevent a common mode failure.
Separate fuses or breakers shall be provided for each power source.

G.

The electric transmission line and the standby generator will remain separate and
form separate distributions up to the internal fuse system to preclude a common
mode failure of both sources.

H.

Breaker settings or fuse ratings shall be coordinated to effect sequential tripping
such that the breaker or fuse nearest the fault will clear the fault prior to activations
of other breakers or fuses to the degree practical.

I.

All motors and control enclosures will be adequately protected from moisture, the
weather and water under pressure.

J.

All equipment shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. When laying out the location of the equipment, the engineer
shall consider the necessary separation between devices to provide adequate
ventilation and the location of doors, hatches and panel covers to avoid conflicts
between these items when they are opened and closed.

Electrical Equipment
A.

All electrical work and materials shall comply, as a minimum, with the National
Electrical Code as well as applicable State and local requirements. All material
and equipment shall be Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listed.

B.

The contractor shall furnish and install all necessary panels, meter cabinets,
disconnects, conductors, conduits, and other associated electrical components for
a complete electrical system. All electrical equipment/panels and controls shall be
above ground.
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C.

Electrical equipment and wiring shall be insulated and properly grounded.
Switches and control shall be of the non-sparking type.

D.

Electrical service shall be 277/480-volt, 3-phase, and 4-wire. Minimum service
size shall be 200 amps. General lighting and power transformer shall be at least
10KVA. Single-phase systems are not allowed.

E.

Three-phase motors and their starters will be protected from electric overload and
short circuits on all 3 phases.

F.

Soft start/stop electrical control equipment shall be installed to significantly reduce
surge pressures.

G.

All motors will have a low voltage protection device which will cause and maintain
the interruption of power to the motor upon the reduction or failure of voltage.

H.

To indicate overheating problems, temperature detectors shall be provided in the
pump bearings, stators, and the bearings of larger motors.

I.

All wires installed in underground conduits will have moisture resistant insulation
as identified in the National Electric Code. Electrical cables shall be type SO with
sunlight and ultraviolet protection. All 4 – 20 milliamp signal cables shall have
shielding properly terminated on one end of the cable run.

J.

All electrical fixtures in the wet well are to be explosion proof, corrosion resistant,
and located in serviceable locations.

K.

A 20 amp, 120 volt convenience receptacle shall be provided at the electrical
control panel, generator and inside the valve vault to help facilitate maintenance.
Convenience receptacles shall be corrosion resistant, duplex type enclosed in an
“in-use” weatherproof box with clear cover. All receptacles shall have individual
circuit breakers and provided with ground fault interruption.

L.

A minimum of 2 inch Schedule 80 PVC electrical conduit shall be used for all wiring.
Underground conduit shall be buried a minimum of 18 inches. All conduits shall
be non-corrosive. Seals shall be installed in the conduit to prevent gases from
traveling to the panel box. Seals shall be readily accessible and located so that
the motor may be electrically disconnected without disturbing the seal.

M.

All cables shall be continuous (no splices allowed) and intended for wastewater
service applications. Any cable subjected to stress or strain shall be equipped with
a type 316 stainless steel wire mesh strain relief fitting that is properly sized for the
cable. All cables shall be routed and installed so as to be protected from stress,
crush and abrasion hazards.

N.

All pump station control panels shall be covered by a constructed canopy to shield
the operator from precipitation.
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O.

P.

1.

Control canopy shall have a pitched roof with a minimum 6’x15’ outside
dimensions that will provide a minimum 7 foot vertical clearance. Roof shall
be supported by 6”x6” pressure treated wood posts anchored to a concrete
slab using noncorrosive, steel post bases to keep wood out of direct contact
with concrete.

2.

Canopy shall include (2) 4 foot fluorescent lights under the shed canopy
operated by a weatherproof toggle switch. Light switch shall be installed in
a weatherproof box with an “in-use” clear weatherproof cover.

3.

Provide an asphalt shingle roof sloped at least 3 inches per foot.

4.

The electrical concrete pad shall be a minimum of 6 inches thick and
reinforced with welded wire mesh. The concrete shall have a wellcompacted 6” stone base (minimum).

All pump station electrical components and controls must be housed in a weather
proof, water tight, 14 gauge, NEMA 4x rated enclosure manufactured from type
304 stainless steel. The cabinet shall be wall mounted type with a rain drip shield
and sized to adequately house all the components. The door shall open a
minimum of 180 degrees. The cabinet shall have a lockable handle on the outside
of each door. Cabinet doors shall be rubber-gasket with continuous hinge.
1.

Control panel rack to be fabricated from 6” standard aluminum channel with
crossmembers notched and bolted to uprights with 316 stainless steel
fasteners. No wooden poles or back plate will be allowed. Number and
spacing of crossmembers shall be as needed to provide mounting for all
necessary panels, disconnects and other hardware. Engineer shall confirm
that rack design, mounting, and concrete foundation is adequate for
expected wind loading and weight of components. Apply 2 coats of
bitumastic coal tar epoxy where aluminum channel is in contact with
concrete.

2.

Control panel enclosures shall be equipped with vents, fans, heaters and/or
other equipment to maintain normal operating temperatures and humidity
controlled conditions for all interior equipment.

3.

All transformers, control panels, terminal boxes, and other electrical
equipment shall be mounted a minimum of 24 inches above the top of the
concrete slab to provide accessibility for maintenance.

4.

All LCD screens shall have an aluminum sunshield painted white with
hinged flap covering the screen surrounding the manufacturer’s enclosure.

Outdoor security lights shall be a LED style light with photoelectrical control and
impact resistant lens. Each light pole must be equipped with a hinge, pin, and
winch system that allow the pole and light to be lowered to the ground for
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maintenance and bulb changing, and then to be raised back into an upright
position.
8.13

Controls
A.

The motor control center shall control the operation of all pumps. The motor control
center shall contain starters for each pump, pump alternation and level sensing
circuits, alarm circuits, and control devices as specified and as required.

B.

Operating Sequence: At a preset point during a rise in wet well level, the first pump
(the lead pump) shall be started, and it shall run as long as necessary to pump out
the wet well to a low level pump cut off point. If the level continues to rise, the
second pump (the lag pump) shall be started, and the two pumps then on line shall
operate in parallel as long as necessary to pump out the wet well to the cut off
point. This procedure continues for stations with three or more pumps. The
automatic alternating control circuitry shall switch the operating sequence of the
pumps (i.e. pumps alternate as lead pump) at each instance when all pumps are
stopped. Provide a manual selector switch which shall allow manual selection of
pump sequence or automatic alternation.

C.

The pumps shall be controlled by means of a solid-state, submersible pressure
transducer with corrosion resistant 316 stainless steel housing. The transducer
shall be suitable for continuous submergence in the wet well and installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. The sensor shall be mounted using
stainless steel cable system and suspended in a 6 inch PVC stilling tube attached
to the wet well with type 316 stainless steel supports. The bottom of the diaphragm
face of the sensor shall be installed approximately 6 inches above the wet-well
floor while the stilling tube shall terminate 4 inches above the wet-well floor. The
pressure transducer shall be programmed to turn the pumps on or off at various
levels in the wet well.

D.

An elapsed run time indicator shall be provided for each pump.

E.

The pumping station shall also have a back-up float system for turning the
individual pumps on and off if the primary pressure transducer malfunctions. All
float switches shall be non-mercury type and suitable for use under corrosive
environments. Float switches shall be mounted on a stainless steel bracket within
reach from the access hatch. Each float switch shall be mounted on its own cord
and include ample extra cord to allow easy adjustment of float switches.

F.

Place the control system transducer and float controls in an area of the wet well
which is removed from the turbulent effects of the influent flow(s) being received.

G.

All control wiring and interface wiring shall be number coordinated with schematic.
All panel and field wiring shall be identified with non-repeating numbers. All
instrumentation and control devices shall be wired with stranded copper
conductors.
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8.14

SCADA System
A.

Pumping stations shall be monitored by the Authority’s SCADA system. The
SCADA will be consistent with the most current type being utilized for existing
pump stations and must be acceptable to the Authority. The SCADA telemetry
system shall be supplied by a reputable company approved by the Authority and
experienced in installation of SCADA systems.

B.

Dry, normally open contacts will be provided for all status alarm circuits. This will
include pump run/fail, generator run/fail, high wet well, AC power status, generator
starting system loss of charge and pump overload. Visual alarms (red flashing
light) must be provided for all pumping stations on the side of the SCADA cabinet
and shall be a waterproof, shatterproof fixture. No holes shall be drilled in the top
of the cabinet. A press-to-test circuit will be installed for all of the control and alarm
panel indicator lights. High wet well, generator fail and power fail alarms shall
function upon complete loss of power. All alarms shall clear after events return to
normal (no latching alarms to SCADA). Detection of moisture or motor overtemperature shall cause the motor to be taken out of service which shall be
restarted by only manual means.

C.

At a minimum, the following telemetry shall be provided at each pumping station:

D.

1.

Pump On (each pump)

2.

Pump Fail (each pump)

3.

High Wet Well Water Level Alarm

4.

Low Wet Well Water Level Alarm

5.

Loss of Primary Power

6.

Generator/Secondary Power On/Fail

7.

Grinder Failure

8.

Generator Failure

9.

Generator Fuel Low

10.

UPS Run/Fail

11.

Flow Rate/Total

12.

Wet Well Level (in feet)

SCADA cabinet shall be sized to allow access around all the instruments for ease
of operation and maintenance. The cabinet shall be designed to prevent
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overheating of instruments. Cabinet shall include a heater unit with thermostat
control for protection of equipment inside the enclosure.

8.15

1.

The SCADA cabinet minimum dimensions shall be 36 inch wide by 36 inch
high by 12 inch deep.

2.

The cabinet shall be NEMA 4X weatherproof construction with a rain drip
shield.

3.

Cabinet shall be fabricated out of type 304 stainless steel with a minimum
thickness of 14 gauge.

E.

SCADA panel must include isolation relays for all digital inputs. Isolation relays
must be located within the SCADA panel to separate 120Vac circuits or others
from SCADA 24Vdc.

F.

The Verizon cellular Machine to Machine (M2M) communications shall be used to
integrate with the Authority’s existing SCADA system.

G.

Install a din rail mounted transient voltage surge protector inside the SCADA panel.

H.

SCADA panel shall be provided with an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) for a
minimum of 2 hours. The wet well level controller and any other 24Vdc load
located within the pump control panel and automatic transfer switch (if any) shall
not be powered by the SCADA power supply.

Spare Parts
A.

For each size and type of pump, the manufacturer is to furnish all recommended
spare parts including, at a minimum, two sets of mechanical seals, O-rings,
gaskets, and wear rings. Each pump shall also be provided with an extra full size
impeller.

B.

Equipment manufacturer shall furnish the proper lubricants for initial operation of
each piece of equipment. Each type of lubricant shall be furnished in a separate
sealed container, clearly labeled showing the type of lubricant, equipment for which
it is intended, and instructions for use.

C.

Provide five (5) spare fuses for each type and rating provided. Provide five (5)
spare relays and relay sockets for each type provided.

D.

Spare parts shall be boxed and clearly labeled as to what equipment it is provided
for. Spare parts shall be of the same type and quality as the parts provided in the
original equipment package. The spare parts shall be provided by the start-up
date.

E.

Special tools will also be required for a given station that uses special (nonstandard) equipment.
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9.

Supporting Construction

9.01

Driveways and Access Roads
A.

General
Required driveways and access roads for the Authority's Wells and Pumping
Stations comply with the following and are typically unpaved, unless otherwise
specified:

B.

Applicable Specifications
Virginia Department of Transportation Road and Bridge Standards and
Specifications.

C.

Products
(1)

Aggregate
The crushed aggregate shall be Type 21A.

(2)

Semi-Permeable Filter Fabric
The fabric shall be a synthetic (man-made) filter material to prevent the
migration of soil fines from the subgrade and act as reinforcement for the
road and meet the following specifications:

D.

(a)

Weight (oz/sq.yd.)ASTM-D1910

4/0 min.

(b)

Thickness (mils) ASTM D-1777

50 max.

(c)

Tensile Strength (lbs.) ASTM D-1682

100 min.

(d)

Elongation (%) ASTM - 1682

50 min.

(e)

Fabric to retain soil greater than 106 microns (No. 140 sieve)

(f)

Fabric to pass soil less than 25 microns.

Execution
(1)

Base Course
(a)
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The subgrade for all paved areas shall be excavated to a depth and
form sufficient to bring it, when thoroughly compacted, to the proper
distance below and parallel with the prescribed level of the sub-base.
The subgrade shall be completely tamped in an approved manner
prior to placing the sub-base. Compaction shall conform to the
74

Density
Requirements
in
Section
304.04,
Compaction
Requirements, Virginia Department of Transportation Standard
Specifications, which requires the subgrade to be compacted to not
less than 98% of the determined dry-weight density.

E.

(b)

The semi-permeable filter fabric shall be placed prior to the sub base
construction. Roll widths shall overlap a minimum of 4 feet. Roll end
overlap and placement on curves shall be as per the manufacturer’s
recommendations.

(c)

The base of Type 21A Stone shall be a minimum of six (6) inches in
thickness after compaction and shall be compacted to not less than
100% of the determined dry-weight density.

Maintenance
Until the expiration of the warranty period, the road shall be maintained and all
depressions and holes that may occur promptly filled with similar material so as to
keep in a safe and satisfactory condition.

9.02

Clearing and Grubbing
A.

B.

Protection
(1)

Streets, roads, adjacent property and other works to remain shall be
protected throughout the Work.

(2)

Existing trees, shrubs and bushes:
(a)

Trees shall be protected by fencing, barricades, or wrapping as may
be required.

(b)

Shrubs and bushes shall be protected by fences or barricades as
may be required.

(c)

Shallow-rooted plants shall be protected at ground surface under
and in some cases outside the spread of branches by fences,
barricades or ground cover protection as may be required.

Requirements of Regulatory Agencies
Federal, State and Local laws and code requirements shall control the disposal of
trees and shrubs.

C.

Products
Materials shall be at the Contractor's option.
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D.

Execution
(1)

(2)

General
(a)

When working within temporary or permanent Rights-of-Way, all
means possible shall be used to protect from injury and damage, all
property, including trees, shrubbery, lawns, fences, buildings, walls,
roads, water courses, natural features or any improvements thereto,
which may exist. Trees, shrubs or vegetation will not be maliciously
injured or destroyed and will not be removed or cut without
permission of the Authority.

(b)

All operations shall be confined to the width of the Rights-of Way
secured by the Authority or property lines unless further restrictions
are specified. All damage done to property resulting from a
Contractor's negligence shall be repaired without charge to the
satisfaction of the Authority with the exception of those items (trees,
shrubbery etc.) that must be removed for construction and have been
agreed upon beforehand, in writing, between the Contractor and the
Authority.

Clearing
(a)

Limits of clearing shall be within the Rights-of-ways, to limits shown
on the Drawings or to limits staked on the ground by the Authority.

(b)

Trees in construction zones or Rights-of-Ways shall not be removed
until inspected and/or tagged by the Authority

(c)

No trees shall be removed within the construction zones or Rightsof-ways except the following:

(c)
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(i)

Trees or vegetation within VDOT's Rights-of-Ways shall not
be removed or altered unless a separate specific permit is
obtained from the District Roadside Development Specialist
authorizing such removal or alteration.

(ii)

Trees within an excavated area such as footing or trench.

(iii)

Trees whose root system will be destroyed by the excavation.

(iv)

Trees that interfere with the movement of the Contractor's
equipment with the approval of the Engineer. Any trees that
interfere with the movement of the Contractor's equipment
shall be reviewed by the Engineer before they are removed.

All trees bordering any construction zone or Right-of Way shall be
protected by acceptable methods. Trees damaged by the Contractor
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will be either repaired or replaced as determined by the Authority at
the Contractor's expense.
(d)

Vegetation within the areas to be cleared, which may be designated
to be saved by the Authority shall be left standing and uninjured.

(e)

Remove trees, sapling, shrubs, bushes, vines and undergrowth
within the limits of clearing to the heights above ground given in the
following table:

(f)

(i)

Trees over 6-inches in diameter: 12 inches

(ii)

Shrubs, saplings, bushes and trees under 6 inches in
diameter: 3 inches

Stumps required to be removed shall be to a depth of 18 inches. This
depth shall be measured from the existing ground surface or the
proposed finished grade, whichever is the lower.
Engineering requirements shall control removal of stumps under fills,
foundations, or any construction in contact with the stumps.

(3)
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Grubbing
(a)

Limits of grubbing shall coincide with the limits of clearing.

(b)

Remove all stumps, roots over 4-inches in diameter, and matted
roots within the limits of grubbing to the depths below. Such depths
shall be measured from the existing ground surface or the proposed
finish grade whichever is the lower.
(i)

Footings

18 inches

(ii)

Walls

12 inches

(iii)

Roads

18 inches

(iv)

Parking Areas

12 inches

(v)

Lawn Areas

8 inches

(v)

Fills

6 inches
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(4)

(5)

Trimming of Trees
(a)

When required, with the Authority's approval, trees shall be trimmed
to remove branches or roots which interfere with construction or
traffic. Paint all cut branches and roots with wound paint as
recommended for the application.

(b)

No trees or vegetation shall be removed or altered within VDOT's
right-of-way unless a separate specific permit is obtained from the
District Roadside Development Specialist authorizing such removal
or alteration.

Disposal
Burning of materials on the site will not be permitted.

(6)

(7)

Removal
(a)

Material to be removed shall be removed from the site daily as it
accumulates.

(b)

Should the Contractor elect to continue work beyond normal working
hours, material to be removed shall not be allowed to accumulate for
more than 48 hours.

(c)

Disposal of surplus material within VDOT's right-of-way is prohibited.
All surplus material must be disposed of as the work progresses and
shall not be stored on VDOT's right-of-way for future removal.

Dumping
Prior to depositing surplus material at any off-site location, the Contractor
shall obtain a written agreement between himself and the owner of the
property on which the disposal is proposed. The agreement shall state that
the owner of the property gives permission for the contractor to enter and
deposit the material at no expense to the Authority. A copy of the agreement
shall be furnished to the Authority. Contractor's Disposal shall comply with
all Federal, State and Local laws and regulations.
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10.

Appeals

10.01 Appealable Decisions
Any Applicant for sewer service or water service from the Authority who is denied a
variance under Section 1.08, or who is denied a variance under the variance
implementing provisions of this Volume 5, Part A, Part B, or Part C, or Part C of Volume
3 of the Authority’s Operating Code, hereinafter collectively referred to as an “Appealable
Decision,” shall have the right to appeal any such determination by the General Manager
to the Chairman of the Board of the Authority. In a case of a denial of a variance, the
Applicant shall have the right to request a Written Determination by the General Manager
of the reasons for such denials, if not already received.
10.02 Written Appeals
The Applicant shall have the right to appeal an Appealable Decision by filing a written
request filed no later than thirty (30) days after the date of any written decision. The
General Manager shall note and record all such appeals as of the date of receipt thereof
and shall forward the same to the Chairman and the members of the Board of the
Authority, within five (5) business days of a receipt of the appeal.
10.03 Board Consideration of Appeal
The Chairman shall place the appeal on the agenda of the next Board meeting of the
Authority, or in the event that the appeal is received within fourteen (14) days of the next
Board meeting, on the agenda of the Board meeting next following.
10.04 Decision on Appeal
The Board, on consideration of the appeal, may affirm or reverse, in whole or in part, any
Appealable Decision of the General Manager. The Board may also direct that the General
Manager prepare an amendment to the Utility Standards Manual to address the issue
raised by the appeal. In the case of a denial of service, the Board may direct the General
Manager to provide service to the Applicant upon such terms and conditions as may be
established by the Board. The vote of a majority of the Board shall be required to reverse
any decision of the General Manager.
10.05 Deadline for Board Action
The Board shall render a decision on any such appeal within ninety (90) days after such
appeal is first placed on the agenda of the Board, unless any such Applicant and the
Board may mutually agree to an extended time period. Failure of the Board to act on such
appeal shall be deemed a denial of the appeal.
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10.06 Form of Appeal
All appeals shall be filed upon the forms provided by the Authority and shall be
accompanied by a written statement of the reasons any such Applicant disputes the
determination of the General Manager. All such forms shall be filed at the main offices of
the Authority at 7172 Kennedy Road, Warrenton, Virginia 20187 during normal business
hours.
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APPENDIX A

Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority
7172 Kennedy Road
Warrenton, Virginia 20187

Standard Tables

February 2015

Table 5-A-1
Fauquier County Service District Land Use Densities
Land Use Category

Density (Unit/Acre)

Unit

Flow/Unit (gpd)

1-3
4-6
7 - 20

DU
DU
DU

390
350
350

3-6

DU

350

8

DU

300

Acre*
Acre
Acre
Acre

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Acre
Acre

2,000
1,500

Residential
Low Density
Medium Density
High Density
Planned Residential
Development
Manufactured
Dwelling Park

Commercial
Commercial Office
Commercial Highway
Commercial Neighborhood
Commercial Shopping Center

Industrial
Industrial
Light Industrial
*Note: Acre refers to gross acreage.
Sanitary sewer design calculations and a sewer shed map will be submitted for all proposed
sewer mains as part of the project plans. The sewer design calculations will be in the format
shown in Detail G-06.

Effective: 04/26/06

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

0.0

Effective: 04/26/06

Peak Factor

1.0

2.0

Flow, MGD

3.0

Table 5-A-2
Sanitary Sewage Flows - Peak Factors

4.0

5.0

Table 5-A-3
Minimum Slopes
Sewer Diameter in Inches
8
10
12
15
18
21
24
30
36
42*

Minimum Slope
0.50
0.30
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05

Note: For sewers larger than 42" in diameter, the minimum slope will be
computed by the formula:
S = [(v x n)/(1.49 x R2/3)]2
Where:

V = Velocity (ft/sec)
n = (Manning Coefficient, 0.013)
R = Hydraulic Radius (ft) = Diameter in feet/4

Hydraulic losses at manholes will be accounted for by providing a minimum of 0.2 foot
difference between the invert in and the invert out for sewer lines up to 12 inches in
diameter.
At intersections and transitions of sewers larger than 12 inches in diameter, hydraulic
losses shall be computed separately and the hydraulic analysis submitted to the
Authority for approval.
At manholes where pipe size increases, the inverts shall be designed so that the crowns
of the different sized pipes are at the same elevation.

Effective: 04/26/06

0.00
0.10

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

0.15

Effective Date: 12/01/04

Multiplying Factor

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.40

0.45

0.50
Depth of Flow/Pipe Diameter (d/D)

0.35

Table 5-A-4
Slope Adjustment Factor

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.90

1.00

Table 5-A-5
Maximum Depth of Cover*

Pipe

Type 4" Laying Condition
Cement-lined D.I.P.
Class 50
Class 51
Class 52

Class 1
Gravel
Bedding
PVC**
SDR-35

8
40
40
40
18
10
38
40
40
18
12
36
40
40
18
14
33
38
40
-15
--40
18
16
30
34
40
-18
29
32
36
18
20
27
30
34
-21
---18
24
23
27
30
18
27
---18
30
18
21
24
-33
----36
17
20
24
-42
16
19
22
-48
15
18
21
-54
15
18
21
-Notes: * All depths shown in feet.
** For depths in excess of 18 feet, Engineer shall provide design data.

Max.
Trench
Width
(inches)
42
42
42
42
42
42
44
44
48
51
55
60
63
69
78
87
96
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FCWSA Approved Materials List

GENERAL NOTES

General Notes

1. Questions or comments regarding the Approved Materials List should be directed to
Fauquier County Water and Sanitation Authority (FCWSA) Engineering Department at
(540) 349-2092.
2. All standards referenced in the Approved Materials List shall be the latest version of that
standard.
3. All pipes, fittings, and fixtures used in public water systems shall comply with NSF 372
Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content and conform to the lead content
requirements for “lead-free” plumbing as defined in the latest requirements of the
Federal Safe Drinking Water Act.
4. All materials considered for use in water and/or sanitary sewer systems must be
reviewed and approved by FCWSA prior to being included in the Approved Materials
List. In order for FCWSA to review and possibly accept materials, samples must be
submitted as well as test results and certification documents from ASTM, AWWA, etc.
Further information may be requested to evaluate materials such as shop drawings,
design information, terms of warranty, documented history of material performance,
and manufacturer/distributor locations and availability.
5. After an item is approved, the manufacturer or representative shall inform FCWSA, in
writing, of any modification in design or material. Changes in design or material may
require further evaluation and approval of the product.
6. FCWSA may withdraw any approval as a result of design change, field observation,
testing, product failure, or other factors which, in FCWSA’s opinion, warrant such
withdrawal.
7. Any materials delivered to the project site which are deemed to be inferior quality by
the FCWSA Inspector shall be removed from the site and replaced with acceptable
materials.
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FCWSA Approved Materials List

Part 1 - General Construction

1A - DUCTILE IRON PIPE

Ductile Iron Mechanical Joint Pipe
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51 Ductile Iron Pipe, Centrifugally Cast
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Double-lined with cement mortar, seal coated and have a protective exterior coating.

•

Thickness class for water and sewer construction shall be minimum Class 52.

•

A greater thickness may be required when conditions so dictate.

•

Mark manufacturer, weight, class, and thickness on outside of each pipe.

•

All sanitary sewers and force mains shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

02/2015

McWane Ductile

02/2015

U.S. Pipe

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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FCWSA Approved Materials List

Part 1 - General Construction

Ductile Iron “Push-On” Joint Pipe
STANDARDS

 ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51 Ductile Iron Pipe, Centrifugally Cast
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Double-lined with cement mortar, seal coated and have a protective exterior coating.

•

Thickness class for water and sewer construction shall be minimum Class 52.

•

A greater thickness may be required when conditions so dictate.

•

All sanitary sewers and force mains shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

11/2017

Fastite

McWane Ductile

02/2015

Tyton

U.S. Pipe

04/2012

Tyton
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Part 1 - General Construction

Ductile Iron Flanged Pipe
STANDARDS

 Pipe barrels conform to ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51 Ductile Iron Pipe, Centrifugally Cast
 ANSI/AWWA C115/A21.15 Flanged Ductile-Iron Pipe with Ductile Iron or Gray-Iron
Threaded Flanges
 Threads shall conform to ANSI B1.20.1 National Pipe Thread Taper
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Flanged joints may be used only in buildings, in vaults, or where specified on
construction plans.

•

Thickness class shall be a minimum Class 53. A greater thickness may be required when
conditions so dictate.

•

Bolt circle and holes shall conform to Class 125 standard template in accordance with
ANSI B16.1.

•

Gaskets 12-inches in diameter and smaller shall be full-faced 1/8-inch thick, and shall
conform to the dimensions of Table A1 of AWWA C115 Section A2. For pipe sizes 16inch and larger, use ring gasket.

•

Bolts and nuts shall be low-carbon steel, ASTM A307 Standard Specification for Carbon
Steel Bolts and Studs, 60,000 psi tensile strength, Grade B.

•

Double-lined with cement mortar, seal coated and have a protective exterior coating.

•

All sanitary sewers and force mains shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

McWane Ductile

02/2015

U.S. Pipe

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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Part 1 - General Construction

Ductile Iron Restrained Joint Pipe
STANDARDS

 ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51 Ductile Iron Pipe, Centrifugally Cast
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Double-lined with cement mortar, seal coated and have a protective exterior coating.

•

Thickness class for water and sewer construction shall be minimum Class 52.

•

A greater thickness may be required when conditions so dictate.

•

All sanitary sewers and force mains shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

•

Restrained joint pipe is required for water lines constructed in fill.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

02/2015

McWane Ductile

02/2015

TR Flex

U.S. Pipe

04/2012

TR Flex
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Part 1 - General Construction

1B - DUCTILE IRON PIPE FITTINGS

Ductile Iron Pipe Fittings
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10 Ductile Iron and Gray Iron Fittings (standard fittings)
 ANSI/AWWA C153/A21.53 Ductile Iron Compact Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Cement-mortar lined with seal coating, mechanical joint ductile iron

•

Minimum pressure rating of 350 psi

•

All sanitary sewer and force main fittings shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy.

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

02/2015

Sigma Corporation

02/2015

Tyler Union (McWane, Inc.)

02/2015

U.S. Pipe

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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Part 1 - General Construction

Field Installed Joint Restraints
STANDARDS

 Bolts and nuts shall be in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11 Ductile-Iron and
Gray-Iron Fittings for Water
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Minimum working pressure of 350 psi for sizes 3 inch through 16 inch.

•

Minimum working pressure of 250 psi for sizes 18 inch through 48 inch.

•

Minimum safety factor of 2:1.

•

Use of restraining glands on PVC pipe is prohibited.

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

EBAA Iron, Inc.

04/2012

Megalug Series 1100

Ford Meter Box Company
(Domestic Only)

02/2015

UFR1400-DA-xx-U
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Field Installed Restrained Flange Adapters

Part 1 - General Construction

STANDARDS
 Flange bolt circles compatible with ANSI/AWWA C115/A21.15 Flanged Ductile Iron Pipe
with Threaded Flanges
 Bolts and nuts shall be in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11 Ductile-Iron and
Gray-Iron Fittings for Water
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Body shall be ductile iron per ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12.

•

Minimum pressure rating of 250 psi

•

Polyethylene encasement is required on all ductile iron pipe and fittings for corrosion
protection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

EBAA Iron, Inc.

04/2012

Megaflange Series 2100

Ford Meter Box Company
(Domestic Only)

02/2015

RFAP-DxxR-U (sizes > 12”)
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1C – CASING PIPE

Part 1 - General Construction

Casing Pipe
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.10, 7.10, and Detail G-05 for water and sewer mains
 VDOT Road and Bridge Standards, Section 1400 Utilities (Concrete/Steel Encasement
Pipe)
 For casing pipe of service laterals, see Service Line Tubing and Casings under Part 2,
Water Construction.
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Casing pipe required for road crossings shall be uncoated steel with 36,000 psi yield
strength.

•

See Detail G-05 for sizing of casing pipe.

•

Casing shall be smooth wall steel pipe, conforming to ASTM A139, Grade B with a
minimum wall thickness of ½ inch. Casing shall be exterior prime coated and have
beveled edges suitable for field welding.

•

All carrier pipe shall be restrained joint ductile iron and shall be pushed through the
casing. Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy shall be used to line all sanitary sewer and force
main carrier pipe.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Empire Pipe and Supply Company

02/2015

Pittsburgh Pipe

11/2017

Model Name/Number
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Part 1 - General Construction

Casing Spacer and End Seals
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.10, 7.10, and Detail G-05
 VDOT Road and Bridge Standards, Section 1400 Utilities (Concrete/Steel Encasement
Pipe)
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Stainless steel casing isolator with glass reinforced polymer runners.

•

Minimum of three casing insulators required per pipe length, or more as required by the
manufacturer, with a maximum separation of 5-ft.

•

Casing spacers shall be sized to center the carrier pipe within the casing and shall be a
minimum of 12 inches in length. Bolts and nuts shall be type 304 stainless steel.

•

The gap between any casing spacer and the inside of the casing pipe shall be minimum
¼ inch and maximum ¾ inch.

•

Casing end seals shall be standard pull-on type.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Casing Spacer
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Pipe Seal & Insulator Company

04/2012

S12-G2

The BWM Company

02/2015

BWM-SS

Casing End Seals
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Pipe Seal & Insulator Company

04/2012

“S”

The BWM Company

02/2015

BWM-PO
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Part 1 - General Construction

1D – LINE LOCATORS

Line Location Markers
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.04 and 7.04
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-08 and SC-09
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Full-range disc type line markers

•

The maximum spacing between markers shall be 40 feet.

•

All markers shall be color-coded to APWA standards (i.e. blue for water and green for
sanitary sewer) and tuned to a specific frequency for each utility.

•

For water construction, the markers are to be placed on top of the pipe, along the pipe
route, at each change in direction, tee, corporation stop, and all other fittings.

•

On sanitary sewer lines, markers shall be installed on top of the pipe at the tee of each
individual service connection, 5 feet from the stub-out end of each service connection,
and at each change in direction along the route of the individual service connection.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

3M

04/2012

EMS Full-Range Markers

Telemark Solutions

02/2015

DiskMark
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Part 1 - General Construction

Marker Tape
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.04 and 7.04
 ASTM D2103 Standard Specification for Polyethylene Film and Sheeting
 ASTM D882 Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Thin Plastic Sheeting
(Method A)
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Detectable marker tape shall be buried 18 inches above the pipe for the entire length.

•

Tape shall be 6 inches wide, polyethylene, 4 mils minimum thickness. Text must be at
intervals of 36 inches or less.

•

Tape installed with water piping shall have APWA blue background with “CAUTION
BURIED WATER LINE” in black letters.

•

Tape installed with sanitary sewer shall have APWA green background with “CAUTION
BURIED SEWER LINE” in black letters.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Harris Industries, Inc.

02/2015

Pro-Line Safety Products Co.

02/2015

Model Name/Number
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Part 1 - General Construction

Tracer Wire
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details ‘WM’, WS-01, and SC-11
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Tracer wire required only with nonmetallic (PVC or PE) pipeline.

•

Wire to be #12 AWG solid copper with low density polyethylene insulation of minimum
thickness of 45 mils.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Kris-Tech Wire

02/2015

HMWPE

Pro-Line Safety Products Co.

04/2012

Copper PE30
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Part 1 - General Construction

1E – CORROSION PROTECTION

Petrolatum Tape Coating
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA C217 Cold-Applied Petrolatum Tape and Petrolatum Wax Tape Coated for
the Exterior of Special Sections, Connections, and Fittings for Buried Steel Water Pipe
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

All mechanical joints and bolts shall be field coated with a petrolatum system (wax and
tape), in accordance with manufacturer’s recommended installation procedures. The
mechanical joints shall be fully coated. The remainder of the fitting need not be
wrapped in the wax and tape.

•

Insulating flanges shall be field coated with a petrolatum system (wax and tape) in
accordance with manufacturer’s recommended installation procedures.

•

Product shall be non-toxic and non-carcinogenic.

•

All materials shall be from the same manufacturer.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Denso North America Inc.

04/2019

Densyl Wax Tape

Trenton Corporation

04/2019

Wax-Tape #1
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Part 1 - General Construction

Polyethylene Encasement Tubing
STANDARDS

 ANSI/AWWA C105/A21.5 Polyethylene Encasement for Ductile Iron Pipe Systems
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Material shall be 8 mils thick linear low-density co-extruded V-Bio enhanced
polyethylene. Seamless flat tube form must comply with the minimum widths based on
nominal pipe diameter in accordance with above standard.

•

Where polyethylene encasement of pipe is specified, fittings and valve bodies are to be
included within the encasement.

•

Must be installed in accordance to manufacturer’s recommendations. Provide a
minimum 2-ft overlap between sections.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

04/2019

McWane Ductile

04/2019

U.S. Pipe

04/2019

Model Name/Number
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Part 1 - General Construction

Ductile Iron Pipe Lining (SEWER ONLY)
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

All ductile iron pipe and fittings shall be lined with Protecto 401 ceramic epoxy for all
sanitary sewer and force main applications.

•

The lining shall be applied by a certified firm with a successful history of applying linings
to the interior of ductile iron pipe and fittings.

•

The interior of the pipe shall receive 40 mils nominal dry film thickness.

•

Lined pipe and fittings must be handled only from the outside of the pipe and fittings.
No forks, chains, straps, hooks, etc. shall be placed inside the pipe and fittings for lifting,
positioning, or laying. The pipe shall not be dropped or unloaded by rolling.

•

Care should be taken not to let the pipe strike sharp objects while swinging or being off
loaded. Ductile iron pipe should never be placed on grade by use of hydraulic pressure
from an excavator bucket or by banging with heavy hammers.

•

Protecto 401 Joint Compound shall be used to seal cut ends and repair field damaged
areas of Protecto 401 lined pipes and fittings in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations.

•

Pipe must be installed within 1 year of date of lining.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Induron Coatings, Inc.

Approval Date
04/2012

Model Name/Number
Protecto 401
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2A – PIPE

Part 2 - Water Construction

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe
STANDARDS
 AWWA Standard C909 Molecularly Oriented Polyvinyl Chloride (PVCO), 4” through 12”
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

All PVCO pipe shall be minimum Pressure Class 235.

•

Fittings for PVC pipe shall be mechanical joint ductile iron pipe.

•

PVC pipe shall be stored in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations on flat,
even surfaces and shall remain racked on the pallets as delivered to the job site until
such time as the trench is ready for the placement of the pipe.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
IPEX, Inc.

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

02/2015
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Brass Pipe Nipples and Fittings
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details WD-01 & WD-03

 ASTM B43 Standard Specification for Seamless Red Brass Pipe, Standard Sizes
 ASTM B687 Standard Specification for Brass, Copper, and Chromium-Plated Pipe Nipples
 Threads shall conform to ANSI B1.20.1 National Pipe Thread Taper
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Pipe sizes shall be 2 inch for blow-offs and air release valves with schedule 40 wall
thickness.

•

Product must be marked with a lead-free identifier (such as “NL” or “LF”) and with the
verifying agency’s mark.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

A.Y. McDonald (Fittings)

10/2016

BMI

10/2016

Merit Brass

10/2016

Trenton Pipe Nipple Company

10/2016

Model Name/Number
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Service Line Tubing and Casing
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.14 B and Detail WS-01

 AWWA C904-16 Cross-linked Polyethylene (PEX) Pressure Tubing
 ANSI/AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Applies to standard water service connections up to 2 inch in diameter

•

Cross-linked polyethylene tubing shall be CTS O.D., class 200, and SDR-9. Tubing shall be
“indent” marked with class, size and NSF-PW rating.
-

All joints require stainless steel inserts.

-

Pipe shall have a co-extruded UV shield made from UV-resistant high-density
polyethylene, color blue. Pipe shall have a minimum UV exposure time of one (1)
year when tested in accordance with ASTM F2657.

•

Copper tubing shall be type “K” soft copper, sizes ¾ inch to 2 inch.

•

Service line casing pipe to be HDPE or SCH 40 PVC

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

REHAU (PEX Tubing)

08/2016

Cambridge Lee Industries (Copper Tubing)

08/2016

Cerro Flow Products, Inc. (Copper Tubing)

08/2016

CMC Howell Metal (Copper Tubing)

08/2016

Kessler Industries (Copper Tubing)

08/2016

Model Name/Number
MUNICIPEX
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Part 2 - Water Construction

2B – VALVES

Automatic Air Release Valve
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 3.07 and Detail WD-03
 AWWA C512 Air Release, Air/Vacuum, and Combination Air Valves for Waterworks
Service
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Device must be combination air release and vacuum breaker.

•

Universal type with the orifice the same diameter as the inlet

•

Working pressure from 0 to 300 psi

•

Stainless steel float and resilient seat

•

Valves shall have a 2-inch diameter screwed NPT connection.

•

All air release piping shall be brass.

•

All working parts shall be constructed of non-corroding material.

•

Valves used in potable water service shall be certified to NSF/ANSI 61 Drinking Water
System Components.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Cla-Val

02/2015

Series 36

Crispin Multiplex Manufacturing
Company

04/2012

UL Series

GA Industries, LLC

02/2015

Val-Matic

03/2016

Series 201C
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Ball Valve
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details WD-01 and WD-02
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Bronze Ball Valve, Size ‘B’ with 100% full port configuration

•

Valve shall be one-quarter turn operation with handle.

•

Ball valve shall be lead-free in accordance with NSF/ANSI 372.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

American Valve

02/2015

Apollo Valves

02/2015

Model Name/Number
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Butterfly Valve
STANDARDS

 AWWA C504 Rubber-Seated Butterfly Valve
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Minimum size of 16” unless otherwise specified on construction plans

•

Epoxy coated inside and outside

•

Short body type Class 250B

•

All fasteners exposed on the valve’s exterior to be T304 stainless steel.

•

Ductile iron bodied with rubber-seated, self-adjusted disc seal

•

Valve ends shall be mechanical joint or flanged.

•

Actuators shall rotate counter-clockwise to open.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

DeZURIK

04/2019

BAW

Henry Pratt Company

04/2019

HP250II

M&H Valve Company

04/2019

Mueller

04/2012

Lineseal
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Detector Check Valve
STANDARDS

 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Main body and access cover shall be epoxy coated ductile iron with flanged end
connections.

•

The stem shall be stainless steel and the seat disc elastomers shall be EPDM.

•

Check valve shall be spring loaded and accessible for maintenance without removing the
device from the line.

•

Shall include metered by-pass and OS&Y shut-off valve.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Zurn Wilkins

Approval Date
11/2017

Model Name/Number
310DAOSY
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Fire Hydrant Check Valve
STANDARDS

 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Fire hydrant check valve shall be manufactured to all of the testing and performance
standards of AWWA C508 and AWWA C550. Check valve shall be designed for 250 psi
working pressure and tested to 500 psi hydrostatic pressure.

•

Check valve shall be ductile iron with NSF approved fusion bonded epoxy coating.

•

Check valve shall be lead free, with no exposed lead bearing surfaces.

•

Check valve shall have an unobstructed waterway. No reduction of port or redirection of
flow will be allowed.

•

Check valve shall incorporate integral positive restraint connections that maintain a
restrained connection between the fire hydrant and the gate valve.

•

All fasteners shall be 304 stainless steel and all interior rubber components shall be
EPDM rubber.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Kennedy Valve Company
(McWane, Inc.)

11/2017

Patriot

Mueller

11/2017

Super Centurion 250/HS
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Swing Check Valve
STANDARDS

 AWWA C508 Swing-Check Valves for Waterworks, 2 inch through 24 inch
 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
 NSF/ANSI 61 Drinking Water System Components
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Valve body and cover shall be ASTM A536 ductile iron coated and lined with an
ANSI/NSF 61 approved fusion bonded epoxy coating. The cover shall be domed to create
a flushing action around the disc when valve is open.

•

Designed for a minimum of 250 psi working pressure

•

The disc shall be raised one-piece stainless steel construction and equipped with a
molded resilient seat mounted on the disc with an integral O-ring for drip tight sealing.
Both seats shall be secured with stainless steel fasteners and must be field replaceable
without removing the valve from the pipeline.

•

Valve body shall have full flow equal to the nominal pipe diameter without restrictions.

•

Valve to be located at least 10 pipe diameters downstream from any flow disturbance or
obstruction (valve, pump, elbow, reducer, etc.).

•

Valve shall be installed in a 5-ft diameter, flat top manhole with valve and piping
elevated a minimum of 12 inches using stainless steel pipe stands bolted to the manhole
bottom. At minimum, a pipe stand shall be located at each flange end of the valve. An
approved manhole boot shall be located at the pipe penetrations through the manhole
wall.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Cla-Val

11/2017

Series 585

DeZURIK

11/2017

CVS-250/250A

Valmatic

11/2017

Series 7800
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Corporation Stop/Valve
STANDARDS

 AWWA C800-84 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
 NSF/ANSI 372 Drinking Water System Components – Lead Content
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Ball type with CTS pack joint outlet and rating of 300 psi

•

Brass construction

•

Inlet threads shall be AWWA taper thread for all corporation stops used on direct taps.

•

Product must be marked with a lead-free identifier (such as “NL” or “LF”) and with the
verifying agency’s mark.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

A.Y. McDonald

02/2015

74701B-22

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

FB1000

Mueller

04/2012

B-25008N
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Gate Valve
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail G-03
 AWWA C509 Resilient Seated Gate Valves for Water Supply Service
 AWWA C550 Protective Epoxy Interior Coatings for Valves and Hydrants
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

For valves 3 inch to 12 inch

•

Shall be resilient wedge gate valves with ductile iron bodied. Valve ends shall be
restrained mechanical joint for buried applications. Flanged ends with centering ring
shall be used in buildings, in vaults, and where joining to a tapping sleeve.

•

Non-rising stem with 2-inch operating nut and counter-clockwise opening with hand
wheel in all buildings and vaults.

•

Mechanical joint or flanged ends designed for bubble tight closure at 250 psi working
pressure.

•

Bolts and nuts shall be stainless steel in accordance with ASTM 304.

•

Bronze or stainless steel stem with triple O-ring stem seals.

•

Valve extensions shall have a 2-inch square wrench nut on top end and socket to fit 2inch square nut on bottom.

•

Shall be NSF/ANSI 61 approved for use in potable water systems.

•

All valves shall be wrapped with polyethylene encasement tubing.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

American Cast Iron Pipe Company

04/2012

2500 Series

Clow Valve Company (McWane, Inc.)

06/2015

2639

Kennedy Valve Company (McWane, Inc.)

04/2012

KS-RW

Mueller

04/2012

A-2362 Series
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2C – METERS AND SERVICE FITTINGS

Angle Dual Check Valve
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-01
 ANSI/AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Use cartridge style angled dual check valve.

•

CTS pack joints required for the water line connections.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Number (Meter Sizes)

10/2012

7112-3Y2 (5�8”x3�4” & 3�4”)

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

HHCA94-323-NL (5�8”x3�4” & 3�4”)

Mueller

10/2012

P-14466-AN

A.Y. McDonald

7112-4Y2 (1”)

HHCA94-444-NL (1”)
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Angle Yoke Ball Valve
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-01
 ANSI/AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Use angle stop valve with padlock wings.

•

CTS pack joints required for the water line connections.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
A.Y. McDonald

Approval Date

Model Number (Meter Sizes)

10/2012

74642BY-22

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

BA94-323W-NL (5�8”x3�4” & 3�4”)

Mueller

10/2012

P-24273N

BA94-444W-NL (1”)
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Water Meter
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual ‘WM’ Details
 AWWA C700 Cold Water Meters – Displacement Type, Bronze Main Case
 AWWA C701 Cold Water Meters – Turbine Type
 AWWA C702 Cold Water Meters – Compound Type
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

The size and type of all water meters shall be determined by the General Manager
based on fixture count and proposed use(s).

•

Meters sized 5/8” x 3/4" and full 3/4" will be installed by the Authority upon
construction approval and payment of appropriate fees.

•

All water meters shall be equipped with a Radio Frequency Meter Interface Unit
appropriate to the type of meter specified and compatible with the FCWSA’s radio read
system.

•

Shall be NSF/ANSI 372 certified and NSF/ANSI 61 compliant for use in potable water
systems.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number
T-10 (Positive displacement)

Neptune

04/2012

HP (Turbine)
Tru/Flo (Compound)
R900 (Radio Frequency MIU)
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Meter Setting
STANDARDS

 ANSI/AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-02
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Inlet valve and bypass valve shall have padlock wings.

•

Constructed with Type K Copper and conforms to ASTM B-88, Copper Alloy #122.

•

Castings shall be made of lead free, brass material.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

VBHH77-15B-44-77-NL

Mueller

11/2017

B-2423-2N
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Meter Yoke
STANDARDS

 ASTM A48 Standard Specification for Gray Iron Castings
 ANSI/AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-01
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
 Cast iron yoke bar, Class 25, with strong I-beam cross-section and powder coating.
 Cradle positions the meter in line with end connections for one hand installation.
 Three-piece brass expander has large tightening spokes and includes two rubber yoke
end gaskets. All rubber gaskets are EPDM.
 Includes lock nut to allow adjustment of valves and couplings.
APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

A.Y. McDonald

Ford Meter Box Company

Mueller

Approval Date

02/2015

04/2012

02/2015

Meter Size

Model Name/Number

5� ”x3� ”
8
4

14-2

1”

14-4

5� ”x3� ”
8
4

Y502

1”

Y504

3� ”
4

3� ”
4

14-3

Y503

5� ”x3� ”
8
4

H-5020

1”

H-5040

3� ”
4

H-5030
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Part 2 - Water Construction

2D – BOXES AND VAULTS

Meter Box
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual ‘WM’ Details
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Meter boxes to be high-density polyethylene, one-piece molded construction.

•

Minimum wall thickness of ½ inch

•

Vertical load rating minimum 15,000 lbs.

•

White interior surface for ease of meter reading. Black exterior surface to provide UV
protection.

•

See ‘WM’ Details for specific size.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Bingham & Taylor

11/2017

DFW Plastics, Inc.

02/2015

Oldcastle Enclosure Solutions

02/2015

Model Name/Number
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Meter Box Cover
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual ‘WM’ Details
 ASTM A48 Standard Specification for Gray Iron Castings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Frame shall be cast iron per ASTM A48, Class 25 minimum.

•

Casting shall be epoxy coated for corrosion protection.

•

Locking lid utilize silicon bronze pentagon bolt with copper and HDPE washers.

•

Meter box lid shall include 1-3/4” single hole for mounting a Radio Frequency Meter
Interface Unit appropriate to the type of meter specified and compatible with the
FCWSA’s radio read system.

•

Inner lid shall be recessed to accommodate for the electronic meter reading module.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

A.Y. McDonald

02/2015

Bingham & Taylor

02/2015

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

Model Name/Number

Type A32-T or C32-T
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Valve Box
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail G-03
 ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10-82 Ductile Iron and Gray Iron Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Valve boxes, base extensions, head and cover shall be cast iron and heavily coated with
asphalt-based paint.

•

Valve box shall be two-piece Buffalo Style, 5-1/4” shaft, with a slip type extension with
flange at top of upper section (2-3 inches from top).

•

Valve boxes shall be of sufficient length to provide for adjustment above and below
grade of not less than 6 inches when the pipe is laid to the specified depth.

•

A slip type valve extension will be required on any gate valve where the distance from
the finished grade to the top of the operating nut exceeds 4 foot. Extension shall be of a
locking type to prevent it from coming off the valve. Top of extension will be no deeper
than 1 foot from finished grade. Extension stem shall be of the same diameter as the
valve stem. Use of multiple extension stems shall be prohibited.

•

Valve boxes shall include a stationary valve rod extension whenever a valve has 10 feet
or more of cover.

•

The cover and head shall be round and shall have the word “WATER” cast upon it.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Bingham & Taylor

04/2012

East Jordan Iron Works

04/2012

Tyler Union (McWane, Inc.)

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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Precast Vault
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-03
 ASTM C857 Standard Practice for Minimum Structural Design Loading for Underground
Precast Concrete Utility Structures
 ASTM C858 Standard Specification for Underground Precast Concrete Utility Structures
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

All vaults shall be installed with top slabs 1” minimum to 6” maximum above grade.

•

Concrete to be 5,000 psi minimum compressive strength.

•

Provide link seal with stainless steel hardware for all pipe penetrations.

•

Floor shall have a minimum slope of ¼ inch per foot directed to a sump pit. Sump pit
shall be piped by gravity to daylight or a sump pump provided.

•

Vaults shall include factory applied exterior bitumastic waterproofing.

•

Design shall meet AASHTO H-20 loading criteria.

•

Vaults shall be non-buoyant when installed. Manufacturer to provide buoyancy
calculations with assumed water table elevation at the ground surface. Calculations shall
not include the weights of the piping or equipment installed and shall be sealed by a
Professional Engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Concrete Pipe & Precast, LLC

02/2015

Smith-Midland Corporation

02/2015

Model Name/Number
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Vault Access Door
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WM-03
 ASTM B26 Standard Specification for Aluminum-Alloy Sand Castings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Access door shall be 42-inch x 42-inch double door hatch cover with locking hasp.

•

Cover shall be reinforced to support AASHTO H-20 wheel load and shall be ¼-inch
aluminum diamond pattern.

•

Covers shall be equipped with a hold open arm which automatically lock each cover in
the open position.

•

All hardware shall be type 316 stainless steel.

•

Factory finish shall be mill finish aluminum with bituminous coating applied to the
exterior of the frame.

•

A ladder extension shall be installed on fixed ladders below hatch cover to assist
personnel in getting on and off a ladder. The extension shall retract after use so that
the access cover can be closed.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Bilco Company

04/2012

J-AL

Halliday Products

02/2015

Series F1R
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Vault Ladder
STANDARDS

 29 CFR 1910.27 Fixed Ladders (OSHA)
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Ladder shall be manufactured of 6000-series aluminum with fully-welded construction,
including vault connection clips.

•

Rungs shall be square or rectangular with a nonslip top surface.

•

Ladder shall include continuous side rails from vault floor to top of ladder. Rungs shall
be fastened on both ends to side rails.

•

Clearance between side rails shall be at least 16 inches.

•

Distance between ladder rungs shall not exceed 12 inches. Rungs shall not be higher
than 12 inches above the vault floor or lower than 12 inches below top of vault
structure.

•

Clear distance from vault wall to ladder shall not be less than 7 inches.

•

Ladder shall be securely fastened to wall with stainless steel bolts. Stainless steel
washers shall be installed between connection clip and vault wall.

•

Unit shall be completely fabricated and ready for installation before shipment to the
site.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Pennsylvania Insert Corporation

02/2015

Precision Ladders, LLC

02/2015

Model Name/Number

FLH
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Vault Ladder Safety Post

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Shall be manufactured of type 304 stainless steel or aluminum construction.

•

Tubular post shall lock automatically when fully extended.

•

A stainless steel spring balancing mechanism shall be provided to allow smooth,
controlled operation when raising and lowering the safety post.

•

Release lever shall disengage the post to allow it to be returned to its lowered position.

•

A pull up loop shall be provided at the upper end of the post to facilitate raising the
post.

•

Post shall have adjustable mounting brackets to fit ladder rung spacing up to 14” on
center and clamp brackets to accommodate ladder rungs up to 1-3/4” in diameter.

•

All mounting hardware shall be type 316 stainless steel.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Bilco Company

Approval Date
04/2012

Model Name/Number
LU-3 or LU-4
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2E – MISCELLANEOUS WATER APPURTENANCES

Fire Hydrant
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WD-04
 AWWA C502 Dry Barrel Fire Hydrants
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Hydrants shall be of the compression type with main valve openings not less than 5-¼”
in diameter, double O-ring seals and safety flange.

•

Hydrants shall have a cast iron body with full bronze trim.

•

Hydrants shall have a minimum 6” connection base for setting with a minimum of 42”
cover on connection pipe. Pipe sections shall be mortar lined Class 52 ductile iron.

•

Hydrants shall be equipped with two each 2-½” NST hose connections and one each 4½” NST pumper connection.

•

Shall be operated by a National Standard 1-½” pentagon shaped operating nut, opening
counterclockwise. The direction of opening shall be clearly marked by an arrow cast on
the outside of the hydrant.

•

Hydrants shall be furnished with a breakaway feature that will break cleanly on the
underside of the flange upon impact. This shall consist of a break flange with a
breakable stem coupling. Breakable bolts will not be accepted.

•

Install a blue fire hydrant marker ring with the text, “FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
UNAUTHORIZED USE IS THEFT, VIOLATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED” in white lettering.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Kennedy Valve Company
(McWane, Inc.)

04/2012

K-81D Guardian

Mueller

04/2012

Super Centurion 250
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Part 2 - Water Construction

Sampling Station
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail WD-02
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Connect to main with ¾-inch tap, service line, and curb stop.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Kupferle Foundry Company

Approval Date
06/2013

Model Name/Number
Eclipse #88
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Tapping Sleeve
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.11
 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
 NSF/ANSI 61 Drinking Water System Components
 ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11 Rubber Gasket Joints for Ductile-Iron Pressure Pipe and
Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Sleeve shall be made of ductile iron. Mechanical joint ends on all sizes.

•

Bolts and nuts shall be stainless steel, ASTM 304 Standard Specification stainless steel
bolts and studs, 60,000 psi tensile strength, Grade B.

•

Minimum pressure rating of 250 psi

•

Diameter of tap may be as large as the pipe being tapped for ductile iron pipe.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

American Flow Control

02/2015

Series 2800-C

Mueller

04/2012

H-615

Tyler Union (McWane, Inc.)

02/2015
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Service Saddle
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 4.14 C and Detail WS-01
 NSF/ANSI 61 Drinking Water System Components
 AWWA C800 Underground Service Line Valves and Fittings
 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Service connections shall be by direct tap (no saddle) on all ductile iron and cast iron
pipe mains.

•

Body and tapped inserts shall be of ASTM A536 ductile iron. Shall be fusion-bonded
epoxy coated for corrosion resistance.

•

Gaskets shall be made of a rubber compound resistant to water, oil, and other
chemicals.

•

Shall withstand a minimum working pressure of 250 psi.

•

Service saddles with a single strap shall have a minimum strap width of 2”. Double-strap
saddles shall have minimum 1.5” flat-faced straps.

•

Straps and fasteners shall be constructed of type 304 (18-8) stainless steel.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Ford Meter Box Company

04/2012

FC101 (1” or less service taps)
FC202 (> 1” service taps)

Mueller

04/2012

DR1S (1” or less service taps)
DR2S (> 1” service taps)

Romac Industries, Inc.

02/2015

101NS (1” or less service taps)
202NS (> 1” service taps)

Smith Blair

02/2015

317
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Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA Standard C900 PVC Pressure Pipe and Fabricated Fittings, 4” through 12”
 ANSI/AWWA Standard C905 PVC Pressure Pipe and Fabricated Fittings, 14” through 48”
 ANSI/AWWA Standard C907 Injection-Molded PVC Pressure Fittings, 4” through 12”
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

See approved construction plans for required dimension ratio (DR).

•

Injection molded fittings shall be used in lieu of fabricated fittings wherever
commercially available (presently for all applications 12-inch and smaller).

•

PVC pipe shall be stored in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations on flat,
even surfaces and shall remain racked on the pallets as delivered to the job site until
such time as the trench is ready for the placement of the pipe.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Diamond Plastics Corporation

02/2015

HARCO (Fittings)

04/2019

IPEX, Inc.

02/2015

Multi Fittings (Fittings)

04/2019

National Pipe & Plastics

02/2015

North American Pipe Corporation

02/2015

Specified Fittings (Fittings)

04/2019

Model Name/Number
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High-density polyethylene (HDPE) Pipe

Part 3 - Sewer Construction

STANDARDS
 AWWA Standard C901 Polyethylene Pressure Pipe and Tubing ½” Through 3” for Water
Service
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Pipe and fittings shall be manufactured from a PE 4710 high density resin compound
meeting the specifications of ASTM D3350 with a cell classification 445574C.

•

Pipe and accessories shall be 200 psi at 73.4oF meeting requirements of Standard
Dimension Ratio (SDR) 11 as a minimum strength.

•

Color combination shall be black with green stripes for sewer.

•

Used for sewage force mains 2 inch and smaller.

•

Stainless steel inserts shall be used on HDPE pipe at all fittings.

•

Polyethylene pipe and fittings shall be joined using electro fusion couplings. Electro
fusion fittings shall have a pressure rating equal to the pipe.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Flying W Plastics, Inc

02/2015

Lee Supply Co. Inc.

02/2015

Performance Pipe

04/2019

Model Name/Number
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Part 3 - Sewer Construction

STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail SC-01
 ASTM A733 Welded and Seamless Carbon Steel and Austenitic Stainless Steel Pipe
Nipples
 ASTM A312 Seamless, Welded, and Heavily Cold Worked Austenitic Stainless Steel Pipes
 ASTM A351 Castings, Austenitic, for Pressure-Containing Parts
 Threads shall conform to ANSI B1.20.1 National Pipe Thread Taper
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Threaded pipe nipples and fittings for air release valves shall be 2 inch in size.

•

Pipes nipples and fittings shall be type 316 stainless steel material.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

BMI

10/2016

Merit Brass

10/2016

Trenton Pipe Nipple Company

10/2016

Model Name/Number
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Service Pipe and Fittings

Part 3 - Sewer Construction

STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-08 & SC-09
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

All new construction of the sanitary sewer main will require the installation of an
injection-molded wye fitting for service lateral connections. The wye fitting shall be
made of the same pipe material as the sanitary sewer main.

•

All sewer service laterals located within public right-of-way or utility easements
dedicated to the Authority shall be PVC conforming to AWWA C900 DR25.

•

Beyond the utility easement and public right-of-way, sewer lateral material may
transition to PVC schedule 40 and shall be in accordance with the Virginia Uniform
Statewide Building Code requirements.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Refer to PART 3 – SEWER CONSTRUCTION for approved manufacturers of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) pipe and fittings.
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3B – FORCE MAIN APPURTENANCES

Automatic Air Release Valve
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10-82 Ductile Iron and Gray Iron Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Combination air-vacuum type with a working pressure from 0 to 300 psi.

•

T316 stainless steel float and internal trim

•

Resilient seating for positive shutoff

•

Valves shall include a minimum 1-inch diameter screwed NPT or flanged connection.

•

Air release valves shall be attached to the force main by means of a 2-inch stainless steel
pipe nipple threaded to a ductile iron mechanical joint tap tee fitting. Air release valves
on force mains smaller than 6 inches will require additional support.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Crispin Multiplex Manufacturing
Company

04/2012

Val-Matic

03/2016

Model Name/Number
S/SL
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Ball Valve
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-01
 ASTM A351 Castings, Austenitic, for Pressure-Containing Parts
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Stainless steel full port ball valve with two-piece body

•

Type 316 stainless steel investment cast components

•

Valve shall be one-quarter turn operation with handle.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Apollo Valves

Approval Date
11/2017

Model Name/Number
76F Series
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Check Valve

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

For use in service branch of low pressure wastewater collection systems.

•

Minimum pressure rating of 150 psi

•

Cast iron body with epoxy coating and clean-out port

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Flomatic

10/2016

Model Name/Number
208B

Curb Stop
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail SC-12 & SC-13
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Curb stop shall be ball type, compression fittings with padlock wings.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Ford Meter Box Company

Approval Date
04/2012

Model Name/Number
B61-555
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Plug Valve

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Eccentric plug valves shall be suitable for raw sewage, with full port configuration and
straight through flow pattern.

•

Unless otherwise specified on construction plans, ends shall be mechanical joint for
buried applications. Flanged ends shall be used in buildings and vaults.

•

Ductile iron valve body with nickel seat permanently welded to the body. The seat
thickness shall be a minimum of 1/8” thick. Design working pressure shall be a minimum
of 150 psi.

•

Plug valve shall include resilient Neoprene covered eccentric plug, replaceable T316
stainless steel permanently lubricated upper and lower journal bearings and externally
accessible & replaceable V-ring or U-cup valve shaft seals.

•

Underground valves shall be provided with operators with non-corrosive type of
construction for input shaft, seals, bushings, and bolting. Fasteners exposed to backfill
must be T304 stainless steel.

•

The operator shall open the valve on a counterclockwise rotation of the operator
wrench.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Clow Valve Company (McWane,
Inc.)

03/2016

DeZURIK

04/2012

Henry Pratt Company

03/2016

Val-Matic

03/2016

Model Name/Number
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Resilient Wedge Gate Valve
STANDARDS
 ANSI/AWWA C509 Resilient Seated Gate Valves
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Plug valves may be necessary for buried applications where cover on pipeline cannot
accommodate a gate valve’s bonnet.

•

All gate valves shall be lined and coated in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C550
Protective Epoxy Interior Coatings for Valves and Hydrants.

•

Unless otherwise specified on construction plans, ends shall be mechanical joint for
buried applications. Flanged ends shall be used in buildings and vaults.

•

Valve shall have non-rising stem with O-ring seals.

•

Gate valve shall be ductile iron bodied and designed for bubble tight closure at 200 psi
working pressure.

•

Fasteners exposed to backfill must be T304 stainless steel.

•

Counter-clockwise rotation of operating nut to open. Operator to be a 2-inch square nut
for underground installations and a hand wheel in all buildings and vaults.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

American Flow Control

04/2012

Kennedy Valve Company
(McWane, Inc.)

04/2012

Mueller

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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Tapping Saddle
STANDARDS

 ASTM A240 Chromium and Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steel Plate, Sheet, and Strip for
Pressure Vessels and for General Applications
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Saddle tap shall be sized to match force main.

•

Saddle to be type 304 stainless steel band with minimum 19-gauge thickness.

•

Nuts and bolts shall be type 304 stainless steel.

•

Gasket material made from Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) in accordance with ASTM D
2000 MBC 610.

•

Male thread adapter with compression fitting and gripper

•

Saddle tap shall use stainless steel inserts.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Romac

04/2019

Style 306

Smith Blair

04/2019

372 Service Saddle
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Valve Box
STANDARDS

 ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10-82 Ductile Iron and Gray Iron Fittings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Valve boxes, base extensions, head and cover shall be cast iron and heavily coated with
asphalt-base paint.

•

The cover and head shall be round and shall have the word “SEWER” cast upon it.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Bingham & Taylor

04/2012

East Jordan Iron Works

04/2012

Tyler Union (McWane, Inc.)

04/2012

Model Name/Number
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Manhole - Precast
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 8.07 and Details SC-05 & SC-06
 ASTM C478 Precast Reinforced Concrete Manhole Sections
 ASTM A615 Deformed and Plain Carbon-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Sanitary sewer manholes shall consist of precast reinforced concrete sections, an
eccentric conical section, and an expanded base section extending a minimum 4” and a
maximum of 8” beyond the outside vertical wall (riser section) of the manhole.

•

Concrete to be 4,000 psi minimum compressive strength at 28 days. Each component
must be monolithic. No cold joints permitted within a piece. Base must be wet cast.

•

Each section shall have no more than two holes for the purpose of handling and setting.

•

Joints to be made watertight with a gasket in accordance with ASTM C443.

•

Manholes shall be carefully made and shall have no honeycombs or other deteriorated
surfaces. All surfaces shall be smooth.

•

Pipe penetrations for the required sewer connections shall conform to the actual
minimum diameters required to properly seal the connection and include approved
boot connectors.

•

Base section to be 3 feet high minimum, unless overall height of structure requires use
of shorter base. Minimize number of riser sections.

•

Precast manholes shall have holes for pipe penetrations separated far enough apart to
ensure the structural integrity of the manhole wall and shall be a minimum of 12 inches.
Provide a minimum 6 inches between pipe penetrations and manhole joints.

•

The invert channels shall be smooth and semi-circular in shape, conforming to the inside
of the adjacent sewer section. Changes in direction of flow shall be made with a smooth
curve of as large a radius as the size of the manhole will permit. Changes in the size and
grade of the channels shall be made gradually.
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APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Concrete Pipe & Precast, LLC

02/2015

Winchester Building Supply

11/2017

Model Name/Number
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Boot Connector
STANDARDS

 ASTM C-923 Resilient Connectors between Reinforced Concrete Manhole Structures,
Pipes, and Laterals
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

On pipes sized less than 18 inches, sealing shall be accomplished by flexible connectors
comprised of rubber boots and dual stainless steel straps.

•

On pipes sized 18 inches and larger, sealing shall be accomplished by using an integrally
cast rubber gasket.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

A-LOK Products, Inc. (≥ 18” pipe)

04/2012

Press-Seal Gasket Corporation

02/2015

PSX Direct Drive

TrelleBorg

04/2012

NPC Kor-N-Seal
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Chimney Seal
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-03 & SC-04
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Seal shall be constructed of corrosion resistant materials and installed per
manufacturer’s recommendations.

•

Chimney seals may not be used to compensate for deficient or damaged masonry or
grade rings.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Cretex Specialty Products

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

04/2012
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Coating

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

The exterior of all precast manhole sections shall be coated with a minimum of 16 mils
dft in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Carboline

04/2012

Model Name/Number
Bitumastic 300M

Concrete Protective Lining
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual 7.06
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

System shall be resistant to deterioration due to hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and its byproducts. System shall include provisions to protect concrete at all discontinuities,
including joints, pipe penetrations, seams, and entryways.

•

Protective linings to be applied in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations,
including surface preparation as specified.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Concrete Pipe & Precast, LLC

02/2015

AGRU Sure-Grip

Raven Lining Systems (for use in
rehabilitation of existing
structures only)

10/2016

405 Trowel
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Frame and Cover
STANDARDS

 ASTM A48, Standard Specifications for Gray Iron Castings
 AASHTO M306, Standard Specification for Drainage Structure Castings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Frame and cover shall conform to AASHTO M306 including proof-load test and shall be
gray iron meeting the requirements of ASTM A48, Class 35B.

•

Castings shall be of best quality, tough, gray iron, free from cold shunts, blow holes, and
other imperfections. The castings shall be sound, true to form and thickness, cleaned by
shotblasting and neatly finished. The castings on all manholes shall be anchored to the
manhole.

•

All covers shall have diamond, non-skid surface. The cover shall not rock when rotated
to any position in the frame.

•

Frame and cover shall receive one coat of black asphalt base paint at the factory.

•

All covers shall have “F.C.W.S.A.” and “VA” casted in 1-1/4” high letters on the
perimeter and “SANITARY SEWER” casted in 1-inch high letters in the center.

•

Covers shall be furnished with two closed pick holes and one 1-inch vent hole. Solid
cover required when watertight manhole specified.

•

Covers for use in easements and remote locations shall be cam-locking type. Cam lock
shall be constructed of corrosion resistant material.

•

Watertight cover shall include ¼-inch O-ring gasket, bonded to frame; two 5/8-inch
recessed hex head stainless steel bolts with rubber gasket and stainless steel washers;
and two stainless steel lift bar slots.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
East Jordan Iron Works

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

04/2012
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Joint Rubber Gasket
STANDARDS

 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-05 and SC-06
 ASTM C443 Joints for Concrete Pipe and Manholes, using Rubber Gaskets
 ASTM C-361 Reinforced Concrete Low-Head Pressure Pipe
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Joints shall be of the O-ring rubber gasket type or other jointing system approved by the
FCWSA. When assembled the joint shall be uniform and watertight.

•

In addition to the O-ring gasket, 301 mastic joint sealer shall be used to assist in sealing
the joint from either internal or external hydrostatic pressure. No mortar joints will be
permitted.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Press-Seal Gasket Corporation

Approval Date
02/2015

Model Name/Number
O-ring or Type 4G
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Steps

STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Details SC-05 and SC-06
 ASTM C478 Precast Reinforced Concrete Manhole Sections, Section 16 Steps and
Ladders
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Steps for manholes shall be securely placed in position in the manhole sections during
the manufacturing process and shall be made of minimum 0.5-inch diameter grade 60
steel reinforcing rod encapsulated in a copolymer polypropylene.

•

Steps will be set in the manholes as shown in the abovementioned FCWSA Details.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

American Step Company

04/2012

ML-10, ML-11, or I-11

M.A. Industries, Inc.

08/2016

PS1-PF
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Waterproof Manhole Insert
STANDARDS
 FCWSA Utility Standards Manual Detail SC-02
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

The manhole insert shall be constructed of non-corrodible materials which will not be
damaged by sewer gases or road oil. Insert shall be made from corrosion resistant, high
strength stainless steel if manhole is located within the public street.

•

Both the gas relief and vacuum relief valves shall be self-cleaning and made of noncorrodible materials.

•

The gas relief valve and vacuum relief valve shall be automatically activated at a
pressure differential of approximately 2.25 psi.

•

A properly fitted rubber gasket shall be installed under the lip of the insert to insure a
tight seal between the insert and the manhole frame.

•

The insert shall be deep enough to prevent the manhole cover from coming into contact
with the valves when the manhole cover is removed or installed.

•

The insert shall be designed to restrict inflow to no more than 5 gallons in 24-hrs.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Southwestern Packing & Seals,
Inc.

Approval Date
04/2012

Model Name/Number
Rainstopper
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3D – MISCELLANEOUS SEWER APPURTENANCES

Service Saddle for Gravity Collection System
STANDARDS
 ASTM A536 Standard Specifications for Ductile Iron Castings
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Used to tap existing gravity sewer main only. All new construction of the sanitary sewer
main will require the installation of a prefabricated wye connection.

•

The branch inlets shall be configured to accept a branch line at a 90-degree angle to the
main line.

•

Saddle casting shall be made of stainless steel or epoxy-coated ductile iron. Sewer
saddles permitted to be used within public right-of-way shall be of stainless steel
construction.

•

Shall have a Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) or Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) gasket in
accordance with ASTM D 2000.

•

Sewer saddles shall have a single strap with a minimum strap width of 3.0 inches.

•

Straps, fasteners, and hose clamps shall be constructed of T304 stainless steel.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

Ford Meter Box Company

06/2015

FSS

Romac Industries, Inc.

06/2015

CB
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STANDARDS
 ACI 318 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete
 ASTM A185 Welded Steel Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement
 ASTM A615 Deformed and Plain Billet Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement
 ASTM C858 Standard Specification for Underground Precast Concrete Utility Structures
 ASTM C890 Standard Practice for Minimum Structural Design Loading for Monolithic or
Sectional Precast Concrete Water and Wastewater Structures
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Shop drawings and basis for sizing of each structure must be submitted for review and
approval to FCWSA to ensure that it is appropriate for the intended application.

•

Design shall meet AASHTO H-20 loading criteria.

•

If made of concrete, mix shall provide minimum 4,000 psi compressive strength at 28
days.

•

Joints to be interlocking type and made watertight by means of O-ring gasket or butyl
rubber. Joints not permitted below liquid level.

•

Pipe penetrations must employ approved connectors. Provide a minimum separation of
6 inches between pipe penetrations and joints.

•

The interceptor shall be partitioned and piped to provide at least two skimming
chambers.

•

The interceptor shall be vented to allow air flow through the unit.

•

An effluent sampling port of 8-inch diameter shall be provided at the exit pipe of each
interceptor where effluent can be collected prior to combining with untreated flows.

•

Each compartment must have sufficient access for cleaning and maintenance. Access
risers to be of watertight construction and have minimum 24-inch diameter for shallow
bury. Where top of unit will have more four feet of cover, access riser to be minimum 36
inches in diameter, with interlocking, watertight joints. Provide cast iron frames and
covers labeled “S” or “SEWER”.
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APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Concrete Pipe & Precast, LLC

11/2017

Containment Solutions

11/2017

Highland Tank

11/2017

Zurn Green Turtle

11/2017

Model Name/Number

Proceptor
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STANDARDS
 ACI 318 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete
 ASTM A185 Welded Steel Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement
 ASTM A615 Deformed and Plain Billet Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement
 ASTM C858 Standard Specification for Underground Precast Concrete Utility Structures
 ASTM C890 Standard Practice for Minimum Structural Design Loading for Monolithic or
Sectional Precast Concrete Water and Wastewater Structures
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Shop drawings and basis for sizing of each structure must be submitted for review and
approval to FCWSA to ensure that it is appropriate for the intended application.

•

Oil/water separator design shall incorporate coalescing plates or similar technology.
Devices shall be designed and proven to produce effluent with 15 parts per million or
less free oil, under normal operating conditions. Normal operating conditions consist of
influents containing oils of 0.90 or lighter specific gravity, up to 20 percent (200,000
ppm) oil content in the water, and temperatures of 40° to 140° F.

•

Grit collectors shall be designed to remove sand, gravel, cinders, or other heavy solid
materials that have specific gravities substantially greater than typical organic solids in
wastewater. Grit collectors shall be designed with adequate access for maintenance and
cleaning.

•

Design shall meet AASHTO H-20 loading criteria.

•

If made of concrete, mix shall provide minimum 4,000 psi compressive strength at 28
days.

•

If made of steel, provide coating and galvanic protection against corrosion.

•

Joints to be interlocking type and made watertight by means of O-ring gasket or butyl
rubber. Joints not permitted below liquid level.

•

Pipe penetrations must employ approved connectors. Provide a minimum separation of
6 inches between pipe penetrations and joints.
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•

The oil/water separator shall be vented to allow air flow through the unit.

•

An effluent sampling port of 8-inch diameter shall be provided at the exit pipe of each
separator where effluent can be collected prior to combining with untreated flows.

•

Each compartment must have sufficient access for cleaning and maintenance. Access
risers to be of watertight construction and have minimum 24-inch diameter for shallow
bury. Where top of unit will have more four feet of cover, access riser to be minimum 36
inches in diameter, with interlocking, watertight joints. Provide cast iron frames and
covers labeled “S” or “SEWER”.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company

Approval Date

Concrete Pipe & Precast, LLC

11/2017

Containment Solutions

11/2017

Zurn Green Turtle

11/2017

Model Name/Number

Proceptor
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Grinder Pump (Privately Owned)
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
•

Private grinder pumps are installed outdoors on lots receiving public gravity sewer
service but were topography of the lot requires sewage pumping, as approved by the
Authority. These pumping systems are owned and maintained by the property owner.

•

Grinder pumps to be complete water-tight unit ready for connection to inlet and outlet
piping as well as electric power supply.

•

All components to be corrosion resistant with accessory/wet well to be fiberglass
reinforced polyester or high density polyethylene, double-wall construction.

•

Pump shall be removable via a quick disconnect system with head and flow
characteristics suitable for the application and a grinder suitable for domestic sewage.

•

Inlet shall be for connection to 4 inch or larger PVC pipe.

•

Discharge force main shall include a check valve and a ball valve.

•

Wet well shall be vented and sized in accordance with the application, but not less than
24 inches in diameter by 36 inches deep.

•

Cover shall be fiberglass or polypropylene and shall be secured to the wet well with a
locking mechanism or bolts.

•

Pump control shall be via floats or pressure switch. Electric wiring between control
panel and grinder pump unit shall be installed in conduit. Control panel to have audio
and visual warnings activated when liquid level rises above alarm level. Control panel
shall be NEMA 4 mounted on the outside of the building. Electrical conduit shall enter
the bottom of the panel with a sealed connection.

•

Installation shall be in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations and shall
include provisions to prevent flotation.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS
Company
Environment One Corporation

Approval Date

Model Name/Number

04/2012
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Specifications for Pipeline Occupancy of Norfolk Southern Property
1.0

GENERAL

1.1

Scope
A. This specification shall apply to the design and construction of pipelines carrying flammable or nonflammable substances. This specification shall also apply to tracks owned by others (sidings, industry
tracks, etc.) over which NS operates its equipment.
B. It is to be clearly understood that NS owns its right-of-way for the primary purpose of operating a
railroad. All occupancies shall therefore be designed and constructed so that rail operations and
facilities are not interfered with, interrupted or endangered. In addition, the proposed facility shall be
located to minimize encumbrance to the right-of-way so that the railroad will have unrestricted use of
its property for current and future operations.

1.2

1.3

Definitions
A. NS

-

Norfolk Southern Corporation

B. Contract Administration

-

NS’s Contract Administration Department

C. Owner (Applicant)

-

Individual, corporation or municipality desiring
occupancy of NS property

D. Professional Engineer

-

Engineer licensed in the state where the facilities
are to be constructed

E. Carrier Pipe

-

Pipe used to transport the product

F. Casing Pipe

-

Pipe through which the carrier pipe is installed

G. Sidings or industry tracks

-

Tracks located off NS’s right-of-way, serving
an industry

Application for Occupancy
A. Individuals, corporations or municipalities desiring occupancy of NS property by pipeline occupations
must agree, upon approval of the engineering and construction details by NS, to execute an appropriate
NS occupational license and pay any required fees and/or rentals specified therein.
B. The application for a pipeline crossing occupancy shall be obtained at www.nscorp.com, then follow
links for “Customers”, “Real Estate”, “Wireline/Pipeline and Fiber Optics”
C. All applications shall be accompanied with three (3) copies of all design and construction plans and
three (3) copies of all specifications and engineering computations for the proposed occupancy. On
extensive projects, only those plans involving work on, or affecting NS property and operations, shall
be submitted. Included shall be a plan showing the extent of the total project upon which that portion
of the work affecting NS is clearly defined.
D. All of the above plans, specifications and computations must be prepared by and bear the seal of a
Professional Engineer.
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1.4

Right of Entry
A. No entry upon NS property for the purpose of conducting surveys, field inspections, obtaining soils
information or any other purposes associated with the design and construction for the proposed
occupancy, will be permitted without a proper entry permit prepared by NS. The applicant must pay
the associated fees and execute the entry permit.
B. It is to be clearly understood that the issuance of an entry permit does not constitute authority to
proceed with any construction. Construction can not begin until a formal agreement is executed by NS
and the Owner receives permission, from the designated inspection agency of NS, to proceed with the
work.
C. The application for a Right Of Entry permit shall be obtained at www.nscorp.com, then follow links for
Real Estate > NS Services > Access NS Property.

1.5

Site Inspection
A. For longitudinal occupancy of NS property a site inspection along the proposed pipeline route may be
required before final design plans are prepared. When a site inspection is required, the applicant
and/or his engineer must meet with representatives of NS to view the entire length of the proposed
occupancy.
B. Prior to the site inspection the applicant must submit the following information:
(1) A plan view of the proposed route showing all tracks, both NS right-of-way lines and all other
facilities located on the right-of-way. The distance from the proposed pipeline to the adjacent track
and to the right-of-way lines must be shown.
(2) A complete “Pipe Data Sheet” (See Plate I)
(3) Typical cross sections along the proposed route. (See Plate V)
C. Site inspections for pipe crossings are not required unless, in the opinion of NS, the size and location of
the facility warrant an inspection.

1.6

Information Required for Submission
1.6.1

Plans and Computations

A. Plans for proposed pipeline occupancies shall be submitted to and approved by NS prior to NS
issuance of an agreement and start of construction.
B. Plans are to be prepared in sizes as small as practical (8 ½” x 11”, 8 ½” x 14” or 8 ½” x 17”).
Larger size plans shall be folded, individually, by the applicant to an 8 ½ inch by 11 inch size, as
shown on Plate X, prior to submission. Where more than one plan is involved, the folded plans shall
be assembled into complete sets by the applicant before submission. Failure of the applicant to
comply with these requirements may be sufficient cause for rejection of the application.
C. Plans shall be drawn to scale, dimensioned with US Customary Units, and shall include the following
(See Plates I to X):
(1) Plan view of proposed pipeline in relation to all NS facilities and facilities immediately adjacent to
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NS including, but not limited to, tracks, buildings, signals, pole lines, other utilities and all other
facilities that may affect or influence the pipeline design and construction. (See Plate II)
(2) The location, in feet, of the pipe crossing from the nearest from the centerline of an NS bridge,
giving the NS bridge number. If the above is not available, provide distance to the nearest highway
grade crossing of the railroad and the DOT number posted at the highway grade crossing, if
available.
(3) In all cases, the name of the State and County in which the proposed facilities are located must be
shown. In States where Townships, Ranges and Sections are used, show the distance in feet to the
nearest Section line and identify the Section number, Township and Range.
(4) The profile of the ground above the centerline of the pipe, from field survey, showing relationship
of the pipeline and/or casing pipe to the ground levels, the tracks and other facilities, (See Plate
III). For longitudinal occupations, the top of rail profile of the adjacent track shall be shown on the
pipeline profile, (see Plate IV).
(5) All NS property lines indicated by dimensions, in feet, to the centerline of adjacent track,
as well as the overall width of the NS right-of-way. If the pipeline is in a public highway, the
limits of the dedicated highway right-of-way, as well as the limits of any paving, sidewalks etc.,
shall be defined, by dimensions in feet, from the centerline of the dedicated right-of-way,
(6) The angle of the crossing in relation to the centerline of the tracks(s). (See Plate II)
(7) On pipelines having valves, the distance in feet along the pipeline from the crossing to the nearest
valves and/or control stations.
(8) A separate “Pipe Data Sheet” (See Plate I) shall be submitted on an 8 ½” x 11” sheet, for each
crossing.
D. The plan shall be specific, on NS property and under tracks that are not on NS property, as to the:
(1) Method of installation. (See Section 5.1)
(2) Size and material of the casing pipe. (See Section 4.3)
(3) Size and material of the carrier pipe. (See Section 4.4)
These items can not have an alternative and any application that is received that indicates options in
any of the above items will not be processed.
E. Once the application has been approved by NS, no variance from the plans, specifications, method of
installation, construction, etc., as approved in the occupancy document, will be considered or permitted
without the payment to NS of additional fees for the re-processing of the application.
F. All plans and computations associated with the work under the agreement shall be prepared by, and
bear the seal of, a licensed Professional Engineer in the state where the work will take place. If not so
imprinted, the application will be given no further consideration. This requirement also applies to all
data submitted by the Owner’s contractor. Contractor’s plans and computations that are not stamped
will be returned and construction will not be permitted to proceed.
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1.6.2

Specifications

A. Project specifications, for all work on and affecting the railroad right-of-way, shall be included with the
submission. All pertinent requirements of this document shall be included.
1.7

Notification to Proceed with Construction
A. After approval of the engineering plans and specifications and execution of the occupational
agreement, the Owner will be notified of the appropriate NS Division Engineer’s Office that must be
contacted prior to start of construction. The Division Engineer’s Office will provide NS’s inspection of
the project and coordinate all other construction aspects of the project that relate to NS (flagging, track
work, protection of signal cables, etc.)

2.0

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1

Use of a Casing Pipe
A. A casing pipe will be required for all pipeline crossings carrying liquid flammable or non-flammable
substances under pressure.
B. For flammable and nonflammable gas pipelines the casing pipe may be omitted provided the carrier
pipe meets the requirements provided in the AREMA manual Chapter 1, Part 5, Section 5.2.3. NS may
require use of a casing pipe at locations where increased risks from specific site conditions (track
speed, traffic density, etc.) are present.
C. Pressure pipelines that do not cross under the track but are located within 30 feet of the
centerline of any track or closer than 45 feet to nearest point of any bridge, building or other important
structure, shall be encased.
D. The casing pipe shall be laid across the entire width of the right-of-way, except where a greater length
is required to comply with Section 4.3.1.f of this specification, even though such extension is beyond
the right-of-way. For non-pressure sewer or drainage crossing, where a casing is used for carrier pipe
installation purposes only, the casing need only to extend from the boring pit to the receiving pit.

2.2

Location of Pipeline on the Right-of-Way
A. Pipelines laid longitudinally on NS right-of-way shall be located as far as practicable from any tracks
or other important structures and as close to the railroad property line as possible. Longitudinal
pipelines must not be located in earth embankments or within ditches located on the right-of-way.
B. Pipelines shall be located, where practicable, to cross tracks at approximate right angles to the track,
but preferably at not less than 45 degrees.
C. Pipelines shall not be placed within a culvert, under railroad bridges, nor closer than 50 feet (15.2 m) to
any portion of any railroad bridge, building, or other important structure, except in special cases, and
then by special design, as approved by NS Engineering.
D. Pipelines shall not be located within 10-feet of the limits of a turnout (switch) when crossing the track.
The limits of the turnout extend from the point of the switch to the last long timber.
E. Pipeline installations shall not be designed as an open cut installation where the pipeline is to be
located within the limits of a grade crossing. If it is shown that no other method of installation is
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possible, the owner will be responsible for reimbursing NS for all costs associated with the removal
and reconstruction of the grade crossing.
F. Pipelines carrying liquefied petroleum gas shall, where practicable, cross the railroad where tracks are
carried on embankment.
G. Longitudinal uncased gas pipelines must not be located within 30 feet of any track.
2.3

Depth of Installation
2.3.1

Pipelines Conveying Non-Flammable Substances

A. Casing/carrier pipes placed under NS track(s) shall be not less than 5 ½ feet from base of rail to
top of pipe at its closest point, except that under sidings or industry tracks this distance may be 4 ½ feet
as approved by NS. On other portions of the right-of-way, where the pipe is not directly beneath any
track, the depth from ground surface will be 4 feet or from bottom of ditch to top of pipe shall not be
less than 3 feet.
B. Pipelines laid longitudinally on NS right-of-way, 50 feet or less from centerline track, shall be
buried not less than 4 feet from ground surface to top of pipe. Where the pipeline is laid more than 50
feet from centerline of track, the minimum cover shall be at least 3 feet.
2.3.2

Pipelines Conveying Flammable Substances

A. Casing pipes under NS track(s) shall be not less than 5 ½ feet from base of rail to top of pipe at
its closest point, except that under sidings or industry tracks this distance may be 4 ½ feet as approved
by NS. On other portions of the right-of-way, where the pipe is not directly beneath any track, the
depth from ground surface will be 4 feet or from bottom of ditch to top of pipe shall not be less than 3
feet.
B. Uncased gas pipelines, under NS track(s), shall not be less than 10 feet from the base of rail to the top
of the pipe at its closest point. At all other locations where crossing the right-of-way, the minimum
ground cover must be 6 feet. Where it is not possible to obtain the above depths, use of a casing pipe
will be required.
C. Pipelines laid longitudinally on NS’s right-of-way, 50 feet or less from centerline track, shall be buried
not less than 6 feet from ground surface to top of pipe. Where the pipeline is laid more than 50 feet
from centerline of track, the minimum cover shall be at least 5 feet.
2.4

Pipelines Within Limits of a Dedicated Highway
A. Pipelines within the limits of a dedicated highway are subject to all the requirements of this
specification and must be designed and installed in accordance with them.
B. The limits of the dedicated highway (right-of-way) must be clearly shown on the plans.
C. Construction can not begin until an agreement has been executed between NS and the Owner and
proper notification has been given to NS’s Division engineer. (See Section 1.7)
D. Pipelines shall maintain a minimum horizontal clearance of 4-feet, or if within 4-feet, a minimum
vertical clearance of 10-feet from the base of any railroad signal apparatus.
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2.5

Modification of Existing Facilities
A. Any replacement or modification of an existing carrier pipe and/or casing shall be considered as a new
installation, subject to the requirements of this specification.

2.6

Abandoned Facilities
A. The owner of all abandoned pipe crossings and other occupancies shall notify NS in writing of the
intention to abandon.
B. Abandoned pipelines shall be removed or completely filled with cement grout, compacted sand or other
methods as approved by NS.
C. Abandoned manholes and other structures shall be removed to a minimum distance of 2 feet below
finished grade and completely filled with cement grout or compacted sand.

2.7

Conflict of Specifications
A. Where laws or orders of public authority prescribe a higher degree of protection than specified herein,
then the higher degree so prescribed shall be deemed a part of this specification.

2.8

Insulation
A. Pipelines and casings shall be suitably insulated from underground conduits carrying electric wires on
NS property.

2.9

Corrosion Protection and Petroleum Leak Prevention
A. Pipelines on NS property that carry petroleum products or hazardous liquids shall be designed in
accordance with current federal, state and/or local regulations that mandate leak detection automatic
shutoff, leak monitoring, and sacrificial anodes and/or exterior coatings to minimize corrosion and
prevent petroleum releases.

3.0

SOIL INVESTIGATION

3.1

General
A. Test borings or other soil investigations, approved by NS shall be made to determine the nature of the
underlying material for all pipe crossings 60 inches in diameter and larger under track(s). (See section
1.4 relative to procedures)
B. Test borings or other soil investigations, approved by NS, may be required when, in the judgement of
NS, they are necessary to determine the adequacy of the design and construction of pipe crossings less
than 60 inches in diameter and for other facilities located on the right-of-way.

3.2

Location
A. Borings shall be made on each side of the track(s), on the centerline of the pipe crossing, and as close
to the track(s) as practicable. (See Section 1.4 relative to procedures)
B. Test boring logs shall be accompanied with a plan, drawn to scale, showing the location of the borings
in relation to the track(s) and the proposed pipe.
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3.3

Sampling
A. Test borings shall be conducted by a qualified firm using current methods approved by ASTM for soil
sampling. Boring logs and soil data shall be accompanied by an analysis of the pertinent soil
characteristics and their impact on the project as it relates to the railway by a certified Geologist or
licensed Professional Engineer

3.4

Boring Logs
A. Test boring logs shall clearly indicate all of the following:
(1) Boring number as shown on the required boring location plan.
(2) Ground elevation at each boring using same datum as the pipeline construction plans.
(3) Engineering description of soils or rock encountered.
(4) Depth and percent recovery of all soil samples.
(5) Depth from surface for each change in strata.
(6) Blows for each 6 inches (152mm) of penetration for the standard penetration test described in
ASTM D 1586. Blows for lesser penetrations should be recorded.
(7) Percent recovery and Rock Quality Designation (RQD) for all rock cores.
(8) Depth to ground water while sampling and when it has stabilized in the bore hole.
B. The location of the carrier pipe and/or casing pipe shall be superimposed on the boring logs before
submission to NS.
C. All borings shall be sealed, for their full depth, with a 4-3-1 bentonite-cement-sand grout after accurate
ground water readings have been taken and recorded.
D. Soil samples taken from auger vanes or return washwater are not acceptable.

3.5

Additional Information
A. When directed by NS, additional borings may be required for the purpose of taking undisturbed thinwall piston samples or Dennison type samples for laboratory testing to determine the index and
engineering properties of certain soil strata.

4.0

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

4.1

Design Loads
4.1.1

General Requirements

A. All pipes, manholes and other facilities shall be designed for the external and internal loads to which
they will be subjected.
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B. To allow for placement of additional track(s) or shifting of the existing track(s), all proposed pipelines
or structures shall be designed as if a railroad loading is directly above the facility.
4.1.2

Earth Load

A. The dead load of the earth shall be considered as 120 pounds per cubic foot (18.9 kN/m3 ) unless soil
conditions warrant the use of a higher value.
4.1.3

Railroad Load (Live Load Impact)

A. The railroad live load used shall be a Cooper E-80 loading. This loading consists of 80 kip (356 kN)
axle loads spaced 5 feet (1.5m) on centers.
B. An impact factor of 1.75 (multiply live load by the impact factor) shall be used for depth of cover up to
5 feet (1.5m). Between 5 and 30 feet (1.5 and 9.1m), the impact factor is reduced by 0.03 per foot (0.1
per m) of depth. Below a depth of 30 feet (9.1m), the impact factor is one.
C. The values shown in Table shall be used for the vertical pressure on a buried structure for the various
heights of cover.
Table 1
Live loads, including impact, for various heights of cover for a Cooper E-80 loading.
Height of Cover

Load

Feet

lb/sq ft
2

3800

3

3150

4

2850

5

2550

6

2250

7

1950

8

1700

9

1500

10

1300

12

1000

14

800

16

625

18

500

20

400

25

250

30

150
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D. To determine the horizontal pressure caused by the railroad loading on a sheet pile wall or other
structure adjacent to the track, the Boussinesq analysis shall be used. The load on the track shall be
taken as a strip load with a width equal to the length of the ties, 8 ½ feet (2.6m). The vertical
surcharge, q (psf), caused by each axle, shall be uniform and equal to the axle load divided by the tie
length and the axle spacing, 5 feet (1.5m). For the E-80 loading results in;
Q = 80,000 / (8.5 x 5) =1882 psf.

(q = 356 / (2.591 x 1.524) = 90.1 kPa)

The horizontal pressure due the live load surcharge at any point on the wall or other structure is ph and
can be calculated by the following:
ph = (2q/ ) ( -sin

(cos 2 ))

(See PLATE IX)

E. The vertical and horizontal pressures given above shall be used unless an alternate design method is
approved by NS. Proposals to use an alternate design method must include acceptable references and a
statement explaining the justification for choosing the alternate method.
4.2

Design Assumptions
A. To design a casing pipe or an uncased carrier pipe for the external loads on NS’s right-of-way, the
following design assumptions shall be used, unless site conditions indicate more conservative values
are required:
B. Flexible Pipe (Steel, DIP, CMP, Tunnel Liner Plate)
(1) Steel Pipe (Bored and jacked in place)
Spangler’s Iowa formula shall be used for design with:
(a) Deflection lag factor
D = 1.5
(b) Modulus of soil reaction
E = 1080 psi (7.45 MPa)
(c) Bedding constant
Kb = 0.096
(d) Soil loading constant
Ku = 0.13
(e) Allowable deflection of pipe
3% of pipe diameter
(2) Ductile Iron Pipe (Open Cut)
ANSI Specification A 21.50 shall be used for design with:
(a) Pipe laying condition = type 3 (see Sec. 5.1.2 for backfill requirements on RR R/W)
(b) Earth load – ANSI A 51.50 prism method
(3) Corrugated Steel Pipe & Corrugated Structural Steel Plate Pipe (Open Cut)
AREMA Chapter 1, Part 4, Sections 4.9 & 4.10 shall be used for design with:
(a) Soil stiffness factor K = 0.33
(b) Railroad impact as per Section 4.1.3b. of this specification
(4) Tunnel Liner Plate (Tunneled)
AREMA
(a) Soil stiffness factor K = 0.33
(c) Railroad impact as per Section 4.1.3.b. of this specification.
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4.3

Casing Pipe
4.3.1

General Requirements

A. Casing pipe shall be so constructed as to prevent leakage of any substance from the casing throughout
its length, except at ends of casing where ends are left open, or through vent pipes when ends of casing
are sealed. Casing shall be installed so as to prevent the formation of a waterway under the railroad,
and with an even bearing throughout its length, and shall slope to one end (except for longitudinal
occupancy).
B. The casing pipe and joints shall be of steel and of leakproof construction when the pipeline is carrying
liquid flammable products or highly volatile substances under pressure.
C. The inside diameter of the casing pipe shall be such as to allow the carrier pipe to be removed
subsequently without disturbing the casing or the roadbed. For steel pipe casings, the inside diameter
of the casing pipe shall be at least 2 inches greater than the largest outside diameter of the carrier pipe
joints or couplings, for carrier pipe less than 6 inches in diameter; at least 4 inches greater for carrier
pipe 6 inches and over in diameter.
D. A maximum vertical deflection of the casing pipe of 3 percent of its diameter, plus ½ inch clearance
shall be provided so that no loads from the roadbed, track, traffic or casing pipe itself are transmitted to
the carrier pipe. When insulators are used on the carrier pipe, the inside diameter of the flexible casing
pipe shall be at least 2 inches greater than the outside diameter of the carrier pipe for pipe less than 8
inches in diameter; at least 3 ¼ inches greater for pipe 8 inches to 16 inches, inclusive, in diameter and
at least 4 ½ inches greater for pipe 18 inches and over in diameter.
E. The casing pipe diameter shall not be larger than is necessary to permit the insertion of the carrier pipe.
F. Casing pipe under railroad tracks and across NS’s right-of-way shall extend the greater of the
following distances, measured at right angle to centerline of track:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Across the entire width of the NS right-of-way
3 feet beyond ditch line
2 feet beyond toe of slope
A minimum distance of 30 feet from each side of centerline of outside track when casing is sealed
at both ends.
(5) A minimum distance of 45 feet from centerline of outside track when casing is open at both ends.
(6) Beyond theoretical railroad embankment line. This line begins at a point, on existing grade, 14 feet
horizontally from centerline track and extends downward on a 2 (H) to 1 (V) slope. (See Plate III)
The 14 feet is measured from 19 inches below the base of the rail.

G. If additional tracks are constructed in the future, the casing shall be extended correspondingly at the
Owner’s expense.
4.3.2

Steel Pipe

A. Steel pipe may be installed by open cut, boring or jacking.
B. Steel pipe shall have a specified minimum yield strength, SMYS, of at least 35,000 psi (241 MPa). The
ASTM or API specification and grade for the pipe are to be shown on the Pipe Data Sheet (Plate I).
C. Joints between the sections of pipe shall be fully welded around the complete circumference of the
pipe.
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D. In situations where the Applicant can demonstrate a situational need, interlocked joints (commonly
known as “Permalok” joints) may be considered in place of fully welded joints. Submissions shall
include an engineering analysis of the suitability of the proposed interlocked joint for railroad loading
and jacking stresses in the given soil.
E. Steel casing pipe, with a minimum cover of 5 ½ ft., shall have a minimum wall thickness as shown in
Table 2, unless computations indicate that a thicker wall is required.

Pipe Diameter

Table 2
Cathodically Protected

Uncoated and Unprotected

Nominal Pipe Size

Nominal Wall Thickness

Nominal Wall Thickness

Inches

Inches

Inches

10 and under

0.188

0.188

12 & 14

0.188

0.250

16

0.219

0.281

18

0.250

0.312

20 & 22

0.281

0.344

24

0.312

0.375

26

0.344

0.406

28

0.375

0.438

30

0.406

0.469

32

0.438

0.500

34 &36

0.469

0.532

38

0.500

0.562

40

0.531

0.594

42

0.562

0.625

44 & 46

0.594

0.657

48

0.625

0.688

50

0.656

0.719

52

0.688

0.750

54

0.719

0.781

56 & 58

0.750

0.812

60

0.781

0.844

62

0.812

0.875

64

0.844

0.906

66 & 68

0.875

0.938

70

0.906

0.969

72

0.938

1.000
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F. Coated steel pipe that is bored or jacked into place shall conform to the wall thickness requirements for
uncoated steel pipe since the coating may be damaged during installation.
G. Smooth wall steel pipes with a nominal diameter over 72 inches will not be permitted.
4.3.3

Corrugated Steel Pipe and Corrugated Structural Steel Plate Pipe

A. Corrugated steel pipe and corrugated structural steel plate pipe may be used for a casing only when
placed by the open cut method. Jacking or boring through the railroad embankment is not permitted.
B. Corrugated steel pipe and corrugated structural steel plate pipe may be used for a casing provided the
pressure in the carrier pipe is less than 100 psi.
C. Pipe shall be bituminous coated and shall conform to the current American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance-of-Way Association Specifications Chapter 1, Part 4.
D. Corrugated steel pipe shall have a minimum sheet thickness as shown in Table 4. Corrugated structural
steel plate pipe shall have a minimum plate thickness of 8 gage, 0.168 in. If computations indicate that
a greater thickness is required, the thicker sheet or plate shall be used.
Table 4
Pipe Diameter
Sheet Thickness
Inches

4.3.4

Gage

Inches

12 to 30

14

0.079

36

12

0.109

42 to 54

10

0.138

60 to 120

8

0.168

Steel Tunnel Liner Plates

A. Liner plates shall be installed by the tunneling method as detailed in Section 5.15 of this specification.
B. Tunnel liner plates shall be galvanized and bituminous coated and shall conform to current AREMA
Specification Chapter 1, Part 4, Section 4.16. If the tunnel liner plates are used only to maintain a
tunneled opening until the carrier pipe is installed, and the annular space between the carrier pipe and
the tunnel liner is completely filled with cement grout within a reasonably short time after completion
of the tunnel, then the tunnel liner plates need not be galvanized and coated.
C. Tunnel liner plates are to be a minimum of 12 gage and shall be fabricated from structural quality, hotrolled, carbon-steel sheets or plates conforming to ASTM Specification A 569.
D. The following liner plate information must be shown on the Pipe Data Sheet (plate I):
(1) Number of flanges (2 or 4)
(2) Width of plate
(3) Type of plate (smooth or corrugated)
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4.3.5

Concrete Encasement

A. At locations where the installation is by open cut and a casing pipe is required, but can not be installed
due to elbows or other obstructions, concrete encasement may be used when approved by NS.
B. The concrete encasement must provide a minimum cover of 6 inches of concrete (152 mm) around the
pipe. A 6 x 6 – W 2.9 x W 2.9 (152 x 152 MW 18.7 x MW 18.7) welded wire fabric shall be placed in
the concrete on all sides.
4.4

Carrier Pipe
4.4.1

General Requirements

A. The pipe shall be laid with sufficient slack so that it is not in tension.
B. Steel pipe shall not be used to convey sewage, storm water or other liquids which could cause
corrosion.
C. Carrier pipes which are not encased and are located on NS’s right-of-way or under tracks which NS
operates, shall be manufactured in accordance with the following specifications:
(1) Steel Pipe – The ASTM or API specification and grade for the pipe is to shown on the Pipe Data
Sheet. The specified minimum yield strength is to be at least 35,000 psi (241 MPa). For
flammable substances see Sections 4.42 and 4.43 for additional requirements.
(2) Ductile Iron Pipe – ANSI A21.51/AWWA C151
(3) Corrugated Metal Pipe – AREMA Chapter 1, Part 4
D. Carrier pipes installed within a casing pipe shall be designed for the internal pressure to which it will be
subjected.
E. Gravity flow carrier pipes, installed without a casing pipe, shall meet the requirements, of the particular
pipe material, as given in Section 4.3 of this specification.
4.4.2

Pipelines Carrying Flammable Substances

A. Pipelines carrying oil, liquefied petroleum gas and other flammable liquid products shall be of steel and
conform to the requirements of the current ANSI B 31.4 Liquid Transportation Systems for
Hydrocarbons, Liquid Petroleum Gas, Anhydrous Ammonia, and Alcohols, and other applicable ANSI
codes, except that the maximum allowable stresses for design of steel pipe shall not exceed the
following percentages of the specified minimum yield strength (multiplied by the longitudinal joint
factor) of the pipe as defined in the above codes:
(1) The following percentages apply to hoop stress in steel pipe within a casing under railroad tracks,
across railroad right-of-way and longitudinally on railroad right-of-way:
(a) Seventy-two percent on oil pipelines.
(b) Fifty percent for pipelines carrying condensate, natural gasoline, natural gas liquids, liquefied
petroleum gas, and other liquid petroleum products.
(c) Sixty percent for installations on gas pipelines.
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(2) The following percentages apply to hoop stress in steel pipe laid longitudinally on railroad right-ofway without a casing:
(a) Sixty percent for oil pipelines.
(b) Forty percent for pipelines carrying condensate, natural gasoline, natural gas liquids, liquefied
petroleum gas, and other liquid petroleum products.
(c) For gas pipelines see Section 4.4.3.b.
B. Computations, based on the above requirements and stamped by a P.E., shall be submitted with the
application occupancy.
4.4.3

Uncased Pipelines Carrying Gas

A. Pipelines carrying flammable and nonflammable gas products shall be steel and shall conform to the
requirements of the current ANSI B 31.8 Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems, and other
applicable ANSI codes.
B. The minimum wall thickness for uncased carrier pipe shall be in accordance with the values provided
in AREMA , Chapter 1, Part 5, Section 5.2, Tables 5.2.3 (a through j).
C. A durable coating, which will resist abrasion (fusion bonded epoxy or other suitable material), shall be
used to protect the uncased pipeline when the boring method of installation is used.
D. If NS determines there is the potential for damage to the uncased pipeline (foreign material in the
subgrade, third party damage, etc.) special protection of the pipeline will be required. Special may
include the use of a protection slab over the pipeline, increased depth of bury or other means.
4.5

Casing Pipe End Seals
A. Casings for carrier pipes of flammable and hazardous substances shall be suitably sealed to the outside
of the carrier pipe. Details of the end seals shall be shown on the plans.
B. Casings for carrier pipes of non-flammable substances shall have both ends of the casing blocked up in
such a way as to prevent the entrance of foreign material, but allowing leakage to pass in the event of a
carrier break.
C. The ends of a casing pipe may be left open when the ends are at or above ground surface and above
high water level, provided drainage is affordable in such a manner that leakage will be conducted away
from railroad tracks and structures.

4.6

Vents
A. Sealed casings for flammable substances shall be properly vented. Vent pipes shall be of sufficient
diameter, but in no case less than two inches in diameter, and shall be attached near each end of the
casing and project through the ground surface at right-of-way lines or not less than 45 feet, measured at
right angles from centerline of nearest track.
B. Vent pipes shall extend not less than 4 feet above the ground surface. Top of vent pipe shall have a
down-turned elbow, properly screened, or a relief valve. Vents in locations subject to high water shall
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be extended above the maximum elevation of high water and shall be supported and protected in a
manner approved by NS.
C. Vent pipes shall be at least 4 feet, vertically, from aerial electric wires or greater if required by national
Electrical Safety Code (ANSI C2).
D. When the pipeline is in a public highway, street-type vents shall be installed.
4.7

Signs
A. All pipelines (except those in streets where it would not be practical to do so) shall be prominently
marked at right-of-way lines (on both sides of track for crossings) by durable, weatherproof signs
located over the centerline of the pipe. Signs shall show the following:
(1) Name and address of owner
(2) Contents of pipe
(3) Pressure in pipe
(4) Pipe depth below grade at point of a sign
(5) Emergency telephone number in event of pipe rupture
B. For pipelines running longitudinally on NS property, signs shall be placed over the pipe (or offset and
appropriately marked) at all changes in direction of the pipeline. Such signs should also be located so
that when standing at one sign the next adjacent marker in either direction is visible. In no event shall
they be placed more than 500 feet apart unless otherwise specified by NS.
C. The owner must maintain all signs on NS right-of-way as long as the occupational agreement is in
effect.

4.8

Warning Tape
A. All pressure pipelines installed on NS right-of-way by open cut shall have warning tape placed 2-feet
directly above it.

4.9

Shut-off Valves
A. Accessible emergency shut off valves shall be installed within effective distances each side of the
railroad at locations selected by NS where hazard to life and property must be guarded against. No
additional valves will be required where pipelines are provided with automatic control stations and
within distances approved by NS.

4.10

Cathodic Protection
A. Cathodic protection shall be applied to all pipelines carrying flammable substances on NS’s right-ofway.
B. For crossings and at other locations where the pipeline must be placed within a casing, the casing is to
have cathodic protection or the wall thickness is to be increased to the requirements of Section 4.3.2
Table 2.
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C. Uncased gas carrier pipes must be coated and cathodically protected to industry standards and test sites,
for monitoring the pipeline, provided within 50 feet of the crossing.
D. Where casing and/or carrier pipes are cathodically protected by other than anodes, NS shall be notified
and a suitable test made to ensure that other railroad structures and facilities are adequately protected
from the cathodic current in accordance with the recommendation of current Reports of Correlating
committee on Cathodic Protection, published by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers.
E. Where sacrificial anodes are used the locations shall be marked with durable signs.
4.11

Manholes
A. Manholes shall not be located on NS property where possible. At locations where this is not practical,
including longitudinal occupancies, manholes shall be precast concrete sections conforming to ASTM
Designation C 478, “Specification for Precast Concrete Manhole Sections”.
B. The top of manholes located on NS property shall be flush with the top of ground and shall not be
located with service or access roads.
C. The distance from centerline of adjacent track to centerline of proposed manhole shall be shown on the
plans.

4.12

Box Culverts
A. Reinforced concrete box culverts shall conform to the requirements of the most recent edition of
Norfolk Southern’s Public Projects Manual, available here:
http://www.nscorp.com/content/nscorp/en/transportation-terms/other-requirements/public-projectguidelines.html.

4.13

Drainage
A. Occupancies shall be designed, and their construction shall be accomplished, so that adequate and
uninterrupted drainage NS right-of-way is maintained.
B. All pipes, ditches, spillways, overflows, and other structures carrying surface drainage on or to NS
property and/or under NS track(s) shall be designed to carry the run-off from a one hundred (100) year
storm. Computations indicating this design, prepared by a Professional Engineer, and suitable
topographic plans, outlining the total drainage area, shall be submitted.
C. If the drainage is to discharge into an existing drainage channel on NS’s right-of-way and/or through a
drainage structure under NS track(s), the computations must include the hydraulic analysis of any
existing ditch and/or structure.
D. When calculating the capacity of existing or proposed drainage structures, under NS track(s), the
headwater at the structure shall not be greater than 1.5.
E. Pipe(s) used to carry surface drainage on NS right-of-way shall have a minimum diameter of 36 inches.
F. Detention ponds must not be placed on any part of NS’s right-of-way. Also, the railroad embankment
must not be used as any part of a detention pond structure.
G. Formal approval of the proposed design, by the appropriate governmental agency having jurisdiction,
shall be submitted with the drainage computations.
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4.14

Pipelines on Bridges
A. Pipelines of any types shall not be installed on any bridge carrying NS tracks.
B. New overhead pipe bridges shall not be constructed over NS’s right-of-way where underground
installation of the pipeline is possible. Where the Applicant can show that no practicable alternative is
available, this type of structure will be permitted provided the following conditions are met:
(1) The vertical clearance, distance from top of rail to bottom of structure, is shown and is a minimum
of 23 feet, measured at a point 6 feet horizontally from centerline track.
(2) The support bents for the overhead structure are located off of NS’s right-of-way or a minimum
clear distance of 18 feet from centerline track, whichever distance is greater.
(3) Support bents within 25 feet of centerline track have pier protection in accordance with AREMA
requirements.
(4) Complete structural plans and design computations for the structure and foundations, stamped by a
Professional Engineer, are submitted with the application.
(5) A fence (with barbed wire) or other measures are provided which will prevent access to the bridge
by unauthorized personnel or vandals.
C. Pipelines carrying flammable substances or non-flammable substances, which by their nature might
cause damage if escaping on or near railroad facilities or personnel, shall not be installed on bridges
over NS tracks. In special cases when it can be demonstrated to NS’s satisfaction that such an
installation is necessary and that no practicable alternative is available, NS may permit the installation
and only by special design approved by NS.
D. When permitted, pipelines on bridges over NS tracks shall be so located as to minimize the possibility
of damage from vehicles, railroad equipment, vandalism and other external causes. Leak protection
extending across the NS right-of-way shall be provided as directed by NS (See Plate VII).

5.0

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

5.1

Method of Installation
5.1.1

General Requirements

A. Bored, jacked or tunneled installations shall have a bore hole essentially the same as the outside
diameter of the pipe plus the thickness of the protective coating.
B. The use of water or other liquids to facilitate casing emplacement and spoil removal is prohibited
except when used in conjunction with Directional Boring Method “A” (see section 5.1.6).
C. If during installation an obstruction is encountered which prevents installation of the pipe in accordance
with this specification, the pipe shall be abandoned in place and immediately filled with grout. A new
installation procedure and revised plans must be submitted to, and approved by, NS before work can
resume.
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5.1.2

Open Cut

A. The Owner must request open cut approval when making application for occupancy.
B. Installations beneath the track by open trench methods will be permitted only with the approval of the
Superintendent of the Division involved.
C. Installations by open cut will not be permitted under mainline tracks, tracks carrying heavy tonnage or
tracks carrying passenger trains. Also, open cut shall not be used within the limits of a
highway/railroad grade crossing or its approaches, 25 feet either side of traveled way, where possible.
D. At locations where open cut is permitted, the trench is to be backfilled with crushed stone with a top
size of the aggregate to be a maximum of 2 inches and to have no more than 5% passing the number
200 sieve. The gradation of the material is to be such that a dense stable mass is produced.
E. The backfill material shall be placed in loose 6 inch lifts and compacted to at least 95% of its maximum
density with a moisture content that is no more than 1% greater than or 2% less than the optimum
moisture as determined in accordance with current ASTM Designation D – 1557 (Modified Proctor).
When the backfill material is within 3 feet of the subgrade elevation (the interface of the ballast and the
subsoil) a compaction of at least 98% will be required.
F. All backfilled pipes laid either perpendicular or parallel to the tracks must be designed so that the
backfill material will be positively drained. This may require the placement of lateral drains on pipes
laid longitudinally to the track and the installation of stub perforated pipes at the edge of the slopes.
G. Unless otherwise agreed upon, all work involving rail, ties and other track material will be performed
by railroad employees, at such times as are consistent with NS work schedules regarding the
availability of said employees, and at the sole expense of the Owner.
5.1.3

Bore and Jack

(Steel Pipe)

A. This method consists of pushing the pipe into the earth with a boring auger rotating within the pipe to
remove the spoil.
B. The boring operation shall be progressed on a 24-hour basis without stoppage (except for adding
lengths of pipe) until the leading edge of the pipe has reached the receiving pit.
C. The front of the pipe shall be provided with mechanical arrangements or devices that will positively
prevent the auger from leading the pipe so that no unsupported excavation is ahead of the pipe.
D. The auger and cutting head arrangement shall be removable from within the pipe in the event an
obstruction is encountered. If the obstruction cannot be removed without excavation in advance of the
pipe, procedures as outlined in Section 5.1.1c. must be implemented immediately.
E. The over-cut by the cutting head shall not exceed the outside diameter of the pipe by more than ½ inch.
If voids should develop or if the bored hole diameter is greater than the outside diameter of the pipe
(plus coating) by more than approximately 1 inch, grouting (see Section 5.2) or other methods
approved by NS, shall be employed to fill such voids.
F. The face of the cutting head shall be arranged to provide a reasonable obstruction to the free flow of
soft or poor material.
G. Plans and description of the arrangement to be used shall be submitted to NS for approval and no work
shall proceed until such approval is obtained.
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H. Any method that employs simultaneous boring and jacking for pipes over 8 inches in diameter that
does not have the above approved arrangement will not be permitted. For pipe 8 inches and less in
diameter, augering or boring without this arrangement may be considered for use only as approved by
NS.
5.1.4

Jacking

(Steel Pipe)

A. This method consists of pushing sections of pipe into position with jacks placed against a backstop and
excavation performed by hand from within the jacking shield at the head of the pipe. Ordinarily 36
inch pipe is the least size that should be used, since it is not practical to work within smaller diameter
pipes.
B. Jacking shall be in accordance with the current American Railway Engineering Association
Specifications, Chapter 1, Part 4 “Jacking Culvert Pipe Through Fills.” This operation shall be
conducted without hand-mining ahead of the pipe and without the use of any type of boring, auguring,
or drilling equipment.
C. Bracing and backstops shall be so designed and jacks of sufficient rating used so that the jacking can be
progressed on a 24-hour basis without stoppage (except for adding lengths of pipe) until the leading
edge of the pipe has reached the receiving pit.
D. Immediately upon completion of jacking operation, the installation shall be pressure grouted as per
Section 5.2 of this specification.
5.1.5

Tunneling

(Tunnel Liner Plate)

A. This method consists of placing rings of liner plate within the tail section of a tunneling shield or
tunneling machine. A tunneling shield shall be used for all liner plate installations unless otherwise
approved by NS.
B. The shield shall be of steel construction, designed to support a railroad track loading as specified in
Section 4.1.3 of this specification, in addition to the other loadings imposed. The advancing face shall
be provided with a hood, extending no less than 20 inches beyond the face and extending around no
less than the upper 240 degrees of the total circumference. It shall be of sufficient length to permit the
installation of at least one complete ring of liner plates within the shield before it is advanced for the
installation of the next ring of liner plates. The shield shall conform to and not exceed the outside
dimensions of the liner plate tunnel being placed by more than 1 inch at any point on the periphery
unless otherwise approved by NS.
C. The shield shall be adequately braced and provided with necessary appurtenances for completely
bulkheading the face with horizontal breastboards, and arranged so that the excavation can be benched
as may be necessary. Excavation shall not be advanced beyond the edge of the hood, except in rock.
D. Manufacturer’s shop detail plans and manufacturer’s computations showing the ability of the tunnel
liner plates to resist the jacking stresses shall be submitted to NS for approval.
E. Unless otherwise approved by NS, the tunneling shall be conducted continuously, on a 24-hour basis,
until the tunnel liner extends at least beyond the theoretical railroad embankment line (See Plate III).
F. At any interruption of the tunneling operation, the heading shall be completely bulkheaded.
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G. The liner plates shall have tapped grout holes for no smaller than 1 ½ inch pipe, spaced at
approximately 3 feet around the circumference of the tunnel liner and 4 feet longitudinally.
H. Grouting behind the liner plates shall be in accordance with Section 5.2 of this specification.
5.1.6

Directional Boring / Horizontal Directional Drilling (Steel Pipe)

Method “A”
A. This method consists of setting up specialized drilling equipment on existing grade (launching and
receiving pits are not required) and boring a small diameter pilot hole on the desired vertical and
horizontal alignment, using a mechanical cutting head with a high pressure fluid (bentonite slurry) to
remove the cuttings. The drill string is advanced with bentonite slurry pumped through the drill string
to the cutting head and then forced back along the outside of the drill string, carrying the cuttings back
to the surface for removal. When the cutting head reaches the far side of the crossing, it is removed
and a reamer (with a diameter greater than the cutting head) is attached to the lead end of the drill
string. The pipeline is attached to the reamer and the pilot hole is then back reamed while the pipeline
is pulled into place.
B. This method is used to place pipelines under rivers, wetlands and other obstructions which would be
difficult to cross by conventional methods. The length of the bore is generally several hundred feet in
length, with installations over a thousand feet possible.
C. Consideration will be given where the depth of cover is greater than 10 feet below the base of the rail,
or the bore is in rock. Factors considered will be track usage, pipe size, contents of pipeline, soil
conditions, etc.
D. The following preliminary information must be submitted with the request for consideration of this
type of installation:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A site plan of the area.
A plan view and profile of the crossing
A Pipe Data Sheet
Several soil borings along the proposed pipeline route.
A construction procedure, including a general description of equipment to be used.

If NS determines this method of installation is acceptable, final design plans and specifications are to
be prepared and submitted for approval.
E. The project specifications must require the contractor to submit, to NS for approval, a complete
construction procedure of the proposed boring operation. Included with the submission shall be the
manufacture’s catalog information describing the type of equipment to be used.
Method “B”
A. This method is used to place small diameter conduit for electric lines and other utilities. This method
consists of using hydraulic jacking equipment to push a solid steel rod under the railroad from a
launching pit to a receiving pit. At the receiving pit, a cone shaped “expander” is attached to the end of
the rod and the conduit (casing pipe) is attached to the expander. The rod, expander and conduit are
then pulled back from the launching pit until the full length of the conduit is in place.
B. This method may be used to place steel conduit (casing pipe), up to and including 6 inches (152 mm) in
diameter, under the railroad.
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C. The project specifications must require the contractor to submit, to NS for approval, a complete
construction procedure of the proposed boring operation. Included with the submission shall be the
manufacture's catalog information describing the type of equipment to be used.
5.1.7

Tunnel Boring Machines and Microtunneling

A. A tunnel boring machine (TBM), also known as a "mole", is a machine used to excavate tunnels with a
circular cross section through a variety of soil and rock strata. May also be used called Microtunneling
for smaller tunnels.
B. Use of TBM will be considered for installations of pipelines at least 20-feet below base of rail.
C. Plans must indicate locations and depth of boring and receiving pits and shoring details as required in
Section 5.8, below.
D. The submission must include a detailed soil analysis and the details of the machine to be used,
including the type of boring head, type of slurry to be used (if applicable), and type of guidance system.
5.1.8

Slip Lining

A. Slip-lining is the process of replacing an existing carrier pipe within an existing casing pipe.
B. The submission must demonstrate that the existing casing is constructed of a material described in
section 4 of this specification, including appropriate wall thickness and joints.
C. The submission must demonstrate that the existing casing is of an adequate length to meet the
requirements of section 4.3.1 of this Specification.
D. The submission must include documentation that clearly demonstrates that the casing has not
deteriorated to a point where it no longer complies with items B and C, above. If necessary, the
Applicant may apply for a right-of-entry permit as outlined in Section 1.4 of this Specification in order
to excavate the ends of the existing casing for a thorough inspection.
5.1.9

Cured In Place Pipe (CIPP)

A. CIPP is a trenchless rehabilitation method used to repair existing pipelines from existing access points.
B. CIPP will be considered for rehabilitation of existing non-pressurized sewer and storm drains only.
C. Submission must include details of proposed access to existing pipe on either side of the Railroad rightof-way, and a detailed assessment and analysis of the condition of the existing pipe.
D. Submission must include details of the proposed pipe bypass system to be used during construction.
E. The submission must include documentation that clearly demonstrates that the casing has not
deteriorated to a point where it no longer complies with items B and C, above. If necessary, the
Applicant may apply for a right-of-entry permit as outlined in Section 1.4 of this Specification in order
to excavate the ends of the existing casing for a thorough inspection.
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5.1.10 Pipe Bursting and Pipe Ramming
A. Pipe Bursting is a trenches method of replacing buried pipelines such as sewer, water, or natural gas
pipes without the need for a traditional trenching by expanding the diameter of the current pipe to
receive a new pipe.
B. Pipe Ramming uses pneumatic percussive blows to drive the pipe through the ground without the use
of an auger.
C. Neither Pipe Bursting nor Pipe Ramming will be considered for installations beneath railroad track.
Both methods may be considered at NS’ discretion if the installation will not come closer than 25-feet
to the centerline of any railroad track or closer than 50-feet to any other railroad structure.
5.2

Grouting
A. For jacked and tunneled installations a uniform mixture of 1:6 (cement:sand) cement grout shall be
placed under pressure through the grout holes to fill any voids which exist between the pipe or liner
plate and the undisturbed earth.
B. Grouting shall start at the lowest hole in each grout panel and proceed upwards simultaneously on both
sides of the pipe.
C. A threaded plug shall be installed in each grout hole as the grouting is completed at that hole.
D. When grouting tunnel liner plates, grouting shall be kept as close to the heading as possible, using
grout stops behind the liner plates if necessary. Grouting shall proceed as directed by NS, but in no
event shall more than 6 lineal feet (1.8 m) of tunnel be progressed beyond the grouting.

5.3

Soil Stabilization
A. Pressure grouting of the soils or freezing of the soils before jacking, boring, or tunneling may be
required at the direction of NS to stabilize the soils, control water, prevent loss of material and prevent
settlement or displacement of embankment. Grout shall be cement, chemical or other special injection
material selected to accomplish the necessary stabilization.
B. The materials to be used and the method of injection shall be prepared by a Registered Professional
Soils Engineer or by an experienced and qualified company specializing in this work and submitted for
approval to NS before the start of work. Proof of experience and competency shall accompany the
submission.

5.4

Dewatering
A. When water is known or expected to be encountered, pumps of sufficient capacity to handle the flow
shall be maintained at the site, provided the contractor has received approval from NS to operate them.
Pumps in operation shall be constantly attended on a 24-hour basis until, in the sole judgement of NS,
the operation can be safely halted. When dewatering, close observation shall be maintained to detect
any settlement or displacement of railroad embankment, tracks, and facilities.

5.5

Safety Requirements
A. All operations shall be conducted so as not to interfere with, interrupt, or endanger the operation of
trains nor damage, destroy, or endanger the integrity of railroad facilities. All work on or near NS
property shall be conducted in accordance with NS safety rules and regulations. The contractor shall
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secure and comply with the NS safety rules and shall give written acknowledgement to NS that they
have been received, read, and understood by the contractor and its employees. Operations will be
subject to NS inspection at any and all times.
B. All cranes, lifts, or other equipment that will be operated in the vicinity of the railroad’s electrification
and power transmission facilities shall be electrically grounded as directed by NS.
C. At all times when the work is being progressed, a field supervisor for the work with no less than twelve
(12) months experience in the operation of the equipment being used shall be present. If boring
equipment or similar machines are being used, the machine operator also shall have no less than twelve
(12) months experience in the operation of the equipment being used.
D. Whenever equipment or personnel are working closer than 15 feet from the centerline of an adjacent
track, that track shall be considered as being obstructed. Insofar as possible, all operations shall be
conducted no less than this distance. Operations closer than 15 feet (4.6) from the centerline of a track
shall be conducted only with the permission of, and as directed by, a duly qualified NS railroad
employee present at the site of the work.
E. Crossing of tracks at grade by equipment and personnel is prohibited except by prior arrangement with,
and as directed by, NS.
5.6

Blasting
A. Blasting will not be permitted.

5.7

Protection of Drainage Facilities
A. If, in the course of construction, it may be necessary to block a ditch, pipe or other drainage facility,
temporary pipes, ditches or other drainage facilities shall be installed to maintain adequate drainage, as
approved by NS. Upon completion of the work, the temporary facilities shall be removed and the
permanent facilities restored.
B. Soil erosion methods shall be used to protect railroad ditches and other drainage facilities during
construction on and adjacent to NS right-of-way.

5.8

Support of Excavation Adjacent to Track
5.8.1

Launching and Receiving Pits

A. The location and dimensions of all pits or excavations shall be shown on the plans. The distance from
centerline of adjacent track to face of pit or excavation shall be clearly labeled. Also, the elevation of
he bottom of the pit or excavation must be shown on the profile.
B. The face of all pits shall be located a minimum of 25 feet from centerline of adjacent track, measured
at right angles to track, unless otherwise approved by NS.
C. NS Typical Drawing No. 4 – Shoring Requirements shall govern the limits and type of required
excavation support.
D. All plans and calculations for shoring shall be prepared, signed and sealed by a Registered Professional
Engineer licensed in the state of the project. The Engineer will be responsible for the accuracy for all
controlling dimensions as well as the selection of soil design values which will accurately reflect the
actual field conditions.
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E. The plans shall contain details of the shoring system showing sizes of all structural members, details of
connection, and embedment depth. The plans shall include a plan view showing all the proposed
excavations and distances from centerline of track to face of excavation. Plans shall show a section
normal to the track showing the shoring location relative to the centerline of track and showing the
height of sheeting and track elevation in relation to the bottom of excavation. The plans must be
complete and accurately describe the nature of the work.
F. Shoring location in Zone 2 as shown on NS Typical Drawing No. 4 – Shoring Requirements shall be
designed using interlocking sheeting. Soldier piles and lagging will be considered only when its use is
specifically approved by NS. Consideration for the use of soldier piles and lagging will only be made if
the required penetration of steel sheet piling cannot be obtained and when dry, stable material will be
encountered.
G. All excavations with the limits shown on NS Typical Drawing No. 4 – Shoring Requirements shall be
designed for railroad live load surcharge. All shoring designed for railroad live load surcharge shall be
based on Cooper’s E-80 live load. AREMA Chapter 8, Part 20, Section 3, Paragraph 2(b), refers to the
Boussinesq equation as a method to determine lateral pressure values for railroad surcharge loading.
NS Typical Drawing No. 5 – Shoring Design Guide – Lateral Pressures from Train Loads indicates the
lateral pressures associated with various depths of excavation and distances from centerline of track as
determine by the Boussinesq equation.
H. Calculations for the proposed shoring shall include deflection calculations. The maximum deflection
for excavations within 18’-0” of the centerline of the nearest tack shall be 3/8”. For all other cases, the
max deflections shall not exceed ½”.
I. Railings shall be constructed around all excavations on NS property. Walkways with railings shall be
constructed over open excavations adjacent to the tracks located within the normal walkway. Refer to
AREMA Section 15 for walkway and railing design criteria. Railings shall not be closer than 10’-0”
horizontally from centerline of track. Railing shall be indicated on plans submitted for NS acceptance.
J. Approval of the excavation plan does not relieve the Owner of ultimate responsibility and liability for
the excavation plan.
K. If the excavation pit design and shoring system will be submitted by the Owner’s contractor, the
Owner’s contract specifications must require the Owner’s contractor to obtain NS approval prior to
beginning any excavation.
5.8.2

Parallel Trenching and Other Excavation

A. NS Typical Drawing No. 4 – Shoring Requirements shall govern the limits and type of excavation
support.
B. The design and construction requirements for this construction shall be in accordance with the
requirements of Section 5.8.1.
5.9

Inspection and Testing
A. For pipelines carrying flammable or hazardous materials, ANSI Codes, current at time of constructing
the pipeline, shall govern the inspection and testing of the facility on NS property, except as follows:
(1) One-hundred percent of all field welds shall be inspected by radiographic examinations, and such field
welds shall be inspected for 100 percent of the circumference.
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(2) The proof testing of the strength of carrier pipe shall be in accordance with ANSI requirements.
5.10

Reimbursement of NS Costs
A. All NS costs associated with the pipe installation (inspection, flagging, track work, protection of signal
cables, etc.) shall be reimbursed to NS by the Owner of the facility.

PUBLICATION STANDARDS SOURCES
ANSI

American National Standards Institute, Inc.
1899 L Street, NW, 11th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: 202.293.8020

AREMA

American Railway Engineering Maintenance-of-Way Association
4501 Forbes Blvd., Suite 130
Lanham, MD 20706
Tel: 301.459.3200

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials
100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
Tel: 610.832.9500

AWWA

American Water Works Association, Inc.
6666 West Quincy Avenue
Denver, CO 80235
Tel: 303.794.7711 or 800.926.7337

NACE

National Association of Corrosion Engineers
15835 Park Ten Place
Houston, TX 77084
Tel: 281.228.6200

NOTE: If other than ANSI, AREMA, ASTM, AWWA or NACE specifications are referred to for design, materials
or workmanship on the plans and specifications for the work, then copies of the applicable sections of such other
specifications referred to shall accompany the plans and specifications for the work.
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Plate I - Pipe Data Sheet

CARRIER PIPE

CASING PIPE

CONTENTS TO BE HANDLED
MAX. ALLOWABLE OPERATING PRESSURE
NOMINAL SIZE OF PIPE
OUTSIDE DIAMETER
INSIDE DIAMETER
WALL THICKNESS
WEIGHT PER FOOT
MATERIAL
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE
SPECIFICATION
GRADE OR CLASS
(Specified Minimum Yield Strength)
TEST PRESSURE
TYPE OF JOINT
TYPE OF COATING
DETAILS OF CATHODIC PROTECTION
DETAILS OF SEALS OR PROTECTION AT
END OF CASING
CHARACTER OF SUBSURFACE MATERIAL
APPROXIMATE GROUND WATER LEVEL
SOURCE OF INFORMATION ON
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Proposed method of installation:
Bore and jack (per Section 5.1.3 of NSCE-8)
Jacking (per Section 5.1.4 of NSCE-8)
Tunneling (with Tunnel Liner Plate) (per Section 5.1.5 of NSCE-8)
Directional Bore/Horizontal Direction Drilling – Method A (per Section 5.1.6 of NSCE-8)
Directional Bore/Horizontal Direction Drilling – Method B (per Section 5.1.6 of NSCE-8)
Open Cut (per Section 5.1.2 of NSCE-8). All installations directly under any track must be designed
as a bored installation. Open cut installations will be considered on a case-by-case basis by Norfolk
Southern’s Division Superintendent at the time of installation.
Other (Specify): _____________________________________________________________

Last Revised: 12/20/17
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Plate II - Sample Pipe Plan View
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Plate Ill - Sample Pipe Profile View
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Plate IV - Sample Pipe Parallel Plan and Profile Views
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Plate V - Sample Pipe Parallel Section View
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Plate VI - Sample Pipe Plan and Section Under Railway Bridge
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PLATE VII - Sample Pipe Profile and Section
Views Pipe in Highway Over Railway
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PLATE VIII - Railway Shoring Requirements
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PLATE IX - Lateral Pressures for Sheeting Design

Table 1 - Lateral Pressure from E-80 Train Loads

LATERAL PRESSURES FROM COOPERS E-80 TRAIN LOADS

(From Boussinesq Equation)

THE BOUSSINESQ EQUATION FOR STRIP LOADS IS SHOWN IN THE AREMA MANUAL
FOR RAILWAY ENGINEERING, CHAPTER 8, SECTION 20.3.2.2
BOUSSINESQ EQUATION:
PS = (2q/ )

( -(SIN( )

COS(2 )))

WHERE:
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ACTIVE PRESSURE FROM SURCHARGE LOADING
ATAN((CLT+TL/2) / HS) - ATAN((CLT-TL/2) / HS) IN RADIANS
/2 + ATAN((CLT-TL/2) / HS) IN RADIANS
UNIFORM SURCHARGE LOAD FROM TRAINS = 80 KIPS/ (5) (TL)
DISTANCE FROM FACE OF RETAINING WALL TO CENTERLINE OF TRACK
TIE LENGTH = 8.5' STANDARD
DEPTH BELOW APPLIED SURCHARGE LOADING

"CLT"
(Distance
From
Centerline
of Track in
Feet)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
23
26
29
32
35
39
43
47
51
55

-2
0.7
0.55
0.44
0.36
0.301
0.218
0.165
0.13
0.104
0.078
0.061
0.049
0.04
0.034
0.027
0.022
0.019
0.016
0.014

-4
0.846
0.746
0.65
0.565
0.492
0.378
0.297
0.239
0.196
0.15
0.118
0.095
0.078
0.066
0.053
0.044
0.037
0.031
0.027

-6
0.732
0.703
0.659
0.608
0.556
0.46
0.38
0.315
0.265
0.208
0.166
0.136
0.113
0.095
0.078
0.064
0.054
0.046
0.04

-8
0.576
0.585
0.579
0.561
0.536
0.475
0.413
0.357
0.309
0.25
0.205
0.17
0.143
0.122
0.1
0.083
0.07
0.06
0.052

Depth (Feet)
-10
-12
0.439
0.333
0.464
0.363
0.478
0.385
0.482
0.99
0.477
0.406
0.45
0.404
0.411
0.386
0.369
0.36
0.329
0.331
0.276
0.287
0.232
0.248
0.196
0.214
0.167
0.185
0.144
0.161
0.119
0.135
0.1
0.115
0.085
0.098
0.073
0.085
0.063
0.074

-14
0.253
0.283
0.307
0.326
0.339
0.352
0.35
0.338
0.319
0.287
0.255
0.224
0.197
0.174
0.148
0.127
0.11
0.095
0.084

-16
0.195
0.221
0.245
0.265
0.281
0.302
0.311
0.309
0.3
0.279
0.254
0.228
0.205
0.183
0.158
0.137
0.119
0.104
0.092

-18
0.152
0.175
0.196
0.215
0.232
0.257
0.272
0.278
0.276
0.265
0.247
0.227
0.207
0.188
0.164
0.144
0.127
0.112
0.099

-20
0.12
0.139
0.158
0.176
0.192
0.218
0.236
0.247
0.251
0.247
0.237
0.222
0.206
0.189
0.168
0.149
0.133
0.118
0.105

All pressures shown are in kips per sq. ft.
Boxed
values represent the maximum pressure ordinate for each value of "CLT".
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Lateral Pressure From E-80 Train Load

Sample Curves from Boussinesq Equation
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NOTES:
1.

TABLE 1 PROVIDES THE RESULTANT LATERAL PRESSURES FOR VARIOUS DEPTHS
AND DISTANCES FROM THE CENTERLINE OF TRACK. THREE REPRESENTATIVE
PRESSURE CURVES ARE ALSO SHOWN ON THE PROVIDED SAMPLE CURVES FROM
BOUSSINESQ EQUATION.

2.

FOR A SIMPLIFIED ENGINEERING ANALYSIS, THE RAILROAD LOADING SURCHARGE
PRESSURE MAY BE ASSUMED RECTANGULAR WITH WIDTH (P) EQUAL TO 0.8 OF THE
MAXIMUM PRESSURE ORDINATE AS GIVEN BY THE APPROPRIATE RAILROAD CURVE.

3.
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PLATE X - Directions for Folding Large Plans
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 02205
SITE CLEARING
1. GENERAL
1.01

Clearing work shall be restricted to area within rights of way or easements or within
construction limits specified in the Contract Documents.

2. PRODUCTS - NOT APPLICABLE
3. EXECUTION
3.01

The Contractor shall provide barricades, coverings, or other types of protection necessary to prevent damage to existing improvements not specified to be removed, and improvements on adjoining properties.

A. The Contractor shall restore all improvements damaged by the work to their original
condition in a manner acceptable to the Owner.
3.02

Protect trees and other vegetation which is indicated to remain to the greatest extent
practical against cutting, breaking, skinning and bruising of bark, and skinning of roots.

A. Minimize foot and vehicular traffic in vegetated areas to remain.
B. Within drip lines of trees to remain, do not stockpile construction materials or excavated
materials, nor park vehicles.
C. Provide temporary fences, barricades or guards as required to protect trees and vegetation to be left standing.
D. Use only hand methods for grubbing inside drip line of trees indicated to remain. Leave
or replace existing topsoil within these drip lines to prevent damage to root systems.
E. Replace trees and vegetation indicated to remain which are damaged by construction operations, in a manner acceptable to the Owner.
3.03

Clearing

A. Remove only those trees necessary to perform the work associated with this Project.
B. Remove from the site all trees, brush, shrubs, down timber, rotten wood, rubbish, other
vegetation, as well as fences, and incidental structures necessary to allow for the mobilization of equipment to perform the proposed construction.
C. All stumps and roots within the disturbed area of the rights of way, easement, or construction limits shall be removed and properly disposed.
D. Unless noted otherwise, items removed within the construction limits shall become the
property of the Contractor, and shall be removed from the site and legally disposed of at
an approved site.
E. Burning will only be allowed in accordance with local ordinances and when approved by
Owner in writing.
3.04

Clear areas designated as “selective clearing” of all ground covers, underbrush and trees
less than 6-inches in diameter at breast height. Coordinate extent of material removed
with Owner.
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3.05

Clean up debris resulting from site clearing operations continuously with the progress of
the work, and remove all waste material from the site.

A. Remove debris from the site in such a manner as to prevent spillage. Pavements and the
area adjacent to site shall be kept clean and free from mud, dirt and debris at all times.
3.06

At the Owner’s direction, remove trees within or immediately adjacent to clearing limits,
which appear to be dying or weakening for any reason and at any point during construction up to and including substantial completion.

3.07

Seed all cleared areas unless otherwise noted on the Contract Documents.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02220
SITE DEMOLITION
1. GENERAL
1.01

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Site demolition work is described in a general nature on the Drawings - exact extent of the
site demolition may not be fully indicated. Determine the nature and extent of site
demolition that will be necessary by comparing the Contract Documents with existing
conditions. Perform all work of a demolition nature that may be required or necessary to
provide a full completion of the Work, whether or not shown or specified.
B. Except as permitted in writing by the Owner, do not interrupt existing utilities serving
facilities occupied and used by the Owner or others, nor disrupt the Owner’s operations at
adjacent facilities. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other occupied or used
facilities without permission from authorities having jurisdiction (including fire
authorities). Protect existing utilities, site improvements, appurtenances, and landscaping
to remain.
C. Before start of work, obtain and pay for all permits required by authorities having
jurisdiction. All work shall comply with Federal, State and Local laws and regulations
concerning hauling and disposal of demolition debris.
D. Notify and coordinate demolition with all involved utility companies.
1.02

JOB CONDITIONS

A. The Owner assumes no responsibility for the actual condition of site improvements to be
demolished.
1.03

SUBMITTALS

A. Identify and accurately depict capped utilities and other subsurface structural, electrical,
or mechanical conditions on Record Drawings.
1.04

MATERIALS OWNERSHIP

A. Except for items or materials indicated to be reused, salvaged, reinstalled, or otherwise
indicated to remain the Owner's property, remove demolished materials from the site.
B. Storage or sale of removed items or materials on-site will not be permitted.
C. Historical items, relics, and similar objects including, but not limited to, cornerstones and
their contents, commemorative plaques and tablets, antiques, and other items of interest
or value to the Owner, which may be encountered, remain the Owner's property.
Carefully remove and salvage each item or object in a manner to prevent damage and
deliver promptly to the Owner.
2. PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
3. EXECUTION
3.01

SALVAGE, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A. Prior to beginning demolition, inventory and record the condition of items to be removed
and reinstalled and items to be removed and salvaged and turned over to the Owner.
B. Salvage items designated by the Owner for salvage.
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1. Clean, list, and tag those items for storage. Protect from damage and deliver to the
Owner at a location designated by the Owner. Salvage each item with auxiliary or
associated equipment required for operation.
3.02

DEMOLITION

A. Use water sprinkling, temporary enclosures, and other suitable methods to limit the
amount of dust and dirt rising and scattering in the air to the lowest practical level.
B. Provide neat sawcuts to full depth at the limits of asphalt and concrete payment removal
indicated.
C. Blasting is not allowed unless approved by the Owner in writing.
3.03

DISPOSAL OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS

A. Transport materials removed from demolished structures weekly, weather permitting, and
legally dispose of off the site such as an approved landfill.
B. Burning of removed materials from demolished structures will not be permitted.
3.04

CLEAN UP

A. Remove all debris, rubbish, materials, dirt, and dust resulting from cutting, demolition or
patching operations from adjacent areas and structures.
B. Promptly repair damage caused to adjacent facilities by demolition operations to the
satisfaction of the Owner.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02325
TRENCHING AND BACKFILLING

1. GENERAL
1.01

This section is designed to provide the minimum requirements for trenching and backfilling of pipe trenches. Should the drawings provide specific details for specific installations the drawing requirements shall take precedent. When working in VDOT right of
ways the VDOT requirements shall take precedent.

1.02

Geotechnical Report

A. Earthwork and trenching EXCAVATION IS UNCLASSIFIED and includes excavation
to subgrade elevations indicated, regardless of character of materials and obstructions encountered. No extra payment will be made, regardless of the suitability or unsuitability
of on-site soils for the disposal or importing of soils to the project site.
B. When directed by Owner’s Representative that subgrade is deemed unsuitable, imported
bedding material, VDOT #57 stone, shall be provided. Payment shall be according to the
unit price and Measurement and Payment section of the contract documents.
1.03

Existing Utilities

A. Locate existing utilities, culverts, and structures, above or below ground, before any excavation starts. Coordinate work with utility companies. Protect, maintain in service,
and prevent damage to utilities not designated to be removed. When utilities are encountered and are not shown on the Contract Drawings or when locations differ from those
shown on the Contract Drawings, notify the Inspector for instructions before proceeding
1.04

Explosives

A. Work with explosives shall be executed by persons who are licensed or otherwise authorized by governing authorities for the work required.
B. Store and use explosives in accordance with Federal, State, and Local regulations. The
Contractor shall be responsible for and shall satisfactorily correct all damage resulting
from use of explosives.
1.05

Testing and Inspection

A. In trenching operations, compaction testing shall be performed at increments of approximately 1000 L.F. of trench, and at all commercial driveway entrance crossings.
B. Allow Inspector to approve subgrade and each fill layer, or for every 2,000 square feet of
fill placed, whichever results in more frequent inspection.
C. The degree of compaction obtained shall be verified by means of field density tests made
by an Independent Laboratory. Where tests indicate a deficiency in degree of compaction, the Contractor shall correct such conditions and the Testing Laboratory shall make
additional tests in order to verify that the corrected work has been satisfactory. The Testing Laboratory shall provide four (4) certified copies of all test reports.
1.06

Definitions

A. Excavation: Removal of material encountered to required subgrade and/or subsoil elevations indicated, and the subsequent disposal of materials removed.
B. Fill: Material placed and compacted above the level of the subsoil, which existed before
construction of the project.
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C. Rock: Hard bed rock, boulders, or similar material requiring the use of rock drills and/or
explosives for removal. The criteria for classification of general excavation as rock is
any material that cannot be dislodged by a Caterpillar D-8 Tractor, or equivalent,
equipped with a single tooth hydraulically operated power ripper. The criteria for trench
rock shall be that a Caterpillar 345 Backhoe, or equivalent, with a proper width bucket
cannot remove the material.
D. Subgrade: The undisturbed earth, or the compacted soil layer, immediately below granular sub base, drainage fill, or topsoil materials.
E. Subsoil: The undisturbed earth immediately below the existing topsoil layer.
F. Unauthorized Excavation: Removal of materials below indicated subgrade elevations or
beyond horizontal excavation dimensions without specific direction of the Inspector.
G. Undercut Excavation: When excavation has reached required sub grade elevations, notify the Inspector who will make an inspection of conditions. If unsuitable bearing material is encountered at required subgrade elevations, carry excavations deeper as directed by
the Inspector.
H. Unsuitable Material: Material such as clay mass, frozen materials, cinders, ashes, refuse,
and vegetable, organic material, or any other material deemed unsuitable by the Inspector. Unsuitable material shall be removed and replaced with suitable material as specified
herein for the intended use.
I.

Bedding. Bedding is the material placed under the pipe.

J. Haunching. Material that is placed on the sides of the pipe to the spring line.
K. Initial Backfill. Material placed on top of the haunch material until 12” above the pipe.
L. General Backfill. Material Placed on top of the initial backfill up to grade.
1.07

Suitability of Materials

A. Unless otherwise noted, the Contractor shall be responsible for the disposal of excess material (including but not limited to undercut, root mat and excess topsoil and fill material),
obtaining borrow material and the suitability of all on-site material above subgrade.
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2. PRODUCTS
2.01

Clean Earth Fill: Approved material free of debris, roots, frozen materials, organic matter, rock, or gravel larger than 2 inches in any dimension or other harmful matter and be
classified as ML or better material in accordance with the Unified Soils System, ASTM
D-2487.

2.02

Fine Aggregate: #9 or #10 stone as per VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications Section
203 or Grade A or Grade B fine aggregate as per VDOT Road and Bridge Standard Section 202.

2.03

Coarse Aggregate: #57 stone as per VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications Section 203.

2.04

Crusher Run Aggregate: #26 as per VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications Section 205.

2.05

Select Material: Type I or II according to Section 207 of the VDOT Road and Bridge
Specifications.

2.06

Shoulder Stone: Aggregate material #21A or #21B as per VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications Section 209.

2.07

Topsoil: In trenching operations, topsoil shall be the top 6 inches of original soil from
the trench. Otherwise, topsoil shall be fertile, friable loam, containing not less than 2
percent by weight of finely divided, decomposed vegetation. Topsoil shall be free of
subsoil, clay lumps, brush, weeds, roots larger than 1/2 inch diameter, stones larger than
1/2 inch diameter and other material toxic or harmful to growth.

2.08

Geotextile Fabric: Woven or nonwoven polypropylene or polyester equaling or exceeding the following test.

A. TEST TEST METHOD

TYPICAL TEST VALUES

1. Weight ASTM D-1910 3.9 oz per sq. yd. minimum
2. Grab Tensile Strength ASTM D-1682 200 lbs. minimum
3. Trapezoid Tear Strength ASTM D-1117 100 lbs. minimum
4. Grab Modulus (Mullen Burst)

ASTM D-3786 370 lbs. minimum

3. EXECUTION
3.01

General Excavation

A. Remove vegetation, debris, unsatisfactory materials and harmful materials prior to
placement of fill. Plow, strip, or break up sloped surfaces steeper than 4 to 1 so that fill
material will bond with existing surface.
B. Strip existing topsoil, leaf mold and organic materials, meeting topsoil requirements.
Deposit in storage piles separate from other excavated material.
C. Provide adequate and positive site drainage throughout construction. Keep ex-cavations
free of water while work is being performed and until backfilled. Where underground
streams or springs are found, provide temporary drainage and notify the Inspector.
D. Excavate unsatisfactory soil materials encountered that extend below required elevations,
to the additional depth as directed by the Inspector.
E. Where rock is encountered so that a manhole, vault, or other structure will bear on rock,
the rock shall be used to support the foundation. When only a portion of the foundation
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will bear on rock, the Contractor shall excavate the rock at least 8 inches below the foundation and provide at least 8 inches of coarse aggregate fill.
F. Where unauthorized excavation has been carried below authorized depth, backfill and
compact in the same manner as specified for authorized excavations of same classification, unless otherwise directed by the Inspector.
G. Stockpile excavated soil material satisfactory for backfill or fill until required. Place,
grade and shape stockpiles for proper drainage. Do not store within drip lines of trees indicated to remain.
H. Sheeting and Shoring
1. Sheeting and shoring shall be provided as necessary to construct and protect the excavation, structures of all types, and as necessary for the safety of the employees.
2. All sheeting and bracing shall be removed unless directed otherwise by the Inspector, in such a manner so the construction or other structures are not endangered.
All voids left or caused by the withdrawal of sheeting shall be backfilled immediately
with approved material and compacted by ramming with tools especially adapted for
that purpose, or by other means directed by the Inspector.
3. All sheeting and bracing that is left in place shall be cut to a depth of eighteen inches
below the final grade line. The cut off ends shall be removed from the site.
I.

Remove surplus or unsuitable material and dispose of the materials off the site at no additional cost to the Owner.

J. Dewatering
1. Where conditions are such that running or standing water occurs in the trench bottom
or the soil in the trench bottom displays a “quick” tendency, the water should be removed by pumps and suitable means such as well points or pervious under drain
bedding until the pipe has been installed and the backfill has been placed to a sufficient height to prevent pipe flotation.
3.02

Trenching

A. Excavate to the lines and grades indicated for pipelines and structures making proper allowance for pipe bedding materials, pipe bells and concrete form work.
B. Excavate pipeline trenches with vertical walls. Maintain trench width within al-allowable
trench width from bottom of trench to a point 12 inches above top of pipe.
C. Where rock is encountered, excavate 6 inches below the pipe bottom and provide stone to
bed the pipe.
D. Where unsuitable soil is encountered, excavate to depth determined by the Inspector and
replace with pipe bedding material thoroughly and uniformly compacted.
3.03

Backfilling of Pipe and Trenches

A. The following is the minimum requirement for backfilling of pipes and trenches. Should
the drawings indicate a deviation from these minimum specifications the more stringent
shall apply.
B. Pipe Bedding
1. Ductile Iron Pressure Pipe
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a) Ductile iron pipe shall be laid in a flat bottom trench on undisturbed earth. If
rock is encountered at the bottom of the trench, bedding shall be a minimum of
six inches of compacted course aggregate. Trench bottom shall be hand excavated for bell holes at all joints. Over rock, the six-inch minimum depth of bedding
shall be maintained at all joints or other pipe appurtenances. Bedding shall be
compacted to a mini-mum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
2. Ductile Iron Gravity Pipe
a) Ductile iron pipe shall be laid on a minimum of 4 inches of compacted course
aggregate. If rock is encountered at the bottom of the trench, bedding material
shall be a minimum of six inches. Trench bottom shall be hand excavated for
bell holes at all joints. Over rock, the six-inch minimum depth of bedding shall
be maintained at all joints or other pipe appurtenances. Bedding material shall be
compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
3. PVC, HDPE, PE and CT Pressure Pipe 3 inches and smaller
a) PVC, HDPE, PE and CT pipe shall be laid on a minimum of 4 inches of compacted fine aggregate placed upon undisturbed earth. If rock is en-countered at
the bottom of the trench, fine aggregate shall be a minimum of six inches.
Trench bottom shall be hand excavated for bell holes at all joints. The minimum
depth of bedding shall be maintained at all joints or other pipe appurtenances.
Bedding material shall be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
4. PVC Pressure Pipe 4 inches and larger
a) Bedding shall be provided when directed by Owner’s Representative when subgrade is deemed unsuitable. Otherwise, bedding is not required.
b) PVC pressure pipe shall be laid on a minimum of 4 inches of compacted course
aggregate placed upon undisturbed earth. If rock is encountered at the bottom of
the trench, course aggregate shall be a minimum of six inches. Trench bottom
shall be hand excavated for bell holes at all joints. The minimum depth of bedding shall be maintained at all joints or other pipe appurtenances. Bedding material shall be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
5. PVC Gravity Pipe 6 inches and larger
a) PVC pressure pipe shall be laid on a minimum of 4 inches of compacted course
aggregate placed upon undisturbed earth. If rock is encountered at the bottom of
the trench, bedding shall be a minimum of six inches. Trench bottom shall be
hand excavated for bell holes at all joints. The minimum depth of bedding shall
be maintained at all joints or other pipe appurtenances. Bedding material shall be
compacted to a min-imum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
C. Haunching
1. Haunching material shall be the same as the bedding material. Material shall be
placed and consolidated under the pipe haunch to provide adequate side support to
the pipe while avoiding both vertical and lateral displacement of the pipe from proper
alignment. Haunching is placed to the pipe spring line and shall be compacted to a
minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by ASTM D698 (standard
Proctor).
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D. Backfilling Trenches
1. General:
a) All trenches shall be backfilled immediately after the pipes and appurtenances
are laid therein with the exception of pressure pipe, where joints are to remain
uncovered until after pressure testing is completed.
2. Initial Backfill:
a) Ductile Iron Pressure Pipe and Gravity Pipe
i. Initial backfill shall be with select material. Initial backfill shall begin at the
spring line of the pipe and shall be placed in six-inch layers up to a minimum level of 12 inches above the crown of the pipe. Initial backfill shall be
compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
b) PVC Pressure Pipe and Gravity Pipe 4” and larger
i. Initial backfill shall be with select material. Initial backfill shall begin at the
spring line of the pipe and shall be placed in six-inch layers up to a minimum
level of 12 inches above the crown of the pipe. Initial backfill shall be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
c) PVC, HDPE, PE and CT Pressure Pipe 3” and smaller
i. Initial backfill shall be with the same material as the haunching material and
shall be placed in 6” layers to a minimum level of 6” over the crown of the
pipe. The remainder of the initial backfill shall be with select material to a
minimum level of 12” above the crown of the pipe. Initial backfill shall be
compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density as determined by
ASTM D698 (standard Proctor).
3. Final Backfill:
a) General:
i. Final backfill for trenches shall be with general backfill material. Final backfill not subjected to vehicular traffic or greater than 5' feet from the edge of
pavement shall be placed in layers no greater than one foot thick and compacted to at least 85 percent maximum density as determined by ASTM
D698 (standard Proctor). Final backfill shall not contain stones larger than 6
inches in their greatest dimension, the stones shall not be in excess of 20 percent of the volume of backfill material, and such stones shall be well distributed throughout the mass. Topsoil (in grassed areas) shall be de-posited in
the final layer of backfill to guarantee the areas will be re-turned to original
or better conditions.
b) Roadways:
i. Where excavation has been made through pavement, subgrades of roadways
under construction, where subgrades are undercut by excavation, or where
excavation is within 5' of edge of pavement, backfilling shall be performed
with shoulder stone. Backfill material shall be placed in layers not greater
than six inches thick, with each layer thoroughly compacted to 95 percent of
maximum density as determined by ASTM D698(standard Proctor) . Work
within VDOT rights-of-way shall meet all requirements of the Virginia Department of Transportation.
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3.04

Compaction

A. Percentage of Maximum Density Requirements. Compact each layer of fill or backfill to
not less than the following percentages of the maximum density at optimum moisture
content as determined by ASTM D 698 (AASHTO T-99) Standard Proctor. Compact soil
materials using equipment suitable for materials to be compacted and work area locations.
1. 95 percent beneath and within 25 feet of buildings and structures, including those
shown for future construction.
2. 95 percent beneath pavements, walks, road shoulders, including those shown for future construction or proposed, 95 percent up to 12 inches above top of pipes.
3. 85 percent in other unpaved areas.
4. If the density of the adjacent soil is more than the density specified, compact to a
density not less than the density of the adjacent soil.
B. Use power-driven hand tampers for compacting materials adjacent to structures and in areas inaccessible to rollers. Use equipment capable of adding moisture to the soil material
as determined by moisture-density tests. Where required, uniformly apply water to the
surface of the subgrade or layer of soil material in such a manner as to prevent free water
appearing on the surface, either during or subsequent to compacting operations.
C. Remove and replace, or scarify and air dry, soil material that is too wet to permit compaction to specified percentage of maximum density.
D. Do not place or compact material that is muddy, frozen, or contains frost or ice.
3.05

General Backfill

A. Place clean earth fill to obtain elevations shown on the drawings. Do not place fill on
muddy or frozen areas.
B. When the existing ground surface has been disturbed and has a density of less than that
specified for the particular area classification, scarify the ground surface, pulverize, adjust moisture condition to optimum moisture content, and compact to required depth and
percentage of maximum density. Excavate depressions caused by removal of stumps or
other clearing operations to firm subgrade. Fill with clean earth fill.
C. Place backfill and fill materials in loose lifts no less than 4 inches and no more than 8
inches in depth. Before compaction, moisten or aerate each layer as necessary to provide
optimum moisture content.
D. Place backfill materials evenly adjacent to structures. Take care to prevent wedging action of the backfill against structures by carrying the material uniformly around the structure to approximately the same elevation in each lift.
E. Backfill excavations to excess elevations (above the finished grade) to allow for shrinkage and settlement. Excess elevation under paved and surfaced roadways and parking areas shall not exceed 2 inches.
3.06

Pipe Bedding and Backfill

A. Place and compact bedding in accordance with the construction plans below bottom of
pipe prior to laying pipe. Where directed by the Inspector place soil stabilization fabric
in the excavation before placing bedding. Place fabric in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
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B. Compact pipe bedding by tamping or rodding to prevent settlement.
C. Do not backfill when the subgrade is muddy or frozen or when the backfill material is
frozen or muddy.
3.07

Grading.

A. Grade in compliance with VDOT specifications, Section 303. Uniformly grade areas
within limits of grading, including adjacent transition areas. Smooth finished surface
within specified tolerances, compact with uniform levels or slopes between points where
elevations are indicated, or between such points and existing grades.
B. Unless otherwise indicated, evenly slope subgrade to provide positive drainage away
from building walls in all directions at a grade not less than 1/4 inch per foot.
C. Protect newly graded areas from traffic and erosion. Where compacted areas settle, or
are disturbed by subsequent construction or adverse weather, scarify the surface, reshape
and compact to the required density, with additional fill material if required. Use hand
tamper for recompaction over underground utilities.
D. Where topsoil is specified, excavate or fill below finished grades shown, leaving space
for topsoil.
E. Where not otherwise shown on the Contract Drawings, all disturbed areas shall be restored to the original grade.
F. Tolerances
1. Shape subgrade under pavements to line, grade, and cross-section to within 1/2 inch
of required subgrade elevations.
2. Finish areas to receive topsoil to within 0.10 foot of required elevations.

Trench Cross-section Terminology
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END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02510
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
1. GENERAL
1.01

All pumps, piping, valves, fittings, fire hydrants, meters, meter vaults, appurtenances and other
products shall conform to the requirements of the latest edition of the Local Utility Standards,
where applicable.

1.02

Quality Assurance

A. Comply with all applicable codes and regulations as required by regulatory agencies having
jurisdictions over this Work.
1.03

Connections to existing system:

A. The Contractor shall make connections to the existing system under a pressure or non-pressure
condition, as indicated, complying with the system owner’s requirements for the time of day such
work can be done. The Contractor shall pay all costs associated with the connections unless
otherwise indicated. If the system owner performs the work, the Contractor shall arrange for the
work to be done.
B. Owner’s valves and equipment shall be operated only by the Owner.
1.04

Contractor shall submit for approval dimensioned layout drawings for all flanged ductile iron
pipe. Drawings shall include all fittings, valves, equipment, taps, appurtenances, and dimensions
to locate pipe in buildings.

1.05

Exposed pipe shall be installed level, plumb and square to building walls and equipment in
accordance with industry standards and practices.

2. PRODUCTS
2.01

Underground Pipe and fittings

A. Ductile Iron Pipe:
1. Ductile iron pipe shall meet the requirements of AWWA C151,AWWA C150 and Rubbergasket joints shall meet the requirements of AWWA C111 3” through 24” pipe shall be, at a
minimum, class 52 with a working pressure of 350 psi. Pipe shall have a single cementmortar lining and a bituminous seal coat conforming to the requirement of AWWA C104. A
minimum of 5% of the pipe furnished shall be gauged for roundness full length and so
marked. Pressure class of pipe shall be increased if the specific installation warrants it.
B. PVC Pipe
1. PVC pipe shall meet requirements of AWWA C900 (DR-14, CL. 200) for sizes up to 12”.
Joints shall be in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and ASTM D2564, D2464,
D2467, D319, and F477. If working pressures over 150 psi are encountered ductile iron pipe
shall be used. Cell classification for water pipe shall be 12454-B
C. Polyethylene pipe
1. 2 Inches and Smaller –Pipe shall be manufactured from a PE 3408 resin listed with the
Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI) as TR-4. The resin material will meet the specifications of ASTM
D3350-02 with a cell classification of PE:345464C. Pipe shall have a manufacturing
standard of ASTM D2737 (copper tubing size), ASTM D2239 (iron pipe size, controlled
inside diameter) and ASTM D 3035 (iron pipe size, controlled outside diameter). Pipe shall
have a pressure class as specified on the plans. The pipe shall contain no recycled
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compounds except that generated in the manufacturer's own plant from resin of the same
specification from the same raw material. All pipes shall be suitable for use as pressure
conduits, and per AWWA C901, have nominal burst values of three times the Working
Pressure Rating (WPR) of the pipe. Pipe shall also have the following agency listing of NSF
61.
2. 2-1/2 Inches and Larger - Pipe shall be manufactured from a PE 3408 resin listed with the
Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI) as TR-4. The resin material will meet the specifications of ASTM
D3350 with a cell classification of PE:345464C. Pipe shall have a manufacturing standard of
ASTM F714. Pipe O.D. size shall be ductile iron pipe size (DIPS) unless specified otherwise
on the drawings. Pipe shall be pressure class as indicated on the plans. The pipe shall
contain no recycled compounds except that generated in the manufacturer's own plant from
resin of the same specification from the same raw material. All pipes shall be suitable for
use as pressure conduits, listed as NSF 61, and per AWWA C906. Pipe shall have a nominal
burst value of three and one-half times the Working Pressure Rating (WPR) of the pipe.
Peak flow water velocity of 5 ft/sec shall be used in the hydraulics engineering design.
D. Fittings
1. Ductile Iron Fittings
a) Fittings for PVC pipe and DI pipe shall be Standard Size Mechanical Joint ductile iron in
accordance with AWWA C110/A21.10 or Compact Mechanical Joint ductile iron in
accordance with AWWA C 153. Pressure ratings shall be a minimum of 350 psi for
fittings 24-inch and smaller and 250 psi for 30-inch. All fittings shall have a single
cement mortar lining on the interior and a bituminous seal coating on the exterior.
Fittings shall have mechanical joints conforming to the requirements of AWWA
C111/A21.11. Bolts for mechanical joint fittings shall be high strength, corrosion –
resistant low alloy steel with hexagon nuts having a minimum yield point of 45,000 psi
in accordance with AWWA C111. Mechanical joint bolts shall be torqued with a torque
wrench as per manufacturer’s recommendations.
2. Polyethylene Pipe Fittings
a) Fittings for polyethylene pipe shall be manufactured specifically for the intended use and
be approved by the piping manufacturer to be compatible with their product. All fittings
shall have a working pressure rating equal to or greater than the pipe, and shall meet all
requirements of NSF 61.
b) Butt Fusion Fittings
i. Fittings shall be PE3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as determined by
ASTM D3350-02, and approved for AWWA use. Butt Fusion Fittings shall have a
manufacturing standard of ASTM D3261. Molded & fabricated fittings shall have a
pressure rating equal to the pipe unless otherwise specified in the plans. Fabricated
fittings are to be manufactured using Data Loggers. Temperature, fusion pressure
and a graphic representation of the fusion cycle shall be part of the quality control
records. All fittings shall be suitable for use as pressure conduits, and per AWWA
C906, shall have a nominal burst values of three and one-half times the Working
Pressure Rating (WPR).
c) Electrofusion Fittings
i. Fittings shall be PE3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as determined by
ASTM D3350-02. Electrofusion Fittings shall have a manufacturing standard of
ASTM F1055. Fittings shall have a pressure rating equal to the pipe. All
electrofusion fittings shall be suitable for use as pressure conduits, and per AWWA
C906, have nominal burst values of three and one-half times the Working Pressure
Rating (WPR).
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ii. Flanged and Mechanical Joint Adapters - Flanged and Mechanical Joint Adapters
shall be PE 3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as determined by ASTM
D3350-02. Flanged and Mechanical Joint Adapters shall have a manufacturing
standard of ASTM D3261.
d) Coupling Style Fittings
i. Pipe fittings 2” and smaller shall be brass Ford Meter Products Quick Joint or pack
joint fittings or approved equal suitable for underground service. All fitting
connections shall have stainless steel inserts.
E. Thrust Restraint
1. All pipe fittings, plugs, caps, tees, and bends in underground ductile iron or PVC piping must
be restrained utilizing Megalug Series 1100 retainer glands by EBAA Iron Sales, Inc.(or
approved equal). Glands shall be manufactured of ductile iron conforming to ASTM A 53680. Restraining devices shall be of ductile iron heat treated to a minimum hardness of 370
BHN. Dimensions of the gland shall be such that it can be used with the standardized
mechanical joint bell and tee-head bolts conforming to ANSI/AWWA A21.11 and
C153/A21.53. Twist-off nuts shall be used to insure proper actuating of the restraining
devices. The mechanical joint restraint device shall have a working pressure of at least 250
psi with a minimum safety factor of 2.
2. All ductile iron bell and spigot pipe joints shall be restrained using US Pipe Field Lok 350
type gaskets unless indicated otherwise on the drawings. If all joints are not required to be
restrained the minimum restrained lengths and locations will be indicated on the drawings.
Gaskets shall be manufactured by the pipe manufacturer to be compatible with their pipe.
3. PVC Pipe joints shall be restrained on either side of valves and fitting for a length as
indicated on the drawings. Harness type restraining devices shall be used on Bell and spigot
pipe joints utilizing Megalug Series 1100HD harness by EBAA Iron Sales, Inc. (or approved
equal).
F. Couplings for underground or buried service shall be ductile iron mechanical joint in accordance
with underground ductile fittings in this section.
G. Buried Copper Tubing
1. Copper tubing for underground services shall be seamless, annealed copper tubing Type K,
in conformance with ASTM B88. Fittings shall be case bronze with flared joints.
2.02

Above Ground or Exposed Piping

A. Ductile Iron Pipe
1. Ductile iron pipe installed above ground, inside buildings or underground vaults, shall be
flanged ductile iron pipe class 53 in accordance with ANSI A21.15 (AWWA C115). Unless
indicated otherwise on the drawings pipe shall have Class 125 flanged joints utilizing factory
installed screwed flanges ( no uniflange type flanges are permitted) meeting the requirements
of ANSI B 16.1, outside coating shall be red primer, and gaskets for flanged pipe shall be
1/8” thick full face red rubber. All steel flanges mating to flat face flanges shall have the
raised face machined off. Pipe shall have a single cement mortar lining with asphaltic seal
coat meeting the requirements for AWWA C104.
B. Ductile Iron Fittings
1. Fittings for ductile iron pipe shall be flanged ductile iron in accordance with ANSI A21.10
(AWWA C110. Fittings up to 30” diameter shall have a minimum working pressure rating
of 250 psi. Unless indicated otherwise on the drawings, pipe shall have Class 125 flanged
joints meeting the requirements of ANSI B 16.1, outside coating shall be red primer, and
gaskets for flanged pipe shall be 1/8” thick full face red rubber. Fittings shall have a single
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cement-mortar lining and a bituminous seal coat conforming to the requirement of AWWA
C104.
C. Above Ground Copper Tubing
1. Copper tubing for exposed services shall be seamless, hard copper tubing Type L, in
conformance with ASTM B88. Fittings shall be wrought copper with soldered joints. Solder
shall be lead free approved for potable water service.
D. Couplings
1. Couplings for above ground or exposed service shall be Dresser Style 38 or approved equal.
Transition couplings shall be Dresser Style 162 or approved equal. All couplings shall be
rodded unless otherwise noted.
E. Flange adaptors
1. Flange adaptors shall be used where indicated on the drawings or as approved by the
engineer. Flange adaptors may be used as a final connection or to allow for disassembly of
pipe for equipment maintenance in approved locations. Flange adaptors are not to be used to
make up for misaligned pipe.
2. Flanged Adapter shall be JCM flanged coupling adaptors model 301R or approved equal.
2.03

Gate Valves

A. Gate valves 3” through 12” shall open counter-clockwise, have a resilient seat and meet the
requirements of AWWA C509. Body shall be of cast iron with a 250 psig maximum working
pressure and hydrostatically tested to 500 psig. Wedge shall be constructed of cast iron, bonded
in synthetic rubber in accordance with ASTM D2000. Valve shall be coated inside and out with
a fusion epoxy coating of a nominal 10 mil thickness on all exposed iron surfaces in compliance
with AWWA C550 and be NSF 61 certified. Valves shall be bi-directional flow and have a ten
year limited warranty.
1. Above ground valves or exposed valves in vaults shall utilize outside screw and yoke
(OS&Y) with rising stems and have flanged ends meeting the requirements of ANSI B 16.1,
Class 125.
2. Underground valves shall utilize non rising stems, mechanical joint ends with a 2” operating
nut in accordance with AWWA C111.
3. Gate valves 3” and larger when located 6ft. or more above the finish floor or operating
platform shall have chain operators.
4. Valves shall be Mueller series 2360, or approved equal.
B. Gate valves 14” through 24” shall open counter-clockwise, resilient seat and meet the
requirements of AWWA C515. Body shall be of cast iron. Valves 14”-20” shall have a 250 psi
working pressure and 24” valves shall have a 200 psig maximum working pressure. Valves 14”
through 20” shall be hydrostatically tested to 500 psig, 24” valves shall be hydrostatically tested
to 400 psig. Wedge shall be constructed of cast iron, bonded in synthetic rubber in accordance
with ASTM D2000. Valves shall be coated inside and out with a fusion epoxy coating of a
nominal 10 mil thickness on all exposed iron surfaces in compliance with AWWA C550 and be
NSF 61 certified. Valves shall be bi-directional flow and have a ten year limited warranty.
Valves shall be Mueller series 2361, or approved equal.
1. Above ground valves or exposed valves in vaults shall utilize outside screw and yoke
(OS&Y) with rising stems and have flanged ends meeting the requirements of ANSI B 16.1,
Class 125.
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2. Underground valves shall utilize non rising stems, mechanical joint ends with a 2” operating
nut in accordance with AWWA C111.
3. Valves shall be Mueller series 2361, or approved equal.
C. Buried gate valves 2” in size shall utilize a non-rising stem, open counter-clockwise, resilient
seat and meet the requirements of AWWA C509. Valve shall be equipped with a 2-inch square
AWWA operating unit. Valve ends shall be NPT connections. Valves shall be Mueller series A2360, or approved equal.
D. Above ground gate valves 2” and smaller shall be 150 lb.bronze body union bonnet, rising stem
(as indicated on the drawings), gate valves with threaded connections. Valves shall be Crane
Figure 431UB or approved equal.
2.04

Butterfly Valves
1. Butterfly valves shall have a ductile iron body, seat in body design, ductile iron disk with a
316 stainless steel disc edge (3” and 4” valves to have 316 disk), symmetrical disc,
nonmetallic bearings, chevron self-adjusting “V” type packing and have a 250 psi working
pressure. Valves shall meet or exceed all the requirements of AWWA C504 standard class
250B and be NSF 61 certified. Exposed piping shall have flange ends Class 125 and
underground valves shall have mechanical joint ends. Valves 6” and larger shall have gear
operators. All exposed valves with gear operators shall have a position indicator.
2. Valves shall be Mueller Lineseal XP butterfly valves (class 250B) or approved equal.

2.05

Ball Valves - Above Ground

A. Ball valves 2” and smaller shall be 150 lb rated, threaded ends, bronze or stainless steel body
(stainless steel valves are to be used on stainless steel pipe), full port, lever operated, ball valves,
with stainless steel ball and stem, and Teflon seats. Ball valves shall be Crane figure 9201
(bronze body), 9231(stainless steel) or approved equal.
2.06

Check Valves

A. Swing check valves
1. 3 inch and larger
2. Check valves 3” and larger shall be Class 125 flanged ends ductile iron body bronze
mounted, bronze disc facing, swing type lever and weight check valves in accordance with
AWWA C508. Flanged end dimension and drilling shall comply with ANSI B 16.1, Class
125. Check valves 3” through 12” shall have a 175 psig maximum working pressure and a
350 psig test pressure. Check valves 14” through 24” shall have a 150 psig maximum
working pressure and a 300 psig test pressure.
3. Check valves shall have an adjustable oil decelerator (oil cushion) installed on the outside of
the valve to control valve closing.
4. Check valves 2” and smaller shall be class 150 bronze or stainless steel y-pattern swing
check valves with threaded ends. Valves shall be Crane figure 137 (bronze), Crane Aloyco
figure 49 or approved equal.
B. Silent check valves
1. Silent check valves shall be the globe type with a spring loaded disk. Valve shall have a
ductile iron body, bronze plug, 316 stainless steel spring and a working pressure rating of
250 psig. Valves shall be flanged in accordance with ANSI B 16.1 class 125. Valves shall be
APCO globe style series 600, Clow style 636 or approved equal. Wafer type check valves
shall not be permitted.
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2.07

Corporation Stops and Tapping Saddles for Underground Service

A. Corporation stops shall be Ford Ballcorp or equal with corporation thread by flared end for
copper tubing. All corporation stops shall be installed with a tapping saddle. Saddles shall be
double strap epoxy coated ductile iron with stainless steel straps, bolts and nuts. Saddles shall be
Ford Style FC202 or equal.
2.08

Above Ground or Exposed Taps

A. All taps on exposed pipe. Flanged pipe or above ground pipe shall be made on fitting bosses. No
tapping saddles or tapping of pipe will be allowed.
2.09

Valve Boxes

A. Valve boxes for buried valves shall be cast iron, screw adjustable shaft boxes, with a minimum
shaft diameter of 5-1/4 inches, unless otherwise specified on the Drawings. Valve box covers
shall be marked with the word “WATER”. Valves with valve boxes shall have an extended
shaft pinned to the 2” operating nut and terminate 12” below finish grade. Valve box shall have
a 24” x 24” x 4” concrete collar around top of valve box as per drawing detail.
2.10

Air Release Valves

A. Air release valves shall have a minimum of a 1” N.P.T. inlet for pipe sizes 16” and smaller with a
3/32” minimum size outlet orifice and a 2” N.P.T. inlet for pipes 20” and larger with 3/16”
minimum size outlet orifice. Valves shall have a cast iron body and cover, stainless steel float,
Buna –N seat, Delrin lever frame and all other internal part shall be stainless steel or bronze. Air
release valves shall be suitable for 150 psi working pressure at a minimum. 1” size air release
valves shall be Apco model 143C or approved equal. 2” size air release valves shall be Apco
model 145C or approved equal.
B. All air release valve installations shall contain an isolation valve to allow removal of the air
release valve while the line is under pressure and a means to manually vent the pipeline without
removal of the air release valve.
2.11

Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Preventer

A. Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Preventer assembly shall consist of an internal pressure
differential relief valve located in a zone between two positive seating check modules with
captured springs and silicone seat discs. Service of all internal components shall be through a
single access cover secured with stainless steel bolts. The assembly shall also include two
resilient seated isolation valves, for resilient seated test cocks, a protective bronze wye strainer
with a 20-mesh screen and an air gap drain fitting.
B. The assembly shall meet the requirements of: the latest available American Water works
Association (AWWA) standards including Std. C511; hold current University of Southern
California Foundation for Cross Connection Control and Hydraulic Research (USC) approval
and hold the American Society of Sanitary engineers (ASSE) listing.
C. All RPZ backflow preventers shall be installed in strict accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions.
D. Shall be a Watts Regulator Co. Series 009QT-S or equal. Size shall be as indicated on the
drawings.
2.12

Sample Taps

A. All sample taps are to be threadless hose bibs unless indicated otherwise on the drawings. Those
indicated to have threads shall be provided with a hose bib vacuum breaker.
2.13

Wall Pipes and Sleeves
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A. Pipes through concrete walls and slabs shall be provided with wall pipes or penetration seals.
Wall pipes shall comply with cast iron fittings specification and shall have flanged joint
connections unless otherwise noted on the drawings. Penetration seals shall be Link-Seal as
manufactured by Thunderline Corporation of Wayne Michigan, or equal. All hardware shall be
stainless steel. Sleeves inside diameters shall be sized to fit the outside diameter of the
penetrating pipe and the link seal. Sleeves shall be of a thickness to maintain their shape and
shall be manufactured buy the seal manufacturer. All Sleeves shall have waterstops and be hot
dipped galvanized after fabrication. Where pipe penetrations are in existing concrete structures,
core drilling is acceptable provided the hole size is coordinated with the seal manufacturer.
2.14

Flushing Hydrants

A. Flushing hydrants shall comply with AWWA C502 standards for “dry barrel” compression type
hydrants that open against pressure. Hydrants shall have a working pressure rating of 150 psi
and a test pressure of 300 psi. They shall meet all the requirements of fire hydrants regarding
operating nuts, stems, working parts, stem design, full 360 rotation, body castings, and repairs
without dismantling. Flushing hydrants shall be equipped with a threaded or mechanical joint
inlet of the size as indicated on the plans and have one 2-1/2 inch outlet with cap and chain.
Outlet thread type will be as required by owner.
B. Flushing Hydrants shall be Mueller model A-411 or approved equal.
2.15

Fire Hydrants

A. Fire hydrants shall be manufactured in full compliance with this specification and shall also
comply with the AWWA Fire Hydrant Specification C-502, latest revision and the following:
1. Type: Compression - Dry Standpipe: Valve shall open against and close with the pressure.
The design shall be such that all internal operating parts can be removed through the
standpipe and main valve rod extended without excavating.
2. Size: Internal valve diameter shall be a minimum 5-1/4”.
3. Inlet Size and Type: 6” mechanical joint end with accessories.
4. Hose Nozzles: Each hydrant shall be equipped with two 2-1/2” I.D. hose nozzles with
National Standard threads, one quarter turn bayonet lock or threaded in with O-ring seal and
suitable locking arrangement.
5. Pumper Nozzle: Each hydrant shall be equipped with one 4-1/2” pumper nozzle having
National Standard Threads, one quarter turn bayonet lock, or threaded in with O-ring seal
and suitable locking arrangement.
6. Direction of Open: Left, counterclockwise.
7. Size and Shape of Operating Nut and Cap Nuts: to be 1-1/2” point to flat pentagon. Each
hydrant shall be equipped with a weather cap.
8. Seal Plate: The hydrant shall be so constructed that a moisture-proof lubricant chamber is
provided which encloses the operating threads, thereby automatically lubricating the threads
each time the hydrant is operated. The lubricant chamber shall be enclosed with at least
three O-rings. The two lower O-rings will serve as pressure seals; the third O-ring will serve
as a combined dirt and moisture seal to prevent foreign matter from entering the lubricant
chamber. The hydrant shall be equipped with either an anti-friction washer or bronze
bushing to reduce operating torque. The bonnet will be secured to the hydrant using bolts
and nuts.
9. Standpipe - Groundline Safety Construction: The standpipe sections shall be connected at
the groundline by a two part, bolted safety flange or breakable lugs. The main valve rod
sections shall be connected at the groundline by a frangible coupling. The standpipe and
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groundline safety construction shall be such that the hydrant nozzles can be rotated to any
desired position without disassembling and removing the top operating components and the
top section of the standpipe. The minimum inside diameter of the standpipe shall be 6”.
10. Main Valve, Rod Assembly: The main valve rod assembly shall be so constructed to allow
removal of all operating parts through the standpipe regardless of depth of bury, using a
removal wrench which does not extend below the groundline of the hydrant. The main valve
seat ring shall be bronze, and its assembly into the hydrant shall involve bronze to bronze
thread engagement, and the valve assembly pressure seals shall be obtained without the
employment of torque compressed gaskets. The design of the main valve rod shall be such
that operating threads at the top of the rod and the valve assembly threads at the bottom of
the rod are isolated from contact with water in the standpipe or in the hydrant inlet shoe.
11. Drain Valve: The operation of the drain mechanism shall be correlated with the operation of
the main valve and shall involve a momentary flushing of the drain ports each time the
hydrant is opened. The drain ports shall be fully closed when the hydrant valve is more than
2-1/2 turns open and the drainage channel in the bronze valve seat ring shall connect to two
or more outlet drain ports. No springs may be employed in the hydrant valve or drain valve
mechanism.
12. Depth of Bury: Normally hydrants shall be suitable for installation in trenches 4-1/2’ deep.
Required parts and materials to adjust fire hydrants to different depth of bury shall be
provided by the manufacturer to meet actual field conditions as required.
13. Painting Instruction: One prime coat and two finish coats shall be factory applied. Finish
coats shall be McCormick Cote-all multi purpose enamel polyurethane modified alkyd 33
series, 33320 safety yellow, 1.5 mils dft each. Touch up any damaged areas in the field. The
wetted surface of the hydrant shoe shall be epoxy coated to prevent corrosion of the
waterway.
14. Pressure Rating: Hydrants shall be rated for 250 working pressure and a 500 psi static test
pressure.
15. Hydrants shall be Mueller Super Centurion 250 or approved equal
2.16

Pipe Locating Devices

A. Tracer wire shall be a #10 stranded copper wire with a blue jacket for water.
B. Wire Connectors
1. Connector, Wire, Set Screw Pressure type for use with No. 10 stranded wire size.
a) Holub Industries MA-2 or equivalent
b) Ideal Industries Model 30-222 or equivalent
c)
2. Wire nuts shall not be allowed underground.
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C. Locator Stations
1. Locator stations shall be cast iron with a round locking lid. Inside diameter shall be a
minimum of 5-3/4 inches and the length shall be a minimum of 15-1/2 inches.
2. Lid shall be labeled “Water Test” or as approved during submittal process.
3. Locator stations shall be capped in a round or square concrete collar a minimum of 4” thick
and 12” outside diameter or square. Concrete collar shall have #3 bar reinforcing or other
approved reinforcing mat.
4. Lid shall have stainless steel or brass screws to attach the tracer wire.
5. Locator stations shall be Bingham and Taylor figure number 6005 or approved equal.
D. Marking Tape
1. Tape shall be 3.5 mill polyethylene tape 3” in width, with the continuous printed message,
“Caution – Waterline Buried Below.” Tape shall be style 48288 as manufactured by the
Seton Safety and Identification or approved equal
2.17

Bore Casing Pipe

A. Steel pipe shall be welded or seamless or smooth wall, consisting of Grade “B” steel as specified
in ASTM A-139. Minimum yield strength shall be 35,000 psi, and pipe thickness shall be as
specified on the construction plans. All pipe shall be furnished with beveled ends prepared for
field welding of circumferential joints. Welds shall be a full penetration welds subject to visual
inspection. All burrs at pipe ends shall be removed. Encasement pipe must be approved by the
appropriate controlling agency (V.D.O.T., R.R., etc.) and the Engineer prior to ordering. Spiral
weld casing pipe will not be allowed.
2.18

Pressure Gages

A. Pressure gauges shall be of all stainless steel construction, 3.5 inch case size, accuracy of 1%
over the entire dial arch, ¼” NPT bottom connection, Pressure range shall be as indicated on the
drawings.
B. Pressure gages shall be Ashcroft stainless steel–case 1009 pressure gauges or approved equal.
C. All pressure gages shall be installed with a ¼” stainless steel ball valve and stainless steel
nipples.
D. All pressure gages shall be mounted with fittings or on fitting bosses. NO TAPPING OF PIPE
OR SADDLES WILL BE ALLOWED.
2.19

Pipe Supports

A. Pipes shall be supported by steel pipe hangers, clamps . brackets, rods and inserts as required to
support the imposed pipe loads. Hangers in general shall be new, manufactured of carbon steel
and hot dipped galvanized after fabrication or 304 stainless steel.
B. Pipes 2 ½ inches and larger shall be supported with adjustable floorstand type pipe supports as
detailed on the drawings. Pipe supports shall be Standon Model S89 flange support, Standon
Model S96 cradle support as manufactured by Material Resources, Inc. or approved equal.
C. Pipes 2” and smaller shall be supported from the floor, walls or ceiling depending on the type of
building construction. Pipe supports for these size pipes shall be as manufactured by Unistrut
Building Systems. Supports shall consist of floor stands, wall brackets or clevis type hangers.
Unistrut and appurtenances shall be stainless steel. Clips for copper tubings shall be copper
coated. Minimum threaded rod size shall be 3/8 inch.
D. Ductile Iron and steel pipe supports shall be spaced in accordance with the following schedule:
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Pipe sizes
(inches)
Max spacing
(feet)

½ - 3/4

1- 1 1/4

1½-2

3–4

6

8

4

6

8

10

12

14

E. Copper tubing pipe supports shall be spaced in accordance with the following schedule:
F.
Nominal tubing size
(inches)
Max spacing (feet)

½3/4
4

1- 1 1/4

1½-2

6

8

G. Pipe supports shall be located as per the following:
1. Maximum spacing as indicated above
2. Maximum of 12 inches from all horizontal and vertical changes in direction.
3. On the suction and discharge of pump piping to eliminate pipe stresses on the pump flanges.
4. On the connections to all equipment to eliminate pipe stresses on the equipment connections
and allow equipment removal.
5. On the inlet and outlet piping to the water meter to allow the removal of the water meter.
6. Additional pipe supports as indicated on the drawings.
3. EXECUTION
3.01

General

A. Water lines shall be laid to lines and grades shown on the drawings with appurtenances and
service connections at required locations. Installation of all materials shall be in strict
conformance with manufacturer's recommendations and AWWA standards.
3.02

Separation of Potable Water Lines And Sanitary and/or Combined Sewer

A. Follow State Health Department standards for separation of water mains and sewer lines.
B. Parallel Installation:
1. Normal Conditions Water lines shall be constructed at least 10 feet horizontally from a
sewer or sewer manhole whenever possible. The distance shall be measured edge to edge.
2. Unusual Conditions When local conditions prevent a horizontal separation of at least 10
feet, the water line may be laid closer to a sewer or sewer manhole provided that:
a) The bottom of the water line is at least 18 inches above the top of the sewer.
b) Where this vertical separation cannot be obtained, the sewer shall be constructed of
AWWA approved water pipe pressure tested in place to 50 psi without leakage prior to
backfilling. The sewer manhole shall be of watertight construction and tested in place.
c)
C. Crossing:
1. Normal Conditions: Water lines crossing over sewers shall be laid to provide a separation of
at least 18 inches between the bottom of the water line and the top of the sewer whenever
possible.
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2. Unusual Conditions: When local conditions prevent the vertical separation described in
crossing, normal conditions, (paragraph above) the following construction shall be used.
a) Sewers passing over or under water lines shall be constructed of the materials described
in parallel installation, unusual conditions Paragraph b. above.
b) Water lines passing under sewers shall, in addition, be protected by providing:
i. A vertical separation of at least 18 inches between the bottom of the sewer and the
top of the water lines.
ii. That the length of the water line shall be centered at the point of the crossing so that
joints shall be equidistant and as far as possible from the sewer.
D. Sanitary and/or combined sewers or sewer manholes No water pipes shall pass through or come
in contact with any part of sewer or sewer manhole.
3.03

Examination of Material:

A. All pipes, fittings, valves and other appurtenances shall be examined carefully for damage and
other defects immediately before installation. Defective materials shall be marked and held for
inspection by the Owner, who may prescribe corrective repairs or reject materials.
3.04

Pipe Ends:

A. All lumps, blisters, and excess coating shall be removed from the socket and plain ends of each
pipe, and the outside of the plain end and the inside of the bell shall be wiped clean and dry and
be free from dirt sand, grit, or any other foreign material before the joint is made. Proper
lubricant shall be used for all push joint pipe.
3.05

Pipe Cleanliness:

A. Foreign material shall be prevented from entering the pipe while it is being placed in the trench.
During laying operations, no debris, tools, clothing or other materials shall be placed in the pipe.
3.06

Pipe Placement:

A. Laying of the pipe shall be commenced immediately after the excavation is started, and every
means must be used to keep pipe lying closely behind the trenching as each length of pipe is
placed in the trench, the joint shall be assembled and the pipe brought to correct line and grade
before the next length of pipe is laid. No more than 200 lf of trench shall be opened at any one
time. No opened trenches will be allowed at the end of the work day.
B. Lay pipe with bell ends facing the direction of laying. Where grade is 10 percent or greater, lay
pipe uphill with bell ends upgrade.
3.07

Pipe Plugs:

A. At times when pipe laying is not in progress, the open ends of the pipe shall be closed by a water
tight plug or other means approved by the Engineer. When practical, the plug shall remain in
place until the trench is pumped completely dry. Care must be taken to prevent pipe flotation
should the trench fill with water.
3.08

Laying Conditions

A. Pipe shall be placed in a dry trench at the proper line and grade.
3.09

Pipe Deflection

A. Permissible deflection in mechanical joint pipe shall not be greater than 1/2 of that listed in
AWWA C600 or as recommended by pipe manufacturer. No joint deflection shall be allowed in
PVC pipe. Radius turn with PVC pipe shall be by bending pipe at 1/2 manufacturers
recommended deflection.
3.10

Pipe Cutting:
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A. Cutting of the pipe shall be done in a neat, workmanlike manner with the proper tools without
creating damage to the pipe or cement mortar lining.
3.11

Restrained Joints

A. Provide reaction anchors of concrete blocking, metal harness, retainer gland type, restaining
gaskets or restrained joint type pipe at all changes in direction of pressure pipelines and as shown
on Drawings.
B. All mechanical joint bolts shall be torqued with a torque wrench as recommended by the
manufacturer.
Bolt Size – Inches
5/8
3/4
1

Torque Ft. - Lbs.
45 - 60
75 - 90
100-120

C. Tighten nuts on alternate side of the gland until pressure on the gland is equally distributed
3.12

Polyethylene Pipe Installation

A. Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the jobsite above
ground. The joining method shall be the butt fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations. The butt fusion equipment used in
the joining procedures should be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe
manufacturer, including, but not limited to, temperature requirements of 400 degrees Fahrenheit,
alignment, and an interfacial fusion pressure of 75 PSI. The butt fusion joining will produce a
joint weld strength equal to or greater than the tensile strength of the pipe itself. All welds will
be made using a Data Logger to record temperature, fusion pressure, with a graphic
representation of the fusion cycle shall be part of the Quality Control records.
B. Sidewall fusions for connections to outlet piping shall be performed in accordance with HDPE
pipe and fitting manufacturer’s specifications. The heating irons used for sidewall fusion shall
have an inside diameter equal to the outside diameter of the HDPE pipe being fused. The size of
the heating iron shall be ¼ inch larger than the size of the outlet branch being fused.
C. Mechanical joining will be accomplished by either using a HDPE flange adapter with a Ductile
Iron back-up ring or HDPE Mechanical Joint adapter with a Ductile Iron back-up ring.
D. Socket fusion, hot gas fusion, threading, solvents, and epoxies will not be used to join HDPE
pipe.
3.13

Manholes (at air release, valves, etc., as called for in the Drawings):

A. Manholes shall be constructed to the elevations shown on the Contract Drawings in accordance
with the provisions of the Standard Details.
B. Set manhole base section on bed of VDOT #57 stone to a minimum depth of 8 in. Stone shall be
thoroughly compacted and carefully leveled.
C. Join all manhole riser and cone or flat slab top sections by the use of o-ring type round rubber
gaskets.
D. Install flexible manhole connections for all pipes sizes 4 in. to 24 in., inclusive and apply sealant
to completely fill joint between manhole barrel and flexible connection for the full thickness of
the manhole barrel.
E. Plug lift holes and repair any defects in manhole.
F. Set adjusting rings in Portland cement mortar bed.
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1. Rings will not be required outside of paved roadways or walkways unless called for on the
Contract Drawings.
2. Rings in paved roadways or walkways shall permit upward or downward adjustment of
manhole frame by six inches.
G. All manhole frames shall be set on a bed of butyl mastic and bolted down with a minimum of 4 5/8” stainless steel anchor blots. Anchor bolts shall be embedded a minimum of 4” into concrete.
3.14

Road/Highway Crossings

A. Where crossing is to be installed beneath a Commonwealth of Virginia road or highway, all
operations and materials shall conform to the requirements of the Virginia Department of
Transportation governing such crossings, and the contractor shall obtain approval of all materials
and methods to be employed before such work is started. A copy of such permission shall be
filed with the Owner prior to starting the work. The contractor will also be required to furnish a
release from the proper authorities before final acceptance of the work by the Owner. The
contractor shall secure from the Department of Transportation the necessary information
regarding proper bracing, sheeting, shoring and other required protection of the highway and
traffic during the construction operation.
B. Where an open cut is permissible in crossing the State Highway instead of boring, the contractor
shall make the necessary provisions for handling traffic and replacing the roadbed and surface as
required by the Virginia Department of Transportation.
3.15

Setting Valves and Valve Boxes.

A. Install valves with operator stems plumb in the vertical plane. Locate valves where shown on
Drawings.
B. Equip all underground valves with valve boxes or standard precast concrete manholes where
shown on the Drawings. Set valve boxes or manholes in accordance with drawings. Set box
plumb in the vertical direction in alignment with valve stem centered on valve nut. Where valve
boxes or manhole covers are used, set the valve box to prevent transmitting shock or stress to the
valve. Set the box cover flush with the finished ground surface or pavement. PVC extensions
shall not be permitted.
3.16

Tracer Wire

A. Wire shall be placed on the top of all underground pipes and attached to the pipe with wire ties at
a minimum of every sixteen (10) feet. Water service connections will have a single wire attached
from the main line wire and terminating in the meter box as close to the surface as possible.
Tracer wire within Meter Boxes will be stripped three-quarter (3/4) inch from the end and capped
with a wire nut to minimize electrical ground contact. All connections at the main line must be
electrically sound and physically secure with screw connections or clamps. All connections must
be taped with electric tape and sealed with an electrical coating sealant.
3.17

Locator Stations

A. Locator Stations shall be installed every 1000 ft along the pipe line and within ten (4) feet of
each fire hydrant.
3.18

Marking Tape

A. Install marking tape in utility trenches above all pipes in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations. Install tape approximately 18 inches above the pipe and not less than 18
inches deep.
3.19

Testing

A. Contractor shall supply water at no cost, for testing potable water lines.
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B. Pressure Testing of Water Mains and Pressure Pipe
1. Hydrostatic testing shall be performed in accordance with AWWA C600.
2. After the pipe has been installed , all pipe or any valved section thereof shall be subjected to
a hydrostatic pressure of at least 1.5 times the working pressure or 150 psi which ever is
greater, at the lowest point in the system.
3. Test Pressure Restrictions:
a) Test pressures shall:
i. Not be less than 1.25 times the working pressure or 125 psi which ever is greater at
the highest point along the test section.
ii. Not to exceed pipe or thrust restraint design pressures.
iii. Be of at least 2-hour duration.
iv. Not vary by more than 5 psi± for the duration of the test.
v. Not to exceed the rated pressure of the valves, hydrants and appurtenances.
b) Each valved section of pipe shall be filled with water slowly and the specified test
pressure, based on the elevation of the lowest point of the line or section under test and
corrected to the elevation of the test gage, shall be applied by means of a pump
connected to the pipe in a manner satisfactory to the Owner’s Representative.
c) Before applying the specified test pressure, air shall be expelled completely from the
pipe, valves and hydrants. If permanent air vents are not located at all high points, the
Contractor shall install corporation cocks at such points so that the air can be expelled as
the line is filled with water. After all the air has been expelled, the corporation cocks
shall remain closed and be left in place.
d) All exposed pipe, fittings, valves, hydrants, and joints shall be examined carefully during
the test. Any damaged or defective pipe, fittings, valves, or hydrants that are discovered
following the pressure test shall be repaired or eplaced with sound material and the test
shall be repeated until it is satisfactory.
C. Leakage Test For Bell and Spigot and Mechanical Joint Pipe
1. A leakage test shall be conducted concurrently with the pressure test
2.

Leakage shall be defined as the quality of water that must be supplied into the newly
installed pipe, or any valved section thereof, to maintain pressure within 5 psi of the
specified test pressure after the air in the pipeline has been expelled and the pipe has been
filled with water. Leakage shall not be measured by a drop in pressure in a test section over
a period of time.

3. No pipe installation will be accepted if the leakage is greater than that determined by the
following formula:
L = SD√P
148,000
in which L is the allowable leakage, in gallons per hour; S is the length of pipeline tested, in
feet; D is the nominal diameter of the pipe, in inches; and P is the average test pressure
during the leakage test in pounds per square inch gage.
4. When testing against closed metal-seated valves, an additional leakage per closed valve of
0.0078 gallons/hour/inch of nominal valve size shall be allowed.
5. Acceptance shall be determined on the basis of allowable leakage. If any test of pipe
installed discloses leakage greater than that specified above, the Contractor shall, at his own
expense, locate and make repairs as necessary until the leakage is within the specified
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allowance. ALL VISIBLE LEAKS ARE TO BE REPAIRED REGARDLESS OF THE
AMOUNT OF LEAKAGE.
D. Leakage testing of exposed and above ground pipe
1. ALL JOINTS ARE TO BE WATERTIGHT. THERE SHALL BE NO VISIBLE LEAKS
ALLOWED. ALL LEAKS ARE TO BE REPAIRED.
3.20

Disinfection

A. The water used in the disinfection and flushing process shall be potable water from an approved
supply. If water is to be transported to the subject site, then the tank trucks must also be properly
disinfected prior to transporting water. Disinfection of the vehicle should also include all
appurtenances used such as valves, hoses, etc.
B. Preliminary Flushing
1. The main shall be flushed prior to disinfection, except when the tablet method is used.
Flushing shall be at a velocity of not less than 3.0 ft./sec. Adequate provisions shall be made
for drainage of flushing water. Flushing is to be performed only with the approval of and
under the direction of the Town Inspector. The Contractor shall inspect areas of discharge
and provide the necessary equipment to prevent any environmental damage or erosion. The
Contractor shall be responsible for any damage that may result from flushing.
C. Form of Chlorine for Disinfection
1. Liquid chlorine shall be used only when suitable equipment is available and only under the
direct supervision of a person familiar with the physiological, chemical, and physical
properties of this element and who is properly trained and equipped to handle any emergency
that may arise. Introduction of chlorine-gas directly from the supply cylinder is unsafe and
shall not be permitted.
2. Calcium hypochlorite contains 70 percent available chlorine by weight. It shall be either
granular or tabular in form. The tablets, 6-8 to the ounce, are designed to dissolve slowly in
water. A chlorine-water solution shall be prepared by dissolving the granules in water in the
proportion requisite for the desired concentration.
3. Sodium hypochlorite is supplied in strengths from 5.25 to 16 percent available chlorine. The
chlorine-water solution shall be prepared by adding hypochlorite to water. Product
deterioration shall be reckoned with in computing the quantity of sodium hypochlorite
required for the desired concentration.
4. Application: The hypochlorite solutions shall be applied to the water main with a chemical
feed pump designed for feeding chlorine solutions. For small applications the solutions may
be fed with a hand pump, for example, a hydraulic test pump. Feed lines shall be of such
material and strength as to withstand safely the maximum pressures that may be created by
the pumps. All connections shall be checked for tightness before the hypochlorite solution is
applied to the main.
D. Methods of Chlorine Application:
1. Continuous Feed Method
a) Water from the existing distribution system or other approved sources of supply shall be
made to flow at a constant, measured rate into the newly-laid pipeline. The water shall
receive a dose of chlorine, also fed at a constant, measured rate. The two rates shall be
proportioned so that the chlorine concentration in the water in the pipe is maintained at a
minimum of 50 MG/L available chlorine. To assure that this concentration is
maintained, the chlorine residual shall be measured at intervals not exceeding 2,000 feet
in accordance with the procedures described in the current edition of “Standard
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Methods” and AWWA M12 - “simplified procedures for water examination.” In the
absence of a meter, the rate may be determined either by placing a pitot gage at the
discharge or by measuring the time to fill a container of known volume. Table 1 gives the
time to fill a container of known volume. Table 1 gives the amount of chlorine required
for each 100 ft. of pipe of various diameters. Solutions of 1 percent chlorine may be
prepared with sodium hypochlorite or calcium hypochlorite. The latter solution requires
approximately 1 lb. of calcium hypochlorite in 8.5 gal. of water.
TABLE 1
CHLORINE REQUIRED TO PRODUCE 50 MG/L CONCENTRATION
IN 100 FT. OF PIPE - BY DIAMETER
Pipe Size
In.

100 Percent
Chlorine
Lb.

1 Percent
Chlorine Solutions
Gal.

4
6
8
10
12
16
20

0.027
0.061
0.108
0.170
0.240
0.430
0.675

0.33
0.73
1.30
2.04
2.88
5.12
8.00

b) During the application of the chlorine, valves shall be manipulated to prevent the
treatment dosage from flowing back into the line supplying the water. Chlorine
application shall not cease until the entire main is filled with the chlorine solution. The
chlorinated water shall be retained in the main for at least 24 hours, during which time
all valves and hydrants in the section treated shall be operated in order to disinfect the
appurtenances. At the end of this 24 hour period, the treated water shall contain no less
than 25 MG/L chlorine throughout the length of the main.
2. Slug Method (Use only if authorized by Utilities Department)
a) Water from the existing distribution system or other approved source of supply shall be
made to flow at a constant, measured rate into the newly laid pipeline. The water shall
receive a dose of chlorine, also fed at a constant, measured rate. The two rates shall be
proportioned so that the concentration in the water entering the pipeline is maintained at
no less than 300 MG/L. The chlorine shall be applied continuously and for a sufficient
period to develop a solid column or “slug” of chlorinated water that will, as it passes
along the line, expose all interior surfaces to a concentration of at least 300 MG/L for at
least 3 hours. The application shall be checked at a tap near the upstream end on the line
by chlorine residual measurements.
b) As the chlorinated water flows past tees and crosses, related valves and hydrants shall be
operated so as to disinfect appurtenances.
3. Tablet Method
a) Use only when scrupulous cleanliness has been exercised because preliminary flushing
cannot be used. Do not use this method if trench water or foreign material have entered
the main or if the water is below 41 degrees F (5 degrees C). This method may be used
for mains up to 12 inches in diameter and where the total length of the main is less than
2,500 feet. Tablets shall not be used with PVC pipe.
b) Place tablets in each section of pipe and also in hydrants, hydrant branches, and other
appurtenances. Attach tablets using an adhesive that is a NSF 61 listed product. Tablets
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shall be free of adhesive except on the one broad side to be attached. Place all tablets at
the top of the main. If the tablets are attached before the pipe section is placed in the
trench, mark the position of the tablet in the pipe and assure that the pipe is placed with
the tablet at the top.
c) The following table shows the number of 5 grain HTH tablets necessary per joint of pipe
to obtain 50 PPM chlorine.
Pipe Size
3 in.
4 in.
6 in.
8 in.
10 in.
12 in.

Tablets Per 18-20 Ft. Joint
1
1
2
3
4
7

d) When installation is complete, fill the main with water at a velocity of less than 1 foot
per second. The water shall remain in the pipe for at least 24 hours. Operate valves so
that the strong chlorine solution will not flow back into the line supplying the water.
E. Final Flushing: After the applicable retention period, the heavily chlorinated water shall be
flushed from the main. Using a “Neutralization Station”, neutralize the waterline until the
chlorine concentration in the water leaving the main is no higher than that generally prevailing in
the system, or less than 1 MG/L. Chlorine residual determination shall be made to ascertain that
the heavily chlorinated water has been removed from the pipeline.
3.21

Bacteriological Tests

A. After final flushing, and before the water main is placed in service, samples shall be collected
and tested for bacteriologic quality and shall show the absence of coliform organisms. At least
two samples shall be collected at least 24 hours apart at intervals not exceeding 1,200 ft. and
tested by the Department of Consolidated Laboratory Services or a Department of Consolidated
Laboratory Services certified laboratory and the results submitted to engineer.
B. Samples for bacteriological analysis shall be collected in sterile bottles treated with sodium
thiosulfate. If laboratory results indicate the presence of coliform bacteria, the samples are
unsatisfactory and disinfection shall be repeated until the samples are satisfactory. Cleaning,
disinfection, and testing will be the responsibility of the contractor. Water for these operations
will be furnished by the owner, but the contractor shall include in his bid the cost of loading,
hauling, and discharging the water.
C. A sampling tap consisting of a corporation cock with metal pipe shall be installed within two feet
of valves. The corporation stop inlet shall be male one inch in size and the outlet shall have oneinch I.P. threads and a cap.
D. Testing and disinfection of the completed sections shall not relieve the contractor of his
responsibility to repair or replace any cracked or defective pipe. All work necessary to secure a
tight line shall be done at the contractor’s expense.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02530
SANITARY SEWERAGE

1. GENERAL
1.01 All pumps, piping, valves, fittings, meters, meter vaults, appurtenances and other
products shall conform to the requirements of the latest edition of the Local Utility
Standards, where applicable.
1.02 Quality Assurance
A. Comply with all applicable codes and regulations as required by regulatory agencies
having jurisdictions over this Work.
1.03 Connections to existing system:
A. The Contractor shall make connections to the existing system under a pressure or nonpressure condition, as indicated, complying with the system owner’s requirements for the
time of day such work can be done. The Contractor shall pay all costs associated with the
connections unless otherwise indicated. If the system owner performs the work, the
Contractor shall arrange for the work to be done.
B. Valves are to be operated only by the Owner.
2. PRODUCTS
2.01 Underground Pressure Pipe & Fittings
A. Ductile Iron Pipe:
1. Ductile iron pipe shall meet the requirements of AWWA C151,AWWA C150 and
Rubber-gasket joints shall meet the requirements of AWWA C111 3” through 24”
pipe shall be, at a minimum, class 52 with a working pressure of 350 psi. Pipe shall
have a single cement-mortar lining and a bituminous seal coat conforming to the
requirement of AWWA C104. A minimum of 5% of the pipe furnished shall be
gauged for roundness full length and so marked. Pressure class of pipe shall be
increased if the specific installation warrants it.
B. PVC Pipe
1. PVC pipe shall meet requirements of AWWA C900 (DR-18, CL. 150) for sizes up to
12”. If working pressures over 150 psi are encountered ductile iron pipe shall be
used. Cell classification for water pipe shall be 12454-B
C. Polyethylene pipe
1. 2 Inches and Smaller –Pipe shall be manufactured from a PE 3408 resin listed with
the Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI) as TR-4. The resin material will meet the
specifications of ASTM D3350-02 with a cell classification of PE:345464C. Pipe
shall have a manufacturing standard of ASTM D2737 (copper tubing size), ASTM
D2239 (iron pipe size, controlled inside diameter) and ASTM D 3035 (iron pipe size,
controlled outside diameter). Pipe shall have a pressure class as specified on the
plans. The pipe shall contain no recycled compounds except that generated in the
manufacturer's own plant from resin of the same specification from the same raw
material. All pipes shall be suitable for use as pressure conduits, and per AWWA
C901, have nominal burst values of three times the Working Pressure Rating (WPR)
of the pipe. Pipe shall also have the following agency listing of NSF 61.
2. 2-1/2 inches and Larger - Pipe shall be manufactured from a PE 3408 resin listed
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with the Plastic Pipe Institute (PPI) as TR-4. The resin material will meet the
specifications of ASTM D3350 with a cell classification of PE:345464C. Pipe shall
have a manufacturing standard of ASTM F714. Pipe O.D. size shall be ductile iron
pipe size (DIPS). Pipe shall be pressure class as indicated on the plans. The pipe
shall contain no recycled compounds except that generated in the manufacturer's own
plant from resin of the same specification from the same raw material. All pipes
shall be suitable for use as pressure conduits, listed as NSF 61, and per AWWA
C906. Pipe shall have a nominal burst value of three and one-half times the Working
Pressure Rating (WPR) of the pipe. Peak flow water velocity of 5 ft/sec shall be used
in the hydraulics engineering design.
D. Fittings
1. Ductile Iron Fittings
2. Fittings for PVC pipe and DI pipe shall be Standard Size Mechanical Joint ductile
iron in accordance with AWWA C110/A21.10 or Compact Mechanical Joint ductile
iron in accordance with AWWA C 153. Pressure ratings shall be a minimum of 350
psi for fittings 24-inch and smaller and 250 psi for 30-inch. All fittings shall have a
single cement mortar lining on the interior and a bituminous seal coating on the
exterior. Fittings shall have mechanical joints conforming to the requirements of
AWWA C111. Bolts for mechanical joint fittings shall be high strength, corrosion –
resistant low alloy steel with hexagon nuts having a minimum yield point of 45,000
psi in accordance with AWWA C111. Mechanical joint bolts shall be torqued with a
torque wrench as per manufacturer’s recommendations.
3. Polyethylene Pipe Fittings
a) Fittings for polyethylene pipe shall be manufactured specifically for the intended
use and be approved by the piping manufacturer to be compatible with their
product. All fittings shall have a working pressure rating equal to or greater than
the pipe, and shall meet all requirements of NSF 61.
b) Butt Fusion Fittings
i. Fittings shall be PE3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as
determined by ASTM D3350-02, and approved for AWWA use. Butt Fusion
Fittings shall have a manufacturing standard of ASTM D3261. Molded &
fabricated fittings shall have a pressure rating equal to or greater than the
pipe. Fabricated fittings are to be manufactured using Data Loggers.
Temperature, fusion pressure and a graphic representation of the fusion cycle
shall be part of the quality control records. All fittings shall be suitable for
use as pressure conduits, and per AWWA C906, shall have a nominal burst
values of three and one-half times the Working Pressure Rating (WPR).
c) Electrofusion Fittings
i. Fittings shall be PE3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as
determined by ASTM D3350-02. Electrofusion Fittings shall have a
manufacturing standard of ASTM F1055. Fittings shall have a pressure rating
equal to the pipe. All electrofusion fittings shall be suitable for use as
pressure conduits, and per AWWA C906, have nominal burst values of three
and one-half times the Working Pressure Rating (WPR).
ii. Flanged and Mechanical Joint Adapters - Flanged and Mechanical Joint
Adapters shall be PE 3408 HDPE, Cell Classification of 345464C as
determined by ASTM D3350-02. Flanged and Mechanical Joint Adapters
shall have a manufacturing standard of ASTM D3261.
d) Coupling Style Fittings
b)
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i.

Pipe fittings 2” and smaller shall be brass Ford Meter Products Quick Joint or
pack joint fittings or approved equal. All fitting connections shall have
stainless steel inserts.

E. Thrust Restraint
1. All pipe fittings, plugs, caps, tees, and bends in underground ductile iron or PVC
piping must be restrained utilizing Megalug Series 1100 retainer glands by EBAA
Iron Sales, Inc.(or approved equal). Glands shall be manufactured of ductile iron
conforming to ASTM A 536-80. Restraining devices shall be of ductile iron heat
treated to a minimum hardness of 370 BHN. Dimensions of the gland shall be such
that it can be used with the standardized mechanical joint bell and tee-head bolts
conforming to ANSI/AWWA A21.11 and C153/A21.53. Twist-off nuts shall be used
to insure proper actuating of the restraining devices. The mechanical joint restraint
device shall have a working pressure of at least 250 psi with a minimum safety factor
of 2.
2.

All ductile iron bell and spigot pipe joints shall be restrained using US Pipe Field
Lok 350 type gaskets. Gaskets shall be manufactured by the pipe manufacturer to be
compatible with their pipe.

3. PVC pipe joints shall be restrained on either side of the fitting for a length as
indicated on the drawings. Harness type restraining devices shall be used on Bell and
spigot pipe joints utilizing Megalug Series 1100HD harness by EBAA Iron Sales,
Inc. (or approved equal).
F. Couplings for under ground or buried service shall be ductile iron mechanical joint in
accordance with underground ductile fittings in this section.
2.02 Above Ground or Exposed Pressure Pipe & Fittings
A. Ductile Iron Pipe
1. Ductile iron pipe installed above ground, unless otherwise indicated on drawings,
inside buildings or underground vaults, shall be flanged ductile iron pipe class 53 in
accordance with ANSI A21.15 (AWWA C115). Unless indicated otherwise on the
drawings pipe shall have Class 125 flanged joints meeting the requirements of ANSI
B 16.1, outside coating shall be red primer, and gaskets for flanged pipe shall be 1/8”
thick full face red rubber. Pipe shall have a single cement mortar lining with asphaltic
seal coat meeting the requirements for AWWA C104. All steel flanges mating to flat
face flanges shall have the raised face machined off. UNIFLANGES WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED WITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE ENGINEER.
B. Ductile Iron Fittings
1. Fittings for ductile iron pipe shall be flanged ductile iron in accordance with ANSI
A21.10 (AWWA C110). Fittings up to 30” diameter shall have a minimum working
pressure rating of 250 psi. Unless indicated otherwise on the drawings, pipe shall
have Class 125 flanged joints meeting the requirements of ANSI B 16.1, outside
coating shall be red primer, and gaskets for flanged pipe shall be 1/8” thick full face
red rubber. Fittings shall have a single cement-mortar lining and a bituminous seal
coat conforming to the requirement of AWWA C104.
C. Brass Pipe
1. Brass pipe shall be seamless red brass pipe in accordance with ASTM B43. Fittings
shall bronze 150 psi rated conforming to the requirements of ANSI B16.15.
b)
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D. Stainless Pipe
1. All stainless steel pipes shall be schedule 40 type 304 unless noted otherwise. All
fittings shall be threaded class 150 type 304 stainless steel unless noted otherwise.
E. Galvanized Steel Pipe
1. All galvanized steel pipe 2” and smaller shall be schedule 40 threaded pipe with
malleable iron class 150 galvanized fittings. All unions shall be class 300.
2. All galvanized steel pipe 2-1/2” and larger shall be schedule 40 threaded pipe with
malleable iron class 150 galvanized threaded fittings. Flanged joints shall be used in
place of unions.
F. Flanged Adapter
1. Flanged adapters shall be JCM flanged coupling adaptors model 301R or approved
equal.
G. Standard couplings shall be Dresser Style 38, Dresser Style 90 or approved equal.
Transition couplings shall be Dresser Style 162 or approved equal. All couplings shall be
rodded unless otherwise noted.
2.03 Underground Gravity Pipe
A. PVC Gravity Pipe (Buried)
1. PVC gravity pipe shall be manufactured from PVC resin having a minimum cell class
of 12454B or 12454C as defined by ASTM D1784 and shall conform to ASTM
D3034 SDR 35 for sizes 4”through 15” and ASTM F679, table 1 SDR 35 for sizes
18” through 48”. Joints shall be elastometric gasket joints meeting the requirements
of ASTM D 3212. Fittings shall be compatible with pipe and supplied by the same
manufacturer as the pipe.
2. Where C900 is required, pipe shall be in accordance with PVC pressure pipe in this
section.
3. Where gravity sewer diameters are 21” or greater, PVC pipe will be in accordance
with above or as follows:
a) Perma Loc (21”-36”) Series 46 (min. wall thickness = 0.17)
b) Ultra Rib (21”-36”) (min. wall thickness = 0.17)
c) Carlon Vylon H.C. – a.k.a. Lamson Pipe (21”- 48”) (min. total wall thickness =
0.17)
B. Ductile Iron (D.I.) Gravity Sewer Pipe
1. Ductile iron pipe shall meet the requirements of AWWA/ANSI C151/A21.51 for
Classes 150 through 250 as indicated on the Drawings. Thickness classes shall meet
requirements of AWWA C150. Pipe shall have cement-mortar lining and a
bituminous seal coat conforming to the requirement of AWWA C104.
2. Where acid-resistant pipe is called for, interior lining shall be a chemical resistant
amine cured novalac epoxy containing at least 20% by volume of ceramic quartz
pigment. Material shall have the following properties:
a) A permeability rating of 0.00 when tested according to the procedure described
in Method A of ASTM E 96-93, Procedure A with a test duration of 30 days.
b) ASTM B 117-85 Salt Spray (scribed panel) – Results to equal 0.0 undercutting
after two years.
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c) ASTM G 95-87 Cathodic Disbondment (1.5 volts @ 77ºF) – Results to equal no
more than 0.5 mm undercutting after 30 days.
d) Immersion Testing rated using ASTM D 714-87.
i. 20% Sulfuric Acid – No effect after two years.
ii. 140ºF-25% Sodium Hydroxide – No effect after two years.
iii. 160ºF Distilled Water – No effect after two years.
iv. 120ºF Tap Water (scribed panel) – 0.0 undercutting after two years with no
effect.
e) Abrasion Resistance – Less than 4 mils loss after one million cycles on a ±22.5º
sliding aggregate slurry abrasion tester using a sharp natural siliceous gravel with
a particle size between 2 mm and 10 mm.
f) Lining Material shall be PROTECTO 401 Ceramic Epoxy or approved equal.
g) Pipe lining shall be 40 mils nominal dry film thickness, factory applied in strict
conformance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
3. Exterior, bituminous coating for cast iron fittings and ductile iron pipe shall meet
requirements of AWWA/ANSI C106/A21.6 or C151/A21.51 as applicable.
C. Couplings
1. Gravity sewer pipe shall use slip type couplings manufactured by the pipe
manufacturer for the specific type of pipe being connected to. Fernco type coupling
may only be used with approval by the engineer for each specific location.
2.04 Plug Valves
A. Plug Valves 2 ½” and Larger
1. Valves shall be of the non-lubricated eccentric type with an elastomer covering all
seating surfaces. Flanged valves shall be manufactured in accordance with ANSI
B16.1 Class 125/150 including facing , drilling and flange thickness. Mechanical
joint ends shall be in compliance with AWWA/ANSI C-111-92. Ports shall be round
with a minimum of 80% port area on sizes 2 ½” through12”. Valves 14” and larger
shall be of a rectangular port design with a minimum of 80% port area.
2. Valve bodies shall be of ASTM A-126 Class B cast iron in accordance with AWWA
C-504-87 Section 5.2.1. Valves 3” and larger shall be furnished with a welded-in
overlay seat of not less than 90% nickel in accordance with AWWA C-507-85
Section 3.2.3.5.
3. Plugs shall be of ASTM A-536 Grade 65-45-12 for valves 20” and smaller, and
ASTM A126 Class B for valves 24” and larger, in compliance with AWWA C-50487, Section 2.2.2. The plugs shall be of one piece solid construction with PTFE
thrust bearings on the upper and lower beating journals. Plugs shall have a Nitrile
Elastomer Trim.
4. Valves shall be furnished with replaceable sleeve type bearings conforming to
AWWA C504-78, Section 3.6.1 and AWWA C507-85, Section 3.2.4. Bearings shall
be of sintered, oil impregnated type 316 stainless steel, ASTM A -743 Grade CF-8M
on 20” and smaller, and permanently lubricated bronze bearings on 24” and larger.
Valve shaft seals shall be of the “U” cup type in accordance with AWWA C-504-87,
Section 3.7.2. Seals shall be self adjusting and repackable without removing the
bonnet from the valve.
5. Wrench operated valves 2 ½”-4” shall be capable of being converted to worm gear or
automated operation with out removing the bonnet or plug from the valve. All
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wrench operated valves shall be equipped with a 2” square nut for use with
removable levers or extended “T” handles.
6. Worm gear operators, where required, shall be of heavy duty construction with the
ductile iron quadrant supported on the top and bottom by oil impregnated bronze
bearings. The worm gear and shaft shall be manufactured of hardened steel and run
on high efficiency roller bearings.
7. Valves shall be designed and manufactured to shut off bubble tight at 175 psi for
valves 2 ½” through 12” and at 150 psi for valves 14” and larger.
8. Above ground valves or exposed valves in vaults shall have flanged ends meeting the
requirements of ANSI B 16.1, Class 125.
9. Underground valves shall have mechanical joint ends in accordance with AWWA
C111, with a 2 “ AWWA operating nut.
10. Valves shall be Milliken Series 600/601 N1 or equal.
11. VALVES 6” AND LARGER SHALL HAVE GEAR OPERATORS.
B. Plug Valves 2” and Smaller
1. Plug Valves shall be the eccentric type with threaded ends, cast iron body (ASTM A126 Class B), epoxy seat, “O” ring stem seals, ductile iron plug (ASTM A536 65-4512), “O” ring bonnet seal, Nitrile elastomer plug coating and “O” rings and journal
bearings for plug rotation. Valves for underground service shall have a 2” operating
nut. Valves for above ground service shall have a lever actuator with a graduated
scale. All valves shall have travel stops on the operators.
2. Valves shall be Milliken series 603E or equal.
2.05 Check Valves
A. Check valves 3” and larger shall be Class 125 flanged ends ductile iron body bronze
mounted, bronze disc facing, swing type lever and weight check valves in accordance
with AWWA C508. Flanged end dimension and drilling shall comply with ANSI B 16.1,
Class 125. Check valves 3” through 12” shall have a 175 psig maximum working
pressure and a 350 psig test pressure. Check valves 14” through 24” shall have a 150
psig maximum working pressure and a 300 psig test pressure.
B. Check valves 2-1/2” and smaller shall be class 150 bronze y-pattern swing check valves
with threaded ends. Valves shall be Crane figure 137 or approved equal.
2.06 Corporation Stops and Tapping Saddles for Underground Service
A. Corporation stops shall be Ford Ballcorp or equal with corporation thread by flared end
for copper tubing. All corporation stops shall be installed with a tapping saddle. Saddles
shall be double strap epoxy coated ductile iron with stainless steel straps, bolts and nuts.
Saddles shall be Ford Style FC202 or equal.
2.07 Above Ground or Exposed Taps
A. All taps on exposed pipe, flanged pipe or above ground pipe shall be made on fitting
bosses. No tapping saddles or tapping of pipe will be allowed.
2.08 Concrete Manholes & Wet Wells
A. Manholes shall be constructed of pre-cast reinforced concrete manhole sections in
accordance with the requirements of ASTM C478 and detailed on the construction plans.
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B. Design extended monolithic base to ensure anti-flotation under complete submergence
conditions, min. 6” lip to 6’ ID, 8” lip for 8’-12’ ID.
C. A maximum of two lift holes per manhole section may be provided.
D. Provide tongue and groove joints in manhole sections with a preformed groove in the
tongue for placement of an O-ring type round, rubber gasket.
1. Gasket shall comply with requirements of ASTM C361.
2. Gasket shall provide the sole element in sealing the joint from either internal or
external hydrostatic pressure.
E. Provide flexible watertight and soiltight pipe connections to concrete manholes.
1. Ensure compatibility of pipe type and size with connector type and size. Provide any
transition fittings or materials necessary. Ensure positive seal between (1) connector
and manhole (by casting integrally with the manhole structure), and (2) connector
and pipe (by pure compression of the resilient material against the OD of the pipe).
2. Design of the connector shall account for the curvature of the manhole wall, so that
there is no loss of compression or deflection in larger pipe due to that curvature.
3. Materials shall be resistant to water, sewage, acids, ozone, weathering and aging.
Connectors shall be molded or extruded and vulcanized from material whose physical
/ chemical properties meet or exceed the physical / chemical resistant properties
outlined in ASTM C-923, and the connectors’ performance requirements shall meet
or exceed those outlined in ASTM C-923.
4. Connectors shall be similar to ALok as manufactured by ALok Products
Incorporated.
F. Sealant for manhole frames shall be a one-component polyurethane sealant similar to
Sika "Sikaflex" Type 1a.
G. Sealant for flexible pipe connections shall be a two-component polyurethane sealant
similar to Sika "Sikaflex" Type 2c with primer Type 429.
H. Manhole steps shall be corrosion-resistant and shall be one-inch square cast iron, rubbercovered steel or aluminum.
I.

Manhole frames and covers shall be molded of gray cast iron conforming to ASTM A48,
Class 30. Castings shall be coated with a coal tar pitch varnish, to which sufficient oil
has been added to make a smooth coating, tough and tenacious when cold, but not tacky
or brittle. Seating surfaces between frame and cover shall be machined. Manhole frame
and covers shall be one of the following, or equivalent:
1. Standard Manhole Frame and Cover shall be as detailed on the drawings.
2. Vandal-proof Manhole Frame and Cover shall be similar to Neenah Foundry Co.,
Cat. No. R-1926-C with 4 - 1 in. diameter vent holes.
3. Watertight Manhole Frame and Cover shall be similar to Richards Foundry
Corporation No. B-9960.

J. All manholes and wet wells shall be coated on the exterior with Carboline Bitumastic
300M, or approved equal, meeting application specifications of the manufacturer. Unless
otherwise specified, all wet wells shall have the interior also coated with Carboline
Bitumastic 300M, or approved equal, meeting application specifications of the
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manufacturer..
K. Where specified, liners for acid-resistant manholes and wetwells shall be of High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE), Polypropylene Random Copolymer (PP-R), or polyvinylchloride
(PVC) construction and shall be installed to protect the pre-cast manhole sections from
the inside base of the manhole to the base of the manhole cover frame. Benches and
inverts for lined manholes shall be coated as specified for coated manholes.
1. HDPE or PP-R liners shall consist of a 2 mm thick HDPE (high density
polyethylene) or Polypropylene Random Copolymer (PP-R) with a large number of
anchoring studs (a minimum of 420/m2, 39/ft2), manufactured during the extrusion
process in one piece with the sheet so there is no welding and no mechanical
finishing work to attach the studs to the sheet. Liner shall be similar to AGRU Sure
Grip. Joints between sections of the liner shall be sealed in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions.
L. PVC liners shall consist of polyvinylchloride plates, not less than 0.060 in. thick, with
integral bonding ribs and shall be similar to Amercoat "T-Lock Amer-Plate." Joints
between sections of liner shall be welded in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
M. Interior Product Coatings For Existing Manholes
1. Manhole surface preparation must performed using abrasive blasting or hydroblasting
with 4,000 psi water pressure in accordance with SSPC SP 13/NACE 6 to remove all
laitance, loose, or damaged concrete., oils, greases, chemical contaminants and
previously applied coatings or sealers. Suitably prepared concrete should have a
uniform surface texture resembling coarse sand paper with aggregate slightly
exposed. If surface texture is not uniform in appearance, repeat abrasive blasting or
hydroblasting until the desired surface is obtained. After surface cleaning, all visible
pressure leaks must be sealed using approved material. All leaks must be stopped
prior to application of epoxy products.
2. Interior protective linings and coatings shall provide resistance to deterioration due to
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and by-products thereof. Selected system of liners, coatings,
or admixture shall include provisions to protect concrete and all discontinuities
including precast joints, pipe penetrations, seams, and entryways.
3. Coatings and surface preparation shall be in accordance with manufacturer’s
directions. Coating thickness shall be a minimum of 120 mil. Contractor is
responsible for method of application, scaffolding, and all safety related measures.
Coatings shall be Sauereisen SewerGard Epoxy System No.210, Tnemec
PermaShield System Series 434, Raven Lining System 405, or approved equal.
2.09 Valve Boxes
A. Valve boxes for buried valves shall be cast iron, screw adjustable shaft boxes, with a
minimum shaft diameter of 5-1/4 inches, unless otherwise specified on the Drawings.
Valve box covers shall be marked with the word “SEWER” as required for the
appropriate service.
2.10 Sewage Combination Air Valve
A. The Sewage Combination Air Valves shall have a large orifice to allow unrestricted
venting or re-entry of air through it, during filling or draining of the force main to prevent
a vacuum and a small orifice for air release under pressure. The Valve shall incorporate a
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stainless steel concave float connected by a stainless steel stem and linkage to the orifice
control mechanism to maintain an air gap between the bottom of the float and the
orifices. The air gap shall retard waste solids from the fouling or clogging the orifices.
B. All internals shall be easily removed thru the top cover without removing the main valve
from the line. The complete valve shall withstand a 300 psi test. Valve shall have inlet
and blow off valves, quick disconnect couplings and minimum 5’ hose for flushing.
C. The valve inlet shall be 2” inlet and a 2” outlet. The valve manufacturer shall furnish
professionally printed installation and maintenance instruction manuals with each valve.
D. Materials of construction shall be certified the following A.S.T.M. specifications:
E.
Body ,cover & baffle
Float
Stem
Needle and Seat
Plug
Exterior Paint

Cast Iron
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Buna-N
Brass
Factory Finish

ASTM A126 GR.B
ASTM A240 T304
ASTM A240 T304
Nitrile Rubber
ASTM B124

F. Combination Air Valve shall be APCO Series 440, or approved equal.
2.11 Wall Pipes and Sleeves
A. Pipes through concrete walls and slabs shall be provided with wall pipes or penetration
seals. Wall pipes shall comply with cast iron fittings specification and shall have flanged
joint connections unless otherwise noted on the drawings. Penetration seals shall be
Link-Seal as manufactured by Thunderline Corporation of Wayne Michigan, or equal.
All hardware shall be stainless steel. Sleeves inside diameters shall be sized to fit the
outside diameter of the penetrating pipe and the link seal. Sleeves shall be of a thickness
to maintain their shape and shall be manufactured buy the seal manufacturer. All
Sleeves shall have waterstops and be hot dipped galvanized after fabrication. Where pipe
penetrations are in existing concrete structures, core drilling is acceptable provided the
hole size is coordinated with the seal manufacturer.
2.12 Pipe Locating Devices
A. Tracer wire shall be a #10 stranded copper wire with a blue jacket for water.
B. Wire Connectors
1. Connector, Wire, Set Screw Pressure type for use with No. 10 stranded wire size.
a) Holub Industries MA-2 or equivalent
b) Ideal Industries Model 30-222 or equivalent
c)
2. Wire nuts shall not be allowed underground.
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C. Locator Stations
1. Locator stations shall be cast iron with a round locking lid. Inside diameter shall be a
minimum of 5-3/4 inches and the length shall be a minimum of 15-1/2 inches.
2. Lid shall be labeled “Water Test” or as approved during submittal process.
3. Locator stations shall be capped in a round or square concrete collar a minimum of 4”
thick and 12” outside diameter or square. Concrete collar shall have #3 bar
reinforcing or other approved reinforcing mat.
4. Lid shall have stainless steel or brass screws to attach the tracer wire.
D. Locator stations shall be Bingham and Taylor figure number 6005 or approved equal.
2.13 Marking Tape
A. Tape shall be 3.5 mill polyethylene tape 3” in width, with the continuous printed
message, “Caution – Sewer Line Buried Below.” Tape shall be style 48288 as
manufactured by the Seton Safety and Identification or approved equal
2.14 Bore Casing Pipe
A. Steel pipe shall be welded or seamless or smooth wall, consisting of Grade “B” steel as
specified in ASTM A-139. Minimum yield strength shall be 35,000 psi, and pipe
thickness shall be as specified on the construction plans. All pipe shall be furnished with
beveled ends prepared for field welding of circumferential joints. Welds shall be a full
penetration welds subject to visual inspection. All burrs at pipe ends shall be removed.
Encasement pipe must be approved by the appropriate controlling agency (V.D.O.T.,
R.R., etc.) and the Engineer prior to ordering. Spiral weld casing pipe will not be
allowed.
2.15 Pressure Gages
A. Pressure gauges shall be of all stainless steel construction, 3.5 inch case size, accuracy of
1% over the entire dial arch, ¼” NPT bottom connection, Pressure range shall be as
indicated on the drawings.
B. Pressure gages shall be Ashcroft stainless steel–case 1009 pressure gauges or approved
equal.
C. All pressure gages shall be installed with a ¼” stainless steel ball valve and stainless steel
nipples.
D. All pressure gages on wastewater shall have diaphragm seals to protect the pressure gage.
E. All pressure gages shall be mounted with fittings or on fitting bosses. NO TAPPING OF
PIPE OR SADDLES WILL BE ALLOWED.
2.16 Pipe Supports
A. Pipes shall be supported by steel pipe hangers, clamps . brackets, rods and inserts as
required to support the imposed pipe loads. Hangers in general shall be new,
manufactured of carbon steel and hot dipped galvanized after fabrication or 304 stainless
steel.
B. Pipes 2 ½ inches and larger shall be supported with adjustable floorstand type pipe
supports as detailed on the drawings. Pipe supports shall be Standon Model S89 flange
support, Standon Model S96 cradle support as manufactured by Material Resources, Inc.
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or approved equal.
C. Pipes 2” and smaller shall be supported from the floor, walls or ceiling depending on the
type of building construction. Pipe supports for these size pipes shall be as manufactured
by Unistrut Building Systems. Supports shall consist of floor stands, wall brackets or
clevis type hangers. Unistrut and appurtenances shall be stainless steel. Clips for copper
tubings shall be copper coated. Minimum threaded rod size shall be 3/8 inch.
D. Ductile Iron and steel pipe supports shall be spaced in accordance with the following
schedule:
E.
Pipe sizes
(inches)
Max spacing
(feet)

½ - 3/4

1- 1 1/4

1½-2

3–4

6

8

4

6

8

10

12

14

F. Copper tubing pipe supports shall be spaced in accordance with the following schedule:
Nominal tubing size
(inches)
Max spacing (feet)

½3/4
4

1- 1 1/4

1½-2

6

8

G. Pipe supports shall be located as per the following:
1. Maximum spacing as indicated above
2. Maximum of 12 inches from all horizontal and vertical changes in direction.
3. On the suction and discharge of pump piping to eliminate pipe stresses on the pump
flanges.
4. On the connections to all equipment to eliminate pipe stresses on the equipment
connections and allow equipment removal.
5. Additional pipe supports as indicated on the drawings.
3. EXECUTION
3.01 General
A. Separation of potable water lines and sanitary sewer lines or structures shall be in strict
accordance with the State Health Department Standards.
B. Proper implements, tools and facilities shall be provided and used for the safe and
convenient performance of the Work. All pipes, fittings, valves and appurtenances shall
be lowered carefully into the trench by means of suitable tools or equipment, in such a
manner as to prevent damage to water main materials and protective coatings and linings.
Installation of the ductile iron and cast iron pipe shall be in accordance with AWWA
C600.
C. Sewers Crossing Streams, Estuaries, Lakes, or Reservoirs - Sewers entering or crossing
streams shall be constructed of watertight ductile iron pipe. The pipe and joints shall be
tested in place and shall exhibit zero infiltration. Sewers installed on piers across ravines
or streams shall be allowed only when it can be demonstrated that no other practical
alternative exists. Such sewers on piers shall be constructed in accordance with the
requirements for sewers entering or crossing under streams. Construction methods and
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materials of construction shall be such that sewers will remain watertight and free from
change in alignment or grade due to anticipated hydraulic and physical loads, erosion,
and impact.
3.02 Examination of Material:
A. All pipes, fittings, valves and other appurtenances shall be examined carefully for
damage and other defects immediately before installation. Defective materials shall be
marked and held for inspection by the Owner, who may prescribe corrective repairs or
reject materials.
3.03 Pipe Ends:
A. All lumps, blisters, and excess coating shall be removed from the socket and plain ends
of each pipe, and the outside of the plain end and the inside of the bell shall be wiped
clean and dry and be free from dirt sand, grit, or any other foreign material before the
joint is made. Proper lubricant shall be used for all push joint pipe.
3.04 Pipe Cleanliness:
A. Foreign material shall be prevented from entering the pipe while it is being placed in the
trench. During laying operations, no debris, tools, clothing or other materials shall be
placed in the pipe.
3.05 Pipe Placement:
A. Laying of the pipe shall be commenced immediately after the excavation is started, and
every means must be used to keep pipe lying closely behind the trenching as each length
of pipe is placed in the trench, the joint shall be assembled and the pipe brought to correct
line and grade before the next length of pipe is laid. No more than 200 lf of trench shall
be opened at any one time. No opened trenches will be allowed at the end of the work
day.
3.06 Pipe Plugs:
A. At times when pipe laying is not in progress, the open ends of the pipe shall be closed by
a water tight plug or other means approved by the Engineer. When practical, the plug
shall remain in place until the trench is pumped completely dry. Care must be taken to
prevent pipe flotation should the trench fill with water.
3.07 Laying Conditions
A. Pipe shall be placed in a dry trench.
B. Sewer force mains and gravity lines shall be laid to lines and grades shown on the
drawings with appurtenances and service connections at the required locations.
Installation of all materials shall be in strict conformance with manufacturer’s
recommendations.
3.08 Pipe Deflection
A. Permissible deflection in mechanical joint pipe shall not be greater than 1/2 of that listed
in AWWA C600 or as recommended by pipe manufacturer. No joint deflection shall be
allowed in PVC pipe. Radius turn with PVC pipe shall be by bending pipe at 1/2
manufacturers recommended deflection.
3.09 Pipe Cutting:
A. Cutting of the pipe shall be done in a neat, workmanlike manner with the proper tools
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without creating damage to the pipe or cement mortar lining.
3.10 Gravity Sewers
A. Lay gravity sewers so as to maintain a true alignment and grade as indicated on Contract
Drawings. After completion, the pipe shall exhibit a full circle of light when lighted at
one manhole and viewed from the next.
B. Commence laying gravity sewers at the lowest point on a section of line and lay pipe with
the bell ends uphill.
C. Pipe Joint.
1. Preparatory to making pipe joints on gravity sewer lines, clean and dry all surfaces of
joint pipe and jointing material. Use lubricants, primers, adhesives and similar
materials as recommended by the manufacturer. Place, fit, join and adjust the
jointing materials or factory fabricated joints as recommended by the manufacturer to
obtain the degree of water tightness required. As soon as possible after the joint is
made, place sufficient backfill material, as specified under Section 02350 (Trenching
& Backfilling) along each side of the pipe to resist forces that might tend to move the
pipe off line and grade.
D. Place backfill over the pipe immediately after the pipe has been laid. Ductile iron pipe
shall be used, regardless of how it is indicated in the drawings, where cover over sewer
pipe is less that 5.5 ft. in public roadways or 3.5 ft. in road way easements.
3.11 MANHOLES:
A. Manholes shall be constructed to the elevations shown on the Contract Drawings in
accordance with the provisions of the Standard Details.
B. Set manhole base section on bed of VDOT #57 stone to a minimum depth of 8 in. Stone
shall be thoroughly compacted and carefully leveled.
C. Join all manhole riser and cone or flat slab top sections by the use of o-ring type round
rubber gaskets.
D. Install flexible manhole connections for all pipes sizes 4 in. to 24 in., inclusive and apply
sealant to completely fill joint between manhole barrel and flexible connection for the
full thickness of the manhole barrel.
E. Plug lift holes and repair any defects in manhole.
F. Set adjusting rings in Portland cement mortar bed.
1. Rings will not be required outside of paved roadways or walkways unless called for
on the Contract Drawings.
2. Rings in paved roadways or walkways shall permit upward or downward adjustment
of manhole frame by six inches.
G. All manhole frames shall be set on a bed of butyl mastic and bolted down with a
minimum of 4 -5/8” stainless steel anchor blots. Anchor bolts shall be embedded a
minimum of 4” into concrete.
H. Construct bench of concrete or brick and mortar.
1. Lowest elevation of bench shall be at the spring line of the outgoing pipe.
2. Slope bench three inches toward channel for drainage.
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3. Where stubs or knockouts are provided for future pipe connections, bench shall be so
formed.
4. Use sulfate resistant cement for concrete or mortar on all acid-resistant manholes.
5. Where sealant is used, bench shall not be in contact with pipe or flexible pipe
connection.
3.12 Road/Highway Crossings
A. Where crossing is to be installed beneath a Commonwealth of Virginia road or highway,
all operations and materials shall conform to the requirements of the Virginia Department
of Transportation governing such crossings, and the contractor shall obtain approval of
all materials and methods to be employed before such work is started. A copy of such
permission shall be filed with the Owner prior to starting the work. The contractor will
also be required to furnish a release from the proper authorities before final acceptance of
the work by the Owner. The contractor shall secure from the Department of
Transportation the necessary information regarding proper bracing, sheeting, shoring and
other required protection of the highway and traffic during the construction operation.
B. Where an open cut is permissible in crossing the State Highway instead of boring, the
contractor shall make the necessary provisions for handling traffic and replacing the
roadbed and surface as required by the Virginia Department of Transportation.
3.13 Tracer Wire
A. Wire shall be placed on the top of all underground pipes and attached to the pipe with
wire ties at a minimum of every ten (10) feet. Water service connections will have a
single wire attached from the main line wire and terminating in the meter box as close to
the surface as possible. Tracer wire within Meter Boxes will be stripped three-quarter
(3/4) inch from the end and capped with a wire nut to minimize electrical ground contact.
All connections at the main line must be electrically sound and physically secure with
screw connections or clamps. All connections must be taped with electric tape and sealed
with an electrical coating sealant.
3.14 Locator Stations
A. Locator Stations shall be installed every 1000 ft long the pipe line and within ten (10) feet
of each fire hydrant. Locator pipe shall be buried in the ground a minimum of 3 ft and be
a minimum of 3 ft above the ground.
3.15 Marking Tape
A. Install marking tape in utility trenches above all pipes in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations. Install tape approximately 18 inches above the pipe and not less than
18 inches deep.
3.16 Testing
A. Contractor will supply water at no cost, for testing force main and pressure pipe.
B. Pressure Main Testing
1. Hydrostatic testing shall be performed in accordance with AWWA C600.
2. After the pipe has been laid, all newly laid pipe or any valved section thereof shall be
subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of at least 1.5 times the working pressure or 125
psi which ever is greater, at the lowest point in the system.
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3. Test Pressure Restrictions:
a) Test pressures shall:
i. Not be less than 1.5 times the working pressure or 125 psi which ever is
greater at the highest point along the test section.
ii. Not exceed pipe or thrust restraint design pressures.
iii. Be of at least 2-hour duration.
iv. Not vary by more than 5 psi± for the duration of the test.
v. Not to exceed the rated pressure of the valves, hydrants and appurtenances.
b) Each valved section of pipe shall be filled with water slowly and the specified
test pressure, based on the elevation of the lowest point of the line or section
under test and corrected to the elevation of the test gage, shall be applied by
means of a pump connected to the pipe in a manner satisfactory to the Owner’s
Representative.
c) Before applying the specified test pressure, air shall be expelled completely from
the pipe, valves and hydrants. If permanent air vents are not located at all high
points, the Contractor shall install corporation cocks at such points so that the air
can be expelled as the line is filled with water. After all the air has been
expelled, the corporation cocks shall remain closed and be left in place.
d) All exposed pipe, fittings, valves, hydrants, and joints shall be examined
carefully during the test. Any damaged or defective pipe, fittings, valves, or
hydrants that are discovered following the pressure test shall be repaired or
replaced with sound material and the test shall be repeated until it is satisfactory.
C. Leakage Test
1. A leakage test shall be conducted concurrently with the pressure test.
2.

Leakage shall be defined as the quality of water that must be supplied into the newly
laid pipe, or any valved section thereof, to maintain pressure within 5 psi of the
specified test pressure after the air in the pipeline has been expelled and the pipe has
been filled with water. Leakage shall not be measured by a drop in pressure in a test
section over a period of time.

3. No pipe installation will be accepted if the leakage is greater than that determined by
the following formula:
L = SD√P
133,200
in which L is the allowable leakage, in gallons per hour; S is the length of
pipeline tested, in feet; D is the nominal diameter of the pipe, in inches; and
P is the average test pressure during the leakage test in pounds per square
inch gage.
4. When testing against closed metal-seated valves, an additional leakage per closed
valve of 0.0078 gallons/hour/inch of nominal valve size shall be allowed.
5. Acceptance shall be determined on the basis of allowable leakage. If any test of pipe
laid discloses leakage greater than that specified above, the Contractor shall, at his
own expense, locate and make repairs as necessary until the leakage is within the
specified allowance. ALL VISIBLE LEAKS ARE TO BE REPAIRED
REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF LEAKAGE.
D. Testing Of Gravity Sewer Line
1.

Upon completion of pipeline construction, one of the following tests shall be
b)
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successfully accomplished prior to acceptance. Tests shall be conducted by the
Contractor in the presence of the Engineer, the Owner, or the Owner’s authorized
representative. All testing expenses shall be borne by the Contractor and should be
bid as a part of the price of the sanitary sewer.
2. Air Test
a) Where utilized, PVC gravity sewers shall be low-air pressure tested in
accordance with ASTM F1417-92 (1998).
3. Visual Test
a) All sewer lines shall be inspected visually to verify accuracy of alignment and
freedom from debris and obstructions. The full diameter of the pipe for straight
alignments shall be visible when viewed between consecutive manholes. The
method of test shall be visually lamping with mirrors and lights.
4. Deflection Test
a) The maximum allowable pipe deflection (reduction in inside diameter) shall be
7%. The Engineer reserves the right to require the Contractor to perform random
deflection tests of pipe before final acceptance. The device for testing shall be a
properly sized go-no go mandrel.
E. Testing of Precast Manholes, Wet Wells, Valve Vaults, etc.
1. Precast manholes and other similar structures shall be vacuum tested in accordance
with ASTM C1244. Contractor shall supply all testing equipment.
2. Test Head
a) The test head shall be placed at the top of the manhole in accordance with the
manufacturers recommendations.
3. Vacuum
a) A vacuum of 10 in of mercury shall be drawn on the manhole, the valve on the
vacuum line of the test head closed, and the vacuum pump shut off. The time in
seconds, shall be measured for the vacuum to drop to 9 in on mercury.
4. Acceptability
a) The manhole shall pass if the time for the vacuum reading to drop from 10 in of
mercury to 9 in of mercury meets or is less than the values indicated in the
following chart. If the manhole fails the test, necessary repairs shall be made by
an approved method and the manhole shall then be re-tested until a satisfactory
test is obtained.

b)
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Diameter (in)

Depth
(ft)
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

30

11
14
17
20
22
25
28
31
33
36
39
42

33

12
15
18
21
24
27
30
33
36
39
42
45

36

42

14
18
21
25
34
32
35
39
42
46
49
53

48

17
21
25
30
39
38
42
46
51
55
59
63

54

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
59
64
69
74

END OF SECTION
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23
29
35
41
46
52
53
64
64
75
81
87

60

26
33
39
46
52
59
65
72
78
85
91
98

66

29
36
43
51
58
65
72
79
87
94
101
108

72

33
41
49
57
67
73
81
89
97
105
113
121

